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Veera Hiranandani
author of The Night Diary

Q: What inspired you to write The Night Diary?

A: My father and his family had to leave their home in Mirpur Khas during the
Partition. I heard my father, and my aunts and uncles tell the story as I was
growing up. They lost their home, their community, but they made it safely, but
many people did not. When I became a writer, I knew I wanted to shape a story
around this time, but it took me a while before I felt confident enough to try.

“The more our
children feel
connected as
global citizens,
I believe the
more open-minded,
curious, empathetic,
and less xenophobic
they will grow
up to be.”

Photo © David Beinstein 2017

A Q&A with

Q: Why did you choose an epistolary format?

A: I felt like it would be a powerful and intimate way to show a character
who feels like she doesn’t have a voice, discover the power of her words,
and ask the questions she needs to ask about her world and the crisis
she’s in. I also like placing some kind of boundary and structure on my
writing process. It forces me to think more carefully about my choices
as I write.

Q: What would you like readers to take away from your novel?

A: I would like readers to feel inspired to use their voices, even when
they feel like they don’t have one. I also hope people will be encouraged
to look underneath labels like refugee or immigrant or a religion that
seems unfamiliar to them and see the specific, unique individual.

Q: Why do you think it’s important for kids today to read
beyond their borders?

A: I grew up in the US only learning about the Partition from my family. I
don’t remember learning about it at school. There’s a large amount of global history that Americans often don’t
know much about. This history and these experiences are too important to go unnoticed. We are global citizens
and we come from all over the world. The more our children feel connected as global citizens, I believe the more
open-minded, curious, empathetic, and less xenophobic they will grow up to be.

The Night Diary

H “A gripping, nuanced story of the human cost of conflict appropriate for
both children and adults.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review

H

“The diary format gives her story striking intimacy and immediacy,
serving as a window into a fraught historical moment.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review

H “Remarkably poignant… an important historical tale to tell.”
—School Library Connection, starred review

H “This rich, compelling story… should be in all libraries serving middle
grade readers.” —School Library Journal, starred review

H “Sure to appeal to young readers.” —Shelf Awareness, starred review
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Fiction editor Laurie Muchnick’s column (p. 6) in this special issue, the
Beyond Our Borders issue, highlights a crucial irony about literature
translated into English: It seems like translated books are everywhere,
but the number of fiction and poetry translations, at least, has been
dropping recently, according to Chad Post, the publisher of Open Letter, a nonprofit publisher of literary translations. Post tracks those
numbers at his Three Percent blog.
Why, then, has it felt lately like the rest of the world has been arriving in America in welcome waves in the form of excellent translated
Claiborne Smith
books? Are there more reviews in American media outlets of translated literature? More American presses publishing international writers? Are American
readers eagerly seeking international writers? Would readers be so motivated in resistance
to the Trump administration’s America First policies that they buy international writers’
books as a form of political protest? (That’s probably a long shot, but
political resistance has been taking some unexpected forms recently.)
Do we give credit to Elena Ferrante and Karl Ove Knausgaard for not
only writing exceptional books, but also jump-starting a movement
to read more internationally?
Whatever the reasons, translated books are having a moment that
we at Kirkus hope lasts much longer than a moment. In this issue, we
interview writers who are either from or writing about Ghana, Peru,
Japan, South Africa, the Czech Republic, Croatia, Syria, Scotland,
Australia, Saudi Arabia, and Colombia. In nonfiction, for example,
we interview Sisonke Msimang (p. 50), whose memoir from World Sisonke Msimang
Editions, Always Another Country, our reviewer calls “eloquent and
affecting.”
“[P]art of what happens with racism, is that when you see a complex black person, he or
she becomes the exception,” Msimang tells reporter Joshunda Sanders. “That can continue
if you write just about yourself. But if you create a community of complex black people…
that makes it really difficult to think about the exceptional black person.” Colombian novelist Tomás González’s slim novel, The Storm, is out from Archipelago Books on Nov. 20;
he tells reporter Richard Santos (p. 18) that “if somebody in my books wants to turn into
a beetle or a roach or go to heaven in body and soul, I would do it, no matter if Kafka and
García Márquez already did it. I am not a magical-realistic writer. Or maybe I am, or would
like to be, but the magic I want is not overly dramatic but simple, quiet magic.” There are
vibrant insights like those throughout this issue, and they arrive from all over the globe. We
hope this issue delivers ideas for wonderful books you may not have encountered before.

Photo courtesy Nick White
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THE KINGFISHER SECRET

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Anonymous
McClelland & Stewart (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Oct. 16, 2018
978-0-7710-0169-7

VACUUM IN THE DARK by Jen Beagin.................................................5
NORTH OF DAWN by Nuruddin Farah................................................8

“Most men are gross, when you get
right down to it.” Indeed, as this suggestive thriller demonstrates.
Let’s see: Put a very rich man with
political aspirations into bed with a porn
star who decides that maybe she’d like to
tell her side of the story. Mix in a Czech ex-wife and a coterie
of Russian intelligence agents, all in “spitting distance from the
White House” as of the fall of 2016, and you have the makings
of either an average day’s newspaper headlines or this espionage
yarn, written by an anonymous author who’ll likely be outed as
fast as Joe Klein was. Why anonymous? Well, the world is full of
mysteries, and one is how the young woman who would become
perfume mogul Elena Craig got out of Czechoslovakia in the
early 1970s in the first place. “There’s every chance your friend
escaped but enormously unlikely for anyone but a superhero,”
explains a researcher to Grace Elliott, a journalist who’s on
the story in spite of her publisher, who’s given to suppressing
news unfriendly to his political pals. As a sop, she’s been given
a ghostwriting gig for Elena, whose ex—well, as Elena says, “My
Tony will become the most powerful man in the world.” What
Grace learns through hints, missing bits of chronology, and
considerable legwork fuels a juicy conspiracy theory: What if
the KGB had targeted an American way back at the time of
the Munich Olympics and plotted out a long game for turning
him? Parts of the thriller are a touch undercooked, but there
are some well-played moments, including the deserved comeuppance of one Soviet-era bad guy by another who deserves it
just as much. There are lots of twists and turns, red herrings,
and characters to follow—as our American patsy says, “I can’t
keep track of all the -skys”—but Anonymous does a competent
enough job of keeping all the plates in the air.
John le Carré it’s not, but even when truth is stranger
than fiction, this bit of fiction is satisfyingly offbeat.

SHE LIES IN WAIT by Gytha Lodge................................................... 20
BOWLAWAY by Elizabeth McCracken...............................................21
THE HEAVENS by Sandra Newman................................................... 24
YOU KNOW YOU WANT THIS by Kristen Roupenian.......................27
EARLY RISER by Jasper Fforde........................................................... 40
BLACK LEOPARD, RED WOLF by Marlon James............................. 40
HOW LONG ’TIL BLACK FUTURE MONTH? by N.K. Jemisin..........41

BLACK LEOPARD, RED WOLF

James, Marlon
Riverhead (640 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-7352-2017-1
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VACUUM IN THE DARK

victimhood somewhere.” All hell breaks loose, and Liz finds
herself on the floor with Marc’s hands around her neck. She
feels outside of herself when she reaches for a vinegar bottle on
the floor, breaks it, then grinds it into Marc’s face. Liz is horrified at her actions and at the feeling she had of being controlled
by someone, or something, else. “She hadn’t willed this; she had
only watched it, her nervous system dragged along in the wake
of decisions made (instantly, enthusiastically) elsewhere.” Sixteen-year-old Zac is protective of his mom and his 6-year-old
sister, Molly, and is ready to be free of his dad and his volatile
temper, and the aftermath of the attack promises that freedom. Soon after, Zac befriends Fran Watts, who was abducted
at age 6 and, since her rescue, has suffered hallucinations, particularly one of a protector in the form of an anthropomorphic
fox named Jinx, aka Lady Jinx, who carries a magical sword
called the Oathkeeper. Determined to get to the bottom of
her trauma, she seeks answers from her abductor, Bruno Picota,
dubbed the Shadowman, who is incarcerated in a psychiatric institution, and is shocked at what she learns. She’s even
more shocked when she senses something different about Liz,

Beagin, Jen
Scribner (240 pp.)
$25.00 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-5011-8214-3

y o u n g a d u lt

A welcome sequel to one of last year’s
most exciting debuts.
The first chapter of Beagin’s second
novel is called “Poop.” Readers familiar
with Pretend I’m Dead (2018) will not be
surprised. Readers approaching Beagin
for the first time should consider it an honest advertisement of
what’s to come. Mona is a cleaning lady, which is to say that her
business is filth. As she did in her debut, Beagin takes advantage of the peculiarly intimate relationship in which we engage
when we pay other people to clean up our messes. Mona’s clients include a blind psychotherapist and her husband, who happens to be the man Mona calls Dark, someone she met once and
can’t get out of her mind. There’s also a Hungarian couple, for
whom she becomes a nude model. Mona’s complicated entanglements with these people are inevitable. She has some serious
boundary issues, which we grow to understand in some detail
in the chapter called “Mommy.” Mona is a tremendously engaging narrator. She’s sharp but not unkind. By the time this novel
begins, she’s turned Fresh Air host Terry Gross into her imaginary sidekick, someone who “interview[s] her about the day-today hassles of being a cleaning lady in Taos” and sometimes acts
as her “coach, therapist, surrogate parent.” This is both funny
and poignant—funny because it’s so unlikely, poignant because
Mona could use a levelheaded friend. Indeed, Beagin excels at
mixing comedy and pathos in a way that dilutes neither. This
novel is ultimately a story about the meaning of home. Mona
grew up shuttling between her grandparents’ apartment and her
stepfather’s place. Neither was a great place for a child. She was
institutionalized for a time. And then she was sent to live with a
foster mother in Massachusetts. In Pretend I’m Dead, Mona follows a junkie to Taos. Here, she follows an innocuous nice guy
to Bakersfield. What she discovers, though, is that the place she
truly wants to be is the place she has created for herself.
Beagin secures her position as a new writer to watch.

SOMEONE LIKE ME

Carey, M.R.
Orbit (400 pp.)
$26.00 | Nov. 6, 2018
978-0-316-47742-0

After fending off a brutal attack by
her ex-husband, a woman fears for her
sanity. The truth is something far more
terrifying.
Liz Kendall is no stranger to her exhusband’s flying fists, but after one of
Marc’s weekends with the kids, she dares to speak up about him
getting them home late. She had, evidently, “lost the habit of
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translated fiction:
the good and
the bad
Is literature in translation having
a moment? Two of the most talkedabout authors of the past few years
have been Elena Ferrante and Karl
Ove Knausgaard; bookstores across
the country recently had midnight
parties for the release of Haruki Murakami’s Killing Commendatore; the
National Book Foundation created a
new prize this year for translated literature. Open Letter, which exclusively publishes books
in translation, recently celebrated its 10th anniversary,
and a number of other small presses with an emphasis
on translation have started since the turn of the 21st century, including Archipelago, Deep Vellum, Europa, New
Vessel, Restless, Transit, Two Lines, and World Editions.
Older independent presses such as Dalkey Archive, Interlink, and New Directions continue to focus on books
in translation.
AmazonCrossing, an imprint
of Amazon Publishing that was
launched in 2010, is by far the largest publisher of fiction in translation. According to Chad Post, publisher of Open Letters, who keeps
a database of every original book
of fiction or poetry in translation
since Jan. 1, 2008, AmazonCrossing
published 55 books in these categories in 2017, while the next highest
number came from Dalkey Archive with 30 books.
Still, the news is not all good. According to an article Post wrote for his Three Percent blog (named after
the number generally cited for the percentage of books
published in the U.S. that are translations), the number
of translated works of fiction and poetry has been dropping for the past few years, with 540 in 2016, 495 in 2017,
and 428 books in 2018 as of October. Post promises to
write up his analysis of why the numbers have been dropping when he has time during an anticipated “December
break, snowed in with a fifth of whiskey.”
In the meantime, if you’re looking for a great novel by an international writer, try Open Letters’ Fox by
Dubravka Ugresic, which our review calls “brilliant and
laugh-out-loud funny.” —L.M.

something disturbingly familiar. Liz, meanwhile, increasingly
doubts her sanity, but she’s determined to make a fresh start.
Unfortunately, the voice inside her head is getting stronger,
and she’s very, very angry. Carey, whose boundless imagination
is in fine form, explores domestic violence, its aftermath, and
the transformative power of love and hate with equal aplomb.
Refreshingly, Carey resists the urge to instantly transform Liz
from meek mom to brave avenger, but when Liz finally finds
her footing, watch out, and the savvy but vulnerable Fran is a
revelation.
This wonderfully strange and creepy tale is a thrilling,
genre-defying treat.

SEA OF GREED

Cussler, Clive & Brown, Graham
Putnam (416 pp.)
$29.00 | Nov. 6, 2018
978-0-7352-1902-1
The latest maritime thriller in the
NUMA series starring Kurt Austin
(The Rising Sea, 2018, etc.)
In 1968, the French submarine
Minerve sinks without a trace in the
Mediterranean. In the present day, an
oil rig explodes in the Gulf of Mexico, killing and badly injuring many workers. Enter Kurt Austin, head of Special Projects at the National Underwater Marine Agency. Kurt leads
a team that assists in marine emergencies, so they respond
to the Mayday call and quickly find a stream of underwater
flame—escaping gas is burning in the water, down “as far as the
eye could see.” It’s a fire that needs no oxygen, a phenomenon
Kurt’s team has never seen. NUMA calls the disaster clearcut sabotage, and Kurt’s assignment is to find the guilty party.
Said party is Tessa Franco, CEO of Novum Industria, who is
busily sabotaging oil production around the world. She wants
to promote her new fuel cell to replace “this mad reliance on
fossil fuels” and become even more stinking rich than she
already is. She has “infected half the world’s major oil fields”
by pumping oil-eating bacteria into them, rendering them useless. “She is the oil crisis,” Kurt tells the president. Kurt’s and
Tessa’s teams race to locate the Minerve, which may have critical genetic research Israel commissioned half a century ago.
There are great action scenes underwater and on the surface,
where Tessa’s seaplane, the Monarch, is almost as big as a 747.
Rotten to the core, Tessa wants her lackeys to “get rid of Austin once and for all.” Her odds look mighty good considering
the firepower she brings to bear.
Fast-paced, imaginative fun. May Kurt and crew survive, as there’s a good series to continue.

Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.
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STILL IN LOVE

All of this lassitude gives the novel a distinct lack of body heat,
especially in the early chapters, where much of the narrative
excitement comes from the peculiarities of Mark’s writing exercises: Write a scene using only one-syllable words, write about a
car crash that kills a person, etc. Eventually the book snaps into
the seriocomic groove that the campus novel typically demands,
from Mark’s struggle to complete his own assignments to his
hailing an Uber that turns out to be driven by one of the college’s ill-paid adjuncts. Some late-breaking plot twists, involving
an ailing student and the professor’s true identity, shed some
light on Mark’s disconnection from himself. But the prevailing mood is ambivalence: “You could call this fear of success or
fear of failure. You could say that Mark was embarrassed by his
ambitions or unequal to them.” That kind of wheel-spinning
drains the action from the story. And as any writing teacher will
tell you, the success of a story rests on the action that its central
character brings to it.
Downing sets the town-and-gown scenery well, but
there’s an irony in a hero advocating for active writing in
such a static environment.

Downing, Michael
Counterpoint (208 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-64009-147-4
A creative writing professor soldiers
through a semester, uncertain of his own
capacity to write or teach.
This sequel to Downing’s 1997 novel,
Perfect Agreement, revisits Mark, a teacher
at a Massachusetts college who guides
a clutch of undergrads through the essentials of point of view,
style, and metaphor. But he lacks much in the way of authority or even assertiveness. He cedes much of the control of the
writing workshop to an unnamed professor with whom he coteaches it, feels listless at home (his partner is working overseas),
and is growing weary of both academic bureaucracy (he’s procrastinating on writing an assigned memo for a committee he
serves on) and intramural tensions (the adjuncts are organizing).

y o u n g a d u lt
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NORTH OF DAWN

young children from a previous marriage. Mugdi, more than his
wife, is bracing for what could be an unsettling culture clash,
and his apprehensions grow when he finds Waliya to be sullen, withdrawn, and monastic in adhering to her Islamic faith,
demanding that her son, Naciim, and daughter, Saafi, rigidly
follow her religious tenets. But both children are attracted by
the freedoms their new homeland offers, especially Naciim,
who almost from his arrival in Norway yearns to earn enough
money to buy a lottery ticket. He also chafes at the many strict
rules imposed by his mother, including her fierce opposition to
his associating with non-Muslim school friends and their families. The anti-immigrant bigotry of Norwegian citizens looms
over this family’s painful transition, exploding at one point with
Anders Behring Breivik’s 2011 mass slaughter of more than 70
people, including teens attending a multicultural youth camp.
At the opposite end of the spectrum is the anti-Western intolerance of Waliya and some of her fellow refugees, which reaches
a tipping point with Naciim after he is brutally whipped by an
imam as “punishment” for “disrespect.” Between these two
violent extremes, Mugdi’s besieged-but-steadfast equanimity,

Farah, Nuruddin
Riverhead (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-0-7352-1423-1

A Somali husband and wife living in
Norway are pitched into chaos, acrimony,
and upheaval after their son embraces
radical Islam and dies as a suicide bomber.
As in Farah’s last novel, Hiding in
Plain Sight (2014), an act of violence sets
in motion a chain of events disrupting a family’s stable life. It
is the spring of 2009, and Mugdi, a former Somali diplomat
now living in Oslo with his wife, Gacalo, has found out that
their estranged son, Dhaqaneh, who fled to their homeland
as a jihadi, has blown himself up at the international airport
there. Gacalo, upon recovering from her grief, reminds her husband of the promise he made: that they would welcome into
their home their widowed daughter-in-law, Waliya, and her two
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On the eve of the Iranian Revolution, a large extended
family splinters as all of its members evaluate their
places in the rapidly changing country.
to keep the sun alive

TO KEEP THE SUN ALIVE

as well as the author’s, provides relatively safe haven from the
prevailing tension and strife.
As one of the characters puts it, “Art is a humanizer,”
and Farah’s insistence on isolating the humanity in even
the most difficult characters is a beacon of hope against
fear and loathing.

Ghaffari, Rabeah
Catapult (228 pp.)
$25.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-948226-09-7

On the eve of the Iranian Revolution,
a large extended family splinters as all of
its members evaluate their places—or lack
thereof—in the rapidly changing country.
From a busy Parisian street corner on
the day of a solar eclipse in 2012, Shazdehpoor—an elderly Iranian expatriate—reminisces about
a day 30 years earlier when “the moon slowly swallowed the
sun” in what now feels like an alternate universe. On that day,
in a lush, apple blossom–scented orchard belonging to BibiKhanoom and her husband, retired judge Akbar-Agha, the
family gathers for its first spring lunch. But even as they dine
together, secrets and familial strife hum beneath the surface.
Akbar-Agha debates the limits of governmental justice with

MALA VIDA

Fernandez, Marc
Trans. by Grogan, Molly
Arcade (240 pp.)
$24.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-62872-743-2

y o u n g a d u lt

A dogged investigative journalist
hunts a killer with a deeply personal
agenda in contemporary Spain.
Journalist and crime novelist Fernandez presents a dramatic crime story in his
first book to be translated into English. Set in present-day Spain,
the novel grapples with the long shadow of Franco and his government’s many, many trespasses against its people. At its heart
is a ruthless killer executing a series of seemingly unconnected
victims that include a nun, a banker, and other professionals
who seem to have no ties to the killer’s political agenda. We
experience Fernandez’s crisp crime story through the eyes of
Diego Martin, whose investigative radio show exposes the corrupt and the criminals in society. Martin name-checks James
Ellroy, and this sprawling yet taut crime novel recalls Ellroy’s
percussive style. Diego has gotten involved with Isabel Ferrer,
an attorney who has launched a campaign to expose a secret
plot under Franco’s dictatorship to steal babies from their
mothers. Fernandez’s prose is tight, and his descriptions of life
under a corrupt government might well reflect our own current
fractures in society. “Overload,” he writes. “Just too much. Too
many strange occurrences. Too many deaths. Too many special
editions. Too many bombs exploding at once. Too many coincidences. Too many unanswered questions.” Diego is assisted by
two able comrades in David Ponce, a sitting judge navigating
the country’s political minefields, and Ana Durán, a transgender private eye. The threats to them are palpable and familiar.
“Threats like these are in their line of work,” Fernandez writes.
“They have seen plenty of others. These attacks tell them one
thing, though: they are making some people uncomfortable.
Who? People in power, most likely, and they are starting to
come out from the shadows.” Another character sums up the
corruption they expose: “People knew right up to the highest
echelons of power, and no one said a thing.”
A diabolically forceful crime novel that takes all the
noir tropes and uses them in foreign territory to great
effect.
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Sarah Perry

SET IN A DARK AND MOODY PRAGUE, MELMOTH CHANGES WHAT A
MODERN-DAY GHOST STORY LOOKS LIKE
By Rachel Sugar
Photo courtesy Jamie Drew

that her Melmoth would be a woman. And then, she
says, the idea “rattled around” in her mind for years.
In the interim, she published two other novels,
first After Me Comes the Flood (2014), longlisted for the
Guardian First Book Award, and then The Essex Ser
pent, which took top honors at the 2017 British Book
Awards. Both are dark and atmospheric, but with Mel
moth, she’s gone full-on gothic horror. It was finally
time, she says: She had figured out her Melmoth.
“Round about the time when I began it, the world
seemed to be going to hell in a handcart,” she says, listing off a small cross-section of the horrors of 2016.
“There was a massacre in the nightclub in Orlando,
there was the Syrian refugee crisis, ISIS was still rampaging across the Middle East.” Her Melmoth would
be a witness, moving from one horror to another, always watching. She’d created a monster, literally, who’d
let her “write about all the ways in which we have a responsibility to bear witness to what is going on in the
world.”
This tension, between what is supremely nonfictional and what is fantasy, is what drew her to the gothic in the first place. “It allows you to have your cake
and eat it,” she explains. “It’s deeply serious, deeply
political, often very angry, always grappling with huge
ideas about guilt and transgression and desire, but it’s
also huge fun. You get to play around with descriptive
imagery and atmosphere and fright and all that stuff.”
In other words: It’s a framework to do everything Perry wants to do at once. “I want to write books that are
very entertaining and fun, but I also want to grapple
with some of the really serious issues of the world,” she
tells me. And with Melmoth, which is absorbing and escapist but also viscerally horrifying in very concrete
ways, she has done both.
To say that it’s a book that’s filled with suffering
doesn’t sound very fun, but that isn’t right: The book
is fun. It’s also full of suffering. Like Materin’s novel,

In Charles Maturin’s 1820 novel, Melmoth the Wan
derer, Melmoth is a man who sold his soul to the devil for 150 more years of life and then roams the Earth
looking for someone to take over the bargain. With
her own Melmoth, Sarah Perry had something different in mind.
She’d first encountered Melmoth (Maturin’s) as part
of her Ph.D, which is in creative writing and which—
a shock to no one who has read her—focused on the
gothic. “I was completely transfixed by it,” she tells
me, from a hotel room in England, where—three days
earlier—her own Melmoth has just come out. “It’s very
disturbing, it’s very, very dark, but it was also gleefully
silly and horrific and rather fun and quite sexy in places.” She got the idea that she might want to write some
kind of tribute to it, only she knew from the beginning
10
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Perry’s is structured as stories within stories, all different sites of pain: a boy drawing catastrophic attention
to his neighbors in Nazi-occupied Prague; a Turkish
bureaucrat drafting papers that will lead to countless
deaths. “One of the big challenges is to strike a balance between evoking real pity and empathy in the
reader, without ever crossing the line into delight,”
she says. She wanted to depict a kind of pain that was
“almost too hard to read, rather than delicious.”
It is probably not coincidence that she knew firsthand what she was writing about: While working on
Melmoth, she had spinal surgery; she was in tremendous pain. Either that or drugged into a dream state,
which, she suggests, gives the book a surreal quality.
In an essay for the Guardian, she called Melmoth not
her opium novel but her opioid one.
“I didn’t really know what real pain was until last
year, and it was the sole preoccupation of my life:
pain and Melmoth,” says Perry, very brightly. “So the
two things really influenced each other, I think.” She
has, she points out, always been interested in “bodies
and suffering,” but this new experience allowed her
to develop “a very intense feeling of pity and terror
for what pain does to people, both psychological and
physical,” she says. “You understand so much more
about the suffering of others.”
Rachel Sugar is a writer living in New York. Melmoth
received a starred review in the Aug. 15, 2018, issue.

y o u n g a d u lt

his brother, the firebrand mullah Haj-Agha; Bibi-Khanoom’s
niece, Ghamar, barks at her meek tailor husband, MohammadAgha, masking an insidious marital conflict; and their daughter Nasreen sneaks off among the cherry trees on a tryst with
Shazdehpoor’s son Madjid. The absence of Madjid’s opiumaddicted brother, Jamsheed, is also palpable. But when a deadly
conflict between two young men breaks out in the town square
and inflames the bitter rift between a pro-Islamic faction and
its opponents, the family is drawn into the unrest it spurs. As
the mullah and Jamsheed take the side of the “martyr” who
killed his “elitist” foe, Madjid—newly a university student and
eager to help shape the country’s future—is caught in a deadly
trap by a sinister political group. When the eclipse approaches
and danger spreads through the region, the family members
must each weigh their allegiances to their blood and beliefs.
In her lush and atmospheric debut, author Ghaffari sketches
a complex portrait of a country on the brink of revolution and
explores the poignant ways political unrest can bind or tear
families apart. Although Nasreen and Madjid’s romantic plotline sometimes veers into predictable territory, the story’s generous emotional core offsets it in a nuanced, character-driven
exploration of a formative moment in a country’s complicated
history.
An evocative and deeply felt narrative portrait.

RECEPTOR

Glynn, Alan
Picador (272 pp.)
$18.00 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-250-06180-5
Sixty years apart, two men try to
uncover the truth behind an astonishing cognitive enhancement drug called
MDT-48.
Ned Sweeney is an advertising executive in 1950s New York City, though
there are plenty of guys above him on the ladder. His family
and house are all middle of the road. One Friday night, Ned
and his boss, Matt Drake, have drinks at the apartment of
Matt’s old war buddy. When Ned stumbles out a few hours
later, he experiences a bizarre hypersensitivity to his surroundings: “torrents of information [are] coming at him, unbidden
and unfiltered,” along with a heightened sense of confidence.
For a brief time, at least mentally, he’s Superman. When Ned
returns to work and finds out Matt was found dead under
bizarre circumstances not long after they parted, Ned’s need
to find out what really happened that night—and his need to
make it happen again—takes on a new, dark energy. Ned’s story
runs parallel to the present day, when his grandson, Ray, a fact
checker, crosses paths with a nonagenarian who knew Ned and
has surprising information about his life and death that has
roots and branches at the highest levels of government and big
pharma. Glynn (Paradime, 2016, etc.) juggles the two narratives
with aplomb, expertly twisting and jerking the reader through
Ned’s and Ray’s quests for answers. This novel expands on the
world of Glynn’s The Dark Fields (2001), which has been made
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into both a movie and a CBS television show. Readers can easily
envision Ned and Ray on the big screen, too, so cinematic and
fast-paced are their stories. Though Ned’s narrative can get a bit
silly—he has a tendency to bump into 1950s celebrities while
chemically boosted on MDT-48—the novel is mostly just fun.
A light, entertaining sequel that expands on the original’s promising premise.

was going to be a lot of work.” To be sure, the morally corrupt
President Bennett is trying to cover up his crimes by wiping
out everyone in the darker than dark Orphan program that he
once oversaw. The two men know they’re out to get each other,
and Bennett is “the most inaccessible and heavily guarded man
on the face of the planet.” Further, Secret Service Special Agent
in Charge Naomi Templeton is given the job of protecting him
against X, so simply shooting up a presidential motorcade won’t
cut it. Meanwhile, there’s a distinct subplot—fans already know
that Orphan X is the Nowhere Man, who helps certain people
who call his encrypted cellphone. This time the desperate caller
is Trevon Gaines, who’s found his entire immediate family slaughtered but is kept alive by the drug-smuggling killers who call him
a “retard.” Trevon is a highly sympathetic character who notices
precise details wherever he looks, only eats yellow or orange food,
and frets about the “Scaredy Bugs” in his head. Protecting him
and his lone remaining relative is a side job for Orphan X that
lets him do what he does best: kill a lot of criminals. Oh yeah,
and there’s a dude called Orphan A who doesn’t have his fellow
orphan’s best interests at heart. The plotting is clever, the action

OUT OF THE DARK

Hurwitz, Gregg
Minotaur (400 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-250-12042-7

Evan Smoak aims high in this fourth
bloody installment in the fast-moving
Orphan X series (Hellbent, 2018, etc.).
Evan is Orphan X, and he is on a
daunting mission: “Killing the President
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A young newlywed’s life is upended, and a
picturesque neighborhood is shattered, when she is
suspected of a savage murder.
watching you

THE LIGHT OVER LONDON

is nearly constant and usually over-the-top, and X has something
resembling a moral core. Bad guys get what bad guys deserve, and
we don’t need no stinkin’ due process.
Hurwitz fans will certainly enjoy this latest entry in the
series, while those unfamiliar with it might like to read the
books in order. They’ll be hooked.

Kelly, Julia
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(304 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-5011-9641-6

When antiques dealer Cara Hargraves discovers a biscuit tin holding a
locket, a photograph, and a diary dating back to World War II, she becomes
determined to discover the identity of
the smiling young woman in uniform.
Kelly (The Allure of Attraction, 2018, etc.) deftly balances
intrigue with mystery and historical detail in her latest novel.
As the chapters alternate between the present day and the war
era, Cara unpacks mementos conjuring up the life of Louise
Keene, a young woman chafing at the confines of Haybourne,
her Cornish village. While her mother and Mrs. Moss may be
convinced she’ll marry Gary Moss someday—just as soon as

WATCHING YOU

Jewell, Lisa
Atria (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Dec. 26, 2018
978-1-5011-9007-0

y o u n g a d u lt

A young newlywed’s life is upended,
and a picturesque neighborhood is shattered, when she is suspected of a savage
murder.
At the beginning of a new year, Joey
Mullen moves back to England from
Ibiza with Alfie, her husband, whom she hastily married out of
grief over the death of her mother. Jack, Joey’s older brother,
invites the young couple to move into his painted Victorian
house in the upscale Bristol neighborhood of Melville Heights
so they can get on their feet financially and help with the baby
that Jack and his wife, Rebecca, are expecting. Joey quickly
becomes infatuated with their neighbor Tom Fitzwilliam, a
new headmaster charged with improving the local school. Her
crush only intensifies when Alfie suggests having a baby, and
Joey begins to suspect her marriage was a mistake. Meanwhile,
Tom’s wife, Nicola, struggles to fill her days and remains oblivious to their son, Freddie, who regularly spies on his neighbors
and the village’s teenage schoolgirls, taking their photos and
keeping a detailed log of everyone’s activities. This surveillance
exacerbates the paranoia and mental illness of another neighbor,
the mother of 16-year-old Jenna, one of Tom’s students. Jenna’s
mother is convinced that she knows the Fitzwilliam family
from a vacation incident years earlier (and that the family is
now stalking her), but Jenna is more concerned that Tom may
be having an inappropriate relationship with her best friend.
After several months, tension in the neighborhood explodes,
and Joey is suspected of a brutal murder. However, as the police
gather evidence, it becomes clear how many secrets each family
has been hiding. Jewell (Then She Was Gone, 2017, etc.) adeptly
weaves together a complex array of characters in her latest
thriller. The novel opens with the murder investigation and
deftly maintains its intensity and brisk pace even as the story
moves through different moments in time over the previous
three months. Jewell’s use of third-person narration allows her
to explore each family’s anxieties and sorrows, which ultimately
makes this novel’s ending all the more unsettling.
An engrossing and haunting psychological thriller.
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Ted Goossen

HOW THE TRANSLATOR BROUGHT HARUKI MURAKAMI’S DEMANDING
NEW NOVEL INTO ENGLISH
By Gregory McNamee
and it was done for a rea-

Japanese writer, is known

son. “Both Philip and I had

for many things: mostly

lots of experience translat-

for quirky novels such as

ing Murakami,” he says.

The Wind-Up Bird Chroni
cle (1997) and 1Q84 (2011),

“But it was in the interest

which have helped spur

worked together to bring

a renaissance of writing

out the book, which is new

in Japan and interest in

in Japanese, too. The book

it among readers around

is split into halves, and so

the world, but also for his passions for running, jazz, the

we each took one and went

Beatles, and many other things.

to work.”

Ted Goossen

of speed, I think, that we

Haruki Muramaki

He is less well known as a translator with a near-na-

There were a few difficulties along the way, most of

tive command of English, one whose work has brought

them, Goossen says, at a micro level: “We had, for instance,

writers as various as Raymond Carver and J.D. Salinger to

to reconcile whether we use ‘however’ or ‘although.’ ” Some

Japanese readers. And let’s not forget F. Scott Fitzgerald,

were at a slightly more fraught level, such as a discussion

whose The Great Gatsby Murakami translated into Japa-

over whether the book’s title, originally Kishidancho goro

nese and who has long been cited as the chief inspiration

shi, ought to add a definite article: “Killing the Commen-

for Murakami’s own work.
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Haruki Murakami, the

datore.” For that, they turned to Murakami, who, Goos-

Even so, and even though Murakami wrote some of his

sen says, “was very generous and never intrusive but who

first novel in English and then translated it into Japanese to

always had good ideas about how to handle our questions.”

hear his words as they carried from one language into an-

Gabriel has characterized Murakami’s writing as “clear

other, Murakami relies on translators to bring his writings

and logical” even though Japanese discourse often plays on

into English and many other languages. Two of those trans-

a sense of vagueness and indirection. Asked whether the

lators, Philip Gabriel and Ted Goossen, teamed up to bring

translators encountered any difficulties in words or con-

his newest novel, the 700-page Killing Commendatore (Oct.

cepts that resisted translation in the first place, Goossen

9), into English. That’s an unusual arrangement given dif-

allows one stumbling block, the superficially simple, often

ferences in temperament and dialect (Gabriel is American,

used Japanese word kokoro. “It’s one of the most difficult

Goossen Canadian, and their languages don’t always over-

Japanese words,” says Goossen. “It signifies both the mind

lap). But, Goossen tells Kirkus from his office at Toronto’s

and the heart, words we carefully distinguish….We can

York University, the pairing was not without precedent,

fudge and translate as ‘soul,’ but then we’re mapping on a
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word that most Western readers will hear with a Christian
connotation, and we don’t want that, either….It’s a word I
sometimes wish we could just keep in Japanese and let the
reader try to sort out what comes closest: heart, mind, or
soul.”
Murakami has reportedly figured on shortlists for the
a body of work that numbers dozens of novels and short
stories. He is unquestionably the best-known Japanese
writer at work today, at the head of many writers who have
yet to be heard from in English. That Murakami is so well
known is the result of his ingenuity and skill as a writer, of
course—but also of the work of his translators, crossing
borders and cultures, bringing the world closer together.
Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor. Killing Commendatore was reviewed in the Aug. 1, 2018, issue.

y o u n g a d u lt

the war ends and he returns home to run his father’s small
law firm—Louise herself has other plans. So when her beautiful, outgoing cousin, Kate, invites her to a dance, Louise
pushes aside a self-deprecating glance in the mirror and musters up her courage. There, she meets the dashing Flight Lt.
Paul Bolton, a man who captures her heart. Their whirlwind
romance is thrown a curveball when Paul is suddenly deployed,
and Louise sets off on an adventure, following him out of Haybourne. Eager to put herself and her mathematical skills to
work, Louise enlists, joining the women’s branch of the British
army as a gunner girl, a member of an anti-aircraft unit that
calculates the locations of enemy planes. Her correspondence
with Paul becomes increasingly passionate, and they quickly
marry during a rare leave. But a string of unanswered letters is
only the first clue that Paul has secrets that will utterly upend
Louise’s life. Meanwhile, in the present, as recently divorced
and romantically gun-shy Cara chases down the clues in the tin,
she meets Liam McGown, her new, rather charmingly disheveled neighbor. A reader of medieval history, Liam chivalrously
helps Cara on her quest, and love may be around the corner for
the sleuths, too.
A charming imagining of the historical gunner girls.

Nobel Prize in literature for several years now, the result of

IN DOG WE TRUST

Kendrick, Beth
Berkley (336 pp.)
$15.00 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-399-58425-1
A woman inherits a pack of purebred show dogs, a mansion, and a whole
lot of trouble.
Jocelyn Hillier is used to working
hard. Together with her mother, she
runs a laundry business in Black Dog
Bay, Delaware, washing sheets and towels for the “summer
people” who vacation there. A chance encounter leads to Jocelyn’s meeting Mr. Allardyce, the owner of several pedigreed
Labrador retrievers and the fanciest of fancy shore-side mansions. Although Mr. Allardyce hates most people, he takes a
liking to Jocelyn—or at least to how she treats his dogs—and
hires her to give them some much-needed attention and exercise. When Mr. Allardyce suddenly dies, he leaves all of his
money to his dogs...and he appoints Jocelyn as the dogs’ guardian. Overnight, she gains access to a mansion and more money
than she’s ever dreamed of. The story starts out a bit slow, but
it picks up when Liam, Mr. Allardyce’s estranged son, shows
up. Liam is rude, annoying, and contesting the will—but he’s
also very cute and strangely charming. As he fights with Jocelyn over the house and money, she starts to realize that he may
have better intentions than she thought. Kendrick (Once Upon
a Wine, 2016, etc.) creates fun and engaging characters, particularly Jocelyn. She’s willing to take care of everyone in her life,
from her new dogs to her mother, but she never comes across
as annoyingly perfect—instead, she’s a snarky hard worker
who would do anything for her animals. The budding romance
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LAKE CITY

between Jocelyn and Liam is compelling, but the story really
excels when Jocelyn interacts with her hilarious best friend,
Bree. Although Kendrick does address some heavier topics, like
absent fathers and socio-economic differences, the bulk of the
story is a lighthearted take on family, friendship, and the importance of real, honest human (and canine) connections. Dog lovers and rom-com fans will find lots to like here.
A funny and touching look at family and forgiveness—
with plenty of dogs.

Kohnstamm, Thomas
Counterpoint (320 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-64009-142-9
Lane was sure he had escaped Lake
City for good. But suddenly he’s back
slicing meat at a discount deli counter
and grubbing his mom’s boyfriend’s
beers. This calls for extreme measures.
Lake City is a neighborhood on the
fringes of Seattle: “the mistress that grown-up Seattle kept
around from its younger, untamed years. The one with electric blue eyeliner and a missing incisor,” “the leaky, yellowed
fridge in a remodeled kitchen of granite countertops and fresh
stainless steel appliances.” In other words, the part of town left
behind by the Microsoft/Amazon/Starbucks explosion. After
landing a wealthy girlfriend at the University of Washington,
Lane was able to leave his trashy roots behind and reinvent himself as a married Columbia grad student in New York City. But
shortly after 9/11, the dream is over—Lane’s wife, Mia, has been
supporting the couple and paying Lane’s tuition with her family’s money, but now her father is instructing her to dump Lane
and cut off funds. Lane finds himself back home at Christmastime, sleeping in his mom’s TV room, driving her car, working at
the local Fred Meyer discount store, trying desperately to avoid
being reabsorbed into the loser lifestyle of the drug- and boozeaddled locals he grew up with. In a frantic bid to make enough
cash to get back to New York and reclaim his beautiful life, he
gets involved in a creepy scheme a wannabe adoptive couple has
cooked up to sabotage their little boy’s birth mother so they will
be awarded permanent custody. Kohnstamm (Do Travel Writers
Go to Hell?, 2008) stirred up a hullaballoo with his Hunter S.
Thompson–style exposé/memoir of the travel-guide industry; a
cynical worldview and gonzo aesthetic remain in play here. His
delusional, narcissistic antihero and unsympathetic supporting
characters—some dangerously close to offensive stereotypes—
don’t catch many breaks as they ricochet from one nasty situation to the next, with cheap beer, repellent food (beware a riff
on the composition of deli turkey), illegal drugs, and other local
specialties never far from hand.
Amusing as snarky social commentary on the world of
Seattle have-nots.

WHAT WE DID

Kent, Christobel
Sarah Crichton/Farrar, Straus and
Giroux (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-374-28875-4
Kent (The Day She Disappeared, 2018,
etc.) explores the long-term effects
of abuse and the way one victim finds
empowerment.
Bridget leads a happy, normal life:
She kisses her husband goodbye every morning and feels both
nervous and excited to meet her teenage son’s first girlfriend.
She runs a boutique in town and has made connections with
other small business owners on the main street. Yet Bridget
also remembers being a young girl, hospitalized because she
refused to eat. She remembers, too, her violin teacher, Anthony
Carmichael, who showered her with attention and with praise,
before he began to lavish her with other, more unwelcome
attentions. She has never told her family about this dark chapter of her past, so when Carmichael shows up in her shop one
day, helping another young protégé to choose a dress to wear in
a performance, Bridget’s careful control on life begins to splinter. And when he returns alone to confront her days later, she
does something both shocking and inevitable. In the aftermath,
she must work, with the help of her troubled sister, to keep her
past and present deeds concealed, little knowing that her family is more deeply ensnared in Carmichael’s web than she could
imagine. This is not a mystery, though there is a big twist at the
end, nor is it a thriller, though there is much psychological tension. Rather, this is a novel of the #MeToo era; a story about
all the jagged fragments that so many women have kept hidden
in shame, about the moments they remember from their pasts
that make them wonder, “Did I deserve this? Did I ask for it?”
This book, through Bridget’s story, unequivocally answers, “No.
You are not damaged, you are not unlovable.”
A slow-paced novel that builds empathy; thought-provoking rather than entertaining.

TALENT

Lapidos, Juliet
Little, Brown (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-316-48055-0
A satiric campus novel from an editor
at the Atlantic.
Anna Brisker is a disappointment to
her wealthy, status-obsessed parents and
to her thesis adviser at Collegiate, who
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A prion disease originating at an Alaskan pig farm
is causing people to lose their memories.
the line between

feels she’s not taking her dissertation, “an intellectual history
of inspiration,” seriously. But when Anna unexpectedly crosses
paths with Helen Langley, the disinherited niece of an author
who famously stepped away from the limelight, she uncovers a
way to finish her dissertation and show up her family. According to Helen, Freddy Langley didn’t have writer’s block prior to
his death but continued writing long after he disappeared from
public view. If Anna can access Freddy’s notebooks, she could
finish her dissertation and earn back the respect of her adviser.
Soon, Anna is embroiled in a game of literary detection that’s
spurred, like all good detective stories, by a combination of curiosity, lust, and petty revenge. Does Helen actually have feelings
for Anna, or is it all an act? Can Anna outwit the other Ph.D.
student sniffing around her project? And is it ever possible to
determine an author’s intentions by reading the record they’ve
left behind? In her debut novel, Lapidos writes a scathing
come-up of academia and criticism, poking fun at Ivy League
hangers-on and book critics alike. In Anna, Lapidos has created
a dry and distant narrator with a penchant for Pop-Tarts and
metacriticism. Although the novel is often wry and observant,
the philosophical puzzle at the heart of the book feels hollow,
with little at stake beyond inviting readers to judge characters
designed to be harshly judged. Both Anna and Helen have the
privilege to stand at a remove from art and critical production
thanks to the intervention of family money. But ironic distance
only takes criticism—and art—so far.
In this absurdist literary mystery, everyone’s motives
are suspect and open to interpretation.

epidemiologist, is called away to help, Jaclyn—who is married
to Magnus—shows up with tissue samples and implores Wynter
to get them to a veterinarian in Colorado and get her 5-year-old
daughter, Truly, out of New Earth. So, Wynter sets off across
a chaotic, increasingly deadly landscape where she eventually
meets up with Chase Miller, a handsome ex-Marine who offers
help. The book’s strongest sequences, interspersed throughout,
take place during Wynter’s formative years at New Earth. Wynter narrates, giving us an eye-opening look at how cults groom
their faithful masses, and her integration back into the outside
world feels realistic. Christian novelist Lee (Firstborn, 2017, etc.)
offers a pragmatic, down-to-earth approach to faith, and Magnus is creepy enough to rival anything that prion disease can
throw at poor Wynter. However, Lee misses an opportunity to
put a unique spin on stale societal-collapse tropes, and Wynter’s
travails will barely make seasoned genre readers flinch.
Lee’s smoothly competent writing can’t save this bland,
by-the-numbers race to save the world.

y o u n g a d u lt

THE LINE BETWEEN

Lee, Tosca
Howard Books/Simon & Schuster
(368 pp.)
$25.00 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-4767-9862-2
A prion disease originating at an
Alaskan pig farm is causing people to
lose their memories. One young woman
holds the key to a cure.
It’s a cold winter’s day in rural Iowa
when 22-year-old Wynter Roth is unceremoniously booted
from the compound of apocalyptic cult New Earth as its
founder, Magnus Theisen, looks on. Wynter is devastated, but
luckily, Julie, her mother’s former best friend, offers her a home
beyond New Earth’s formidable gates. Wynter was a small child
when her mother brought her and her sister, Jaclyn, to New
Earth, and she was never a thoroughly willing convert. Nonetheless, her faith in God has been inevitably shaped by the ravings of Magnus Theisen, a millionaire and self-styled prophet
who has convinced his followers that the end is coming with all
the fire and fury of a vengeful God behind it. Soon after Wynter leaves New Earth, people start falling ill with an affliction
that causes a form of dementia, and society begins a slow, rolling collapse, helped along by cyberattacks by vaguely defined
foreign threats. After Julie’s husband, Ken, conveniently an
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Tomás González

IN THE STORM, OLD RESENTMENTS BUILD ALONG WITH A STORM OFF
THE COAST OF COLOMBIA
By Richard Z. Santos
narrative shifts between multiple characters, but the
heart of the story is an ill-fated fishing trip by the owner and his adult sons.
The father is a stubborn man seemingly incapable
of showing his sons love and affection even when he
knows it’s deserved. The sons resent their father, but
they need to haul in enough fish to keep the resort
profitable. As the novel begins, the three men are going into the sea despite a brewing storm that scared off
most other fishermen.
González’s writing glows with ominous beauty
when describing the storm, the sea, and the nature
that overwhelms the men: “…[T]here was the storm.
The gray blotch was expanding, more mineral in appearance, lit by lightning in its core as if what was being produced was not sorcery—which is human evil,
small-minded evil—but something larger and more
impersonal.”
Nature, and humanity’s contradictory treatment
of it, is a common theme in González’s work. “People
think we are now independent of nature; they think
we have dominated or vanquished it. They live in cities, and nature seems to be just a frame for the nice life
they live or they believe they are living,” González says.
“Many of my characters are city people going back to
the country. They live on the frontier of those two
worlds and are spectators and sometimes victims of
their interactions.”
At first, the father and sons have extraordinary success. The fish pour and pour into the boat. But as the
day goes on, the storm keeps brewing on the horizon,

Tomás González’s path to publication was fairly
standard: take a job as a bartender at El Goce Pagano
in Bogotá, show the owner your book, allow him to
proofread the novel and pay a portion of the publication costs. As González says, “The book was well-received by its public, mostly the El Goce Pagano customers.”
Not much of González’s life or writing follows a
conventional path. We recently corresponded over
email about his career and his latest novel translated
into English by Andrea Rosenberg, The Storm (Nov. 20).
Taking place over 26 hours in and around a ramshackle coastal resort called Hotel Playamar, The Storm
is a slim book with remarkable emotional depth. The
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and resentment builds and builds. The men stifle their
thoughts and communicate in angry outbursts that
hide the depths of their feelings.
At the same time, the story journeys back to the
shore and into the head of Nora, the boys’ disturbed
mother. Other chapters bounce from guest to guest,
giving a kaleidoscopic view of the resort and the range
of people staying there. Hearing the different characters talk about themselves, and each other, fills in all
the details that the characters can’t bring themselves to
communicate.
At some moments, González’s style is fairly realistic,
but then it slips into something more dreamlike. “The
air conditioner purified the tense room. The mother slipped into the fathomless sleep of the mad while
outside the bungalow the grackles piercingly expressed
their thoughts in the almond trees and coconut palms.”
“I like to feel free when I am writing,” González says.
“I am open to any possibility. If somebody in my books
wants to turn into a beetle or a roach or go to heaven in
body and soul, I would do it, no matter if Kafka and García Márquez already did it. I am not a magical-realistic
writer. Or maybe I am, or would like to be, but the magic
I want is not overly dramatic but simple, quiet magic.”

THE RULE OF LAW

Lescroart, John
Atria (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-1-5011-1573-8

Richard Z. Santos is a writer and teacher. His writing is
widely published, and he recently completed his second novel.
The Storm was reviewed in the Sept. 15, 2018, issue.

y o u n g a d u lt

Defense attorney Dismas Hardy’s
long streak of getting along with everyone on both sides of the courtroom
ends with a whimper when his friend
Wes Farrell loses his campaign for reelection as district attorney of San
Francisco to a rising star who wastes no time changing the
rules.
Trouble begins quietly enough, with the sudden, unprecedented absence of Hardy’s secretary, Phyllis McGowan, from
the office. When she returns a few days later, she assures
Hardy (Poison, 2018, etc.) that everything’s fine. But her arrest
as accessory to the murder of thief/extortionist/pimp Hector
Valdez says different. It turns out that (1) Phyllis has a younger
brother, Adam, she’s never mentioned (small wonder, since
until six weeks ago he was doing time for armed robbery); (2)
she’s been serving as one of the conductors on a modern-day
Underground Railroad that helps shelter undocumented people from U.S. Customs and Immigration Enforcement; and (3)
Celia Montoya, one of the most recent clients she sheltered
from both Hector and the feds, has been arrested for killing
Hector. Hardy could have sprung Phyllis from jail in an hour
while Farrell was in the office, but new D.A. Ron Jameson,
stung by Hardy’s support of Farrell, is determined to give
him a hard time at every turn, and it isn’t long before Hardy,
announcing, “I want him stopped,” is returning his salvos
in kind. It would be bad enough if Jameson were only hardnosed and hostile, but he’s hiding a secret that would be death
to his political aspirations: Both he and his wife, Kate, have
committed murder. Since Hardy is cherishing some longstanding secrets of his own, the story becomes a race to see
which of them can pry the other’s skeletons out of the closet
first in order to pre-emptively neutralize any counterattack.
Lescroart plots so cleverly that he has you believing
his split-level thriller is really a single foreshortened
novel. The perfect read for those who agree that “it’s only
trouble if somebody’s shooting at you.”

THE LAST OF THE
STANFIELDS

Levy, Marc
Trans. by Wasserman, Daniel
AmazonCrossing (384 pp.)
$24.95 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-5039-5912-5
A British journalist and a Canadian
carpenter discover the murky union
between their parents during the quest
to solve an old mystery.
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Here’s a cultural stew for you: a novel by bestselling French
novelist Levy (Hope, 2016, etc.) with a translation by Wasserman,
a former film professional, starring two charming leads saddled
with Beatles-esque names, set largely in the cinematically
dreary city of Baltimore, Maryland. That’s the scene for Levy’s
sprawling familial saga that spans three generations and time
periods and leaps between points of view with abandon. Eleanor-Rigby “Elby” Donovan is a journalist for National Geographic,
still mourning the loss of her mother, who recently passed away,
and tending to her idiosyncratic father and a pair of odd-duck
siblings. Her proclamation early in the book is prescient: “The
strange part is that it took traveling to the ends of the earth for
me to realize that what I was looking for was right there in front
of me the whole time. All I had to do was open my eyes and
start noticing the wonder of the world outside my front door.”
Her adventure begins when she receives an anonymous letter
hinting of secrets in her mother’s past and pointing her toward
clues to her mum’s true nature. Simultaneously, in Quebec,
handsome young carpenter George-Harrison Collins receives
a similar letter hinting at the truth about the father he never
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knew. Between his characters’ present-day meet-cute introduction and their discovery of an eccentric professor who holds the
answers to their familial drama, Levy inserts a wartime story set
in 1944 about a wealthy Maryland family and another sequence
set in 1980 that explores the mysterious circumstances binding Elby’s and George-Harrison’s families together. By modern
standards, it sets a rather frothy, picaresque tone for a mystery
novel, but readers looking for something light will find it an
amusing indulgence.
An overstuffed but breezy family drama that plays out
its familiar narrative beats right on time.

SHE LIES IN WAIT

Lodge, Gytha
Random House (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-984817-35-8
When a teenage girl goes missing
after a wild camping trip in Lodge’s
debut thriller, those involved must live
with uncertainty for 30 years, until her
body is found.
Seven teenagers go into the forest in
southeast England; only six return. Thirty years later, Aurora
Jackson’s body is found near the campsite where she disappeared. DCI Jonah Sheens, a young policeman when Aurora
went missing and only a few years ahead of her in school, has
personal connections to the case; he remembers the first unrelenting rounds of interviews that never turned into leads, and he
knows that, with a body in hand, it will be only a matter of time
before Aurora’s killer is exposed. There were six others in the
woods that night—Aurora’s beautiful, wild older sister, Topaz;
wealthy, connected Daniel; tattooed, volatile Connor; independent tomboy Jojo; childlike Coralie; and handsome star athlete
Brett, the newest member of the group. Most of them were
drunk and some high, so their recollections of the night have
never been clear, but they have maintained their innocence
and served as one another’s alibis. But time can erode even
the deepest devotion and friendship. Lodge alternates chapters between the present day, starting with the finding of the
body, and the night of Aurora’s disappearance. The characters
are presented both as teenagers and then as people in their 40s
who have never quite moved on from that terrible night. Sheens
and his team are compassionate, clever, and likable, each with a
story that will, we assume, be developed in later books. Despite
the small list of suspects, the mystery intrigues and twists, offering enough red herrings and moments of police procedural to
please fans of the genre.
There are already two more DCI Sheens novels in the
works—hooray!
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More than many writers, McCracken understands
the vast variety of ways to be human.
bowlaway

BOWLAWAY

us to: walking upright, a certain sort of sandwich involving
avocado and an onion roll, a minty sweet cocktail, ourselves,
romantic love, human life.” McCracken’s parade of Dickensian
grotesques fall in love, feud, reproduce, vanish, and reappear, all
with a ridiculous dignity that many readers, if they’re honest,
will cringe to recognize from their own lives. The plot is stylized: One character dies in the Great Boston Molasses Flood
of 1919, another by spontaneous human combustion. There are
orphans, secret wills, and hidden treasure. But unlike Dickens’,
McCracken’s plot works more by iteration than clockwork, like
linked stories, or a series of views of the same landscape from
different vantage points in different seasons, or the frames in a
bowling game. Her psychological acuity transforms what might
otherwise have been a twee clutter of oddball details into moving metaphors for the human condition. “Our subject is love,”
she writes. “Unrequited love, you might think, the heedless
headstrong ball that hurtles nearsighted down the alley. It has
to get close before it can pick out which pin it loves the most,
which pin it longs to set spinning. Then I love you! Then blammo.
The pins are reduced to a pile, each one entirely all right in itself.

McCracken, Elizabeth
Ecco/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-286285-3
Bleak House meets Our Town in a century-spanning novel set in a New England bowling alley.
More than many writers, McCracken
(Thunderstruck and Other Stories, 2014,
etc.) understands the vast variety of ways
to be human and the vast variety of ways human beings have come
up with to love each other, not all of them benevolent. She also
understands how all those different ways spring from the same
yearning impulse. She names her new novel—which she calls “a
genealogy”—after its setting, a candlepin bowling alley founded
by the novel’s matriarch, who is said to have invented the game.
“Maybe somebody else had invented the game first. That doesn’t
matter. We have all of us invented things that others have beat
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10

international fiction

writers you should be reading
THE YEARS, MONTHS, DAYS
by Yan Lianke;
trans. by Carlos Rojas

THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
by Ayelet Tsabari

MEMOIRS OF A POLAR BEAR
by Yoko Tawada; trans. by Susan Bernofsky

THE BOTTOM OF THE SKY
by Rodrigo Fresan; trans. by Will Vanderhyden

THE INFATUATIONS
by Javier Marias; trans. by Margaret Jull Costa
BORN ON A TUESDAY
by Elnathan John

SUPER EXTRA GRANDE
by Yoss; trans. by David Frye

THE STORY OF MY TEETH
by Valeria Luiselli; trans. by Christina MacSweeney

MIRROR, SHOULDER, SIGNAL
by Dorthe Nors;
trans. by Misha Hoekstra

GO, WENT, GONE
by Jenny Erpenbeck;
trans. by Susan Bernofsky
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THE WIDOWS

Intact and bashed about. Again and again, the pins stand for it
until they’re knocked down.”
Parents and children, lovers, brothers and sisters,
estranged spouses, work friends and teammates all slam
themselves together and fling themselves apart across the
decades in the glorious clatter of McCracken’s unconventional storytelling.

Montgomery, Jess
Minotaur (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-250-18452-8
Montgomery’s debut novel introduces Lily Ross, a sheriff ’s widow in
1920s Appalachian Ohio who takes on
her husband Daniel’s work in order to
solve his murder, and Marvena, Daniel’s
childhood sweetheart, who helps Lily
while also organizing mineworkers.
Marvena shows up at Lily’s house on the day of Daniel’s
funeral, looking for Daniel to ask if he’s learned anything about
her missing daughter, Eula, or her brother Tom, a miner who’s
been jailed recently for his union talk. The women have more
than Daniel in common: Marvena’s common-law husband, John,
a veteran of the real-life Battle for Blair Mountain mineworkers’
uprising, and Lily’s father, the town grocer, died together trying to rescue trapped miners six months earlier. Bonded by their
common losses, their determination to learn what happened to
Daniel, and their concern for better working conditions for miners, Lily and Marvena become allies. Montgomery portrays their
class differences—Lily grew up in a prosperous family, Marvena
has had a hardscrabble life—while convincing readers that the
two women’s strong wills and shared tragedies are grounds for
their alliance. The mysteries of Daniel’s murder and Eula’s disappearance lead to an unexpected outcome and a surprising
murderer. As the book draws to a close, Lily, who was appointed
sheriff by men who thought she’d cause them no trouble, is
running for the position in her own right, perhaps setting the
stage for further installments. Montgomery effectively provides
backstory through her characters’ memories, but some of those
passages are longer than necessary. Occasional interruptions to
explain things like how to make sorghum are distracting, and
many of the minor characters are not well fleshed-out. However,
these are small problems in an otherwise engaging debut. An
extensive Author’s Note provides insight into the women and
historical events that inspired Montgomery.
Vivid historical details, an intriguing mystery, and
strong female characters.

New from Hawkshadow Publishing Company Inc.
www.hawkshadowpublishing.com

The Coachman by Susan Gibbs
A Distinguished Favorite of the 2017
Independent Press Awards for
Historical Fiction
The moving story of Lauren Birkacre,
a young woman raised in a workhouse and
her relationship with a royal coachman.
Gibbs, once again, creates an
unforgettable, relatable heroine.
“...she felt his strong, warm arms
envelop her. It was the first time that
she could remember ever being hugged.”
ISBN 9780971466722

“Reads like a memoir...could not put
it down”

MCGLUE

Moshfegh, Ottessa
Penguin (160 pp.)
$15.00 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-525-52276-8

Trade Paperback, 5 x 8 ~ 487 pp. $19.95
E-Book, $4.99 Amazon and Barnes & Noble
Brodart, Emery Pratt, and Baker & Taylor

A 19th-century sailor reckons with
the murder he committed and his lovehate relationship with the man who
drove him to it.
Moshfegh’s (My Year of Rest and Relax
ation, 2018, etc.) 2014 debut novella,
now reissued, is set mainly in 1851, the same year Moby-Dick

For Book Club, Film Rights, and Publishing Inquiries,
Please Contact sales@hawkshadowpublishing.com
or
hawkshadow.publishing@gmail.com
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was published. It’s hard not to imagine a connection: Its title
character is a hard-drinking New England seafarer who could
have been one of the crustier, more bedraggled members of
the Pequod’s crew. McGlue has a crack in his head from a fall
from a train, unabashedly lets loose with homophobic slurs,
and stands accused of killing Johnson, one of his shipmates. His
instinctive reaction to this news is profane defiance of everyone around him, up to and including his mother; his main wish
is to “dunk my skull into a barrel of gin.” But time in jail, and
sobriety, gives his character some contours, if never anything
resembling likability: He recalls childhood friends, youthful
carousing, and dreams about Johnson that suggest McGlue’s
early robust utterances of “fag” are evidence he’s protesting too
much. Moshfegh’s fiction often fetishizes the repellent (vomit,
blood, our capacity for callously using each other), but in time
McGlue’s tale acquires tenderness of a sort. That’s partly thanks
to Moshfegh’s lyricism: McGlue pleads for healing of his “hot
snake brains...slithering and stewing around, steam seeping
through the crack in my head.” But it’s mainly in his internal
struggle over how much to concede he cared for Johnson (“he
refound me and took me over”; “I was already drunk on him”).
So as McGlue’s trial approaches, the novel evokes another classic, The Stranger, whose narrator also tried to comprehend the
cruelty of the world and how much cruelty he’s responsible for
himself.
A potent, peculiar, and hallucinatory anti-romance.

Traveler’s Wife, Kate and Ben’s love story encompasses difficult
questions: What is mental illness? Can art, or love, have power? Is
humanity doomed? And if it is, then how do we create a life with
meaning? And even though the novel’s dream-logic structure is
challenging, Newman’s sentences, like the embroidery Kate practices, pull the story along with their intricate beauty.
A complex, unmissable work from a writer who
deserves wide acclaim.

y o u n g a d u lt

THE HEAVENS

Newman, Sandra
Grove (272 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-8021-2902-4
A young woman’s dream life threatens to permanently alter her day-to-day
reality.
In America in the year 2000, a Green
Party president is in office. There is peace
in the Middle East. Against the backdrop
of this “utopian fervor,” 20-something New Yorkers Ben and
Kate meet at a party. Ben falls in love with Kate and her eclectic
group of friends, who warn Ben that Kate is flighty, impractical,
childlike. And, strangest of all, she’s plagued by dreams in which
she lives as an Elizabethan Englishwoman in the year 1593 and is
convinced when she wakes up that she has traveled in time and
somehow changed the future. Newman (The Country of Ice Cream
Star, 2015, etc.) weaves back and forth between Kate’s dreams of
the 16th century and the 21st century, in which Kate resurfaces
from her dreams to find a different government, different wars,
a different society, her family altered—and Ben telling her things
have always been the way they are now. As Kate grows more and
more confused in her waking life, and as the stakes get higher
in her dreams, Ben must decide whether or not he can save the
woman he loves—and whether she needs saving. Newman is
known for her bold imagination, and this kaleidoscopic novel is
no exception. Like an apocalyptically tinged version of The Time
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Power’s internationalist 10-story debut is
populated by travelers of many kinds.
mothers

TEAR IT DOWN

Wanda’s enemies, he has his hands full. And accordingly, the
book has too much going on. Each of the individual plots is
engaging, but they take too long to dovetail, and one would have
sufficed. But then almost all thrillers are written too long these
days. (Authors would do well to check out the concision of classic American pulp, like the kind that was once published by the
paperback imprint Gold Medal.) Also, there is an unavoidable
sense of the white guy come to the aid of the black people with
Ash’s heroics. But the book’s heart is in the right place, and Ash
is an appealing character, though one who, if the series is to grow,
needs sharper definition (and also a sharper tongue) in the entries
to come. But the book is never a slog, and it’s easy to imagine the
series will become even more pleasurable as it finds its footing.
This is an appealing outing which hits the right balance
between tough and compassionate.

Petrie, Nick
Putnam (384 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-399-57566-2
Combat veteran Peter Ash (Light It
Up, 2018, etc.) finds himself protecting
both a threatened photojournalist and a
young homeless man who may be a blues
prodigy in the fourth entry in this series.
Sensing his restlessness, Ash’s girlfriend sends him off to Memphis where her friend Wanda, an
African-American photojournalist, has just moved into a new
home and is receiving messages warning her to move. In the
midst of dealing with this situation, Ash has his lovingly restored
’68 Chevy pickup hijacked by a teenage boy who has found himself hunted by the local crime kingpin. What with Ash trying to
repair Wanda’s home after a dump truck is driven into it, save
the young boy from the crook who’s out for him, and identify

MOTHERS

Power, Chris
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-374-21366-4
Sweden, Mexico, England, Greece,
Spain, Croatia, Ireland, Austria, Sweden
again, and again, Paris, America, and etc.
Power’s internationalist 10-story
debut is populated by travelers of many
kinds—by characters lost in the world or
in themselves. On vacation with his young family in Greece, the
narrator of “The Colossus of Rhodes” (a masterly story) recalls
a childhood trip to Rhodes and the violence(s) he encountered
there. In “The Haväng Dolmen” (also masterly), an archaeologist undertakes an unsettling voyage to a stone-age burial site
in Sweden where he “grasp[s] what it is to die.” In “Johnny
Kingdom,” a stand-up comedian in a creative rut makes ends
meet by impersonating a famous dead comedian—meanwhile
looking for ways to “[leave] the Kingdom” of impersonation
forever. In the meh-quality “Above the Wedding,” an emotionally needy British alcoholic heads to a Mexican wedding and
tries to seduce the groom...who had previously seduced him.
In “The Crossing”—unconvincing and overly symbolic; the
collection’s weakest offering—a pair of romantically entangled
trekkers cross (or don’t) a few difficult streams. But the collection’s most affecting traveler is Eva, the primary character of
the three titular “Mother” stories. In the first of these, “Summer 1976,” Eva is at once a 10-year-old Swedish girl who dreams
of world travel and a 60-year-old narrator traveling through her
memories, looking for truths about her mother who passed
away only two years after the story’s remembered events. Later,
in the hauntingly subtle “Innsbruck,” Eva—older, semiparanoid,
suicidal, and seen now from the third person—drifts around
Europe guided by her mother’s 1970s travel guide (“because of
its age it is almost worthless as a source of information”) and
eventually decides whether or not to continue with her life. The
trilogy’s long closing story, “Eva,” which takes place some years
after “Innsbruck,” follows Joe, Eva’s husband, as he and their
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When Roupenian’s “Cat Person” was published in the New Yorker,
it quickly became a cultural phenomenon.
you know you want this

YOU KNOW YOU
WANT THIS

daughter, Marie, struggle with Eva’s depression, avoidance, and
periods of unannounced, multiyear absences during which, fulfilling her childhood dreams, she wanders the world alone, sending postcards.
Despite its uneven moments, Power’s wide-ranging
debut is confident, complex, bizarre, poignant, and elegantly crafted—a very strong collection.

Roupenian, Kristen
Scout Press/Simon & Schuster (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-9821-0163-3

When Roupenian’s “Cat Person” was
published in the New Yorker, it quickly
became a cultural phenomenon. It’s
unheard of for a short story to go viral,
but “Cat Person”—through a combination of impossibly sharp writing and impossibly good timing—
had done it. A year later, Roupenian’s debut collection proves
that success wasn’t a fluke.
The 12 visceral stories here range from uncomfortable to truly
horrifying and are often—though not always—focused on the
vicious contradictions of being female. Roupenian’s women are as
terrified as they are terrifying; sometimes the violence comes to
fruition and sometimes it doesn’t, but the possibility is always there,

THE PRISONER

Proust, Marcel
Trans. by Clark, Carol
Penguin (448 pp.)
$25.00 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-14-313359-9

y o u n g a d u lt

American edition of the “new,” nonMoncrieff translation of Proust’s posthumous novel, a story and a metastory alike
that are full of tangles.
Copyright snags kept the British
retranslation of The Prisoner from appearing in the U.S. for a
full 16 years after being published in the U.K., but that’s only
the beginning of a minor saga. Famously neurasthenic and
agoraphobic, Proust died before this book appeared, and it
hadn’t been part of the original plan for what became the sixvolume In Search of Lost Time in any event. Had he been alive,
writes translator Clark, “the book would have been considerably different from the one we have now.” She only begins to
suggest those differences, but one wonders whether the already
shrouded relationship Proust describes between his narrator,
in many respects a stand-in for himself, and the rough-edged
orphan Albertine might have been obscured even further, for
while there is sex, there is no union and no clear reason why
Albertine should have come to live with the narrator and his
mother in the first place, Mama having perhaps been made
nervous at the thought “that by expressing any reservations
about the girl to whom I said I was going to become engaged,
she might cast a shadow over my future life...perhaps lead me to
reproach myself, once she was gone, for having hurt her by marrying Albertine.” It’s all very mysterious, for Albertine comes
and goes, as do other characters who figure in the saga, such
as M. de Charlus and the Duchesse de Guermantes; yet, each
is there at exactly the right time. Proust, sharp-eyed and thinly
veiled, writes here of the widespread acceptance of anti-Semitism and nationalism, there of sexual desire and its discontents
(“It is the homosexuality that survives in spite of obstacles, condemned, covered in shame, that is the real homosexuality”), and
always, always, of his Garbo-esque desire to be left alone.
A classic work of early modernist literature given new
life, thereby to fuel a new conversation about the book and
its author in a decidedly different world.
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bubbling under the surface. In “Bad Boy,” which opens the book, a
woman and her boyfriend take in a stray friend after a breakup and
begin incorporating him into their sex life in increasingly sadistic
ways. In “Sardines,” an 11-year-old girl—who, unlike most fictional
11-year-old girls, is depicted entirely without sentiment, big-nosed
and meaty-breathed—makes a wish “for something mean” on a
defective birthday candle and creates a monster. “Cat Person” and
then “The Good Guy,” which follows it, both its companion and
its opposite, are the heart of the collection—both chronologically
and in spirit—as complementary investigations of gender and
power. (Roupenian’s depictions of the dynamics between men and
woman are infinitely nuanced, but the very short version is: It’s real
messed up.) “Cat Person” is told from the perspective of Margot, a
college student, who’s on a date with Robert, who is 34 and makes
her feel at once very powerful and very small. “The Good Guy” follows Ted, a nice guy—who is not Robert but also not so different
from him—whose relationships with women could be characterized as a dance of mutual contempt. (It is, of course, more complicated.) Some of the stories are drawn, with startling and nauseating
detail, from life; others veer toward magical realism or nightmares.
All of them, though, are united by Roupenian’s voice, which is
unsparing and unpretentious and arrestingly straightforward, so
that it feels, at times, less like you are reading and more like she is
simply thinking for you.
Unsettling, memorable, and—maybe perversely—very,
very fun.

timelines; through its middle portion it bogs down under the
weight of all that but tightens up for a fast-paced final third that
accelerates past some less than believable elements.
Although it’s as shallow as the grave an inconvenient
body is buried in, this thriller does offer some nastily
entertaining twists.

ADÈLE

Slimani, Leila
Trans. by Taylor, Sam
Penguin (240 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-14-313218-9
A sex-obsessed woman spirals out of
control in this artful, edgy novel.
On paper, 35-year-old Adèle Robinson has it all: a successful husband, a
healthy child, a beautiful Parisian apartment, and a promising career as a newspaper journalist. In reality,
though, her nine-year marriage to gastroenterologist Richard
is less passionate than perfunctory, her young son, Lucien, is
a burden, and she fakes her way through work by fabricating
quotes and plagiarizing other reporters. Adèle’s sole ambition
in life is to be wanted, and the only thing that fulfills her desire
is illicit sex. Adèle has slept with countless men, from strangers to co-workers to her best friend’s boyfriend. She knows that
she should quit, but every time she tries to remain faithful to
Richard, she fails, and each new relapse is more debauched than
the last. Can Adèle master her urges, or will she lose everything
in her quest to “fill” herself? Slimani’s staccato, present-tense
prose fosters agitation and unease, while the narrative’s thirdperson perspective lends the tale a voyeuristic air. Although
some of the secondary characters lack depth, Adèle has it in
spades; singularly unlikable but eminently relatable, her actions
are considered taboo, but the ennui and anxiety from which
they stem are universal. The book’s denouement may frustrate
readers—but then, that rather seems the point.
Franco-Moroccan author Slimani (The Perfect Nanny,
2018) delivers an unflinching exploration of female selfsacrifice and the elusive nature of satisfaction.

THE WOMAN INSIDE

Scott, E.G.
Dutton (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-1-5247-4452-6

A marital thriller aspiring to the Gone
Girl model offers some dark surprises.
Scott is a pen name for two collaborators, one a publishing professional, the
other a screenwriter, and they seem to
have done their homework. The book,
already optioned for a TV series, is squarely aimed at a slot in
the growing list of he-said, she-said mysteries. The novel focuses
on spouses Paul and Rebecca, whose almost two-decade-long
marriage flounders after his contracting business fails. She’s
thriving as a pharmaceutical sales rep—a convenient job for a
woman with Rebecca’s raging opioid addiction. They are not a
likable pair. Both are inveterate liars, Paul about his adultery,
Rebecca about her drug abuse. They swing wildly between intricate, amoral scheming and profound naiveté—at several points,
the only thing more incredible than one character’s lies is that
the other believes them so readily. Paul’s affair with an unhappy
neighbor goes sideways about the same time Rebecca’s boss faces
legal problems and the disappearance of his beautiful wife, whom
Rebecca detests. Someone ends up dead, of course, and Paul and
Rebecca must dispose of a body. But when a hidden corpse is
found, it’s not the one they buried. The book has multiple firstperson narrators and a plot that weaves strands through various
28
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THE ENLIGHTENED ARMY

Toscana, David
Trans. by Foster, David William
Univ. of Texas (232 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Jan. 9, 2019
978-1-4773-1777-8

The reconquest is on, and it’s being
led by an old man and a clutch of high
school students.
Shortlisted for the Rómulo Gallegos International Novel Prize, this is
Toscana’s fourth novel to be translated
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into English (The Last Reader, 2004, etc.). Ignacio Matus is sick
and tired of the United States of America. As a public school
history teacher in Monterrey, Mexico, Matus spends most of
his class railing against the cruel injustices and depravities of
Mexico’s neighbor to the north. But his gripes aren’t just political, they’re Olympic. Matus is convinced that he is the rightful
winner of the 1924 Olympic bronze medal for the marathon
and not the American who walked away with the prize—this
is despite the fact that Matus wasn’t an official competitor and
staged his own parallel race through the streets of Monterrey.
When Matus is fired from the school for one rant too many,
he decides it’s time to conquer the beast. But his call for an
invading army is only answered by a few friends and a handful
of students. Calling themselves los iluminados (“the enlightened ones”), the dreamers march north with visions of glory
and history in their heads. When los iluminados cross the Rio
Grande (in only a few steps) and quickly conquer the Alamo (a
two-story house), the stage is set for a showdown between the
forces of good and evil. If they’re actually in the United States.
The novel jumps back and forth between Matus’ ramshackle
adventures, his old age, when he attempts one more marathon,
and a post-mortem exploration of his legacy, or at least an
attempt to find anyone who really remembers him. Like the
novel itself, Matus is both compelling and absurd. The novel is
funny in a cringe-inducing way and has an undercurrent of sadness and tragedy we can’t look away from. We read almost with
our hands over our eyes, anxious for the safety of these dreamers too innocent to fear their own naiveté. Toscana’s postmodern satire explores the darker side of Mexico’s impression of
the United States and Mexico’s own place “toward the bottom
where the crumbs are handed out.” The jokes are obvious, but
the message is subtle and deft.
Absurd and comic but with a bitter edge, this novel
takes a unique and refreshing approach to the darker
aspects of Mexico’s relationship to the United States.

professor Earl loses his grip on his lover, Mary, who’s more interested in the Tacoma house where The Hand That Rocks the Cradle
was filmed. Andy, a lawyer, can’t shake his obsession with a former student, serial killer Ted Bundy, to the point of buying his
home. Mary works at the car dealership run by Lars, who in 1977
watched his marriage collapse and relationship with his father
crater; 32 years later he falls for his father’s Eritrean caretaker.
And though Mary was the bartender everyone lusted over back
in the day, by 2011 she’s single and suffering through an eHarmony date. Though there’s little in the way of an arc, there’s a
strong feeling of a shared generational struggle, and Wiley is
at his best when playing up his cohort’s peculiarities. Teacher
Ralph visits the home of a former student, whose “life-size
and perfect likeness” of her late father sits on the back deck;
a vibrator becomes a prop for a French farce of a double date.
Wiley’s characters occasionally utter only-in-literary-fiction
lines (“Who is the me that I want Earl to see if the me he sees
isn’t me?” Mary laments). But mostly he delivers a realistic sense
of things not turning out as planned.
A modest but quirky collection defined by forbearance
amid life’s left turns.

m ys t e r y
AMSTERDAM NOIR

Appel, René & Pachter, Josh—Eds.
Akashic (272 pp.)
$32.95 | $15.95 paper | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-61775-685-6
978-1-61775-614-6 paper
Appel and Pachter take an unexpected turn as they explore Amsterdam’s
dark side.
In spotlighting a city known worldwide for sex workers and marijuana, the
editors avoid the obvious. Instead, they divide their volume into
four sections named for four films noirs. “Out of the Past” features crimes with deep roots, like Anneloes Timmerije’s “Spui
13.” Based on a true story, it follows a woman who returns to
Amsterdam to buy the house she lived in when she was younger,
with disastrous results. “Kiss Me Deadly” presents three tales
of love gone wrong, including Christine Otten’s “Soul Mates,”
another true-crime story. “Touch of Evil” offers a look at villains ranging from the pedestrian to the extreme. A policeman appropriates his neighbor’s lottery ticket in Theo Capel’s
“Lucky Sevens”; a young man makes a deal with the Prince of
Darkness himself in Mensje van Keulen’s “Devil’s Island.” And
the focus of “They Live by Night” on Amsterdam’s marginalized
communities is perhaps represented by Walter van den Berg’s
“Get Rich Quick,” in which two aspiring young gangsters borrow a gun to rob a Muslim hawala bank.

TACOMA STORIES

Wiley, Richard
Bellevue Literary Press (272 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-942658-54-2
One Tacoma bar and the dozen or so
people who were there on St. Patrick’s
Day 1968 inspire this linked set of seriocomic stories that hopscotches across a
half-century.
This collection from Wiley (Bob Ste
venson, 2016, etc.) emphasizes unlikely transformations over
time—and, as the title suggests, the role of place in those transformations. And though Wiley juggles plenty of characters, he
has a light touch that’s fitting for a book rooted in the freewheeling ’60s in a small Northwest city. Establishing a dramatis
personae in the opening story, “Your Life Should Have Meaning on the Day You Die,” his remaining 13 tales mostly address
the ensuing years, with some recurring characters. Philosophy
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Taking the road less traveled is a winning strategy for
the editors. The 15 dark takes they’ve collected provide
a variety of methods, motives, and menace, while their
movie-themed chapters anchor the varied menu firmly in
the noir tradition.

Brown, Rita Mae
Illus. by Gildea Jr., Lee
Ballantine (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Nov. 20, 2018
978-0-399-17837-5

THE GOLDEN TRESSES OF
THE DEAD

A fox hunting–focused community’s
search for a missing energy company
head leads to a surprising discovery and
further mystery.
Shifting this series (Crazy Like a Fox,
2017, etc.) from mysteries with a fox-hunting background to celebrations of fox hunting that include a mystery, Brown begins
her latest with a Cast of Characters that includes almost 30
humans; American foxhounds; horses; foxes: red; foxes: gray;
birds; and pets; with an additional five pages of Some Useful
Terms of fox hunting lingo. This litmus test will help readers
decide in advance whether they’ll love or loathe the story, which
shows members of the Jefferson Hunt unraveling the mystery

Bradley, Alan
Random House (352 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-345-54002-7

y o u n g a d u lt

Flavia de Luce hasn’t lost a sister,
she’s gained a case—and what a case.
Whatever tears the preteen chemist/
sleuth might have shed over her dislikable sister Ophelia’s wedding to Dieter
Schrantz, whose career in the Luftwaffe was ended when his
plane was shot down by Reggie Mould, the Royal Air Force
pilot who’s now his best man, are squelched by two more
momentous events: the appearance of Anastasia Prill, the very
first client of Flavia’s professional partnership with Arthur
W. Dogger, her late father’s valet, and Flavia’s discovery of a
severed finger stuck into Ophelia’s wedding cake. The shared
abilities of Flavia and Dogger (The Grave’s a Fine and Private
Place, 2018, etc.) quickly identify the finger as that of recently
deceased guitarist Mme. Adriana Castelnuovo, but the investigation of Arthur W. Dogger & Associates into the theft of
the threatening letters focusing on the work of Miss Prill’s
father, distinguished homeopathic practitioner Dr. Augustus Brocken, hits an unfortunate snag when someone feeds
the client a fatal dose of physostigmine. Since Dr. Brocken,
whose age-related infirmities have confined him to Gollingford Abbey, can offer no evidence as useful as a complete
spoken sentence, Flavia and Dogger are very much on their
own—except of course for Flavia’s cousin Undine, who’s even
younger and snarkier than she is, and Doris Pursemaker and
Ardella Stonebrook, two missionaries Flavia, now the Chatelaine of Buckshaw, agrees through gritted teeth to accept as
guests under pressure from Cynthia Richardson, the vicar’s
beleaguered wife. Luckily, Flavia’s inquiries also lead her to a
kindred spirit: Colin Collier, the late guitarist’s son, who also
turns out to be the late client’s nephew.
Perhaps the most consistently hilarious adventure of
the alarmingly precocious heroine, who’s capable of confiding in her readers with a perfectly straight face: “I don’t
know if you’ve ever dissected a rat, but to me, there was
only one word for it: exhilarating.”
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of a guest who’s disappeared from their Christmas Day outing. Jane Arnold, the 70-something Master of Foxhounds for
the Blue Ridge group, is surprised when her friend Ronnie, the
club treasurer, mentions that he’s bringing Gregory Luckham
on their latest hunt. Luckham has been a controversial figure
as the head of Soliden, an energy firm building a pipeline that
will be environmentally iffy and will also affect local property
values—two big no-nos with most of the hunt crowd. The
horse Luckham’s been riding shows up solo when it’s time to
load up, but with snow-blind conditions, there’s no way to look
for the rider. When the others regroup to search for him, they
can’t believe what they find: no sign of Luckham but the murdered body of someone else. What follows is a mix of fox hunting and looking for Luckham, though the possibility that he’s
alive becomes less likely with each passing hunt. The characters
are developed through hunt members’ commentary on newer
member Tootsie’s potential romance and through the bickering
between animals less interested in mystery than their own cunning and sass. The biggest mystery may be the climax, which
skims over the wrongdoer’s denial of a second crime in a wasted
opportunity for a twist.
The mix of well-established characters from previous series entries combined with a focus on the pomp and
circumstance of fox hunting may not win many new readers; this is aimed at those in the fox-hunting and adjacent
horse-fancying worlds who can appreciate Brown’s eye for
accurate details throughout.

unsympathetic Under Suspicion host Ryan Nichols with her, Laurie immediately calls on Kendra, threatens to tell the Bells the
truth she’s concealed from them, and pressures her into allowing Laurie and her staff to take the case. She doesn’t know that
Kendra’s been paying off an unknown blackmailer for five years,
wondering every day, “Will I ever know if I had my husband killed?”
Clark and Burke (Every Breath You Take, 2017, etc.)
develop their suspects with so much more subtlety and
conviction than usual that the climactic revelation, which
is more and less surprising than you’d expect, feels especially disappointing. Sometimes it’s better to travel hopefully than to arrest.

BONES BEHIND THE WHEEL

Copperman, E.J.
Crooked Lane (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-68331-887-3

An innkeeper calls on some friendly
ghosts to discover who buried a corpse
in a car that a crew of workmen doing
beach replenishment has dug up on her
property.
Alison Kerby isn’t the only human
who can see Paul Harrison and Maxie Malone, the two freespirited spirits who haunt her Jersey Shore guesthouse. Her
mom and her daughter can also see and communicate with the
pair. But so far, none of the guests sent by Senior Plus Tours have
had the power the Kerby ladies share, so Alison can include two
daily “spook shows” among the amenities she offers her guests.
Unfortunately, the shows are about the only amenities on offer,
since contractors Tony and Vic Mandorisi have put her kitchen
out of commission in the course of fixing a beam that sustained
damage from a bullet hole in her last adventure (The Hostess with
the Ghostess, 2018). Meanwhile, heavy equipment operator Bill
Harrelson has dug up most of her beach. The state had sent him
out to shore up the dune line eroded in Superstorm Sandy, but
Bill, hearing a tale of some pirate treasure that just might be
buried on Alison’s property, digs a wee hole to investigate. That
little hole becomes a really big hole when Bill’s shovel hits metal
that’s not part of a treasure chest but the roof of a vintage Lincoln Continental, complete with decomposed body in the front
seat. From that point on, the detective work should really be
left to Detective Lt. Anita McElone of the Harbor Haven police
force, but gleeful Maxie and Paul couldn’t be more excited by
the prospect of another hot case. They drag Alison into the
chase with results as tumultuous as they are predictable.
Who says global warming has no effects on the little
guy—or, in this case, gal? What begins as a simple hole
in the ground ends up a three-ring circus, with a solution so convoluted only the most devoted fan can begin to
appreciate.

YOU DON’T OWN ME

Clark, Mary Higgins & Burke, Alafair
Simon & Schuster (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Nov. 6, 2018
978-1-5011-7166-6

Under Suspicion producer Laurie
Moran’s fifth dive into crimes past has
to overcome a major obstacle: the reluctance of the leading suspect to participate in the enterprise.
When hotshot New York neurologist Dr. Martin Bell was shot when he was about to enter his
home five years ago, suspicion immediately fixed on his wife.
It’s not likely that Kendra Bell pulled the trigger since her children’s nanny, Caroline Radcliffe, recalls that she was once again
so zoned out from depression or drinking or drugs at the time
that the police had to struggle to awaken her enough to tell
her that she was now a very wealthy widow. But Kendra could
surely have hired a hit on the husband who’d talked her out of
her own medical career by insisting, along with his smothering
parents, that she stay home with the children. Now Robert and
Cynthia Bell, a hard couple to like despite having lost their only
child, want Laurie to reopen the case for her TV audience. Kendra, who’s never admitted to her in-laws that she refused from
the beginning to cooperate with Under Suspicion, has told them
instead that Laurie declined to reopen the case, and they plead
stiffly with her to reconsider. Taking the interfering, normally
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William Arrowood, the poor man’s Sherlock Holmes, goes looking
for a silent bride and finds a cesspool of corruption.
the murder pit

SYDNEY NOIR

that she may have to plow any skills she picked up from reading mysteries into solving one. When Derrick proves elusive,
she tries to track him down despite the problems she’s having
at her bike shop. Mechanic Orlean Brown is showing up late
or not at all, and Derrick, who helps out, is still missing. So
her grandmother offers to work in the shop while she’s out
hunting for clues. Her book club friends pitch in, using group
email to keep in touch. The amateurs turn up a young woman
who looked happy before Jake’s murder and sad afterward
along with a high-powered real estate agent from California
Mac overhears talking about a mysterious deal. But the summer season brings so many strangers to Cape Cod that it’s hard
to sift through them for Jake’s killer. Derrick finally turns up
after fighting a losing battle with his alcoholism, but Mac, certain that he’s innocent, continues to investigate, earning several death threats and the realization that finding a killer is a
lot harder than it appears in her books.
An unremarkable kickoff to a new series by Day, who
writes other cozies under several bylines (Death Over Easy,
2018, etc.). Pleasant characters and local color just aren’t
enough.

Dale, John—Ed.
Akashic (256 pp.)
$32.95 | $15.95 paper | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-61775-587-0
978-1-61775-581-1 paper
The former British penal colony provides fertile ground for dark doings, as
these 14 tales demonstrate.
These stories tend to focus on actual
crimes rather than on the poverty, misfortune, and deprivation that are often noir staples. Of course,
Dale showcases some peeks at the low life. There’s a smattering
of drug capers like Peter Doyle’s “Good Bloke” and Tom Gilling’s “Rip-Off,” and Leigh Redhead shows an exotic dancer taking a lap dance a little too far in “The Transmutation of Sex.”
But even folks from Sydney’s upper crust can get into the act,
as Kristen Tranter shows in “The Passenger.” Talent is no proof
against bad acts and actors, as a nationally ranked swimmer
learns in Robert Drewe’s “The Razor,” an acclaimed architect
finds out in Mark Dapin’s “In the Court of the Lion King,” and
a budding designer discovers in Julie Koh’s “The Patternmaker.”
In addition, any number of ordinary folks blunder their ways
into wrongdoing. In Eleanor Limprecht’s “In the Dunes,” a single dad’s struggle to raise a teenage girl ends badly. And in editor
Dale’s “Good Boy, Bad Girl,” a young woman with aspirations
finds a sinister way to take care of her aging grandmother. The
emphasis on crime stories lays the groundwork for some pretty
neat surprises. Mandy Sayer’s “The Birthday Present” and P.M.
Newton’s “Chinaman’s Beach” both pack a wallop in the crimewith-a-twist department.
Although Dale’s approach is traditional, the stories he’s
assembled offer ample variety in this cavalcade of crime
Down Under.

THE MURDER PIT

Finlay, Mick
mirabooks (400 pp.)
$15.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-7783-6930-1

William Arrowood, the poor man’s
Sherlock Holmes, goes looking for a
silent bride and finds a cesspool of
corruption.
It’s been six months since “weakminded” Birdie Barclay married pig
farmer Walter Ockwell, and in all that time her parents, insurance clerk Dunbar and singing teacher Martha Barclay, haven’t
had one word from her. They just want to know she’s all right,
they tearfully assure Arrowood and his sidekick and amanuensis, Norman Barnett. Huffing at the much richer pot Holmes
got for solving “The Adventure of the Priory School,” Arrowood relieves the Barclays of a trifling sum and sets off for the
Ockwell farm, where he intimates that he’s brought news of a
legacy to Birdie but is still prevented from seeing her by Walter Ockwell and his sister, Rosanna, who insist that Birdie isn’t
home even though Arrowood can see her signaling him from
an upstairs window as he leaves. When a more direct attempt
to unite Birdie with her parents fails, Arrowood hunkers down
to investigate possible skulduggery at the farm, which seems to
employ no one but the kinds of mentally challenged patients
the Caterham Asylum deals with. For his pains he’s warned off
by Sgt. Root, of the Catford and Lewisham Police, and Barnett
is soundly beaten. Edna Gillie, a woman who hints at stories of
three dead children, disappears herself soon after Arrowood’s
one conversation with her, and he fears that she’s dead, and
that she’s not the only one. What has Birdie gotten herself into,
and can a man who sets himself apart from Holmes by calling

MURDER ON CAPE COD

Day, Maddie
Kensington (304 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-4967-1506-7

Cozy mystery book club members
try their hands at solving a real-life
murder.
Mackenzie Almeida is on her way
home from a book club meeting when
she stumbles over the body of Jake
Lacey. Mac’s boyfriend, baker Tim
Brunelle, appears moments before the police arrive, and new
police chief Victoria Laitinen, her old high school classmate,
is suspicious when Mac admits to having had words with Jake
over a bad roofing job earlier in the day. Even worse, the murder weapon, a knife plunged into Jake’s neck, appears to be
her half brother Derrick’s custom fishing knife. Although Mac
doesn’t mention this last fact to Victoria, she soon realizes
34
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DARK STREETS
COLD SUBURBS

himself “an emotional detective. I try and solve my cases by
understanding people” extricate her from the danger?
Better detective work than the series kickoff (Arro
wood, 2017) and less emphasis on the hero’s amusingly futile
rivalry with Holmes even though his case ends up echoing
“The Priory School” in more uncomfortable ways than he
could have imagined.

Hix, Aimee
Midnight Ink/Llewellyn (336 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-7387-5470-3

MURDER AT THE QUEEN’S
OLD CASTLE

Harrison, Cora
Severn House (240 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-0-7278-8830-3

A nun solves a mysterious death, but
not to her satisfaction.
The Reverend Mother has gone
to the Queen’s Old Castle department
store in Cork to pick up flood-damaged
merchandise for her poor students.
Despite his miserly reputation, Joseph Fitzwilliam, the store’s
owner, has offered the Reverend Mother anything she needs for
no charge. Reverend Mother is being helped by Brian Maloney,
a shop apprentice who was once a pupil at her convent school,
when Joseph topples over the railing outside his second-floor
office and plunges to his death. Agnes Fitzwilliam, Joseph’s
wife, accuses Brian of murder. Luckily, Reverend Mother’s dear
friend police surgeon Dr. Scher happens to be there and quiets the hysterical woman. The investigating officer, Inspector
Patrick Cashman, is another former student with whom Reverend Mother has worked on several other murder investigations
(Death of a Novice, 2018, etc.). Evidently one of the gas canisters
brought back from the war by Maj. James Fitzwilliam, the shop
owner’s son, which was being used to fumigate the damaged
goods after the flood, has been sent up to Joseph’s small, windowless office by means of the change carriers that run on wires
from each department, and the gas overcame him, causing his
plunge to the floor—a chancy but ultimately effective means
of murder. In addition to his wife, Joseph’s daughters, Monica
and Kitty, work at the store, and his younger son, Robert, is the
floor manager. They all come under suspicion when the police
learn that he’d just changed his will, leaving almost everything
to James (who wasn’t in the store at the time), a pittance to his
daughters and wife, and nothing to Robert. Reverend Mother
uses her extensive Cork connections to gather information
on the family and the browbeaten workers, any of whom may
have had a motive. After much thought the Reverend Mother
comes to a shocking conclusion—but can she get the evidence
to prove her theory?
The 1920s ambience enriches one of the best entries in
Harrison’s franchise.

y o u n g a d u lt

Ex-cop Willa Pennington (What
Doesn’t Kill You, 2018) continues her quest
to earn her private investigator’s license.
Angry that her dad has sent her on
a phony stakeout to teach her the ropes,
Willa lashes out at everyone in sight, including her beau, Seth
Anderson, who promptly disappears on a secret mission for the
government. At the mixed martial arts class she takes to relax,
she meets Aja, a high schooler who’s being stalked by an ex-boyfriend. While helping her, Willa also gets a call from Jan Boyd, a
cop friend who asks her to reinvestigate a cold case: the death of
Amanda Veitch, who died 17 years ago from blunt force trauma.
Although the two cases ought to keep Willa pretty busy, her true
vocation is reliving past traumas: her abandonment as a child by
her mother; the death of her best friend; and her recent brush
with death in a fire set by a neo-Nazi maniac. Nightmares, cold
sweats, and endless rehashings of the past compete with heroic
action sequences. Willa wonders why today is “Make Willa Deal
with Uncomfortable Emotions Day.” Readers will wonder why
practically every day is Make Willa Deal with Uncomfortable
Emotions Day.
Hix seems lost in uncharted territory as she forges her
way into hard-boiled emo. What doesn’t kill you seems to
leave you angry, volatile, and slightly unhinged.

RUPTURE

Jónasson, Ragnar
Trans. by Bates, Quentin
Minotaur (272 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-1-250-19334-6
Jónasson returns from his recent Icelandic stand-alone (The Darkness, 2018) to
an equally bleak puzzle for Ari Thór Arason, of the Siglufjördur police.
Just in case the northern Icelandic town isn’t isolated enough by geography and climate,
Siglufjördur has been under quarantine ever since a wealthy
traveler arrived with a particularly virulent strain of haemorrhagic fever. It seems only appropriate that at a time when
Ari Thór’s department (Nightblind, 2017, etc.) is in virtual
lockdown, a man named Hédinn pressed him to reopen the
ice-cold case of Jórunn, Hédinn’s aunt, who got a fatal dose
of rat poison more than 50 years ago in nearby Hédinsfjödur. Nearby, but even more isolated, the place, devoid of
electrical and telephone wires, has been uninhabited ever
since Hédinn’s father, Gudmundur, retired from the fishing
industry to settle his wife, Gudfinna, her sister, Jórunn, and
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An exciting debut for the third of Nickson’s Leedsbased detectives (The Tin God, 2018, etc.). Filled with his
trademark social commentary and steeped in Regency
atmosphere, it holds your interest from beginning to end.

Jórunn’s husband, Maríus Knutsson, in the godforsaken spot.
Ari Thór’s attention immediately focuses on a family photograph from 1957 that includes a young man Hédinn can’t
identify. But his exploration of the past is sidelined by the
hit-and-run death of Snorri Ellertsson, an aspiring musician
whose scandalous abuse of alcohol and drugs ended the career
of his father, prominent politician Ellert Snorrason, and the
kidnapping of Kjartan, a little boy taken from his pram while
it was parked outside a cafe in which his mother, Sunna, was
having coffee with her sister, trusting in Iceland’s low incidence of crime outside the pages of genre fiction. Along the
way, Ari Thór’s inquiries will repeatedly crisscross those of
Ísrún, an ambitious TV reporter whose initial assignment
to report on the quarantine blossoms into a series of revelations much darker and deadlier.
Readers disappointed in the present-day subplots,
which are wound up with remarkable dispatch, will be
rewarded by the even more disturbing revelations from
half a century ago.

SINS AS SCARLET

Obregón, Nicolās
Minotaur (320 pp.)
$27.99 | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-250-11050-3

A cold case gets hot and deadly when
a veteran detective digs too deep.
After catching the Black Sun Killer
in his native Japan (Blue Light Yokohama,
2017), veteran detective Kosuke Iwata
has left behind both Tokyo and his police
career for sunny Southern California and work as a private investigator. Part of this transition has involved leaving behind his wife,
Cleo, who recently died after having been in a vegetative state for
several years following a suicide attempt. When Cleo’s mother,
Charlotte, angrily confronts Iwata in his new life, demanding that
he find the killer of her trans daughter, Meredith, both his conscience and his mother-in-law’s righteous rage dictate his compliance. Born Julian, Meredith was living on Skid Row at the time
of her murder and making ends meet as a prostitute. She worked
at the same club as her best friend, Geneviève, who’s now gone
missing. A little digging reveals Meredith’s pimp, Talky, as her
likely killer, and his death via overdose seems to put paid to the
case. But defense wounds found on Talky’s corpse prevent Iwata
from resting easy. The more he investigates, the more victims he
finds: five altogether, dead or missing, by the time he confronts
the man who links them all together. Interspersed flashbacks to
1975 Tokyo provide insight into the struggles and challenges facing Iwata’s mother, Nozomi, as well as his early life.
Obregón’s second is a neonoir gem with a compelling
story, solid prose, and a brooding, honorable, and all-toohuman hero.

THE HANGING PSALM

Nickson, Chris
Severn House (224 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-0-7278-8831-0

Leeds in 1820 provides the setting for
another challenging mystery.
Simon Westow has risen above his
humble beginnings to make a good living as a thief-taker. He lives in a nice
house with his wife, Rosie, their twin
sons, and his mysterious assistant, Jane, whose ability to
blend into the background is invaluable. Now, a summons
from wealthy mill owner Mr. Milner to find his kidnapped
daughter lands Simon and his family in deadly peril. Milner has received a note demanding the vast sum of 1,000
pounds if he wants to see his daughter, Hannah, again, and
he promises Simon 200 guineas if he finds her. Not all of
Simon and Jane’s many contacts can unearth Hannah before
the deadline for paying the ransom, but an angry Milner tells
Simon he can take his payment out of the ransom money if
he recovers it. If only this were a simple kidnapping, Simon
would doubtless be more successful. But it’s all part of a
plot by Julius White, a man he helped catch and convict of
thievery, who was packed off to Australia with a suspiciously
light sentence. Simon’s shocked to learn that White is back,
seeking revenge on Simon and Lizzie Henry, the woman who
pressed charges against him. Even after Hannah is found, she
can give little help in describing her captor. It’s soon clear
that White has powerful friends who are helping to hide him
while he plots and stalks his future victims. Simon and Jane
pursue every possible lead, but White always seems one step
ahead of them, and they’re followed and often attacked by
his minions. A dangerous cat-and-mouse game ensues, with
no guarantee of who will win.
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THE ALCHEMIST’S ILLUSION

Pandian, Gigi
Midnight Ink/Llewellyn (336 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-7387-5301-0

An alchemist is eager to answer a call
for help her long-vanished mentor may
have concealed within a painting even
though pursuing it may force her to disclose her alchemical identity.
An admirer of professions involving
skill, passion, and talent, Zoe Faust is mesmerized by a painting
at the memorial exhibition of recently deceased Logan Magnus
that’s remarkably lifelike in its representation. She’s convinced
that this portrait of Nicolas Flamel and his wife, Perenelle, must
|

A body in a vat of zinfandel cuts short the
latest Off the Beaten Path tour.
seven deadly zins

have been painted by someone who knew the couple firsthand,
though they’ve been dead more than 100 years. As an alchemist
who’s been alive for centuries, Zoe’s capable of believing the
impossible, beginning with the life she shares with her friend
and roommate Dorian Robert-Houdin, a living gargoyle. Zoe
wishes she could ask Magnus how he knew Nicolas Flamel, who
was her alchemical teacher and mentor years before he suddenly
disappeared. Although Magnus is a literal dead end, Zoe suspects Flamel’s left a message asking for her assistance. Unable
to seek help from her boyfriend, Portland police officer Max
Liu, with whom she’s never shared the secret of her true self,
she relies instead on the only other alchemist she knows, Tobias
Freeman. Tobias is visiting after the recent death of his wife,
Rosa, and Max and his colleagues believe there’s something
suspicious about his presence in town. Zoe’s more focused on
how Tobias can help her track Flamel, though as they come to
believe that Magnus was likely murdered by someone who was
asking the same question, they feel the danger to themselves.
As Max asks questions that make it harder to keep her alchemy
practice secret, Zoe has to decide whether now’s the time to
reveal who she really is in order to rescue the man who helped
her become an alchemist.
The vast storehouse of characters and interwoven subplots will challenge readers new and old to Pandian (The
Elusive Elixir, 2017 etc.), who seems more intent on opening
doors she’s kept carefully locked until now than on making
the new developments pay off.

pitting Taylor against villains whose motives are murkier than a
10-year-old sauvignon blanc.
Calling out a cast of thousands makes it harder than
ever for Parra’s heroine to keep her eye on the ball, much
less compete with a classy act like Quirky Tours. A simpler
plotline and more focus on the main players might help
thirsty readers savor future offerings.

CONNECTIONS IN DEATH

Robb, J.D.
St. Martin’s Press (384 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-250-20157-7

SEVEN DEADLY ZINS

Parra, Nancy J.
Crooked Lane (272 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-68331-871-2

A body in a vat of zinfandel cuts short
Taylor O’Brian’s latest Off the Beaten
Path tour.
Taylor (A Case of Syrah, Syrah, 2017)
wants desperately to compete with
Bridget Miller, whose Quirky Tours
jaunts through Sonoma Valley fill two shocking-pink buses daily.
But it’s all she can do to muster six passengers willing to venture out in her rainbow-hued Volkswagen van for tours of local
vineyards that are off the map. Tim Slade’s Rock Paths Winery,
she reckons, should appeal to connoisseurs who appreciate old
vine zinfandel. And it does—until Slade shows them his latest batch, which includes realtor Jeffery Hoag bobbing in the
stainless steel vat along with the grapes. Sexy Sheriff Hennessey
trains his baby blues on Slade, making Taylor determined to find
out who really killed Hoag. But there are so many suspects to
choose from: Tim’s girlfriend, Mandy Richards; Mandy’s guru,
the compelling Dr. Brinkman; a gaggle of Brinkman’s starryeyed disciples; Tim’s hired man, Mateo—not to mention the
hordes of tourists who pass through on Taylor’s and Bridget’s
tours. As the bad guys get more desperate, the body count
rises. And the initial crime spawns a host of subsidiary felonies,
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Lt. Eve Dallas’ 48th futuristic investigation takes her from a stratospherically
upscale housewarming for her friend
Nadine Furst, the journalist/screenwriter
who won an Oscar for fictionalizing Eve’s
own adventures, to the mean—really
mean—streets of New York.
The good news for Rochelle Pickering, the child psychologist who’s one of many guests at the party, is that Eve’s wealthy
husband, Roarke, who owns the building in which Nadine
makes her splashy new home, has decided to hire her as head
therapist at An Didean, the youth facility he’s funding and
building. The bad news is that shortly after Rochelle shares her
joy with her brother, Lyle, an ex-con and ex-gangbanger who’s
turned his life around, he dies of a drug overdose in the apartment she’s opened to him. Since Lyle was in good physical shape
with no indication that he’d recently been using, all signs point
to murder clumsily disguised as an accident—presumably by
Dinnie Duff, the former girlfriend who visited Lyle minutes
before he died and let three male friends into the apartment.
Unlike Lyle, Dinnie’s maintained her ties to the Bangers gang,
and it’s among their membership that Eve (Leverage in Death,
2018, etc.) and her partner, Detective Peabody, go looking for
suspects. They find a bumper crop: top Banger Marcus Jones
Jr., aka Slice; his business partner, disbarred attorney Samuel
Cohen; Cohen’s live-in, Bump & Bang dancer Eldena Vinn;
Dinnie’s current lover, Kenneth “Bolt” Jorgenson; and virtually everyone else they talk to. And eventually they find Dinnie,
who’s been raped and murdered in a much more emphatic way
than Lyle. What they don’t find is a story any more coherent
than a series of interrogations in which small fry flip on bigger
fry, punctuated by the occasional shoot’em-up.
On the plus side, every one of those interrogations
offers another outlet for the heroine’s unique combination
of street smarts, moral outrage, and curled-lip scorn.
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THE HANGMAN’S SECRET

late picking her up from school. Within a week, storm clouds
are already converging over the demoted CID department manager Huldar from several directions. There’s the discovery of
two severed hands in retired prosecutor Benedikt Toft’s hot tub.
There’s a note discovered in a time capsule Vaka’s schoolmates
buried 12 years ago: “in 2016 the following people are going to die:
K, S, BT, JJ, OV, and I.” There’s a series of present-tense threats
prosecutor Thorvaldur Svavarsson receives from reckoning@
gmail.com. And there’s the murder of Benedikt Toft—could he
be the BT that menacing prediction specified?—in a municipal
parking garage. Although Huldar’s been replaced as head of the
CID and has precious little influence in the department anymore, he’s itching to work the case, and eventually he gets his
wish, only to face the challenge of establishing that the case is
indeed a case and not a cascade of unfortunate but unrelated
events. Veterans of Sigurdardóttir’s peerlessly grim procedurals
(The Legacy, 2018, etc.) will share the hero’s irrational conviction
that all these dire portents are indeed related, and it’s not giving
too much away to say that they’ll be proved shockingly correct.
More evidence of the author’s gift for establishing a
web so dark and deep-laid that it hardly matters which
particular spider wove it. You’re left agog at the detective’s
concluding observation: “Sometimes violent instincts had
to be given their head.”

Rowland, Laura Joh
Crooked Lane (304 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-68331-902-3

A Victorian sleuth’s probe of a suspicious suicide leads to a deeper mystery
surrounding a notorious serial killer.
London, 1890. Photographer Sarah
Bain’s success as an amateur sleuth (A
Mortal Likeness, 2018, etc.) has led to a
job as a crime-scene photographer for the Daily World. Together
with her handsome sidekick, Lord Hugh Staunton, and street
urchin and factotum Mick O’Reilly, Sarah’s summoned to
a grisly scene. Pub owner and sometime hangman Harry
Warbrick appears to have hanged himself. His severed head
rests in a noose above a pool of blood. But evidence at the scene
convinces Sarah that this was not suicide but murder. Malcolm
Cross, Sarah’s rival at the World, mocks her account. In announcing an in-house contest to ferret out the truth before the police,
Sir Gerald Mariner, the paper’s shrewd owner, pits Sarah against
Cross (not to mention law enforcement). An interview with the
not-so-grieving widow reveals that she’s taken a secret lover,
whom Sarah unmasks on a visit to Newgate prison as handsome
prison surgeon Dr. Simon Davies. The investigative trio has visited Newgate in response to the discovery that a rope Warbrick
had on display in his pub has been stolen. The stolen rope had
served in the execution of notorious “baby farmer” Amelia Carlisle, believed to have killed countless children. Could the two
cases be connected? Backstories of the protagonists add texture
to Rowland’s tale, from Hugh’s estrangement from his family
because of his homosexuality to Sarah’s fractious relationship
with her criminal father to Mick’s desperate crush on beautiful
actress Catherine Price.
Rowland’s engaging team of sleuths and a colorful
rogues’ gallery of suspects make her third Victorian mystery a genuine page-turner.

THE BELTING INHERITANCE

Symons, Julian
Poisoned Pen (234 pp.)
$12.95 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-4642-1087-7

The latest reprint from the British
Library Crime Classics, a bucolic yet
close-wound fictional take on the oncefamous real-life story of the Tichborne
Claimant, reads like Brideshead Revisited
with murder.
Lady Jessica Wainwright’s surviving sons, Miles and Stephen, live with her and Stephen’s wife, Clarissa, in Belting, the
estate she inherited from Gen. Wainwright when he died in
1940. But she doesn’t love any of them; all the love she could
give her family was lavished on her older sons, Hugh and David,
both of them killed in the war. Some time after she welcomes
her orphaned grandnephew, Christopher Barrington, to Belting,
a letter arrives from David. His bomber was indeed shot down,
but he survived only to be imprisoned for long years in a Soviet
labor camp. Miles, Stephen, and Clarissa, all of whom feel that
they’ve worked hard for their inheritance, do everything they
can to keep Lady Wainwright from hearing about the letter but
to no avail, and at length the man claiming to be David arrives at
Belting. The men he greets as brothers dismiss him out of hand
as an imposter; Christopher, who narrates the story, isn’t sure
what to believe; and when the family appeals to Betty Urquhart,
David’s former mistress, and Dr. Vivian Foster, his best friend,
for help, their reactions only confuse the situation further. By
the time they arrive, however, a murder has already raised the

THE RECKONING

Sigurdardóttir, Yrsa
Trans. by Cribb, Victoria
Minotaur (384 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-250-13628-2

Twelve years after the rape and murder of an 8-year-old schoolgirl, a new
series of murders blossoms in her memory in Sigurdardóttir’s latest horrific
police nightmare.
Since Iceland doesn’t imprison convicted criminals for
life, Jón Jónsson is released after serving his time for having
assaulted and smothered Vaka Orradóttir, who was in his house
because she’d asked her classmate, Jónsson’s daughter, Sigrún,
if she could use her home phone to call her father when he was
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MURDER LIKES IT HOT

stakes without answering the riddle of whether the man calling
himself David Wainwright indeed has a right to the name and
to a sizeable share of the estate.
Veteran puzzle hounds who guess the ending will still
be moved by its power. The tale’s valedictory tone, perfectly suited to a story set 10 years before Symons wrote it
and hearkening back to social institutions from a still earlier age, is underlined by its reprinting 54 years later.

Weber, Tracy
Midnight Ink (288 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-7387-5069-9

THE RING

Trow, M.J.
Creme de la Crime (224 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-78029-109-3
Could the body in the river be that
of the missing tea heiress? And why are
so many of the interested parties lying?
For Constable George Crossland of
the River Police, the peace of an early
morning in 1873 London is destroyed
by the discovery of a body floating down the Thames. Meanwhile, enquiry agents Matthew Grand and James Batchelor
(The Island, 2017, etc.) interview a highly overwrought potential
client named Wellington-Smith, who soon confesses to actually being Selwyn Byng, a man whose wife, Emilia, has disappeared. Heiress to the Westmoreland tea fortune, Emilia has
been in mourning for nearly a year since the accidental death
of her father, Josiah; she’s been avoiding conjugal relations with
her husband and staying in recent months with her aunt Jane.
While Grand and Batchelor question the mercurial Jane, who
bristles at the suggestion that Emilia may have run off with a
lover, Crossland reports the corpse “moving downriver.” By the
time it’s finally recovered, it’s in pieces. Could this be Emilia?
Or young prostitute Bet, whom the reader follows in the opening chapter? Trow’s whodunit introduces multiple characters
from their own perspectives: street urchin Jack Sandal, police
surgeon Felix Kempster, a suspicious itinerant from the West
Country who calls himself William Bisgrove, and oddly named
police inspector “Daddy” Bliss. Much of the investigation
focuses on the thuggish Mr. Knowes, who’s reportedly in the
import/export business. He at first foils efforts to locate him,
then evades questions from Batchelor and plots a strategy to
undermine the detective duo.
The fifth Victorian whodunit from the prolific author
of the Kit Marlowe and Lestrade mysteries offers Dickensian portraits of period archetypes and a shrewdly layered
puzzle.
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A yoga teacher struggling with fertility woes starts working at a drop-in center for homeless teens just in time for a
staff member to be murdered.
Now that she’s gotten married,
adopted Bella the German shepherd,
and opened her own yoga studio, Kate Davidson has decided
the next step is to start planning a family. But her happy marriage is threatened when Kate and Michael experience infertility, and it becomes harder to bridge the growing gap between
them. The stress isolates Kate from Rene, her closest friend.
Because Rene’s successful business sells upscale mom and baby
merchandise, even a visit to her store is a trigger for Kate. Frustrated by Kate’s isolation, Rene hits on the perfect plan to snap
her out of it. Her husband Sam’s college roommate, Gabriel
Cousins, who works at Teen Path HOME, a drop-in center for
homeless teens, wants to hire a yoga teacher to help the kids.
Kate isn’t so sure the kids will be into yoga, but she needs the
work now that her competitor, Some Like It Hot Yoga, is offering prices she can’t match. Once she starts at the center, Kate
meets kids like Rainbow and Echo, both of whom have lots of
potential despite their unstable lives. Soon enough, however,
Kate finds her boundaries tested and her relationship with
Michael compromised by her determination to do what she
thinks is right for the kids. Then a staff member’s murder closes
Teen Path HOME, and Kate feels obliged to find the killer to
protect the kids even though she knows that one of those kids
could be responsible.
Light on the yoga, the latest from Weber (Pre-Meditated
Murder, 2018, etc.) pushes her heroine’s story toward an ending that’s equal parts heartwarming and saccharine.
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BLACK LEOPARD,
RED WOLF

science fiction
and fantasy

James, Marlon
Riverhead (640 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-7352-2017-1

EARLY RISER

Wrought with blood, iron, and jolting images, this swords-and-sorcery
epic set in a mythical Africa is also part
detective story, part quest fable, and part
inquiry into the nature of truth, belief,

Fforde, Jasper
Viking (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-670-02503-9

and destiny.
Man Booker Prize winner James (A Brief History of Seven
Killings, 2014 etc.) brings his obsession with legend, history,
and folklore into this first volume of a projected Dark Star Trilogy. Its title characters are mercenaries, one of whom is called
Leopard for his shape-shifting ability to assume the identify of
a predatory jungle cat and the other called Tracker for having a
sense of smell keen enough to find anything (and anybody) lost
in this Byzantine, often hallucinatory Dark Ages version of the
African continent. “It has been said you have a nose,” Tracker
is told by many, including a sybaritic slave trader who asks him
and his partner to find a strange young boy who has been missing for three years. “Just as I wish him to be found,” he tells
them, “surely there are those who wish him to stay hidden.”
And this is only one of many riddles Tracker comes across, with
and without Leopard, as the search takes him to many unusual
and dangerous locales, including crowded metropolises, dense
forests, treacherous waterways, and, at times, even the mercurial skies overhead. Leopard is besieged throughout his odyssey
by vampires, witches, thieves, hyenas, trickster monkeys, and
other fantastic beings. He also acquires a motley entourage of
helpers, including Sadogo, a gentle giant who doesn’t like being
called a giant, Mossi, a witty prefect who’s something of a wizard at wielding two swords at once, and even a wise buffalo, who
understands and responds to human commands. The longer the
search for this missing child continues, the broader its parameters. And the nature of this search is as fluid and unpredictable as the characters’ moods, alliances, identities, and even
sexual preferences. You can sometimes feel as lost in the dizzying machinations and tangled backstories of this exotic universe as Tracker and company. But James’ sensual, beautifully
rendered prose and sweeping, precisely detailed narrative cast
their own transfixing spell upon the reader. He not only brings
a fresh multicultural perspective to a grand fantasy subgenre,
but also broadens the genre’s psychological and metaphysical
possibilities.
If this first volume is any indication, James’ trilogy
could become one of the most talked-about and influential
adventure epics since George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and
Fire was transformed into Game of Thrones.

Fforde (The Eye of Zoltar, 2014, etc.)
returns from his “creative hiatus” with
a madcap adventure through the Welsh
winter, which has grown so deadly most
humans literally sleep through it.
Charlie Worthing has just volunteered to join the brave (or, perhaps more accurately, insane)
members of the Winter Consul Service, the select group of
people who don’t hibernate through winter in order to keep
the sleepers safe until they wake up in the spring. The sleepers, at least the rich and well-connected ones, are aided by a
drug called Morphenox, which sometimes has the unfortunate
side effect of turning the sleeper into a nightwalker, which is
more or less a zombie that can perform menial tasks (or, in
one notable case, play Tom Jones songs on the bouzouki). Constantly warned of the high likelihood of his death by his fellow
Winterers, Charlie must quickly learn to navigate the various
dangers that come with his new job, such as the probably mythical Wintervolk, like the Gronk, which often leaves victims with
strains of Rodgers and Hammerstein tunes running through
their heads; roaming groups of faded English aristocrats bent
on villainy and kidnapping; strange co-workers he isn’t sure he
can trust; and a “viral dream” about a blue Buick. Charlie’s journey through the especially isolated and dangerous area called
Sector Twelve, where there’s “always something weird going on,”
is so absorbing, and Fforde’s wit so sharp, the reveal that the
narrative is also a commentary on capitalism comes across as a
brilliant twist. Fforde writes in the acknowledgments that he
hopes to return to a quicker publishing schedule, but this wonderful tale was well worth the wait.
Whip-smart, tremendous fun, and an utter delight
from start to finish.
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One of speculative fiction’s most thoughtful and exciting writers.
how long ’til black future month?

r om a n c e

HOW LONG ’TIL BLACK
FUTURE MONTH?

Jemisin, N.K.
Orbit (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Oct. 27, 2018
978-0-316-49134-1

SOMEONE TO TRUST

Balogh, Mary
Berkley (384 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Nov. 27, 2018
978-0-399-58610-1

This collection of short stories by
Jemisin, the first person to win the Hugo
award for best novel three years in a row
(most recently for The Stone Sky, 2017),
eloquently develops a series of passion-

ately felt themes.
Many of these science-fiction and fantasy tales explore
the nature of resistance. Some do so on a personal scale: In
“The Elevator Dancer,” an office worker and a security guard
separately search for the tiniest drop of joy in a grim theocratic future, while in “Valedictorian,” a high school student
fiercely challenges herself to excel while knowing that alien
forces outside her community take a specific interest in the
best and brightest. Other stories fight back with a wider scope.
“Red Dirt Witch” begins with a mother’s struggle to protect
her children but ends with a family’s commitment to the civil
rights movement. “The Effluent Engine” takes place in an
alternate 19th-century New Orleans where a Haitian spy seeks
technological support for her island’s resistance to the French.
In contrast, “The Trojan Girl” is set in a virtual future where
rogue bits of code quest for freedom and enhanced capabilities. “Cloud Dragon Skies” is a cautionary tale about pollution
and the dangers of ignoring local culture, while “L’Alchimista”
and “Cuisine des Mémoires” celebrate the pleasures and profound power of food. Others are specific and defiant responses
to classic sf stories. The collection also includes an early version of the Broken Earth universe and a lovely tragedy set in
the lands of the Dreamblood duology.
These stories span Jemisin’s career; they demonstrate
both the growth and active flourishing of one of speculative fiction’s most thoughtful and exciting writers.

y o u n g a d u lt

A widow who survived an abusive
marriage is afraid to choose love, especially with a younger man grappling with
his own childhood sorrows.
In the fifth installment of Balogh’s
Westcott series, the widowed Lady Elizabeth Overfield and Colin Handrich,
Baron Hodges, who’s her brother’s brother-in-law, intend to be
just friends. After all, she’s nine years older than him, and they
each have sensible plans for marriage—she is considering the
proposal of an older gentleman while he is being paired with a
young debutante. Yet neither of those relationships contains the
mix of easy conversation and erotic attraction that Elizabeth and
Colin experience with each other. Nevertheless, they are determined to make practical matrimonial decisions. An ugly public
episode in which her fiance baselessly accuses them of impropriety, however, persuades them that levelheaded betrothals no
more guarantee marital bliss than love condemns one to loss.
While Elizabeth’s family is taken aback by her decision to marry
Colin, they offer their support. The obstacle is Colin’s mother,
introduced in Someone to Wed (2017), a scheming narcissist who
refuses to age gracefully. Balogh presents her as an unnatural contrast to our heroine’s dignified matronhood. This structure is an
unfortunate throwback to old-school romances that resorted to
a misogynistic virgin/seductress dichotomy. Indeed, the romance
here is overshadowed by the time devoted to vilifying Colin’s
mother, who has a lover and many youthful beaux. This dilutes
the story’s romantic intensity, as does the slow pace and the overlong family Christmas celebration that starts the book.
For readers who enjoy watching lovers conquer trauma
and fans of the series who would like to revisit characters
from the Westcott family.

FATAL INVASION

Force, Marie
Harlequin HQN (416 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Nov. 27, 2018
978-1-335-00043-9
Lt. Sam Holland and her squad are
faced with a series of personal and professional challenges in the 13th entry of
the Fatal series.
Sam, the recurring star of this
long-running series by Force (Outrageous, 2018, etc.), is a Washington, D.C.,
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homicide detective and also the country’s second lady, married to Vice President Nick Cappuano. Sam and her partner
are called in to investigate a disturbing arson case in an exclusive D.C. neighborhood: A couple’s remains have been found,
and their 5-year-old twins are the only survivors and possible
witnesses. Unfortunately, that rather interesting case is introduced but then sidelined by the personal crises of several of
the cops in Sam’s department. Most of these stories, especially that of Sgt. Tommy Gonzales and his struggle with opiate addiction, require extensive and overwhelming exposition
of previous books, which brings the main murder investigation plot to a grinding halt. Sam and Nick are licensed foster
parents and take temporary custody of the twins, a jaw-droppingly implausible twist. The relationship between Sam and
Nick is rock-solid, which will please longtime readers of the
series, but there is no conflict or relationship development
between them, which seems unbelievable given the challenges
of two traumatized children entering their home. Although
it’s clear Force intends to portray Sam and her squad as heroic
cops, she shows every single one of them engaging in some
kind of police misconduct to achieve both private and professional ends.
Fails as both romance and mystery.

experience, they just might find the courage to admit their
feelings and seek a happy ending. A wounded heroine who
keeps her feelings at arm’s length is foiled by a hero who is
simultaneously laid back and deadly and determined to keep
her safe and make her happy.
As usual, Foster delivers fascinating characters, intense
sexual tension, and suspense that keeps readers glued to
the page.

THE DUKE THAT I MARRY

Maxwell, Cathy
Avon/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Nov. 27, 2018
978-0-06-265578-3

Wanted for her money, a woman
holds out for love in the third book in
the Spinster Heiresses series (A Match
Made in Bed, 2018, etc.).
Matthew Addison is a duke without
an inheritance. His family fortune has
been steadily dwindling ever since a blackmailer discovered a
shocking family secret. Willa Reverly is an heiress without a
title, and after three unsuccessful seasons, she’s in danger of
remaining a spinster. Their pending marriage will be a love
match, if what they love is money. But after reading a book of
poems Matt wrote for his estranged mistress, Willa decides
she will settle for nothing less than the feelings that inspired
him to write such tender words. She jilts Matt the day before
their wedding, forcing him to try to win her heart for real.
Though Matt is reluctant to fall in love again, he can’t deny his
attraction to Willa and rises quickly to the challenge, and they
reschedule their nuptials. But after a disastrous wedding night,
he has an even harder time earning her trust—and when the
blackmailer returns, he might lose her for good. The historical
details are thought-provoking: In the Regency-era setting, the
couple doesn’t expect to marry for love, and an affair is only
shocking when the lovers are of the same sex, a topic that’s
handled with care. The topic of consent is similarly handled
with candor. At first, Matt, who towers over his tiny bride,
takes his time to make her comfortable, but she’s not comfortable for long. When she asks him to stop, he does, using every
bit of willpower he has. But he denies his humiliated bride her
privacy, even to take a bath and use the chamber pot. When
he takes a step back and proves he can control his urges, their
love blossoms to great effect.
The book begins and ends with a swoon as the headstrong heroine trains her more experienced husband in the
true art of seduction.

DRIVEN TO DISTRACTION

Foster, Lori
Harlequin (384 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Nov. 20, 2018
978-1-335-04111-1

When her boss, a wealthy collector,
hires Brodie Crews to drive her on jobs
to acquire “unique collection items,”
Mary Daniels fights her attraction to
her new courier, but everything changes
when a mysterious rival takes the hunt
up a few notches, from competitor to
predator, and her courier becomes her protector.
Mary’s introduction to Brodie is earthy and unprofessional.
He’s shirtless, working under the hood of a car, and being fondled by a beautiful woman. Mary is unimpressed and tries to
convince her boss to hire someone else as her driver, but the
man won’t budge. Brodie makes it clear from the first that he’s
attracted to her, which rattles Mary. She’s not used to reacting so strongly to men, and she’s surprised a man so virile and
capable is interested in her. The two develop a friendly working relationship, each trying to ignore their attraction, but
when a business exchange turns violent and Mary is attacked,
Brodie’s protective instincts go red alert—much to her chagrin—and once she’s safe, they both throw caution to the wind
and make love in the motel room where they’ve gone to clean
up. Love is in the air, though neither wants to scare the other
off by admitting it. However, when Mary’s attacker escalates
his assault, determined to make the acquisition of artifacts a
war rather than a competition, complete with thievery and
bloodshed, Brodie becomes a great ally. If they can survive the
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BIGGER LOVE

Reed, Rick R.
Dreamspinner Press (288 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Nov. 13, 2018
978-1-64108-064-4
A sequel to Big Love (2016), this is the
next chapter in the life of Truman, a high
school senior adjusting to the aftermath
of coming out, who falls in love for the
first time with a handsome stranger new
to town.
Truman has been bullied for his genderfluid, gay identity for
years, but as a high school senior, he’s finally learned to accept
himself even if other people in the small Ohio town of Summitville can’t accept him. Raised by a loving single mom who works
in the local diner, Truman dreams of escaping the foothills
of the Appalachian Mountains for an acting career in the big
city. In the meantime, he’s happy as stage crew for the school’s
production of Harvey. The lead role of Myrtle Mae Simmons
unexpectedly drops into his lap, and Truman accepts with trepidation: “I’ll be...the laughingstock of the school,” he tells the
drama teacher. When Truman sees new kid Mike Stewart on
the bus, he’s instantly attracted to his rugged, dark looks and
piercing blue eyes. But Mike is closeted, and his homophobic
dad has started dating Truman’s mother. Reed’s Summitville is
authentically loaded with overlapping relationships, boundary
issues, and working-class challenges, but he relies on cliché to
the detriment of characterization. Truman’s critics are irrational and evil and, of course, closeted gays. Mike is a cardboard
closeted gay man who, of course, comes out in a crowd for his
true love. He is little more than his “John Wayne gait, muscles,
and stubble for days,” a prop for Truman’s romantic development. Critics of the tameness of Big Love will be pleased to
find more explicit sex scenes in this volume, though clinical
lines like “In a very short while, both of them were dissatisfied
with the skin-on-skin sensations being limited only to their top
halves” don’t generate much heat.
A wan romance stuffed with clichés, best for readers
who must know what happened to the bullied high school
protagonist of the first installment.
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THE PIANIST FROM SYRIA
A Memoir

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Ahmad, Aeham with Hetzl, Sandra &
Hauptmeier, Ariel
Trans. by Bergmann, Emanuel
Atria (288 pp.)
$25.00 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-5011-7349-3

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO FANNIE DAVIS
by Bridgett M. Davis........................................................................... 48
HARD TO LOVE by Briallen Hopper.................................................... 57
UNDERGROUND by Will Hunt...........................................................58

The moving story of a Palestinian
musician and his family suddenly thrust
into the perilous vortex of the Syrian

THE MAN IN THE GLASS HOUSE by Mark Lamster........................59
MAID by Stephanie Land......................................................................61

civil war.
In a book originally published in Germany, Ahmad, a humble pianist and cherished son in his Palestinian refugee family,
chronicles his young life and early ambitions as a new husband
and father in Yarmouk, Syria, before the Arab Spring and subsequent war shattered his adopted land. The author was born to a
teacher mother and a blind violinist and carpenter father, who
essentially raised the boy, taking him to school and compelling
him to apply to the State School of Music in Damascus. Ahmad
was a talented pianist, but his status as a poor refugee son rendered him a charity case at the music school; at public school,
he was bullied “because I was so small and skinny.” Moreover,
as a child of parents with torn loyalties, he could not adequately
demonstrate the necessary obsequiousness to the Syrian state of
Bashar al-Assad. Remarkably, the author and his father opened
a thriving music store in Yarmouk, where they gave lessons and
built ouds to be shipped all over the world. With the coming of
the civil war in 2012, the author was in his early 20s, engaged
to be married, and increasingly aware that the Syrian regime
was using the Palestinian refugees as pawns in a game involving the “alleged Zionist conspiracy” with Israel. Entrenched in
their hometown and determined to stay despite the bombing
and snipers, Ahmad used his musical prowess to galvanize his
community, organizing gatherings for young people and videotaping his efforts to export hope to the besieged Syrians at large.
Ultimately, the town was sealed off, overrun by the government
and rebels alike, forcing the family to flee. Ahmad’s dangerous
solo journey to Germany forms the last part of the book, as his
story aroused the concern of Western aid and refugee groups.
Well-rendered and affecting, this is a fine delineation
of the plight of an unwitting protagonist in the Syrian conflagration. (3 maps)

THE BIRTH OF LOUD by Ian S. Port...................................................67
RENEWABLE ENERGY by Bruce Usher..............................................70

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO FANNIE DAVIS
My Mother’s Life in the
Detroit Numbers

Davis, Bridgett M.
Little, Brown (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-0-316-55873-0
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Come for the LA intrigue; stay for
the surprising moral of the story.
hollywood’s eve

HOLLYWOOD’S EVE
Eve Babitz and the Secret
History of L.A.

JUSTICE IN PLAIN SIGHT
How a Small-Town
Newspaper and Its Unlikely
Lawyer Opened America’s
Courtrooms

Anolik, Lili
Scribner (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-5011-2579-9

|

A retired journalist from the Riverside (California) Press-Enterprise recounts
his publication’s unlikely crusade to open court proceedings to
the public; two appeals reached the U.S. Supreme Court.
Before the 1980s, judges throughout California routinely
excluded journalists and citizens from courtrooms during preliminary hearings and jury selection in cases proceeding to trial.
Along with most other news organizations, the family-owned
Press-Enterprise accepted the restrictions. But three extremely
high-profile criminal cases led the owner/publisher and his
feisty top editor to challenge judges’ decisions to close their
courtrooms during consequential stages of the proceedings.
In addition to fully explaining the First Amendment issues
at stake, Bernstein (The Tortoise and the Hare Race Again, 2006,
etc.) humanizes the narrative by offering extensive portraits of
the Press-Enterprise decision-makers, the unlikely lawyers they
retained, the local judges involved, and the prosecutors and
defense attorneys in the three death penalty cases: a botched
bank robbery that ended in a bloody fashion, the rape and
murder of a high school girl, and “at least a dozen drug-induced
murders of elderly hospital patients by a misguided employee.”
The author has clearly conducted prodigious research about
the three cases, the local judges and lawyers, the justices serving on the Supreme Court during the 1980s, and the agonizing
decision-making inside the Press-Enterprise newsroom. Bernstein
longs for an era when a newspaper owner would spend large
amounts of money to appeal all the way to the Supreme Court—
not once, but twice during the same decade—with no guarantee for any financial return on the investment. Perhaps most
enlightening and impressive is the author’s acquisition of notes
from the justices and their clerks about the closed-door deliberations leading to favorable decisions about the openness of
hearings and jury selections.
A narrowly focused book that reads smoothly, chronicling a newspaper’s dedication to doing “its job: tell readers
about shocking crimes in their own backyard.”
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Hero worship meets compelling
biography in Vanity Fair contributing
editor Anolik’s (Dark Rooms, 2015) nonfiction debut.
A cultural fixture in Los Angeles in the 1960s and ’70s, Eve
Babitz (b. 1943) eclipsed the label of groupie. She was a socialite
who managed to intertwine herself with Steve Martin, Warren
Zevon, Jim Morrison, Yoko Ono, and Andy Warhol, a Hollywood High graduate–turned-author whose teen years defined
her writing. She was well-known but also dismissed by some,
including novelist Julia Whedon: “I discern in Babitz the soul
of a columnist, the flair of a caption writer, the sketchy intelligence of a woman stoned on trivia.” However, Anolik shows
that Whedon was shortchanging the woman who famously
posed nude over a chessboard with Marcel Duchamp (he was
clothed). The author is entirely up front about her obsession
with her subject. A love for Babitz’s writing turned into a deep
dive to uncover the woman who pitched her first novel, Travel
Broadens, in 1961 to Catch-22 author Joseph Heller with a letter
that read, “Dear Joseph Heller, I am a stacked eighteen-yearold blonde on Sunset Boulevard. I am also a writer.” As Anolik
shares, the provocative message was classic Babitz: “playing
the sexy, boobalicious girl.” That character certainly made a
significant impression during her heyday, but it was Babitz’s
style and fictive memoirs that defined her as something of a
female Hunter S. Thompson, a drugged-out sex kitten with
brains. Throughout the book, Anolik shares deep cuts from
Babitz’s writing and influence over the major players of the
era. But as with any dishy tale, there are times when the narrative gets caught in its own name-dropping cyclone and feels
just as shallow as some of the stars it portrays. Fortunately,
the author counters this problem with a poignant rendering of Babitz’s tragedy: a freak fire that destroyed her oncerenowned beauty—but not her chutzpah.
Come for the LA intrigue; stay for the surprising moral
of the story.

Bernstein, Dan
Univ. of Nebraska (256 pp.)
$29.95 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-4962-0201-7
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stretching the
boundaries of travel
and perception
Photo courtesy Leah Overstreet

Throughout this special issue, readers of all persuasions will find material
to stretch both personal boundaries and
bucket-list travel aspirations. Here, I
highlight three very different books that
all relate to pushing against borders but
take readers outside of their comfort
zones in their own unique ways.
The first, Lands of Lost Borders by
Kate Harris (Aug. 21), is anything but a
standard-issue travelogue. Restless after
studying at MIT and Oxford, the author
set out on a yearlong bike trip along the Silk Road. Awe-inspiring and illuminating in equal measure, this is “a tale of beautiful contrasts: broken landscapes and
incomparable mountain vistas, repugnant sights and smells and euphoric
baklava hangovers, geographic neighbors at war and the moving hospitality
of total strangers.”
For readers unprepared to tackle
such a daunting challenge, I recommend a book to take you beyond your
borders: Rediscovering Travel by Seth
Kugel (Nov. 1). Essentially a travel
guide, Travel sets itself apart by making the “case that low-budget, minimally planned travel can be more rewarding than a journey insulated from risk and serendipity.”
The author spent years as the “Frugal Traveler” columnist for
the New York Times, so many of his anecdotes and suggestions
are unmatched in both functionality and entertainment value.
Indeed, “travelers both timid and daring will find plenty of useful advice in this perceptive and provocative volume.”
Though not a book for vacationers,
In Extremis by Lindsey Hilsum (Nov.
6) unquestionably pushes readers beyond their borders with its thrilling
portrayal of war correspondent Marie Colvin, who was killed in an explosion in Syria in 2012. Throughout this
“rip-roaring” biography, “Hilsum skillfully explains the politics, economics,
ethnic hatreds, and additional context
of the nations where Colvin reported,
with emphases on Libya, Chechnya, Zimbabwe, Kosovo, East
Timor, Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka, and Syria.” —E.L.

HENRY VIII
And the Men Who Made Him

Borman, Tracy
Atlantic Monthly (496 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-8021-2843-0

Bringing to light the dangers of life
in the service of Henry VIII.
As Borman (Thomas Cromwell: The
Untold Story of Henry VIII’s Most Faithful
Servant, 2016, etc.), England’s joint chief
curator of Historic Royal Palaces and chief executive of the
Heritage Education Trust, shows, Henry was a complex figure:
fiercely loyal, treacherously fickle, short-tempered, demanding, and self-absorbed. Ascending the throne at a young age, he
had little time for the duties of a king and was more inclined
to frolicking with friends and leaving official affairs to ministers. The first of these was Thomas Wolsey, a cardinal and
ambitious genius with a flexible conscience. As with many of
Henry’s favorites, Wolsey was also low-born. He encouraged
Henry’s extravagant lifestyle and easily manipulated the foolish
youngster. Wolsey lasted through the annulment crisis and marriage to Anne Boleyn, but he was the first of many to fall. Then,
Thomas Cromwell stepped in and used his considerable legal
talents to secure Henry’s will. Afterward, it was Anne who engineered a divide between Cromwell and Archbishop Thomas
Cranmer over the dissolution of the monasteries. Eventually,
Cromwell dominated both the political and spiritual affairs of
the king. Thomas More was another highly intelligent servant
to the king, but he could not support the king’s “great matter”
of succession and was beheaded. Cranmer was one of the few
who supported the king in all his whims and demands, generally
keeping his own council. He was one of the few who survived
the king’s whims only to die on Queen Mary’s orders. Henry’s
penchant to favor the low-born reflected his ever increasing
paranoia. They would never have an eye on seizing the crown,
so Henry favored ability over nobility, and the noble-born
worked tirelessly to undermine those favorites. Borman skillfully shows Henry maneuvering his men like chess pieces; when
they opposed him, they suffered violent downfalls.
Henry eventually assumed control of his realm, but it
was too little, too late. Tudor fans will enjoy this outsidein biography as a different view of a complicated monarch.

THE ORCHID AND
THE DANDELION
Why Some Children Struggle
and How All Can Thrive

Boyce, W. Thomas
Random House (304 pp.)
$27.95 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-101-94656-5

Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor.
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A renowned pediatrician uncovers
what makes children thrive.
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“Hell, yes.” He was proud of his capacity for drinking and writing
in spite of the suffering and hospital visits it caused. Never a fan
of drugs, when drinking, he preferred writing poetry over prose,
which was “too much work.” In 1989, he wrote to a friend, “I
think I write as well sober as drunk. Took me a long time to find
that out.” The collection reveals a man who claims he’s old and
getting older, has worked odd jobs here and there, had sex with
many women, and written a lot: “I drink when I write. It’s good
luck, it’s background music.” Thank goodness Bukowski could
laugh about his plight. Responding to an interviewer, he says,
“In fact, I am drinking as I answer these questions.” This is a sad
and depressing portrait of a talented man in self-destruct mode.
In another interview, he says, “drinking is a form of suicide....It’s
like killing yourself, and then you’re reborn.” The title of a 1973
poem says it all: “another poem about a drunk and then I’ll let you go.”
Despite the collection’s inevitable repetition, it provides another necessary, unsettling window into alcohol
and art.

y o u n g a d u lt

It’s an age-old question: Are we the product of nature or
nurture? For Boyce (Pediatrics and Psychology/Univ. of California, San Francisco), the co-director of the Child and Brain
Development Program at the Canadian Institute for Advanced
Research, the topic of human frailty has been more than just his
field of study; it’s his calling. As he writes, his interest in the subject developed after watching his brilliant sister Mary succumb
to psychotic symptoms marked by “hearing hostile, venomous
voices and periods of catatonia.” How could two siblings who
grew up in the same comfortable, safe environment with loving
parents end up with such different life outcomes? One possibility: “a single, seemingly unerring environment is in fact not the
same for each individual child.” Thus the concept of orchid and
dandelion children was born. Orchids are those who, due to special susceptibility, may struggle through life, while dandelions
seemingly thrive no matter their circumstances. Boyce argues
that being an orchid is not all bad; given the right circumstances,
orchids’ special sensitivities and strengths can result in remarkable gifts. “The very orchid children most likely to suffer and
wilt when subjected to bad environments,” writes the author,
“are the same children most likely to flourish, succeed, and
prosper in settings of nurturance and care.” Citing exhaustive
research studies conducted throughout his career, Boyce paints
a compelling picture of how early childhood development and
genetic makeup impact human life. Naturally, the book is full
of medicalese, but for every set of data, the author backs up his
work with conversational anecdotes, and his natural storytelling ability helps guide the book through the complex scientific
sections. Though the book occasionally feels like a piece for a
medical journal, the author’s findings are absorbing enough to
keep readers engaged.
Boyce effectively reveals that whether orchid or dandelion, there is no such thing as “unbreakable children.” (24
illustrations. First printing of 75,000)

ON DRINKING

Bukowski, Charles
Debritto, Abel—Ed.
Ecco/HarperCollins (272 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 12, 2018
978-0-06-285793-4
A writer confronts his muse, “my
woman, my wine, my god.”
Following writing, cats, and love,
this is the fourth in what has become a
series of Bukowski (1920-1994) anthologies edited by former Fulbright scholar and current Marie
Curie fellow Debritto. Drinking is one of the activities the selfdescribed “life-long alcoholic” was most famous for—and was
usually accompanied by writing. Covering the period from 1961
to 1992, the book is a hodgepodge of previously published and
unpublished poetry, prose, interviews, letters, humorous drawings, and some photographs, most of the author with a bottle of
beer or wine. Bukowski was always honest about his disease. In a
1971 interview, when asked if he was an alcoholic, he responded,
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This is not a story about capitalizing on degeneracy.
It is one of hope and hustling in a world where to have
the former almost demanded the latter.
the world according to fannie davis

HOW TO DISAPPEAR
Notes on Invisibility in a
Time of Transparency

NEVER GROW UP

Chan, Jackie with Zhu Mo
Trans. by Tiang, Jeremy
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(352 pp.)
$26.00 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-982107-21-5

Busch, Akiko
Penguin Press (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-101-98041-5

The joys of hiding from a cyberculture seeking to monitor your every move.
Despite the subtitle, these are by no
means “notes” but rather fully formed
and often powerful explorations of the many realms and levels
of invisibility to which one might aspire or withdraw. Busch
(Design Research/School of Visual Arts; The Incidental Steward,
2013, etc.) starts in the woods, the narrative beginning like a
meditation on going “off the grid.” Yet she veers in less predictable directions, abandoning Alexa and the like for an inquiry
into children’s literature, the persistence of invisibility within
it, and the value of having an imaginary friend—which, it turns
out, may not be that different than the digital friendships adults
cultivate. This analysis inevitably leads to social media and
the persistent pressure to be noticed by others, to risk “Facebook depression, one result of this ceaseless exposure...the
anxiety induced by social comparisons and the feeling of being
less attractive or accomplished than other users.” The author
expounds on her suspicion that we’re doing things wrong, overemphasizing visibility and self-promotion and undervaluing
the opposite, and she surveys the invisible in nature, the arts,
identity, and soul. It “is not the equivalent of being nonexistent,”
she writes, and subsequently elaborates, “it is nuanced, creative,
sensitive, discerning.” Busch examines how erasure has functioned in art, from “erasure books” that add to the texts by subtracting words, to the ability of the flamboyant David Bowie to
appear invisible as a public persona while walking the streets of
New York and the refusal of the popular, pseudonymous Italian
novelist Elena Ferrante to use identity, biography, and personality to market her novels. Where the assertion of one’s identity
is concerned, Busch argues that less is more: “The measure of
our humanity may be derived not from how we stand out in the
world, but from the grace and concord with which we find our
place in it.”
With a tone that is more evocative than provocative,
Busch meaningfully celebrates value where it goes unseen
by others.

Hong Kong–born Chan (I Am Jackie
Chan, 1998), action star and the world’s
best-known martial artist, outlines his
life story in this (mostly) amiable memoir.
“We can’t beat blockbusters like Black Panther and Wonder
Woman, but they can’t beat us when it comes to kung fu films or
pure action—and no one, but no one, can top my huge collection of sticking tape!” So proclaims Chan, who is nothing if not
competitive, though he’s usually good-humored about it. He was
born into the middling rungs of territorial Hong Kong society, his
father a martial artist who worked as a chef in a consulate, which
landed Chan in a school among rich kids. Chan soon learned
to defend himself with his fists, which led him to a school that
blended martial arts and acting—just the recipe for the career he
carved out for himself, landing his first starring role not long after
Bruce Lee’s death in a movie called New Fist of Fury, “a major work
that would herald the arrival of a new kung fu star,” as Chan was
promised. He worked his way from contract player to star, always
with an eye on the bigger prize of Hollywood. On that note, the
memoir begins with his being awarded a lifetime achievement
Oscar in 2016. “After fifty-six years, making over two hundred
films, and breaking many bones, I never thought I’d win one,” he
allows, before adding that he wouldn’t mind winning another for
a film in which he starred or directed. The book is definitively
warts (and cracked skulls and broken bones and gallons of blood)
and all: The author confesses to all kinds of bad behavior, though
he writes that his greatest regret is not having been a better student. He warmly praises friends and colleagues such as Michelle
Yeoh (“not many people can match me in my willingness to go for
it”), Chris Tucker, and Sylvester Stallone.
There’s plenty of chopsocky goodness here, but Chan
also reveals a soulful, thoughtful side—just one you
wouldn’t want to mess with.

THE WORLD
ACCORDING TO
FANNIE DAVIS
My Mother’s Life in the
Detroit Numbers

Davis, Bridgett M.
Little, Brown (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-0-316-55873-0

A remarkable story of a mother
whose “ingenuity and talent and dogged
pursuit of happiness made possible [her family’s] beautiful
home, brimming refrigerator and quality education.”
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Fannie Davis was an amazing woman. Sharp and unwilling
to be hemmed in by the dual restrictions of race and gender, she
did what it took to raise a family and to uplift a community. In
1960s and ’70s Detroit, she ran the “Numbers,” an illegal lottery that was nonetheless central to many urban and especially
African-American communities, especially in the era before
states realized that licit gambling could be a lucrative trade
and even as they cracked down on the gambling they defined
as illicit. Above all, Fannie Davis was a mother. In this admiring
and highly compelling memoir, Bridgett Davis (Creative, Film
and Narrative Writing/Baruch Coll.; Into the Go-Slow, 2014, etc.)
tells the story of her beloved mother. The author knew that her
mom’s role in the Numbers had to be kept secret, but she also
knew that it was not shameful. Placing her subject in the larger
historical contexts of the African-American and urban experiences and the histories of Detroit and of underground entrepreneurship embodied in the Numbers, and framing it within
numerous vital postwar trends, the author is especially insightful about how her mother embodied the emergence of a “blue
collar, black-bourgeoisie.” Although there was considerable risk

in running the Numbers, it also provided a path forward to a
comfortable lifestyle otherwise nearly unimaginable. While
critics liked to paint the game as a path toward dissolution, for
the author—and many others—it was anything but. This is not
a story about capitalizing on degeneracy. It is one of hope and
hustling in a world where to have the former almost demanded
the latter.
This outstanding book is a tribute to one woman but
will surely speak to the experiences of many.
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Sisonke Msimang

THE DAUGHTER OF REFUGEES FIGHTING FOR A FREE SOUTH AFRICA
PONDERS THE MEANING OF HOME
By Joshunda Sanders
Photo courtesy Nick White

The global frame of reference most readers have
for African literature accommodates one or two
names, generally speaking. “Chinua Achebe and
Chimamanda Adichie, that’s what we’ve got,” says
South African writer and activist Sisonke Msimang.
Msimang is the author of Always Another Coun
try (Sept. 4), an affecting and poetic literary memoir
of her coming-of-age as one of “freedom’s children”
nurtured in exile as her father’s connection to the
African National Congress (and his efforts to end
apartheid in South Africa) shaped a life that eventually sent her to six countries, including Zambia, Kenya, Ethiopia, Canada, and the United States, where
she attended college.
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After a career as a human rights advocate, Msimang turned her attention to writing five years ago.
She realized she was on to something as her writing began to appear in global outlets like South Africa’s Daily Maverick, the Guardian, and the New York
Times. “I reached many more people writing than I
did as an activist,” Msimang says. “I got instant gratification; I started caring about writing as a craft,
not just to achieve a certain perspective.”
She enjoyed writing short articles about South
Africa, but she wanted to write more, and globally.
“The 800 words were great, but I felt like I was repeating myself,” she says. “I started working on longer-form essays, writing on topics beyond South Africa: women, blackness, and popular culture.
“One of the things whiteness does, and part of
what happens with racism, is that when you see a
complex black person, he or she becomes the exception,” Msimang says. “That can continue if you
write just about yourself. But if you create a community of complex black people, which I tried to do in
Always Another Country, that makes it really difficult
to think about the exceptional black person. The
book is in some ways a love letter to that. I chose a
memoir format, but I tried very hard to imbue the
community in that.”
There are a number of communities represented
in her memoir as a result, including South African
women, one of her main audiences. “South Africa
is a country that has such a complicated history of
racism, white settlers, and supremacy. Because of
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Joshunda Sanders is a writer and educator living in New
York. Always Another Country was reviewed in the
July 15, 2018, issue.
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THE DEAN
The Best Seat in the House

Dingell Jr., John D. with Bender, David
Harper/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$28.99 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-0-06-257199-1

The longest-serving member of Congress recalls a time when government
worked for the people.
In a feisty memoir, Michigan representative Dingell (b. 1926), a Democrat,
looks back at nearly six decades of public service, recounting
some of his proudest accomplishments, toughest fights, and the
regrettable transformation of Congress from “largely a place of
comity and mutual respect across the aisle” to a rancorous, partisan body reflecting the “cancer of cynicism eating away at our
country” under a president unfit for office. Half of the memoir celebrates the career of the author’s father, a congressman
who championed social justice and economic fairness. When
John Dingell Sr. died in 1955, his son was persuaded to run for
his seat; at the age of 29, he won a special election. Serving with
11 presidents and 10 Speakers of the House and casting more
than 25,000 votes, Dingell saw Congress pass bipartisan cleanair amendments, the Affordable Care Act, the Civil Rights Act,
the Voting Rights Act, and the Endangered Species Act. He also
witnessed the rise of the tea party, which populated the House
of Representatives with Republicans who had run “against the
very idea of the federal government.” Now retired, he watches
in frustration as “Republi-cons work overtime to destroy all
we’ve achieved and more,” apparently intent “on driving things
backward, to return to an America that was less clean, less safe,
less fair.” To counter the “rogue president” and his supporters
who, “like lemmings, will follow him over any cliff,” Dingell
advises “courage and constant vigilance.” Though it may take
decades to restore civility, economic justice, and governmental integrity, he offers some concrete suggestions for achieving
those goals: full participation in the electoral system, elimination of money in campaigns, the protection of an independent
press, and, most drastically, “the end of minority rule in our
legislative and executive branches.” With no prospect of eliminating the Electoral College, Dingell advocates a grass-roots
movement aimed at abolishing the Senate by combining the
two chambers into one.
A hard-hitting critique of a nation “in mortal peril.” (16page b/w photo insert)
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that, our country’s stories are defined by big men,”
she says. “Nelson Mandela, Cecil Rhodes, and Jan
Smuts. There are a million biographies about them.”
She learned about them in school, but as she wrote
Always Another Country, she decided to tell “small stories about women, about what happened around the
margins of those histories, those who were collateral
damage around their stories.”
The multifaceted community that Msimang renders in Always Another Country includes the unforgettable story of a reckoning when her father confronted the Canadian head of the school Msimang
attended after a fellow student called Msimang a
monkey as other kids laughed. Her father demanded an apology from not just the child, but the whole
class—a pivotal instruction.
“That story taught me a lot of things at once,”
Msimang says. “That racism is not just an experience
of victimization; it can also be a site where you win.
Being racially abused doesn’t just mean that you take
it. That racism is the problem of the racist.”
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Candid and entertaining, Ellin’s book offers insight into
the socially and psychologically complex nature of deceit
as well as the choices she made as a duped woman.
duped

DREYER’S ENGLISH
An Utterly Correct Guide to
Clarity and Style
Dreyer, Benjamin
Random House (320 pp.)
$25.00 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-8129-9570-1

A veteran copy editor debuts with
an account of his beliefs, preferences,
and peeves about contemporary English
grammar and usage.
Dreyer—vice president, executive managing editor, and copy
chief at Random House—rehearses a bit of his personal history
with the copy editing profession and then takes us on a journey
to the many major and minor isles of written English. In most
ways, the author is not an Ahab-ian captain. He recognizes the
arbitrary nature of many of our “rules” (after all, we made up most
of this stuff). Early on, he explains the silliness of our adherence
to such things as never splitting infinitives, never starting sentences with “But” or “And,” never ending sentences with prepositions. Soon, however, Dreyer begins to list specific dos and don’ts,
instructing us on the uses of commas, colons, parentheses, and
quotation marks. He pauses to explain the difference between
an en- and an em-dash, between “who” and “whom,” and “lie”
and “lay.” He also has some fun with dangling modifiers. In fact,
Dreyer has fun throughout, exhibiting a light tone and a sly sense
of humor. He could not resist, when reminding us of the difference between “hanged” and “hung,” that some men are, indeed,
hung. He thinks we are losing the battle against “alright” and
doesn’t really observe the difference between “nauseated” and
“nauseous,” but he does like the distinction between “each other”
and “one another.” Also included are some sections on the correct
spelling of proper names and on the use of the word Frankenstein
(the creator, not the creature). He wryly reminds us that “clichés
should be avoided like the plague” and that we really shouldn’t
trust internet memes as a source for authentic quotations.
A pleasant voyage with a genial, worthy captain—
though we do sail to many places we have been before.

DUPED
Double Lives, False Identities,
and the Con Man I Almost
Married

Ellin, Abby
PublicAffairs (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-61039-800-8

New York Times contributor Ellin
(Teenage Waistland: A Former Fat Kid
Weighs in on Living Large, Losing Weight,
and How Parents Can (and Can’t) Help, 2005) investigates the art
and science of duplicity.
The author’s fascination with liars and lying developed after
a failed romance with “The Commander,” an ex–Navy Seal who
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claimed to be the high-level CIA operative mastermind behind
the raid on Osama bin Laden. Dazzled by his charm and doctor credentials, Ellin believed everything he said. When she
realized that her lover had been lying about everything from
his personal status—he was engaged to another woman during
their relationship—to his income, she broke off their involvement. The author then began exploring how and why society
regards those taken in by con artists “with scorn, derision, even
blame.” Drawing from research studies, interviews, and her
own experiences, Ellin probes the phenomenon of lying. She
begins with the premise that human beings are “social chameleons” who inhabit a “deceit spectrum.” Some lie to escape
their own lives while others do it for predatory reasons. Still
others, like the notorious British double agent Kim Philby, do
it for professional reasons. Comparing her own experience to
those of other victims, Ellin learned that the feelings of betrayal
victims feel are often so intense that they can result in PTSD.
For women, who, the author argues, feel betrayal more deeply
than men, it can have the same traumatizing effects “as sexual
assault.” Of course, females are every bit as deceitful as males,
although society does not forgive them as easily as it does men.
In the end and regardless of gender, people involved with con
artists are complicit in their own victimization because they
allow “willful blindness” or “self-doubt [to cloud] their suspicions.” Candid and entertaining, Ellin’s book offers insight into
the socially and psychologically complex nature of deceit as well
as the choices she made as a duped woman.
Lively, provocative reading.

THIS ATOM BOMB IN ME

Freeman, Lindsey A.
Redwood Press/Stanford Univ. (128 pp.)
$18.00 paper | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-5036-0689-0
An Appalachian memoir suffused
with atomic energy.
Early on in this brief narrative, Freeman (Sociology/Simon Fraser Univ.; Long
ing for the Bomb: Oak Ridge and Atomic
Nostalgia, 2015) writes, “I want to revive
a peculiar genre—sociological poetry,” a term she attributes to
C. Wright Mills in describing James Agee’s Let Us Now Praise
Famous Men. This book is substantively different than Agee’s,
though it has plenty of photos (Agee collaborated with the
famed photographer Walker Evans), drawings, and assorted cultural references. It is more like a tone poem, a slim volume filled
with very short sections—vignettes, memories—that seem to
follow no chronological pattern yet keep circling back to the
fact that in her grandparents’ hometown of Oak Ridge, Tennessee, nuclear power was ubiquitous, like oxygen, so you barely
noticed it. It was only in retrospect that the author realized
the deadly connection between this “secret city engineered by
the United States government,” with the deceivingly pastoral
name, and the atomic destruction of Hiroshima. “For those
of us in its orbit,” she writes, “its spinning is our spinning; its
|

hard acorn body, always already full of future potential, is also
our collective body, as we embody culture and place.” Within
the book’s analytical orbit, Walter Benjamin and Icarus connect
with R.E.M.’s “It’s the End of the World as We Know It (And I
Feel Fine),” and Adam Bomb from the Garbage Pail Kids finds
something of a kindred spirit in the comic-book superhero
Captain Atom. Readers also learn that the co-founder of Waffle House “worked as a counterintelligence agent for the U.S.
government during the Manhattan Project,” and the author’s
own grandfather was an atomic courier, driving his truck full of
secret cargo. The result is by no means an anti-nuclear polemic,
but the cumulative impact of the matter-of-fact sections gives
readers a Cold War chill at the cultural pervasiveness of such
destructive energy.
Childhood memories with a nightmarish tinge. (29 color
illustrations)

I’M NOT HERE TO GIVE A
SPEECH

García Márquez, Gabriel
Trans. by Grossman, Edith
Vintage (160 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-101-91118-1

A set of speeches given over the
course of his long literary career offers
snapshots of the Colombian author’s
uniquely eloquent humanitarian voice

and vision.
García Márquez (1927-2014), the author of such classics as
One Hundred Years of Solitude and Love in the Time of Cholera and
winner of the 1982 Nobel Prize for Literature, was a passionate advocate for his Latin American culture and identity. In his
Nobel speech, “The Solitude of Latin American,” he expresses
his heartfelt hope that the Swedish Academy was ultimately
recognizing through his work the underappreciated richness of
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Dubravka Ugresic

AMERICAN FICTIONARY BLOWS COBWEBS OUT OF MENTAL CORNERS
YOU DIDN’T KNOW HAD GATHERED DUST
By Richard Z. Santos
Photo courtesy Nick White

Dubravka Ugresic loves New York City. In the
early 1990s, while Ugresic’s native Yugoslavia was
splintering under civil war, she found herself migrating between Amsterdam and Middletown, Connecticut, with frequent stops in New York City.
But at the moment “it’s impossible to live in New
York,” she claims. Is it the rent? The rapid gentrification? Maybe. But it’s also the weather. “We all walk
like reptiles in the humidity,” Ugresic says in disgust.
“So humid and so hot!”
These kinds of observations—simple yet unexpected and perfectly apt—form the spine of Ugresic’s
work. Her latest book, American Fictionary (Sept. 25),
is a new translation, by Celia Hawkesworth and Ellen
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Elias-Bursać, of essays she wrote for a Dutch newspaper in the early 1990s. Versions of these essays first
appeared as Have a Nice Day: From the Balkan War to
the American Dream in 1995. American Fictionary blows
cobwebs out of mental corners you hadn’t even realized had gathered dust. Her insights into America
and the urge for stability and belonging are sharp and
incredibly prescient.
The essays find Ugresic suspended not only between countries, but between homelands. At the
time, she didn’t even know how much longer “Yugoslavia” would exist. When it crumbled, would she be
Croatian? Nothing at all?
“If a country does not exist, then what is happening there is not, actually, happening,” she writes.
“There is no death, the leveled cities have not been
leveled, there are no casualties, the refugees have not
abandoned their homes, and the crazed generals of
the Yugoslav Army also do not exist. Everything is as
serene as in a movie’s frozen frame.”
At the same time, Ugresic was discovering American obsessions, such as jogging, orange juice, psychotherapy, and cable TV.
She examines America with the eyes of a great
thinker and the heart of someone living through unimaginable trauma. “It seems to me, a foreigner forgetting for a moment where I’m from, that America
is living through all the myths of all the cultures that
came into being before her; that she is experiencing
them passionately, collectively, in a fairy-tale, ignorant mish-mash, where the origin quoted is not im-
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the Latin American imagination, “because the greatest challenge for us has been the insufficiency of conventional devices
to make our lives believable.” His idealistic vision of cultural
rapprochement shines through many of these speeches, as
he offers a plea for the convergence of sciences and arts (“for
the questioning of both is the same over the same abyss”) and
the significant role of the intellectual in society. Throughout
his life, García Márquez was a fierce activist for social change.
In “The Cataclysm of Damocles” (1986), he laments that in
the nuclear age, the only reason we have not annihilated ourselves in a cosmic disaster is that “the preservation of human
life on Earth continues to be cheaper than the nuclear plague.
In “The Beloved Though Distant Homeland” (2003), delivered
in Medellin, he rues Colombia’s devastating proliferation of
narco-violence. Friendship forms the theme of two of the most
affecting speeches, in which he celebrates the work of Álvaro
Mutis (1993) and Julio Cortázar. Elsewhere, García Márquez
reveals his deep roots in poetry and journalism. Regarding
the latter, during a 1996 speech in Los Angeles, he presciently
noted that the discipline was dangerously veering into a terrain of “innocent or deliberate mistakes, vicious manipulations,
and venomous misrepresentations that give the news article
the dimensions of a deadly weapon.”
Essential truths in the rare and generous voice of a
maestro.
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portant, what matters is the story,” she writes.
With global migration rising every day and an existential dread seeping into the most developed of
countries, Ugresic’s words provide a type of solace. To
get through dark times, we need observations that are
at times funny, often tragic, but always honest.
Ugresic herself is worried about the future. “Postapocalyptic, post-truth, post-history, post-modern.
All those terms suggest we came to some end and now
we’re facing the wall.”
Her answer lies in our capacity for imagination:
“We should start using our intelligence to imagine a future community. How are we ever going to live? Because obviously this way of life is not satisfying anymore,” Ugresic says. “When I was a kid there was a
lot of future. The future was in space. I believed, as a
child, that because the dog Laika went to the moon
we’d all go soon. I think imagination exists in spheres
of science, medicine, ecology, but there’s a totally
empty space, a dark space, when it comes to social
imagination. How are we going to live? OK, we’ll live
longer, that’s fine—but how?”

A BRIGHT FUTURE
How Some Countries Have
Solved Climate Change and
the Rest Can Follow

Goldstein, Joshua S. & Qvist, Staffan A.
PublicAffairs (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-5417-2410-5

A rational if somewhat unlikely
strategy to reverse global warming
using current technology and without

self-denial.
According to Steven Pinker, who contributes the foreword,
Goldstein (Emeritus, International Relations/American Univ.;
Winning the War on War: The Decline of Armed Conflict Worldwide,
2011, etc.) and Qvist, a Swedish engineer and clean energy consultant, offer “climate change for grown-ups. Rather than starting from baby steps and hope these add up, it starts from where
we need to end up and asks how we can get there.” The world’s
energy mostly goes into electricity generation, transportation,
and heating. The future requires electricity produced without
burning fossil fuels. After the usual gloomy introduction—
the fastest-growing source of carbon dioxide in the world
remains coal—the authors point out that several countries
(e.g., Sweden and France) are steadily reducing carbon dioxide
production without inconveniencing their prosperous, nonabstemious citizenry. Writers in this genre often prefer solutions that require personal actions (recycling, smaller cars) that
have little impact, a frugal lifestyle that most people oppose,
|
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or a miraculous revolution in energy storage that is essential
to making solar or wind power practical 24 hours per day. The
authors argue for nuclear power, and the facts are certainly on
their side. Nuclear plants are safer. Aside from producing global
warming, the soot, heavy metals, sulfur, and nitrous oxides
poured into the air from fossil fuel plants kill thousands every
day from cancer and lung disease. Rapid decarbonization of the
atmosphere—the only action that will reverse global warming—
requires nuclear power. Despite an avalanche of facts and statistics, the authors are taking a “pro” position on a debate they
largely lost 30 years ago. Opposition to nuclear power exerts
great political influence on most developed democratic nations,
and some (Germany, Switzerland) have sworn to eliminate it.
A reasonable argument directed at a lay audience, many
of whom have already made up their minds.

QUEEN OF THE WORLD
Elizabeth II: Sovereign and
Stateswoman

Hardman, Robert
Pegasus (592 pp.)
$35.00 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-64313-002-6

A portrait of Queen Elizabeth
II (b. 1926) that highlights her many
accomplishments.
As the longest-reigning monarch
in British history, Elizabeth II is currently more beloved than
ever. Recent acclaimed dramas such as the 2006 film The Queen
and the hit Netflix series The Crown have further sparked our
universal fascination, as each work has delved into Elizabeth’s
more private life and aimed to reveal a woman with complex
ambitions and passions. Daily Mail writer Hardman, who has
written extensively on the British monarchy (Our Queen, 2011,
etc.), approached this book alongside his current TV documentary. While not exactly serving as a companion book to the
series, both vehicles assert a similar reverential approach to the
material, choosing to elude the more personal dramas that have
beset the royal family and focusing instead on the queen’s tireless work ethic and long-standing dedication to her role. Hardman examines the broader areas of accomplishment that have
been particularly significant during her reign. “By any measure,”
writes the author, “her life and reign comprise a vault of experience unrivaled by any world leader. It is one of the reasons
that even those who are not royalists by inclination applaud
her dedication to duty.” Rather than providing a linear account,
Hardman looks at particular topics: the queen’s diplomatic
accomplishments throughout the Commonwealth as well as
Africa, Europe, and the U.S; her associations with various leaders, including her line of prime ministers and her close rapport
with accomplished statesmen such as Nelson Mandela and the
many American presidents who have come into power during
her reign. “There can be few people in the USA, let alone the
rest of the world, who have lived through the administrations
of sixteen presidents—more than one-third of the total,” writes
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Hardman. The book is grounded in lucid historical detail and
often highlighted by colorful anecdotes. However, as a full biography, the dense volume, while accessible, lacks an engrossing
throughline to maintain lengthy reader engagement.
A respectful and thoughtfully documented history of
the British monarch but not the definitive biography one
might hope for. (24 pages of color photos)

LASERS, DEATH RAYS, AND
THE LONG, STRANGE QUEST
FOR THE ULTIMATE WEAPON

Hecht, Jeff
Prometheus Books (320 pp.)
$25.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-63388-460-1

A veteran science and technology
writer delivers an insider’s account of the
military’s obsession with laser weapons.
First, New Scientist contributor Hecht
(Beam: The Race to Make the Laser, 2005, etc.), the author of multiple scholarly books on lasers, delivers an amusing account of
fictional death rays from Archimedes to Tesla to Hollywood.
All of these are “updated versions of the mythic bolts hurled
by mythic ancient gods, born more than a century ago...when
scientists were puzzling over new discoveries from X-rays to
radio waves, inventors were seeking new weapons of war, and
storytellers were looking for thrilling new ways to entertain.”
In 1960, a properly stimulated ruby emitted the first tiny laser
beam. The author explains that when a light photon stimulates
an atom’s electron to jump to a more energetic level and then
fall back, it produces an identical photon. With repeated stimulation, massively amplified by mirrors, this light can swell to
an intense, narrow beam that carries a great deal of energy. Of
course, LASER is an acronym: Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. A torrent of civilian applications
followed the initial discovery, and the military began to pay
attention. Hecht reminds readers that, struck by a laser beam,
a target does not conveniently explode but rather gets hotter.
Industrial lasers burn holes in metal held immobile a few inches
away. Generating a beam capable of hitting, following, and
destroying a speeding rocket hundreds of miles distant seems
wacky, but readers may recall that this was the “Star Wars” antimissile system launched by Ronald Reagan in 1983 and officially
abandoned in 1993. All was not lost, however. Wildly expensive
research produced technical advances, and lasers continue to
grow more powerful, efficient, and compact. Now in field testing, powerful beams have destroyed small boats, shot down
drones, and punched holes in vehicles.
An occasionally choppy but intriguing and informative
history of laser weapons.

|

A fresh, well-crafted collection.
hard to love

HARD TO LOVE
Essays and
Confessions

BURNED
A True Story of Murder and
the Crime that Wasn’t

Hopper, Briallen
Bloomsbury (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-63286-880-0

Humes, Edward
Dutton (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-5247-4213-3

|

Pulitzer Prize–winning investigative
journalist Humes (Door to Door: The Magnificent, Maddening, Mysterious World of Transportation, 2016, etc.) once again exposes a
flawed American criminal justice system, this time with a new twist.
The twist involves a woman convicted of starting a fire that
killed three young children in her family home. Jo Ann Parks
remains in a California prison after 28 years, not yet exonerated
even though the author mounts a strong case for her innocence.
Humes builds on this single case to indict law enforcement
officers, prosecutors, judges, jurors, and others involved in the
process of convicting innocent men and women. Wrongful
convictions for arson are especially egregious: If a fire starts
accidentally instead of being intentionally set, no crime even
occurred. The author clearly explains how traditionally trained
arson investigators rely on “fire science,” which is not necessarily reliably scientific. However, in the Parks case and others,
investigators often fall back on past training even if it has been
discredited. In a number of asides, Humes documents instances
of “junk science” accepted as evidence: bite marks, footprints,
hair analysis, and the formerly “foolproof ” analysis of fingerprints. Regarding the Parks case, the author eloquently explains
how nonarson factors such as Parks’ unusual demeanor after the
deaths of her children and her low social status influenced those
involved in her conviction. The heroes of the book are the lawyers and law students affiliated with the California Innocence
Project who agreed to study Parks’ claim of innocence. Their
efforts to persuade prosecutors and judges that the arson conviction should be overturned initially led to hope, followed by
crushing disappointment. Parks and her now-deceased husband
are not sympathetic characters in real life, adding an amount of
tension to a slight twinge of doubt that readers will experience
while taking in the author’s copious evidence of innocence.
A useful addition to the popular literature on forensic
science.
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Love and yearning, independence
and community recur as salient themes
in this debut collection.
In her first book, Hopper (English/
Yale Univ.), a contributor to New York magazine and the Los
Angeles Review of Books, among other publications, gathers essays
notable for their intimacy and warmth. Raised in an evangelical
family by “anxious, God-obsessed parents,” the author and her
siblings were home-schooled, with little exposure to TV, movies, and radio. “We shared a unique set of cultural references,”
she writes, “or perhaps a unique lack of them, which amounted
to a secret language.” In high school, she began boning up on
popular culture and, gradually, assembling a “found family”:
people who “know you and love you for who you are—not for
who you once were, or who you never were.” Many essays meditate on varieties of sentimental attachments—to friends, lovers, and, in “Hoarding,” to things. Hopper rejects the idea of a
“hoarding disorder,” which “pathologizes an entire deep-rooted
orientation toward the material world, an orientation that constitutes my lifelong experiences of creativity, attachment, safety,
and joy.” Both hoarding and writing, she suggests, depend on
what is “serendipitously discovered and rediscovered and collected and stored.” In the lovely “Lean On,” Hopper regrets that
dependence is “despised in our culture, from psychology to politics,” implying weakness and shame. Self-reliance, on the other
hand, is extolled by Emerson, Joan Didion, Ayn Rand, noir novels, and most Westerns. Hopper begs to differ, celebrating the
gifts of “shared daily life.” Praise for community underscores
her admiration for the classic sitcom Cheers, whose theme song,
“Where Everybody Knows Your Name,” seems to her “a kind
of love song.” Whether she is writing about her fraught decision to become pregnant with donated sperm, a friend’s bout
with cancer, baking (“a code for conveying care safely without
the ambiguity of words”), the collective energy of the Women’s
March, or a visit to the Foundling Museum, Hopper’s essays
seem like love songs, as well: delicate, thoughtful elegies to
friendship, compassion, and grace.
A fresh, well-crafted collection.
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UNDERGROUND
A Human History of the
Worlds Beneath Our
Feet

THE CAESAR OF PARIS
Napoleon Bonaparte, Rome,
and the Artistic Obsession
that Shaped an Empire

Hunt, Will
Spiegel & Grau (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-0-8129-9674-6

An unusual and intriguing travel
book, into the world beneath the world
we know.
In his debut, Hunt begins modestly before revealing larger
ambitions. His obsession with the underground started with
an abandoned train tunnel he explored as a teenager, and his
fascination would ultimately lead him through underground
passageways of Paris and New York City, Aboriginal mines of
Australia, and other wondrous places. His early experiences, he
writes, “seized me with a ferocity that turned my entire imagination inside-out, fundamentally altering the way I thought about
myself, and my place in the greater architecture of the world.”
The author casts himself among the “urban explorers” of the
world below street level and “the Mole People, the homeless
men and women who lived in hidden nooks and vaults.” His earliest guide to this secret world was a photographer he describes
as “a dashing and brilliant and possibly deranged individual.” As
Hunt reveals the scientific, historic, literary, psychological, spiritual, and metaphorical qualities of his exploration, it begins to
seem less idiosyncratic than universal, a pull that has persisted
throughout civilization and a mystery that has yet to be solved.
The underground may represent hell to some, but it has also
provided spiritual solace for centuries. Pilgrims have felt themselves in the presence of something greater than themselves,
and they have left human sacrifices to cruel gods and created
graffiti, paintings, or elaborate sculptures that so few would
ever see. They have mined the underground for earthly riches,
and they have all but lost their minds to its sensory deprivation.
Without belaboring the point, Hunt alludes to conjecture that
all of life might have started underground, that it retains a revelatory diversity, and that the level below the Earth could be a
womb as well as a tomb. Ultimately, he compellingly examines
“how much of our existence remains in mystery, how much of
reality continues to elude us, and how much deeper our world
runs beyond what we know.”
A vivid illumination of the dark and an effective evocation of its profound mystery.
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Jaques, Susan
Pegasus (574 pp.)
$35.00 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-68177-869-3

Voluminous chronicle of Napoleon’s
fanaticism about Roman antiquity and an
ample catalog of his empire’s acquisitions.
A journalist specializing in art and docent at the J. Paul Getty
Museum in Los Angeles, Jaques (The Empress of Art: Catherine the
Great and the Transformation of Russia, 2016, etc.) evidently has
the eye and relish for the objet d’art, as she gives exhaustive
treatment to Napoleon’s studied appropriation of Roman imperial ritual, style, and trappings. His mythomania compelled
him to dizzying heights of cultural plunder and enrichment.
His conquering model was, of course, Caesar (and before him,
Alexander the Great), whose triumphal processions through
Rome bearing priceless booty from vanquished lands Napoleon re-enacted through the festooned streets of Paris once
he consolidated power. Masterpieces seized during the Italian
and Egyptian campaigns, unceremoniously ripped from temples, galleries, and altars, were relocated to Paris and displayed
ceremonially for public “morale and patriotism,” since France
alone was the civilized heir to the ancient civilizations. Jaques
moves chronologically over 15 years, from Napoleon’s Consulate to Imperium and attempted dynasty, to record the systematic construction of his “New Rome” in Paris. He employed
the work of artist Vivant Denon and designers Charles Percier
and Pierre-François-Léonard Fontaine, among others, to set
the neoclassical tone at his court and palaces like Malmaison
and Saint-Cloud. As Jaques amply shows, the empire’s style was
defined by Greek and Roman motifs in furniture, medallions,
and jewelry; short hairstyles; and modest gowns in expensive
French textiles. Meanwhile, Italian sculptor Antonio Canova
created canonical neoclassical works like Napoleon as Mars
the Peacemaker. Framed by the historical context, the author’s
accretion of detail both impresses and becomes tiresome, spilling over into grand schemes of architecture like the Arc de Triomphe and Madeleine Church, Hadrian columns and Egyptian
obelisks, and aqueduct systems modeled on Rome.
A massively ambitious compilation of history and stuff
that will appeal to students of Napoleon and art history
buffs but overwhelm general readers. (32 pages of color images)
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An astute but not terribly sympathetic look at
the influential modernist architect.
the man in the glass house

METAPHYSICAL GRAFFITI

Kaufman, Seth
OR Books (196 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-68219-167-5

THE EDGE OF ANARCHY
The Railroad Barons, the
Gilded Age, and the Greatest
Labor Uprising in America
Kelly, Jack
St. Martin’s (320 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-250-12886-7

In which the robber barons earn
their spurs—and their sobriquets.
George Pullman (1831-1897) should
be remembered as an innovator in the transportation sector. He
was, as Kelly (Heaven’s Ditch: God, Gold, and Murder on the Erie
Canal, 2016, etc.) writes, an entrepreneur who “knew how to
|
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A genial foray into the meaning of
rock ’n’ roll by humorist and music writer
Kaufman (Nuns with Guns, 2016, etc.).
Does Rush suck? The answer is—well,
the author answers, carefully, sort of, but
by no means as much as Billy Joel does: “Here I am trying my
damndest to rehabilitate Billy Joel, or at least give him his due,
and try—TRY—to appreciate his songcraft,” he writes. “But it’s
not possible. It’s not. Because the craft itself is so often flawed. His
songs fall apart under minimal pressure.” On the other hand:
The Canadian power trio gets points for being a power trio,
and power is “about musical density.” Even if the band’s music
is too busy, and bassist/vocalist Geddy Lee’s voice “might be
appreciated in Middle Earth, but has no business being heard
on the planet’s real continents,” at least they have some chops
and authenticity. Kaufman takes some shooting-fish-in-a-barrel
questions and mulls them over with due consideration, such as
the timeworn matter of whether the Beatles or the Stones are
the better band. For many, the question is “interpreted as a trick
question, and the answer, of course, is Led Zeppelin.” Though
Kaufman works in Plato here and Philip Roth (“a punk before
punk”), the book tends to be—well, not quite thick as a brick,
the Tull-ian version of which he hails as “a work of genius,” but
without the intellectual heft of Greil Marcus or Peter Guralnick and without much of the snotty fire of Lester Bangs,
whom Kaufman exalts. Still, it’s entertaining enough to thumb
through the author’s record collection with him and hear his
asides and grumbles—e.g., the Mekons rule, and though Ann
Coulter may have loved the Grateful Dead, “when the funkiest song you have in your bag is ‘Shakedown Street,’ you’ve got
some problems.”
The title, of course, is a rip-off from the Dead Milkmen—but at least Kaufman recognizes their majesty. As
for that Billy Joel fellow....

gather resources, command men, and negotiate deals,” and even
if credit for his long-distance railroad sleeper cars really goes to
someone else, Pullman put it all together. At the height of the
Gilded Age, he was well on the way to holding a monopoly, carving up the sector with other moguls. Put supply, demand, and
sole ownership together, and you have a recipe for suppressed
wages and labor unrest, personified here by firebrand organizer
Eugene Debs, who called a strike when an economic recession
shook the railroad industry, causing wages to fall. The railroad
barons were quick to call on a reluctant President Grover Cleveland to intervene, while Debs scored early victories in the negotiations, and Pullman, who “had successfully fought against
unions during his entire career,” found himself confronting
a powerful movement to organize. As Kelly notes, there were
many flashpoints during the unrest, as when strikes stranded
trains in midcourse and “women and children were left for up to
twenty hours with no water or food.” Debs renounced violence,
but episodes of violence followed, most at the hands of law
enforcement and the military. There are memorable moments
throughout this fluid account, as when stock in the railyards
of Chicago goes up in a wall of flames before which were, as
one contemporary report put it, “men and women dancing with
frenzy.” In the end, the strikes broken, workers’ families starved,
Pullman refused to reduce his own salary: “ ‘We cannot,’ Pullman murmured, ‘do everything at once.’ ” He remained rich, but
he is not well-remembered today, while Progressive Era reforms
soon followed to reduce the barons’ power.
Kelly’s vigorous narrative serves well to set down the
facts of a turbulent, little-known history. (6 b/w photos)

THE MAN IN THE
GLASS HOUSE
Philip Johnson,
Architect of the Modern
Century
Lamster, Mark
Little, Brown (528 pp.)
$35.00 | Nov. 6, 2018
978-0-316-12643-4

An astute but not terribly sympathetic look at the influential modernist

architect.
Brilliant and iconoclastic but prickly and controversial,
Philip Johnson (1906-2005) led a seemingly charmed existence,
but he was essentially restless, opportunistic, and—as Dal
las Morning News architecture critic Lamster (Architecture/
Univ. of Texas at Arlington; Master of Shadows: The Secret Diplo
matic Career of the Painter Peter Paul Rubens, 2009, etc.) portrays
through analysis of his architectural creations—often joyless.
The well-off son of a Cleveland corporate lawyer and Quaker
matron, Johnson was a dilettante in his youth. He became a
scholar of classics and philosophy at Harvard, where he fell into
a “fraternity of sympathetic gay men” who fervently discussed
modern art and design; the group was led by Lincoln Kirstein,
Paul J. Sachs, and Alfred H. Barr. The last would become the
kirkus.com
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Gabriela Wiener

THE JOURNALIST PLOWS INTO WHATEVER SHE WRITES ABOUT,
ANNIHILATING THE DISTANCE BETWEEN WRITER AND READER
By Benjamin Rybeck
Photo courtesy Emily Burns

Few things scare men more than women—especially women writers—discussing sex. In this sense,
the title of Gabriela Wiener’s Sexographies (May 29)
seems like a taunt. Wiener, a journalist from Peru
who now lives in Spain, understands this. “People
looked at me in a strange way,” she tells me, “as if I
wasn’t supposed to talk about sex—because I’m not
‘hot,’ I don’t get to talk about my body.” Her work—
wide-ranging journalism and essays that deal with,
among other things, dominatrixes, domestic and
sexual violence, pornography, and sex gurus—has
become a rebuke to this notion. She doesn’t want
60
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to sensationalize and doesn’t even want to necessarily scare. Rather, she wants to disrupt.
If Sexographies sounds like a collection of personal essays, that’s not precisely true: Wiener’s training was in the world of magazine writing. “I was
reading the New Yorker and feeding off of that,” she
tells me, though at the same time she and her peers
were “developing our own ways of writing journalism.” And what was this way for Wiener? “It had to
do with rupture.” While she found long-form journalism appealing, it was a different form she was
after, something that put herself at the forefront,
almost as the central character; after all, why establish a facade of distance? Distance is not what Wiener ever has in mind, not then, and not now.
She plows into the world she’s writing about,
whatever it is, as a journalistic imperative. In Sexog
raphies, she embeds herself with a polyamorous sex
guru and a dominatrix, writes about transgender
relationships and a camp for people faking their
own deaths, and performs literary analysis on Isabel Allende, all with the same level of devotion to
immersion. She knows her subjects, however and
wherever possible.
The last piece in Sexographies, titled “Impossible
Interview with My Abuser,” is emblematic of this
approach. In writing about the epidemic of domestic and sexual violence, she isolates a subject—an
abusive relationship of her own—and dives in by
actually involving the abuser in the piece: She interviews him, years after the fact. She places herself at the center of the piece but, in so doing, explores something much broader. “My intention,”
|

she writes, “was to settle our mutual pending debts,
to have a conversation where two people who desired, loved, and hurt each other when they were
very young come together after many years and analyze their relationship in the light of everything
they have since learned and processed. To me, that
new light is feminism.”
“My book,” she tells me, “is my body, and the
text is my body. Each story is a testimony.” For
Wiener, “it’s important that I tell my stories with
my face, my body, my skin color.” Wiener may not
have started as a political writer. But now? “Literature used to just be white men writing, but now it’s
about the rest, not just women, but everyone, everyone who can tell their stories and show themselves”—an immersion in the political.
Benjamin Rybeck is the author of a novel, The Sadness,
and general manager of Brazos Bookstore in Houston.
The review of Sexographies can be found at kirkus.com.
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first director of the new Museum of Modern Art in New York.
After a tour of radical European modernism, Johnson—before
he even attended architecture school—was chosen to curate
the museum’s first groundbreaking architectural show in 1932,
which featured exhibits by Frank Lloyd Wright, Walter Gropius,
Le Corbusier, and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. As “house architect” for the museum during four decades, Johnson produced
such successful shows as Machine Art (1934) and fashioned the
enduring urban oasis of the Abby Aldrich Rockefeller Sculpture Garden (1953). Lamster marvels at how Johnson was able
to “straddle both the modernist and the traditionalist factions,”
from his own New Canaan Glass House (1949), skyline-altering
Seagram Building (1958), postmodern AT&T Tower (1994), and
other creations to his activism for various cities’ Beaux Arts
preservation. Notably, the author devotes significant attention
to Johnson’s troubling foray into fascist anti-Semitic politics of
the 1930s, which indeed would haunt him later on.
Offering a fresh look at his subject’s less-than-savory
aspects, Lamster portrays a diffident genius for whom
being boring was the greatest crime and whose work, while
often riveting, was also “barren and inert and lonely.” (80
b/w photos)

MAID
Hard Work, Low Pay,
and a Mother’s Will
to Survive

Land, Stephanie
Hachette (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-316-50511-6

First-time author Land chronicles
her years among the working poor as a
single mother with only a high school
diploma trying to earn a living as a minimum-wage housecleaner.
The author did not grow up in poverty, but her struggles
slowly evolved after her parents divorced, remarried, and
essentially abandoned her; after she gave birth to a daughter
fathered by a man who never stopped being abusive; and after
her employment prospects narrowed to dirty jobs with absurdly
low hourly pay. The relentlessly depressing, quotidian narrative
maintains its power due to Land’s insights into working as an
invisible maid inside wealthy homes; her self-awareness as a loving but inadequate mother to her infant; and her struggles to
survive domestic violence. For readers who believe individuals
living below the poverty line are lazy and/or intellectually challenged, this memoir is a stark, necessary corrective. Purposefully or otherwise, the narrative also offers a powerful argument
for increasing government benefits for the working poor during an era when most benefits are being slashed. Though the
benefits received by Land and her daughter after mountains of
paperwork never led to financial stability, they did ameliorate
near starvation. The author is especially detailed and insightful on the matter of government-issued food stamps. Some of
the most memorable scenes recount the shaming Land received
|
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Intelligent, savvy, and stylish literary journalism.
nobody ’s looking at you

when using the food stamps to purchase groceries. Throughout, Land has been sustained by her fierce love for her daughter
and her dreams of becoming a professional writer and escaping
northwest Washington state by settling in the seemingly desirable city of Missoula, Montana. She had never visited Missoula,
but she imagined it as paradise. Near the end of the book, Land
finally has enough money and time to visit Missoula, and soon
after the visit, the depression lifts.
An important memoir that should be required reading
for anyone who has never struggled with poverty.

CODE NAME: LISE
The True Story of the Woman
Who Became WWII’s Most
Highly Decorated Spy
Loftis, Larry
Gallery (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-5011-9865-6

A true-life thriller centers around a
defiant woman who spied for Britain.
Loftis (Into the Lion’s Mouth: The True
Story of Dusko Popov: World War II Spy, Patriot, and the Real Life
Inspiration for James Bond, 2016) recounts the story of Odette
Sansom (1912-1995), a Frenchwoman living in England, wife of
an Englishman and mother of 3 daughters, who was recruited
into Britain’s Special Operations Executive program to conduct espionage in France during World War II. Drawing on
interviews, oral histories, and memoirs of key players (including Odette’s commander, lover, and eventually second husband,
Peter Churchill), Loftis creates a tense narrative filled with
verbatim conversations among more than 30 main characters.
Each chapter ends on a cliffhanger, and though the prose is
peppered with clichés—Peter and Odette were drawn to each
other “like magnets”; they were “at the bridge of the river of
love”; when the Gestapo added Peter’s name to their blacklist,
“it seemed only a matter of time that lady luck would succumb
to the odds”—the author creates a readable page-turner about
Odette’s dangerous missions. Although at first reluctant to join
the SOE, Odette desperately wanted to help the war effort.
Leaving her daughters in a convent school and with relatives,
she joined the rigorous training program, becoming proficient
with a wide range of weapons, learning the fine points of spycraft—such as distinguishing the uniforms and ranks of Vichy,
Axis, Gestapo, SS, and Luftwaffe soldiers—and perfecting her
new identity with the code name Lise. Once under Peter’s command in France, she proved herself fearless. Hunted by the Germans, in 1943, Odette and Peter were captured, imprisoned, and
tortured. Loftis describes Odette’s ordeal in grisly detail, and
she spent months certain that she was about to be executed.
But two lies saved her: She pretended that she and Peter were
married (they would be after the war) and that Peter was related
to Winston Churchill. After their defeat, the Gestapo hoped to
use her as a bargaining chip.
A vivid history of wartime heroism.
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NOBODY’S LOOKING AT YOU
Essays

Malcolm, Janet
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 19, 2019
978-0-374-27949-3

A master of the craft offers up
sprightly and fervent essays.
Malcolm’s latest collection is a follow-up to Forty-One False Starts (2013),
which was a finalist for the National
Book Critics Circle Award for Criticism. These 18 pieces, most
previously published in the New Yorker and the New York Review
of Books over the past 10 years, explore a pleasingly wide range
of subjects. The first section consists of profiles. In the admiring titular piece, the author examines fashion designer Eileen
Fisher, whose clothes “look as if they were heedlessly flung on
rather than anxiously selected.” Malcolm herself became part of
Fisher’s “kind of cult of the interestingly plain.” A photo of the
pianist Yuja Wang, an “existential prodigy,” graces the cover of
the book and is the subject of “Performance Artist.” Malcolm
seems as much impressed with the “characteristically outré,”
extremely short and tight dresses Wang wears when performing, accompanied by a pair of “sadistic high heels,” as she is with
Wang’s musical brilliance. Things quiet down in “Three Sisters,”
about New York City’s Argosy Bookshop and the accomplished
women who run it. Then there’s the “current sweetheart of
liberal cable TV,” MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow; the author calls
Maddow’s show “TV entertainment at its finest.” The second
section has cultural takes, most with a political edge. Malcolm
is struck by the “atmosphere of a cold war propaganda film” in
the cable TV docuseries Sarah Palin’s Alaska. The author’s incisive article sorting out the recent Supreme Court confirmation
hearings’ hijinks is especially timely and scathing, while “Pandora’s Click” examines “email’s evil,” more “like a dangerous
power tool” than “harmless kitchen appliance.” The last section covers literature and book reviews: Tolstoy, Constance
Garnett’s translations (which Malcolm loves), the Bloomsbury
Group, Ted Hughes, and a resuscitating assessment of Norman
Podhoretz’s memoir Making It. Alexander McCall Smith’s No. 1
Ladies’ Detective Agency novels are a “literary confection of...
gossamer deliciousness.”
Intelligent, savvy, and stylish literary journalism.

ROCK NEEDS RIVER
A Memoir About a Very Open
Adoption
McGrady, Vanessa
Little A (192 pp.)
$24.95 | Feb. 1, 2019
978-1-5039-0369-2

A memoir from a woman who adopted
a baby girl and then supported the birth
parents when they became homeless.
|

WOMANISH
A Grown Black Woman
Speaks on Love And Life
McLarin, Kim
Ig Publishing (192 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-63246-079-0

Courage and outrage inform 13 essays
about black womanhood.
Novelist, memoirist, and essayist
McLarin (Writing, Literature, and Publishing/Emerson Col..; Divorce Dog: Men, Motherhood and Midlife,
2015, etc.) gathers forthright essays reflecting on love, friendship, motherhood, and, above all, overt and “thinly-veiled”
expressions of racism. At 15, McLarin left home to attend Phillips Exeter Academy, where she felt a growing anger at “an omnipresent cultural representation of Blackness as ugliness” and at
an elite white community that deemed her an outsider. “This
place, this world, these people do not mean for you to live,” she
believed. “You can go along and die. Or you can get pissed.” Her
anger “was safe and energizing and life-saving” but also isolating. Anger abated a bit at Duke only to surface again when she
began to work as a journalist, where “resentful white reporters”
whispered that she had gotten her job only because she was
black and where she covered the effects of poverty, prejudice,
and injustice. “I’ve been labeled angry, aloof, and even uppity,”
she writes, by people who could not “understand the origins of
|

such projections.” McLarin praises the Obamas for their “calm,
centered, not-taking-it-personally response” to the endemic
racism that “is as American as apple pie.” Not as serene, after
being “mistreated, disrespected, or generally screwed-over
or wronged” 359 times (a “guesstimate”) in her life, she twice
resorted to revenge. And beginning when she was 17, she suffered recurrences of debilitating depression, a malady she had
thought affected only whites: “Mental illness, mental disorder
of any possible stripe, was definitely white folks’ mess.” In her
candid title essay, she considers her transition from girlhood to
womanhood, the female body, and her experiences of midlife
online dating, where misogyny was apparent—misogyny, like
racism, rooted in fear. “What white America fears,” she writes,
“is not Black people but the loss of white identity, privilege and
position the Black presence demands and also the spiritual and
culture power Black survival has produced.”
Bold, well-crafted essays on living, loving, and striving
while black.

BROWN, WHITE, BLACK
An American Family at the
Intersection of Race, Gender,
Sexuality, and Religion

y o u n g a d u lt

In her early 30s, McGrady pregnant and fell in love with the
idea of being a mother, but then miscarried. Suddenly, the need
for a child was foremost in her mind, but her body wouldn’t
cooperate and bring a pregnancy to term. So the author and her
partner, Peter, turned to adoption as an alternative. After two
years of waiting, a baby girl, Grace, arrived. McGrady thought
she had it all—house, husband, and child—and then it began to
fall apart. Peter’s drinking led to divorce, but they continued to
co-parent Grace. Remarkably, when Grace’s biological parents
became homeless, the author took them in. Though they only
planned to stay a few nights, they lived with her for a month
before moving, only to come back when they had nowhere else
to turn. Amid the tumult, McGrady wondered about the psychological effects for Grace—e.g., would she still call McGrady
“mom” when her biological mother was living in the house with
them? In this open, honest tale, the author shares the intimate
thoughts and feelings that led to her decision to adopt, to leave
Peter, and to let Grace’s parents into their lives. The conversational tone makes the reader feel like a trusted friend as the
author meanders through her thoughts on motherhood and the
memories of her parents and childhood and of the men she was
involved with prior to Peter. She offers interesting insight into
the lives of those who adopt and those who give up a child for
adoption as well as the personal angst that goes along with such
a decision.
An expressive and love-filled tale of a unique adoption
scenario.

Mehra, Nishta J.
Picador (224 pp.)
$25.00 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-250-13355-7

Two women, an adopted black son,
and the prejudices and fears they endure
as a family.
Mehra (The Pomegranate King, 2013) is “the first-generation
daughter of Indian immigrants.” She’s also a lesbian married to a
white woman, and they have adopted a black son. In this candid
and sometimes angry, bitter series of essays, the author explores
how difficult it can be to be anything but white in America.
“Our family doesn’t fit well into boxes,” she writes. “We don’t fit
at all.” From an early age, she writes, she felt different than her
peers because her skin was brown, she sometimes wore different clothes, and the food she ate at home was unlike what the
other children ate. At times, she embraced her Indian heritage,
but occasionally, she was ashamed of it, which was especially
stressful for her father, who died when Mehra was in her 20s.
The author is annoyed at the appropriation by non-Indians of
symbols that have importance to the Hindu faith. She discusses
the tension and anxiety surrounding her coming out as a lesbian,
and she shares her fears for her black son. “Becoming the parent
of a black son,” writes Mehra, “has given me the perspective to
see that there is a real reluctance to engage in a conversation
about the Asian American community’s participation in antiblack racism. Related to this is a tendency to accommodate and
apologize; I learned early on that white people are bad at being
uncomfortable.” The essays feature a mostly smooth, engaging
mix of pride, passion, frustration, and anger. Numerous times
Mehra has been unnecessarily questioned about her life. With
this book, she makes a strong statement about the importance
kirkus.com
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10

international nonfiction

writers you should be reading
RISE AND KILL FIRST
by Ronen Bergman;
trans. by Ronnie Hope

GANDHI
by Ramachandra Guha

A WORLD TO WIN
by Sven-Eric Liedman;
trans. by Jeffrey N. Skinner

PERFECT RIGOR
by Masha Gessen

BLITZED
by Norman Ohler;
trans. by Shaun Whiteside

COCKROACHES
by Scholastique Mukasonga;
trans. by Jordan Stump

THE GIRL WHO SMILED BEADS
by Clementine Wamariya &
Elizabeth Weil

THE EMPIRE MUST DIE
by Mikhail Zygar

DARWIN COMES TO TOWN
by Menno Schilthuizen
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21 LESSONS FOR
THE 21ST CENTURY
by Yuval Noah Harari

|

A wide-ranging, wise, and liberal perspective—perhaps
enough so to excite controversy.
the jewish american paradox

THE JEWISH AMERICAN
PARADOX
Embracing Choice in a
Changing World

of moving beyond gender and racial barriers toward a more
inclusive view of family life.
Full of a wide range of insights and emotions, these
essays effectively show the difficulties of being a mixedrace, same-sex family in America.

Mnookin, Robert H.
PublicAffairs (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 27, 2018
978-1-61039-751-3

SOLDIER, SAILOR, FROGMAN,
SPY, AIRMAN, GANGSTER,
KILL OR DIE
How the Allies Won on D-Day

Milton, Giles
Picador (432 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-250-13492-9

|

modern America.
Was Erik Erikson a Jew? His mother was Jewish, and so, by
the standards of Torah, he was. Yet, notes Mnookin (Bargaining
with the Devil: When to Negotiate, When to Fight, 2010, etc.), he
pretty much renounced Judaism, raising his children as Protestants and taking a Christian name. So does that make him—well,
not a Jew? By the author’s reckoning, yes, for identity is selfconstructed as much as imposed from outside, and in America,
at least in theory, one is what one wishes to be. In that, writes
Mnookin, American Jews are different from Jews elsewhere, as
they are in much else. For instance, the distinctions American
Jews make among Orthodox, Reform, and Conservative elements are largely meaningless in Israel, while intermarriage and
children who practice elements of both Judaism and Christianity—celebrating both Hanukkah and Christmas, say—are frequent in the U.S. Given the lack of religiosity among American
Jews and this large dispersal outside the faith, to say nothing of
considerable disagreement in the American community about
the policies of the Israeli government, can Judaism qua Judaism still flourish here? Mnookin offers qualified answers while
providing helpful guidelines on such matters as raising interfaith children—it’s best, for instance, not to suppress religious
differences between the parents, especially during periods of
stress such as the funeral of a family member or the December holidays. “These are not ideal moments to be dealing with
unresolved conflicts about how you and your spouse are raising
your children religiously,” he wisely notes. As for the future, the
author argues that the greatest danger to American Judaism is
not intermarriage but “disengagement,” a condition for which
he suggests remedies to forge connections of religious, cultural,
and personal identity.
A wide-ranging, wise, and liberal perspective—perhaps
enough so to excite controversy.
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Anecdotal history of D-Day, when
Allied forces landed on the beaches of Normandy to liberate Nazi-occupied Europe.
As historian and journalist Milton’s (Churchill’s Ministry of
Ungentlemanly Warfare: The Mavericks Who Plotted Hitler’s Defeat,
2017, etc.) busy title suggests, the Normandy landings involved
a vast machinery hinging on conditions of weather and tides
and the hope that the German enemy would be surprised. In
this skillfully woven narrative, the author depicts the complexity of Operation Overlord. In the predawn hours of D-Day, for
instance, the operational planning officer had to secure signoffs
from several senior commanders involved, which “was more
time-consuming than he expected,” especially when the British
air marshal began proofreading the orders, “sure that in detail
lay victory.” The British meteorologists were cautious, the
Americans perhaps too optimistic, but somehow the invasion
was launched. Meanwhile, on the German side of the Channel,
an observer predicted the landings nearly to the minute only
to have his intelligence ignored. When news arrived of massive
airborne landings behind the German lines, an argument broke
out over whether “the paratroopers were merely liaison parties
sent to help the French resistance.” For its part, the Resistance
was present and active on the scene, while French civilians rendered aid as they were able—though in one memorable episode,
a young French man had to turn over a badly wounded American paratrooper to the Germans in order to get him medical
treatment. Milton’s narrative is episodic, much in the spirit of
the book that looms over the literature of Overlord, Cornelius
Ryan’s Longest Day (1959), populated by near-stock figures like a
young American captain who “was a bulldozer of a man, with a
thickset face and pronounced nose,” and a British “bruiser built
of sinew and muscle” who single-handedly stormed a German
bunker, earning a Victoria Cross for his troubles. World War II
buffs will be pleased to see the tradition continue here.
A worthy commemoration of a key historical moment,
the 75th anniversary of which falls in 2019. (28 b/w photos; 3
maps)

“I am not an identity essentialist”: A
Harvard Law School professor carefully
examines what it means to be Jewish in
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DIRTY TRICKS
Nixon, Watergate, and
the CIA

O’Sullivan, Shane
Hot Books/Skyhorse Publishing
(520 pp.)
$25.99 | Dec. 1, 2018
978-1-5107-2958-2
Richard Nixon. Watergate. The CIA.
Cuban burglars. Put them all together,
and you have the makings of a story that
still resists easy explanation.
Documentary filmmaker O’Sullivan (Who Killed Bobby?:
The Unsolved Murder of Robert F. Kennedy, 2008), whose earlier
work has concentrated on the assassinations of Kennedy family members, turns to the role of the intelligence community
in the events now collectively known as Watergate. There are
many moving parts to his story, beginning with the “October
surprise” that won Richard Nixon the presidency in 1968 following “a treasonous plot engineered by key figures in the
Republican Party to keep the South Vietnamese government
away from the peace talks in Paris,” thus prolonging the war
in Vietnam and thwarting Democratic promises to end it. The
author, who consulted previously unavailable legal records and
recently declassified CIA documents, adds that the go-between
was the Chinese-born entrepreneur Anna Chennault, who had
deep connections to American intelligence—and who lived in
the prestigious Watergate complex. O’Sullivan’s story quickly
tangles, and appropriately, in many threads: The U.S. ambassador in Saigon figures, as does E. Howard Hunt, the spy novelist
and spook who, over the years, played a role in numerous breakins at venues such as the Guatemalan Embassy in Mexico City
and the Chilean Embassy in Washington. Among the crew was
a Cuban-exile CIA operative who may or may not have been
a double agent for Fidel Castro, while on the sidelines of the
narrative stand players with various links to spy services. Meanwhile, Nixon staffers scamper as the tumult builds after the
Watergate burglars are arrested—the police having been tipped
off, perhaps, by someone inside the agency. Or was the agency
itself behind the bugging of Democratic headquarters? Was it a
silent coup on the part of the CIA? And what about those call
girls and the ever shadowy Nixon himself? The plot thickens....
O’Sullivan’s theories aren’t exactly definitive, but he
offers intriguing possibilities in this consistently surprising book.

HEADING HOME
Motherhood, Work, and the
Failed Promise of Equality

Orgad, Shani
Columbia Univ. (288 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-231-18472-4

An academic analysis of the causes
and results—personal and social—of
highly educated women leaving the
workplace to raise children.
To build her narrative, Orgad (Media and Communications/London School of Economics and Political Science;
Media Representation and the Global Imagination, 2012, etc.)
conducted in-depth interviews with 35 London-based women,
mostly British but also a few expatriates from countries
including the United States, asking them to reflect on their
lives and the choices they have made. The author explores
“the contradictions, ambivalences, and forms of oppression
that these women experience within their privileged lives” as
participants in “post-industrial liberal democracies.” Nearly
all the women she interviewed “have partners in high-powered, demanding, long-hours jobs which allow the family to
live on a single income.” While Orgad provides long excerpts
from her interviews—including the pauses and hesitations in
her subjects’ speech, which she maintains express their ambivalence and confusion—and occasionally includes anecdotes
about her subjects, she is less concerned with them as individuals than as representatives of a class. Striving for objectivity,
she still sometimes appears condescending or even horrified
at their acceptance of their lot. For example, when one interviewee tells her that she likes to go running when she’s feeling
restless, the author labels this “a glib technique that encourages avoidance of painful and uncomfortable feelings.” Orgad
is at her best when she steps away from her subjects to reflect
more broadly on the differences between what was expected
of women in decades past and what is expected now and when
she explores the roles of media, advertising, public policy, and
workplace pressures in shaping the lives of women, particularly mothers.
While the author makes provocative points about society’s entrapment of mothers, a preconceived agenda limits
the value of her analysis of individuals.

THE MAKE-OR-BREAK YEAR
Solving the Dropout Crisis
One Ninth Grader at a Time

Phillips, Emily Krone
New Press (352 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-62097-323-3

Want to build the middle class? Then
keep 13-year-olds from falling through
the cracks and failing high school.
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A lively, difficult-to-put-down portrait of an important
era of American art that enhances readers’
appreciation for the music it depicts.
the birth of loud

THE BIRTH OF LOUD
Leo Fender, Les
Paul, and the GuitarPioneering Rivalry that
Shaped Rock ’n’ Roll

Port, Ian S.
Scribner (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-5011-4165-2

A rip-roaring journey through the
early days of rock ’n’ roll, told through
the lives of the men whose innovative guitars helped usher it
into existence.
In his first book, former San Francisco Weekly music editor
Port offers an apt approach to the story of rock, in which the
protagonists are less Leo Fender (1909-1991) and Les Paul (19152009)—whose instruments helped create the sounds associated
with the genre—than the instruments themselves. In the hands
of artists like Buddy Holly, Eric Clapton, and Jimi Hendrix, the
Fenders and the Gibson Les Paul revolutionized the way guitar was perceived, how it was played, and, crucially, how it was
heard. At the center of the narrative are the two opposite personalities behind the instruments, and their biographies are fascinating in their own rights—though workhorse Paul winds up
|

much less compelling than the shy and inventive Fender—but
it is the results of their creations that make the book an entertaining read. The author does an excellent job following the
two sparring guitars around the world, moving smoothly among
a variety of musicians. Port also peoples the narrative with
intriguing supporting characters, including Fender’s Don Randall, who “changed the image of the guitar in the popular mind”;
Carol Kaye and James Jamerson, bassists on the forefront of
a new rhythm offered by an electric sound; and F.C. Hall, the
former Fender man who wound up supplying the Beatles with
his competing Rickenbacker guitars. “Nothing could be at once
louder, more vivid, more chaotic, more human,” Port writes of
Hendrix’s iconic performance of “The Star-Spangled Banner” at
Woodstock in 1969, but he could very well have been describing
his own indelible cultural history of rock ’n’ roll.
A lively, difficult-to-put-down portrait of an important
era of American art that enhances readers’ appreciation
for the music it depicts.

DEAR BABA
A Story Through Letters

y o u n g a d u lt

Phillips, a former education reporter who works at the University of Chicago Consortium on School Research, chronicles
that group’s Freshmen OnTrack program, which works throughout the city’s school system to foster retention of at-risk students. In an opening case study, she highlights a Latino boy who,
having been rejected for a “selective enrollment” public school,
entered a school that would not challenge him and quietly
began to fade away. For decades, Phillips notes, a child entering
Chicago’s public school system had roughly the same chance
of dropping out as graduating, and at tremendous social cost—
for, she adds, “if ninth grade is the make-or-break year for high
school graduation, then it is also the pivotal year for a shot at
the middle class.” That’s of material interest, for over a lifetime
of earning, a high school graduate will bring in about $670,000
more than a high school dropout, and that means more tax revenue for municipalities, states, and even the national government. Performance in ninth grade turns out to be predictive but
by no means irreversible, and programs like OnTrack are meant
not just to help students adjust to the rigors of schoolwork, but
also to form connections to school and cohort by such means as
peer mentoring. Naturally, school administrations are all about
numbers and testing, and the OnTrack program doesn’t neatly
fit with some of those aims and perhaps even some of the aims
of the children themselves. As one high school principal says,
“We want to be on-track because we want to change outcomes
for kids...a kid doesn’t give a shit if they are on track.” Phillips
makes it clear that changing outcomes is reason enough to keep
the program alive—and to see it replicated elsewhere.
A good case, if one largely of interest to educational
policymakers and activists.

Rafiee, Maryam & Braver, Adam
UNO Press (224 pp.)
$18.95 paper | Jan. 11, 2019
978-1-60801-161-2

A collection of the author’s touching
letters written over six months to her
father, who was imprisoned in Tehran for
expressing his political views.
In 2001, when Rafiee’s father, Hossein, a chemistry professor at the University of Tehran, was arrested for the first time by the Iranian
Revolutionary Court agents and imprisoned, she gave him a
cache of letters upon his release six months later. Her father
was deeply moved by the letters, which he had not received in
jail, and urged her to publish them. At the time, the author was
a 17-year-old about to graduate high school and too shy to pursue the project. However, when Hossein was jailed again in 2015
on similar charges of membership in an illegal organization and
“propagating falsehoods in order to agitate the public mind and
government officials with the intent of conveying the State as
inefficient,” she resolved to confront what she and her father
considered a violation of human rights. Seized mysteriously
at a meeting of a pro-democracy political coalition on March
11, 2001, the author’s “Baba” was whisked away into solitary
confinement, perhaps in the notorious Evin Prison—though
the family, consisting of the author, her brother, Mohammad,
a university student, and her stalwart though ailing mother,
were not apprised of his whereabouts. During the next few
months, she and her mother besieged the court, along with
other bereft wives, to demand access to their vanished husbands, finding strength in organization and activism. While her
mother confronted the newly re-elected president, Mohammad
Khatami, the author recognized her role as a historian, documenting what she saw and heard, and she sent a letter to the
kirkus.com
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IRAN RISING
The Survival and Future of
the Islamic Republic

U.N. Commissioner of Human Rights. She also resolved to pursue a career as an activist doctor. Although her grades suffered
and she was single-mindedly anxious about her father’s condition, Rafiee ultimately embraced her political education.
Affecting letters bearing witness to human rights
abuses.

THE LONGEST LINE ON
THE MAP
The United States, the PanAmerican Highway, and the
Quest to Link the Americas
Rutkow, Eric
Scribner (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-5011-0390-2

Drawing on archival sources and
more than two dozen oral histories, Rutkow (History/Univ. of Central Florida; American Canopy: Trees,
Forests, and the Making of a Nation, 2012) offers a richly detailed
examination of efforts to build a highway from Alaska to the tip
of Argentina.
Although there are many histories of the construction of
the Panama Canal and the nation’s highway system, the author
fills a gap by recounting the political visions, economic hopes,
and engineering challenges that played out during nearly 100
years, beginning with the dream of an intercontinental railway.
Among the champions of that dream was a former consul to
Buenos Aires, the indefatigable Hinton Rowan Helper—one
of many colorful characters in Rutkow’s well-populated narrative—who, in the mid-1800s, imagined an alternative to dangerous, unreliable sea travel: 10,000 miles of trains. In 1890,
the Intercontinental Railway Commission was established,
though with scant participation from Latin American countries. But by 1903, Mexico had begun construction, and small
lines linked agricultural zones in Central America. Captains
of industry—Carnegie and Gould among them—took notice:
The north-south railroad, the Wall Street Journal reported, “has
commended itself to the wisdom of many who have studied it
on its economic, engineering, and financial sides.” World War
I underscored the benefit of hemispheric connections when
trade with European markets was impeded. With the expansion of the U.S. highway system, however, and the rise of a new
“motoring generation” supplied by influential car manufacturers,
the vision of a railroad transformed into a highway network that
would foster “closer and more harmonious relations” between
the nations of the Western world. After World War II, the road
became seen as a “highway of freedom” to prevent the spread
of communism in Latin America. Building a highway across difficult terrain proved both dangerous and expensive, but by 1963,
the Pan-American highway opened—with the exception of one
400-mile gap of impenetrable jungle.
A fresh, well-documented account of U.S.–Latin American relations.
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Saikal, Amin
Princeton Univ. (336 pp.)
$29.95 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-691-17547-8

Scholarly portrait of a nation that resists
easy categorization—and containment.
Less than a year ago, writes Saikal
(Political Science, Arab and Islamic Studies/Australian National Univ.; Weak States, Strong Societies: Power
and Authority in the New World Order, 2016, etc.), a wave of popular protests swept across Iran, “calling for an end to theocratic
rule and costly involvement in regional conflicts,” among other
demands. Because the United States immediately jumped in to
denounce the government of the country’s moderate—compared to past leaders, at least—president, Hassan Rouhani,
the Iranian leadership convincingly charged that the protests
were orchestrated from abroad and did not represent the will
of the Iranian people. As a result, the theocracy imposed 40
years ago by the Ayatollah Khomeini lives on in a different
guise. In studying the contemporary Iranian regime, Saikal
observes that American efforts to contain Iran as a regional
power have been met with blowback, not least the effect of
pushing Iran ever closer to Russia, relations with which “have
expanded to include a strong geostrategic dimension,” which
is especially pronounced in Syria today. That nation is a point
for the projection of power for both nations—and uncomfortably close to areas where American interest is strong. As the
author shows, not all is well within Iran’s borders. Its uneven
economic development, despite oil wealth, has been the result
of numerous missteps in the last four decades, not least a savage
war with Iraq that cost Iran at least 500,000 young people who
could have contributed to the economy. It did not help when
the Holocaust denier Mahmoud Ahmadinejad came to power
and mismanaged the nuclear issue, which brought substantial
Western economic sanctions. Saikal notes that Iran’s future is
uncertain for internal reasons, some economic and some political, including the lack of a clear plan of succession for the current government, and the Trump administration’s “gunboat
diplomacy,” which only raises the odds of war.
Useful reading for students of contemporary geopolitics, in which Iran has proven a constant, often destabilizing presence.

|

Taken as a whole, the memoir provides lessons in
making art from a person who needed to create in
order to combat loneliness and despair.
let ’s go (so we can get back)

THE NEW CHILDHOOD
Raising Kids to Thrive in a
Connected World

Shapiro, Jordan
Little, Brown Spark (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Dec. 31, 2018
978-0-316-43724-0

FIGHT THE POWER
African Americans and
the Long History of Police
Brutality in New York City
Taylor, Clarence
New York Univ. (320 pp.)
$35.00 | Dec. 20, 2018
978-1-4798-6245-0

A rigorous and unsettling discussion
of decades of police brutality within
New York City’s communities of color.
Taylor (Emeritus, History/Baruch Coll.; Reds at the Black
board: Communism, Civil Rights, and the New York City Teachers
|
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Why screen time might not be so
detrimental to your child’s health.
With the rise of the internet and
smartphones, humans entered an era of
extreme connectivity via invisible threads around the globe.
Children born during this time know no other life and readily
accept and adapt to the latest changes in software and technology. Shapiro (Intellectual Heritage/Temple Univ.; Freeplay: A
Video Game Guide to Maximum Euphoric Bliss, 2013, etc.) believes
the connections children make over the internet are similar
to those previously made on the playground or in the sandbox. Children are learning similar social and relationship skills
in digital space, just as they once did face to face. The author
claims the amount of time he spends playing video games with
his sons is akin to the days when dads played ball with their children; in both cases, they are bonding on the child’s level. Playing
video games with other children around the world enhances a
child’s sense of self and their place in it while building social
interactions in the safe environment of the child’s own home.
Shapiro argues that parents and educators should let go of their
own fears about technology and embrace and endorse it, letting
children develop their skills via these tools. He believes that in
this new paradigm, adults must let go of their memories of their
own childhoods and let their children create memories using
the technology at hand. The author’s arguments are persuasive
and bolstered by research. Yet his theories may be difficult to
swallow for those still inclined to believe that active outdoor
play with real children in real time and space is a more productive way to learn acceptable social behaviors and develop relationships than sitting alone in front of a computer screen.
Credible theories backed by solid research that show
technology is possibly less harmful than originally thought
to children who use it on a regular basis.

Union, 2010, etc.) writes with an authoritative knowledge of
his urban narrative and controlled prose that doesn’t mask
anguished urgency about the disturbing topic. The author
began to realize that despite renewed focus on police brutality
after such flashpoints as the deaths of Eric Garner and Michael
Brown, even social justice sympathizers lack awareness of the
temporal depth of the problem. He argues that since the 1940s,
police brutality has “led to civil unrest and mistrust between
blacks and the NYPD...[and] a long history of African Americans’ efforts to expose the brutality.” The author documents
this through a narrative survey, concluding in the present day.
He reveals an epidemic of strong-arm policing in postwar New
York, which the era’s black press scrupulously documented and
the Communist Party visibly if inconsistently protested prior
to the McCarthy era. In the 1950s, mutual hostility developed
between the NYPD and the Nation of Islam; surprisingly, Taylor documents how NOI representatives, including Malcolm X,
worked to defuse conflicts. As tensions mounted in the 1960s,
following disturbances in Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant,
politicians and activists advocated for greater civilian oversight of the department but were thwarted by a conservative
backlash advancing a “false narrative” that such oversight was
meant to coddle black criminals. Later, Mayor Rudy Giuliani
famously embraced tough-on-crime, “broken windows” policing. Although crime declined dramatically on his watch, he
displayed racial insensitivity as brutality complaints soared,
culminating in the police torture of Abner Louima and several notorious fatalities. In recent years, cautiously progressive
policies on accountability and “stop and frisk” tactics defused
Giuliani-era tensions, but Taylor remains unconvinced, noting,
“Mayor [Bill] de Blasio’s adamant defense of broken windows
predicted ongoing harassment of black and brown people.”
An important social history for students and policymakers regarding the relationship between police brutality, urban stability, and civic accountability.

LET’S GO (SO WE CAN
GET BACK)
A Memoir of Recording and
Discording with Wilco, Etc.
Tweedy, Jeff
Dutton (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 13, 2018
978-1-101-98526-7

The frontman of Wilco on vulnerability, creativity, and taking the long cut.
Tweedy (Adult Head, 2004) would
like to avoid the usual trappings of the rock memoir: stories
of sexual exploits, drug use, and endless road tours. Of course,
these elements are present in his memoir, just not in the manner
one might expect. The author, lead singer of the American rock
band Wilco and founding member of alt-country group Uncle
Tupelo, actively demythologizes the rock-’n’-roll hero. Instead
of painting a self-indulgent portrait of bravado, unflagging charisma, and innate musical talent, Tweedy relates tales of social
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awkwardness and panic attacks overcome by hard work and an
encyclopedic knowledge of rock history. The author lays claim
to vulnerability as his defining artistic trait, a characteristic
that fuels an intense openness to emotions, musical influences,
and artistic relationships. Fans will appreciate early sections
recounting the search for obscure albums and the necessity
of playing dilapidated venues. Tweedy also details productive
yet embattled relationships with the two Jays, fellow band
mates Jay Farrar and Jay Bennett. Some of the most powerful
sections cover Tweedy’s lapse into, and recovery from, opioid
addiction. Jettisoning the hackneyed image of the womanizing
rock star, the author also recounts an anguished story about a
sexual encounter with an older woman when he was 14. Taken
as a whole, the memoir provides lessons in making art from
a person who needed to create in order to combat loneliness
and despair. At times, the writing meanders, though this could
equally be described as the book’s changing tempo, as it alternates between plot-driven sections and more ruminative pieces.
The introduction, moreover, is discordantly jokey. Sincerity
is what bolsters this book. Tweedy writes movingly about his
parents, his wife and children, and his desire to find an artistic
home for his band.
Thoughtful, earnest reflections on family, creative
integrity, and a life in music.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
A Primer for the
Twenty-First Century
Usher, Bruce
Columbia Univ. (192 pp.)
$60.00 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-0-231-18784-8

A concise analysis of the complex
issues surrounding the world’s transition
to renewable sources of energy.
While the voices of partisans are
loud, emotional, and often irrational, Usher (Faculty Director/
Tamer Center for Social Enterprise, Columbia Business School)
is calm and devoted to the facts, reporting on the current market and noting trends. He describes his book as “a primer on the
economic fundamentals driving the global transition to renewables,” which is an apt description: He provides a compact
source of information for the public, consumers, investors, and
policymakers on the inevitable transition and its possible consequences. Putting renewables in perspective, Usher looks back at
the transition from wood to coal and from coal-fired electricity
to nuclear-powered (which he dismisses as a now diminishing
option) and gas-powered electricity. Transitions, he points out,
are driven largely by economics, they are often hampered and
slow, and they have both positive and negative consequences.
Much of the material here is from the author’s courses at
Columbia Business School. While nonstudents may find some
of the formulas, graphs, and charts daunting, the text is generally straightforward and highly readable, and there is a useful
glossary. Usher focuses on two particular sources of renewable
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energy: wind and solar, both of which, under currently available
technologies, are unlimited and globally abundant. China and
India, he demonstrates, are taking the lead in the transition; the
five largest solar firms are located in these two countries, and
China is now the world’s single largest market for electric vehicles. The author also looks at the implications for oil-producing
nations such as Saudi Arabia. The chapter on financing, which
includes a discussion of the challenges and major hurdles, will
be of special interest to investors. In the final chapter, Usher
rightly stresses the inevitability of the transition and the need
to accelerate the process.
Balanced, articulate, and informative.

A ROPE FROM THE SKY
The Making and Unmaking of
the World’s Newest State

Vertin, Zach
Pegasus (336 pp.)
$27.95 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-64313-051-4

A keen observer of the unfolding
South Sudan crisis and participant in
the peace effort chronicles the making
of the fledgling state and its subsequent

disintegration.
Having worked in Sudan and South Sudan between 2009
and 2017, specifically as a government envoy on behalf of
President Barack Obama’s Department of State during the
crucial South Sudan peace process of 2014-2016, Vertin displays enormous affection and concern for the fate of this
fragile new state. Seceding from Africa’s then-largest country,
Sudan, by overwhelming popular referendum on July 9, 2011,
after “generations of repression and neglect,” South Sudan was
created in a blur of U.S.–supported optimism. However, the
new country, dominated by the ethnic groups Dinka and Nuer
and led by the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement, suffered
the “resource curse” of many oil-rich African countries and
descended quickly into corruption and poor nation-building
strategies. Employing numerous interviews with key players,
the author divides his work into two parts. In the first part, he
chronicles the forging of the young country, initially under the
Marxist rhetoric of “national liberation” formulated by the
SPLM’s founder, John Garang, whose first commitment was
to the Soviet Union before its fall and subsequent reorienting of power dynamics. Following Garang’s sudden death in
a helicopter crash in 2005, there was “an eight-year factional
battle inside an ethnically, ideologically, and professionally
heterogeneous SPLM,” henceforth steered by the “accidental
president” Salva Kiir. The SPLM power struggle and continuing tension with Sudan propelled South Sudan into chaos and
violence by the summer of 2013. The second part of the book
examines the peace talks begun in January 2014, which lasted
two years, largely forged by diplomats in the U.S., Ethiopia,
and the U.N. The author deftly explores how the “deal left
much to be desired” in terms of state formation.
|

Well-documented and accessible information and advice from
an author who clearly loves food and cares about people.
the truth about fat

SMASH!
Green Day, the Offspring,
Bad Religion, NOFX, and the
’90s Punk Explosion

Despite daunting challenges facing the new nation,
Vertin offers hope that a viable state can prevail. (16 pages of
color photos; 2 maps; timeline)

Winwood, Ian
Da Capo (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Nov. 20, 2018
978-0-306-90274-1

THE TRUTH ABOUT FAT

Warner, Anthony
Oneworld Publications (384 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-78607-513-0
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The author of the Angry Chef blog
seeks to expose lies and pretensions
regarding fatness.
Warner (The Angry Chef: Bad Science
and the Truth about Healthy Eating, 2017), a
British professional chef and food writer,
takes a broad view, first documenting the obesity epidemic with
charts and statistics and looking at how fat we are, why we get
fat, and why we worry about it or are so afraid of it. Among the
many questions the author explores: Is it because of our genes,
our gut microbes, the calories we consume, our addictions, our
environment, or our laziness? Should we blame carbohydrates
or fats? Warner then takes a hard look at some of the attempts
to control weight, such as drugs and surgery. His take-home
message is that there are no quick fixes; no single cure exists
because there is no single cause. Obesity, he writes, is a systemlevel problem that calls for system-level solutions: health professionals working with dieticians and fitness experts to help
individuals; public health professionals working to upgrade
schools, housing, and employment opportunities in local communities, especially the poorest ones; corporations improving
the foods they offer; and government taking action to reduce
poverty. The author lightens his research-laden semitextbook with frequent eye-catching headings (“Everyone Likes a
Nice Round Number,” “Cheesecake, Cocaine, and Electrified
Floors,” “It’s Not All About Dying, You Know”) and a generous
sprinkling of quotes. Often, Warner comes across as a scold, but
his targets are the popular myths about weight, not the people
who are overweight or think that they are. The epilogue, “What
to Do If You Are Fat,” encourages people to ask themselves why
they want to lose weight, to stop seeing fatness as a moral issue,
and to take time to enjoy eating with friends and neighbors.
Well-documented and accessible information and
advice from an author who clearly loves food and cares
about people.

Straightforward account of the improbably profitable second coming of punk rock.
British music journalist Winwood
(co-author: Into the Black: The Inside Story of Metallica (1991-2014),
2014, etc.) writes with authoritative enthusiasm about the
1990s rise of bands like Green Day and the Offspring and their
broader relationship to the always-contentious question, “what
is punk?” He argues that since their success, “anyone forming
a punk band did so with the knowledge that in doing so it was
possible to become suddenly wealthy.” Setting up this improbable cultural watershed, the author briefly covers the initial blast
of 1970s and ’80s punk, when powerful bands like Black Flag
and the Germs had momentum cut short by police hostility,
drug abuse, and changing underground rock trends. So, when
bands like Los Angeles’ initially mediocre NOFX and the Bay
Area’s beloved Operation Ivy (which morphed into Rancid) and
juvenile upstarts Green Day formed, they had little expectation
of mainstream success despite the signing explosion following
Nirvana’s breakthrough in 1991. As NOFX’s Fat Mike recalls of
those lean days, “It was fine because we didn’t know any different and no one bitched about it.” Still, the hardy pre-internet
infrastructure of small labels, regional fanzines, and college
radio meant that bands could tour and release records, improving their chops beneath the mainstream radar. This was epitomized by Bad Religion co-founder Brett Gurewitz’s Epitaph
Records, eventually hugely influential but run on a shoestring
during the years when, as band mate Greg Graffin recalls, “the
punk scene was completely dismantled.” All this had started to
change when Green Day’s commercial breakthrough, “Dookie,”
catapulted them into the mainstream, bringing mass attention
to the reconstituted punk genre. Winwood captures the halcyon
days that followed, which included huge tours, Epitaph’s lucrative prominence, and Green Day’s later triumph with “American Idiot.” Focusing on the personalities behind these epochal
bands, the author stays more on the surface than other recent
assessments, but his knowing humor will appeal to younger fans
and those who were there.
A savvy reminiscence of the era when punk finally paid
its debt to society. (16 pages of b/w photos)
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THE GOODNESS PARADOX
The Strange Relationship
Between Virtue and Violence
in Human Evolution

THE OTHER CUSTERS
Tom, Boston, Nevin, and
Maggie in the Shadow of
George Armstrong Custer

Wrangham, Richard
Pantheon (400 pp.)
$28.95 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-101-87090-7

“If we evolved to be so good, why are
we also so vile?” Wrangham (Biological
Anthropology/Harvard Univ.; Catching Fire:
How Cooking Made Us Human, 2009, etc.) looks at the nobler—and
ignobler—characteristics of our kind.
The fact that we have societies—and such things as schools,
medicine, music, and the like—is evidence, by the author’s
account, that humans have evolved a vast capacity to collaborate and cooperate, with attributes including “tolerance, trust,
and understanding.” So it has been since the Pleistocene, he
adds, though of course humans have also evolved in ways that
allow us to band together to perform unspeakable acts of violence and cruelty. Wrangham closely examines the social behavior of chimpanzees, who are far more disposed to violence than
humans, as well as the ways of bonobos and other simians. “The
human rate of physical aggression,” he writes, “within social
communities is...strikingly low.” He also looks into the neurobiology of violence, implicating the amygdala, prefrontal
cortex, and other brain structures, and at the biological and cultural implications of “self-domestication,” a process by which
humans school themselves out of their feral nature and into
habits of being that moderate violence—though, as he adds,
while other domesticated species such as dogs and guinea pigs
are “delightfully tractable,” human adaptability and cultural
learning add up to something more. Yet, he notes, both intelligence and adaptability contribute to our inclination toward
“coalitionary proactive aggression,” which enables us to plan
acts of violence against victims who cannot fight back. The
resultant outbursts of war and other violence are expressions
of the human penchant for “vying for power,” but that contest
doesn’t preclude cooperative behavior: “To avert episodes of
violence,” concludes the author, “we should constantly remind
ourselves of how easily a complex social organization can decay,
and how hard it is to construct.”
Wrangham’s book adds materially to a conversation
that includes Steven Pinker’s The Better Angels of Our Nature,
Matthieu Ricard’s Altruism, and other recent texts on
human behavior.
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Yenne, Bill
Skyhorse Publishing (320 pp.)
$24.99 | Dec. 1, 2018
978-1-5107-3034-2

A familiar story peppered with littleknown insights into the workings of a
family whose name has become a byword
for foolhardy behavior.
When George Armstrong Custer went ill-advisedly into
that coulee in Montana nearly 150 years ago, it wasn’t just he
and his command who died. As popular historian Yenne (Opera
tion Long Jump: Stalin, Roosevelt, Churchill, and the Greatest Assas
sination Plot in History, 2015, etc.) writes, Little Big Horn cost
two Custer brothers who had ridden with George as well as
a brother-in-law and a nephew—a significant portion of that
generation of Custer men and a lineage that has all but disappeared following the deaths of descendants to causes ranging
from suicide to old age. Much of the story will be known to
students of Civil War history and the American Indian Wars,
to say nothing of Custerologists; still, Yenne spins the tale
accessibly. As he writes, Custer was always a skin-of-his-teeth
fellow who was loyal to his men and he to them; several of the
soldiers who died with Custer also fought with him as members of his Michigan cavalry regiment during the Civil War.
There’s a touch too much speculation to please academic historians (“Nevin Custer might have been at this meeting. The
parents of the Custer boys, Emmanuel and Maria, may have
been there as well, but Maria was in poor health and the death
of three sons would probably have laid her low and rendered
her housebound”), and the best part of the book is the slender
closing section that deals with the fates of various Custers in
the aftermath of Little Big Horn, from the resourceful Libby
to the now-forgotten, quiet brother who preferred to stay on
the farm rather than follow his siblings to glory.
Of some interest to history buffs, though as a supplement to weightier books on Custer and Little Big Horn,
including Nathaniel Philbrick’s The Last Stand and Evan
Connell’s Son of the Morning Star.

|

An absorbing history of a refugee crisis that mirrors current events.
last boat out of shanghai

LAST BOAT OUT OF SHANGHAI
The Epic Story of the Chinese
Who Fled Mao’s Revolution

THE AGE OF SURVEILLANCE
CAPITALISM
The Fight for a Human Future
at the New Frontier of Power

Zia, Helen
Ballantine (528 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-345-52232-0

|

An argument that Google and other
internet-based firms are creating a new
form of capitalism based on the monetizing of human experience.
“Digital connection is now a means to others’ commercial
ends,” writes Zuboff (Business Administration/Harvard Business School; In The Age of the Smart Machine: The Future of Work
and Power, 1988). In a 2014 essay, the author first described the
“profoundly undemocratic social force” she calls surveillance
capitalism. In this exhaustive, often repetitive elaboration, the
author defines the concept as “a new market form that claims
human experience as a free source of raw material for hidden commercial practices.” Later in the book, she elaborates:
“Every casual search, like, and click [becomes] an asset to be
tracked, parsed, and monetized by some company.” This relentless search for and use of personal data is not happenstance or
an inevitable result of digital technology. Rather, it is a “calculated,” little-noticed pursuit by commercial interests—acting
under the guise of a utopian vision for the internet—to create
“prediction products” that “anticipate what you will do now,
soon, and later” and are traded in the marketplace. Invented
by Google, adopted by Facebook and Microsoft, and with evidence that Amazon engages in it, the “unprecedented” market
form is poised to become the “dominant” shape of capitalism,
abrogating “the peoples’ right to a human future.” The shift
from “serving users to surveilling them” occurred at a time of
diminished government oversight and regulation and the post–
9/11 emphasis on security over privacy. Based on research and
interviews, the author thoughtfully examines the economic and
philosophical implications of surveillance capitalism; warns
that our children, in their ceaseless quest for connectivity, are
harbingers of what lies ahead; and urges public outrage over the
theft of our humanity. Other topics include Pokémon Go and
behaviorist B.F. Skinner and his acolytes.
A big, sprawling, and alarming case for “the darkening
of the digital dream.” This will appeal to specialists; general readers will wish it were much shorter.
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Stories of courage and resilience
emerge from decades of oppression.
On May 25, 1949, the People’s Liberation Army marched into Shanghai,
completing Mao’s victorious takeover of China. Coinciding
with the 70th anniversary of that revolution, Chinese-American journalist Zia (Asian American Dreams: The Emergence of an
American People, 2000, etc.), former executive editor of Ms. magazine, vividly chronicles the lives of several individuals caught
in the violent “tsunami of revolution” in China’s “biggest, most
glamorous, and most notorious city,” the port where throngs of
Chinese rushed to escape. In early May 1949, the World War II
transport ship General Gordon was the last boat out of Shanghai, culminating an exodus that sent millions of Chinese to seek
refuge throughout the world. In a narrative gleaned from more
than 100 interviews, Zia focuses on four exiles whose stories
represent “the voices, viewpoints, and character of the Shanghai diaspora.” Benny Pan, who grew up in a sheltered enclave
and was educated in private schools, had little knowledge of
his father’s political and financial machinations as an inspector with the British-controlled Shanghai Municipal Police. Ho
Chow’s family were landowning gentry who lived off rent from
their tenant farmers. Bing Woo (the author’s mother), given
away by her poverty-stricken birth family, was adopted by one
woman only to be passed on to another family. Annuo Liu was
the daughter of an ardent Nationalist whose politics put the
family in dire jeopardy. Zia begins her history in 1937, with the
Japanese occupation of China that lasted until the end of World
War II. While Benny’s father collaborated with the Japanese
and their puppet government, others suffered from martial
law, strict censorship, and severe rationing of critical resources.
After the war, the arrival of American soldiers and the ousting of
Japanese soldiers and civilians augured stability, but a civil war
between Nationalists and Communists led to more privations,
an atmosphere of suspicion, and virulent repression. With captivating detail, the author reconstructs the tense “panic to flee”
that engulfed the nation.
An absorbing history of a refugee crisis that mirrors
current events.

Zuboff, Shoshana
PublicAffairs (704 pp.)
$32.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-61039-569-4
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ANIMAL BABIES LIKE TO PLAY

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Adams, Jennifer
Illus. by Lundquist, Mary
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-239447-7

THE LAST LIFE OF PRINCE ALASTOR by Alexandra Bracken.........76
LETY OUT LOUD by Angela Cervantes................................................ 77
NEW KID by Jerry Craft......................................................................78
WHEN SADNESS IS AT YOUR DOOR by Eva Eland........................81
THE CHANCELLOR AND THE CITADEL
by Maria Capelle Frantz..................................................................... 82
MALLKO & DAD by Gusti................................................................... 84
EVENTOWN by Corey Ann Haydu..................................................... 88
THE MOON WITHIN by Aida Salazar............................................... 94
RIGHT AS RAIN by Lindsey Stoddard................................................ 98
LET ‘ER BUCK! by Vaunda Micheaux Nelson;
illus. by Gordon C. James....................................................................101
THE BELL RANG by James E. Ransome............................................102
THE ROOTS OF RAP by Carole Boston Weatherford;
illus. by Frank Morrison..................................................................... 103
THE BELL RANG

Ransome, James E.
Illus. by the author
Caitlyn Dlouhy/
Atheneum (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-4424-2113-4

Diverse babies clad in animal costumes enjoy learning the alphabet and playing in the outdoors.
This rhyming book with babies dressed as animals is both
cute and familiar. In alphabetical order according to the costumes they wear, each baby engages in an activity. “Giraffe baby
likes skipping rocks. / Hippo baby likes building with blocks.”
The illustrations are sweetly rendered in a mix of line drawing
and watercolor in an array of muted colors. Many of the babies
interact as the couplets play out, as when the jaguar baby persuades the iguana baby to remain with the group despite the
disappointment of a fallen ice cream cone. The full cast of characters can be seen popping in and out in backgrounds, which
will prompt children to flip back and forth as the text identifies
previously seen babies. This will make for a very engaging and
thoughtful storytime read-aloud even if all of the animals aren’t
necessarily recognizable to lap-sitters and little learners. The
Ulysses butterfly baby and X-ray tetra baby are likely to be new
to young readers, for instance, and their concept-forced specificity contrasts with the generic identification of most other
babies, such as the dog, turtle, and whale babies. Significantly,
the monkey baby is depicted with light skin and sits in a boat
with a dark-skinned narwhal baby.
Fans of Anne Geddes’ work in particular will be drawn
to this delightful picture book. (Picture book. 2-5)

THE DISCOVERY OF
FIREWORKS AND
GUNPOWDER

Amara, Phil & Chin, Oliver
Illus. by Calle, Juan
Immedium (40 pp.)
$16.95 | Nov. 15, 2018
978-1-59702-142-5
Series: Asian Hall of Fame
In this follow-up to The Discovery of Ramen (2018), Dao the
red panda takes Emma and Ethan on another adventure.
On a visit to Chinatown, Emma (with light brown hair
and brown eyes), and Ethan (who has Asian features) witness
firecrackers exploding and are intrigued by the display. Dao
appears and whisks them back to ancient China to learn about
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gunpowder, the key ingredient in fireworks. During the Han
dynasty, alchemists working on a “magic pill” made a substance
that created a “bigger bang” when heated. The recipe—two
parts sulfur, three parts charcoal and 15 parts saltpeter—was
gunpowder, also used in mining, to build roads, and in war.
Then, in the 1800s, the Italians added metallic salts to the gunpowder recipe to create the different-colored fireworks we see
today. This picture book is filled with fascinating facts (but no
bibliography) that should intrigue any child who has seen a fireworks display, and it has many likable elements. These include
kid-friendly characters and tidbits of chemistry, physics, and
history. Furthermore, Calle’s dynamic animation-inflected illustrations keep pages turning. However, the stiff, teacherly text
and incongruous storyline make it difficult to follow. Perhaps
with a little effort, an adult can make sense of the historical
events and chemical reactions that led to the development of
the modern-day fireworks display.
In theory, a fun, STEAM-filled story idea; in execution,
not so much. (glossary) (Informational picture book. 6-10)

In this slim, fast-reading series
opener, readers meet the ambitious
co-ed Alton Heights basketball team as
they challenge the privileged kids from a nearby prep school to
a showdown.
Best friends Cam, Tyler, and Markus have been waiting for
Center Park Elementary’s basketball season to start for what
seems to be an eternity—so they are deflated by the news that
the program has been cut. Mrs. Avery intervenes, creating
space for the three boys to practice in the school’s dusty gym
after they get their work done. The boys practice, practice, and
practice some more up until they run into the Golden Roots
Prep team in the park. They challenge Golden Roots Prep to
a game, but there’s only one problem: A basketball team is five
players, and the boys only have three. Where will they find two
more competent players? There’s Jasmine and Brianna, who are
pretty good...but they are girls. Can they team up to defend
the honor of their home, the Alton Heights housing complex,
against the rich kids with resources? The story comes from a
good place, but it doesn’t devote enough warm-up time to
developing whole, authentic characters. Racially coded names,
a reference to Cam’s braids, and a stylized depiction of their
hands done in black ink will likely have readers inferring that
the Alton Heights kids are black, but class issues share space
with basketball as dominant themes.
Here’s hoping a fun basketball series develops in its
later installments. (Fiction. 7-11)

|

Barnett, Mac
Illus. by Lowery, Mike
Orchard/Scholastic (160 pp.)
$12.99 | Dec. 26, 2018
978-1-338-14368-3
Series: Mac B., Kid Spy, 2

This young spy does not suffer from
the sophomore slump!
Barnett and Lowery team up again
in this second outing of international
espionage mystery with royal overtones. In 1989, the queen of
England once again calls on young Mac after she receives a letter
threatening the theft of the crown jewels. Neatly interwoven
with Mac’s caper is the true story of Col. Thomas Blood, a 17thcentury thief of the aforementioned jewels. Barnett combines
mystery, riddles, a lot of humor, an engaging first-person narration, and nostalgia for all things 1980s into a (mostly) smooth
whodunit for young readers. Readers of Chris Barton and Don
Tate’s Whoosh! (2016) or kids who’ve written a report on Lonnie
Johnson will notice one anachronism: The Super Soaker may
have been invented in 1982, but it was only released in 1990 and
branded under that name in 1991. Lowery’s believably childlike
cartoons, done in black and white with bright yellow and green
highlights, are amusing but don’t always correspond with the
text (partly due to this color choice, explained in a prefatory
note young readers might well ignore). Quibbles aside, this is a
nifty mystery for young readers and a worthy sequel to the first.
Here’s hoping No. 3 will get all the details right and add some
characters of color to diversify the white-presenting cast.
This romp will definitely find an audience. (Mystery. 7-10)

y o u n g a d u lt

MEET ME ON THE COURT

Aro, David
West 44 Books (66 pp.)
$17.95 | $10.55 paper | Dec. 1, 2018
978-1-5383-8212-7
978-1-5383-8211-0 paper
Series: Alton Heights All-Stars

THE IMPOSSIBLE CRIME

FRENEMIES

Berk, Sheryl & Berk, Carrie
Yellow Jacket (224 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-4998-0648-9
Series: Ask Emma, 2
Exuberant Emma, back after series
opener Ask Emma (2018), is determined
to be one of her middle school’s representatives to the National Student
Congress.
But first, she has to prove to her principal that she can keep
her (strong) opinions to herself for a full 48 hours, not easy for
a person who thrives on dishing out advice. Although Emma
manages to succeed—barely—in the process she alienates her
two best friends by not taking sides to settle an argument and
then posting an ill-conceived message about them on her popular blog. The girls retaliate by immediately beginning to exclude
her from their three-way friendship. Some pithy advice from
her mom helps Emma regroup and restore the peace, and she’s
off to the stress-filled Student Congress in D.C., where she and
her favorite boy, Jackson, must debate in front of a huge crowd.
kirkus.com
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the woeful dearth
of middle-grade
translations
Photo courtesy Leah Overstreet

While the translated picture-book
market cannot, probably, be said to be
“booming,” there is no question that it
is relatively healthy, with the increased
presence on our shores of publishers
such as NubeOCHO (Spain), Clavis
(Belgium and the Netherlands), Little
Gestalten (Germany), and Museyon
(Japan) augmenting the efforts of committed U.S. and Canadian publishers,
including Eerdmans, Enchanted Lion,
and Owlkids, to bring works from overseas to young North American readers.
But the same cannot be said for middle-grade books in
translation. 2018 brought just enough to count on one hand.
Of this tiny handful, two are standouts:
the ebullient Ivorian-French graphic compilation Akissi, by Marguerite
Abouet, illustrated by Mathieu Sapin
and translated from the French by Judith Taboy and Marie Bédrune; and
Tortot, the Cold Fish Who Lost His World
and Found His Heart, by Benny Lindelauf, illustrated by Ludwig Volbeda and
translated by Laura Watkinson.
Akissi pulls together episodes from a
long-running French comics series, taking readers to the vibrant streets of Abidjian, where the title
character finds herself no end of opportunities for delicious mischief. Whether she’s accidentally beaning her grandmother with
a coconut, cultivating a mouse as a
pet, or rescuing a sheep that’s fallen off the top of a minibus, Akissi’s
adventures are utterly unlike any
chronicled by U.S. graphic novelists—but her spirit will be recognizable to everyone who loves Ramona or Clementine.
Lindelauf’s loopy anti-war fable features the titular “cold fish,”
an army field cook whose cuisine is as divine as his soul is misanthropic. Caught up in a senseless war that, when won, morphs
into an even more senseless one, Tortot’s only loyalty is to his
craft and his donkey—until a hapless soldier, critically maimed,
takes up residence in a gherkin barrel and leads Tortot back to
his humanity. It’s a passionate, sardonic plea for peace in absurd
times.
Both offer North American middle graders valuable insights
into cultures not their own, but they are not enough. How about
two handfuls next year? —V.S.

Her spontaneity and enthusiasm prove essential, of course.
The white-default young teens model lots of problem-solving
skills as they navigate common if rather trivial issues of their
age group. Characters suffer from a lack of depth, overreacting to minor provocations but then being just as easily placated
by equally minor interventions, reducing most of the conflict
to insignificance. A long chapter of advice on how to start a
mother-daughter book club follows the tale.
A vanilla-flavored depiction of middle school for kids
who aren’t there yet. (Fiction. 9-11)

THE LAST LIFE OF
PRINCE ALASTOR

Bracken, Alexandra
Disney-Hyperion (448 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-4847-7818-0
Series: Dreadful Tale of Prosper Redding, 2
Following The Dreadful Tale of Prosper
Redding (2017), Prosper and his evil bodysharing hitchhiker, Alastor, must team up
to follow their respective sisters into the

realm of the fiends.
As Alastor’s sister Pyra—formerly his favorite sibling and
now his chief rival—has abducted Prosper’s twin, Prue, and
absconded with her to the Downstairs, Prosper strikes a deal
with Alastor for the latter’s aid in recovering Prue. Alastor’s
excited to see home after centuries trapped in the human realm
but finds much has changed, from landmarks to even the social
hierarchy among fiends—and magic is subject to rationing in
the face of a threat called the Void. Prosper must conceal his
humanity and avoid Pyra’s hunters as he travels through this odd
world, with its odder inhabitants—and the occasional familiar
face or newfound ally. Interspersed with present-day action
(alternating Prosper’s first-person perspective with Alastor’s
third-) are flashbacks to Alastor’s history with the WASP-y Reddings, specifically Prosper’s ancestor Honor Redding, telling the
story of Honor’s fall from a good, humble man who thinks of
Alastor as a friend to the monster who traps Alastor and curses
the Bellegraves (a descendent of whom is dark-skinned, biracial
Nell, Prosper’s friend-turn-betrayer). The adventure through
the well-realized, lovingly disgusting, monstrous world is a wild
ride on its own, with one Hell of a climax. Its power increases
through deft exploration of privilege, choice, and responsibility,
themes that manifest in genuinely moving moments.
A demonic buddy-comedy with as much danger as
heart—fiendishly fun. (Fantasy/horror. 9-14)

Vicky Smith is the children’s editor.
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Young readers will be drawn in by the sweet pet portraits yet
they will leave with much more: an empathetic understanding
of the immigrant experience in America.
lety out loud

KITTEN TROUBLE

Bruel, Nick
Illus. by the author
Roaring Brook (160 pp.)
$13.99 | Dec. 31, 2018
978-1-250-18208-1

LETY OUT LOUD

Cervantes, Angela
Scholastic (208 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-15934-9
A bilingual girl named Lety volunteers at an animal shelter where she gets
drawn into a competition with a boy she
finds unkind.
Lety signs up to be the animal shelter’s scribe, writing biographies for cats
and dogs that are up for adoption. It’s a tough job—she is an
immigrant from Tlaquepaque, Mexico, and she and her best
friend are still taking special classes to improve their English.
Drawing attention to bilingual learning, the slipperiness of colloquialisms, and the power of dictionaries, Cervantes deftly
engages young readers in Lety’s predicament through the device
of a crabby white boy named Hunter, who challenges her for her
position. As the two of them enter into a competition for the
job, Lety worries about breaking the rules, encountering prejudice, becoming competent in English, and convincing the shelter’s veterinarian that she is the right girl to take home a very
special dog. Just as all seems lost, Lety proves her intelligence
|

THE FRIENDSHIP WAR

Clements, Andrew
Random House (208 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-399-55759-0
978-0-399-55760-6 PLB
Clements draws on his memory of
classroom fads for this newest exploration of sixth-grade politics.
Grace likes to collect things. When
her grandfather takes her around the
old New England mill he’s bought, she decides to add the dozens of boxes of buttons she finds there to her already-cluttered
room. “I have a theory about why I collect so many things,”
Grace adds intriguingly, but this motivation is never satisfyingly revealed. Described as “pretty,” she prefers scientific
observation to trips to the mall and is slowly realizing the ways
that her best friend, Ellie, who’s also “pretty,” makes her feel
inadequate and unsupported. When Grace brings a handful of
buttons to school as part of a social studies unit on the Industrial Revolution, other kids become inexplicably fascinated
by them, and soon their school is overcome by a button craze
reminiscent of the 17th-century Dutch tulip bubble or, more
recently, Pogs. As trading and hoarding reach a fever pitch,
Grace tries to navigate the destruction of one friendship, the
start of another, and her own place in the middle school hierarchy. The button craze keeps the story tripping along, but
somewhat broad characterizations and relatively low stakes—
not to mention a perfectly neat ending—do not. Grace goes
to an Illinois school where no one is identified racially, but all
faces on the cover present white.
A readable but essentially inconsequential addition to
Clements’ oeuvre. (Fiction. 8-12)
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Kitty’s humans foster displaced
kittens...a recipe for kitty conflict!
In the midst of Bad Kitty’s ongoing dust-up with the paper carrier (who
routinely aims for Kitty’s head when he
tosses the paper), Bad Kitty’s humans take in some unfamiliar
kittens from a conflicted neighborhood nearby. Kitty’s having
none of it—after all, Kitty doesn’t share (Uncle Murray here
breaks in with series-trademark Fun Facts about feline territoriality). After Kitty shows her characteristic hostility to the
refugees, her humans call Uncle Murray to come over to school
Kitty in how to be nicer...but Kitty has so traumatized Murray
in the past, he agrees that the kittens present a danger—they
will grow up to become cats, after all. After a bad dream and
time to reflect, Uncle Murray and Kitty come around and apologize to the kittens for their prejudice...and Kitty uses what
she’s learned to befriend the paper carrier. As with other recent
volumes in his popular series, Bruel uses goofy humor and his
curmudgeonly cat character to take on a weighty issue. While
Uncle Murray’s Fun Fact segments offer practical advice on
introducing new cats to existing cats, Bad Kitty’s tale counsels
tolerance and empathy when dealing with others.
Foolish feline fun conceals a lesson about xenophobia,
helping middle graders absorb it. (Graphic/fiction hybrid. 7-11)

and willingness to serve by suggesting a solution that benefits
immigrants in her community as well as animals in the shelter.
At its heart, this is a sweet, entertaining story about a kindhearted girl who has compassion for both animals and people.
Young readers will be drawn in by the sweet pet portraits yet
they will leave with much more: an empathetic understanding
of the immigrant experience in America.
A touching story about the power of language, pets, and
friendship. (Fiction. 8-12)
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Craft skillfully employs the graphic-novel format to its full
advantage, giving his readers a delightful and authentic cast of
characters who pop off the page with vibrancy and nuance.
new kid

COMET RISING

Connolly, MarcyKate
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-4926-4998-4
Series: Shadow Weaver, 2
Emmeline and company return to
thwart the nefarious Lady Aisling in
Connolly’s gripping conclusion to her
Shadow Weaver duet.
When the Cerelia Comet, under
which all magically talented children are born, streaks through
the sky 12 years early, there can only be one cause—Lady Aisling. A centuries-old magic eater, Lady Aisling steals and traps
other talented people, and the comet’s early arrival means
she has gained control of a sky shaker, who has the power to
rearrange celestial bodies at will. Meanwhile, Emmeline and
Lucas work hard to hone their respective talents of shadow
weaving and light singing, which allowed them to escape Lady
Aisling’s clutches before, but when Lucas’ parents are captured,
the duo must flee to find the secret network that protects talented people and seek help. Terrified at the prospect that Lady
Aisling may cultivate more magical children to harvest, Emmeline and Lucas and a small handful of new friends prepare to
take her down once and for all. But to have a chance of defeating Lady Aisling, they must work with someone just as dangerous—Dar, Emmeline’s former shadow and Lady Aisling’s twin
sister. Picking up immediately after the events of the first book,
this narrative immerses readers in the layered tensions of a fight
for survival, building them to the breaking point. Conflict on a
cosmic scale is no simple thing to contain effectively, but a more
action-oriented focus than its prequel and a classic evil to defeat
keep things balanced. The book assumes a white default.
A captivating volley of revelations and resolutions. (Fan
tasy. 10-14)

HOPE

Cordell, Matthew
Illus. by the author
Disney-Hyperion (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-4847-7341-3
Series: Wish
Two grandparent lions visit their grandchild for the first
time and find many ways to express their love and wisdom.
They start by reflecting on their age and then move on to
point out how joyous our wide world is and that life is a series
of experiences. Some will be pleasant; some will not. But their
underlying wish for the cub is to keep going forward, keep
learning. The cub will taste and hear and see what they have
already seen and tasted and heard. The cub will also experience
difficulties and hardships. They counsel the cub that those trying times will be the most important occasions to keep hope
alive in their heart. Caldecott winner Cordell’s companion book
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to Wish (2015) and Dream (2017) uses simple words and illustrations to express the bond between grandparents and their
offspring. His unclothed lions walk on all fours even as they
express human emotions and aspirations and appear to live in
a thatched dwelling on the savanna. The language is conceptual
and not always transparent to young readers: “The world is not
always light. At times it goes dark. When even together, we are
apart. In these times, we must look for the light. We must look
for hope.” Still, the emotion rings true.
This abstract work will be rendered concrete when
shared with a loved one on a lap. (Picture book. 4-6)

NEW KID

Craft, Jerry
Illus. by the author
Harper/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$21.99 | $12.99 paper | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-269120-0
978-0-06-269119-4 paper
Jordan Banks takes readers down the
rabbit hole and into his mostly white
prep school in this heartbreakingly
accurate middle-grade tale of race, class,
microaggressions, and the quest for self-identity.
He may be the new kid, but as an African-American boy
from Washington Heights, that stigma entails so much more
than getting lost on the way to homeroom. Riverdale Academy
Day School, located at the opposite end of Manhattan, is a
world away, and Jordan finds himself a stranger in a foreign land,
where pink clothing is called salmon, white administrators mistake a veteran African-American teacher for the football coach,
and white classmates ape African-American Vernacular English
to make themselves sound cool. Jordan’s a gifted artist, and his
drawings blend with the narrative to give readers a full sense
of his two worlds and his methods of coping with existing in
between. Craft skillfully employs the graphic-novel format to
its full advantage, giving his readers a delightful and authentic
cast of characters who, along with New York itself, pop off the
page with vibrancy and nuance. Shrinking Jordan to ant-sized
proportions upon his entering the school cafeteria, for instance,
transforms the lunchroom into a grotesque Wonderland in
which his lack of social standing becomes visually arresting and
viscerally uncomfortable.
An engrossing, humorous, and vitally important
graphic novel that should be required reading in every
middle school in America. (Graphic fiction. 10-14)

|

PLANTING STORIES
The Life of Librarian and
Storyteller Pura Belpré
Denise, Anika Aldamuy
Illus. by Escobar, Paola
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-06-274868-3

A warm introduction to Pura Belpré,
the first Puerto Rican librarian in the New York Public Library.
In 1921, Belpré left her island home of Puerto Rico for New
York City. There, she started work as a bilingual assistant in the
public library. But where were the stories of her native land?
“How lucky for the library that Pura has story seeds ready to
plant and grow.” Eventually, not only did Belpré hold a popular
bilingual story program, but also, finding there were no books
available for children in Spanish, she wrote them. Traveling
“from branch to branch, classroom to classroom, to churches
and community centers,” Belpré planted “her story seeds in

the hearts and minds of children new to this island who wish to
remember la lengua y los colores of home.” Belpré’s story is told
in rhythmic language with a good dose of (unitalicized) Spanish
sprinkled throughout. Escobar’s vibrant illustrations are filled
with details that help bring to life the story of this remarkable
librarian. Belpré is portrayed with light brown skin. A closing
note explains that today, the American Library Association
honors her by presenting an annual award that bears her name
to a Latinx writer and illustrator whose works celebrate the
Latino cultural experience. Read together with The Storyteller’s
Candle / La velita de los cuentos, by Lucía González and illustrated
by Lulu Delacre (2008).
In Belpré, children will find an affirmation of the
importance of seeing their own culture in books. (bibliography, further reading) (Picture book/biography. 4-9)
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Rafik Schami

THE SYRIAN-GERMAN AUTHOR HAS CRAFTED A VITAL, HIGHLY HUMOROUS
PICTURE BOOK
By Megan Labrise
Photo courtesy Arne Wesenberg

Rafik Schami

When Rafik Schami emigrated from Syria to Germany
as a young man, the sights, sounds, smells, and struggles
of Damascus went with him. Forty-seven years later, one
of Germany’s most influential authors offers young readers a story inspired by rich memories. Illustrated by Peter
Knorr, translated by Hiltrud Schulz and Michel Moushabeck, The Storyteller of Damascus (Dec. 1) is “a writing,
translation, and illustration masterpiece,” our reviewer
writes in a starred review.
Schami answered our questions, via email, through
translator and publisher Moushabeck. The interview has
been condensed.
Would you please introduce our readers to the ancient
Arab art of storytelling?
Arab culture is greatly influenced by the desert. I have
written a lot about this subject. The clan/tribe was important in order to survive in a wild and hostile-to-life
environment. Today, the clan is an impediment to dem80
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ocratic and liberal progress. The famous Arab hospitality is the daughter of mother desert. Prevailing weather conditions—not conducive to painting or sculpting—encouraged storytelling. Hungry Bedouins told
stories about a paradise with rivers of milk and honey
(paradise is a lush garden in all religions of the region).
It was the ideal environment for storytelling—more
so because of the lack of paper and writing abilities.
This situation trained the memories of the Bedouins,
who had strong memories to start with. They not only
liked to tell stories, but also enjoyed listening to stories told by strangers who stayed in their homes. These
stories changed from one teller to the next and transformed the desert’s monotony into colorful, fantastic
images. Arab culture, in which the art of storytelling
was cultivated, thrived in cities, including Damascus
and Aleppo, after the Arabs captured the surrounding
countries. Each coffeehouse would have its own storyteller, called hakawati, who would tell stories every
evening and would stop the story at its most suspenseful moment, the same way Scheherazade had done in
One Thousand and One Nights.
As a young person, did you attend such performances?
Certainly, I experienced storytelling events at cafes in
Damascus as well as on the street when the storyteller
came to our neighborhood with his magic box. Whenever he came to our block, I begged my parents to give
me five piasters. I watched the same reel over and over
again even though each time the story would change a little as the storyteller embellished scenes and added more
details to it.
There are two storytellers in your book: an old man
who traveled with a cabinet of wonders, entertaining
|

neighborhood children, and a narrator who reveled in
his performances. Why is the latter a person of indeterminate gender?
I am tired of Arab stories in which adult men are always
the heroes. I know that women are marvelous storytellers and they make the best heroines. I have known this
since I was a child because my mother was one of the female storytellers.
The old man tells the “same” story over and over—
but not quite. Must a storyteller give of oneself, and
change with the times, in order to be truly great?
This is a wonderful question that already includes the answer. Yes, he or she has to do it, otherwise the storyteller—
the well of the story—will dry out.

Megan Labrise is a staff writer and co-host of the Fully Booked pod
cast. The Storyteller of Damascus received a starred review in the

Sept. 15, 2018, issue.

Eland, Eva
Illus. by the author
Random House (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-0-525-70718-9

Many books for young readers tackle
terrible tantrums, but few address sadness that surfaces perhaps for no reason at all; this gives that muted malaise a shape,
an identity, and love.
A child tentatively opens the door and finds Sadness, a towering, amorphous, pale teal figure, waiting on the other side.
It has arm and leg stumps but no neck or waist. Text set in a
type that emulates handwriting tells children what they already
know: “Sometimes Sadness arrives unexpectedly.” The playful
interplay between the literal and the figurative makes engaging a tough topic pleasurable. In casting melancholy not as an
enemy but as a sometime companion, this powerful picture
book inspires empathy and action. The hand-drawn illustrations’ extremely limited, three-color palette (a washed-out blue
for Sadness’ ghostly, blobby body, subdued circles of pink on
the child’s cheeks, and chocolate brown for the lines that etch
their world) similarly channels depression in its constriction of
color. The ungendered, light-skinned child trudges alongside
Sadness with slumped shoulders as they enact the sound, practical coping tactics introduced by the narrative voice. “Try not
to be afraid of Sadness. Give it a name....Find something that
you both enjoy, like drawing.” Front endpapers show depressed
people ignoring their sadnesses, while back endpapers show
these same characters interacting with them and feeling better.
Children will feel better, too, knowing they have a helpful, honest, and empathetic picture book ready for the next
time Sadness shows up for a visit. (Picture book. 4-10)
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What is the highest compliment a reader could pay
you?
I am thrilled when a reader writes to me to let me know
that one can read my book again and again and discover
something new each time. This is much more gratifying
to me than any prestigious literary award. I write and tell
my stories because I want to make people happy; I also
want them to reflect on what they have read. This is what
brings people of the world, especially children, closer to
each other.

WHEN SADNESS IS
AT YOUR DOOR

SQUIRREL’S FAMILY TREE

Ferry, Beth
Illus. by Kang, A.N.
Orchard/Scholastic (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-338-18736-6

This rhyming picture book tells the
story of a squirrel’s activities and how
they relate to the creation of oak trees.
A female squirrel gathers acorns in the fall, burying them
beneath the ground in caches. When winter arrives, she holes
up in her nest in a tree, but since squirrels do not hibernate—
as author Ferry informs readers in her easy style—the squirrel emerges regularly to dig up cached acorns. In spring, baby
squirrels are born into the nest, and a new generation takes
over. Meanwhile, the acorns the squirrel has not dug up have
the chance to germinate (the book’s backmatter, “Nutty Facts,”
relates, among other tidbits, that 74 percent of cached acorns
aren’t retrieved) and grow into oak trees, thereby continuing
|
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Frantz immerses readers in a world that feels so much bigger than
the brief glimpse readers get here they will dearly hope for more.
the chancellor and the citadel

the cycle. In this way, using a single squirrel as a focus for readers, the story delivers a larger theme of the role squirrels play
in creating oak trees. Illustrator Kang’s broad, soft illustrations,
presented in creative perspectives, add to the story’s overall feel
of elapsed time—squirrel generations, seasons, and the growth
of oak trees are subtly presented. This is especially emphasized by the beginning and concluding double-page spreads;
the beginning shows a young white boy with a dog, the ending
shows the same landscape but with an elderly white man, a different dog, and more and larger oak trees.
Simple words and soft illustrations enhance a factbased story of squirrels and oak trees. (Informational picture
book. 3- 7)

THE CHANCELLOR
AND THE CITADEL

Frantz, Maria Capelle
Illus. by the author
Iron Circus Comics (120 pp.)
$15.00 paper | Dec. 1, 2018
978-1-945820-26-7
Frantz introduces readers to a world
of spirits suffused in tension and magic
in her debut solo graphic novel.
The citadel is a tightly guarded spirit
fortress. The world outside is full of chaotic human unrest. Between them stands the chancellor—a
cloaked figure whose face is perpetually hidden in the shadows
of a hood. Sometimes called a witch, sometimes a “window
walker,” the chancellor’s true identity is unknown. Her powers
are all but limitless, to the benefit of those she protects and the
detriment of those who threaten her and her people. But that
kind of power comes at a cost; it breeds fear among those who
don’t understand it, and innumerable atrocities have been committed in the name of fear. Frantz immerses readers in a world
that feels so much bigger than the brief glimpse readers get here
they will dearly hope for more. It is no small talent to so effectively deploy the unknown and the unseen in a narrative to create such visual and textual richness. Even with an inviting and
masterfully paced art style, the exploration of violence begetting violence cannot help but be heavy, but the added questions
of magical powers, the origin of a city of spirits, and the chancellor’s role in it all break up the density. The world Frantz creates is a racially diverse one.
Just try to put it down. (Fantasy. 10-14)
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WATCH HOLLOW

Funaro, Gregory
Illus. by Griffin, Matthew
Harper/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-06-264345-2
Series: Watch Hollow, 1
A family becomes the new cogs in
the clockwork of an old house’s dark,
alchemical history.
Still grieving their mother’s death,
siblings Lucy, 11, and Oliver, 13, are having a rough go at life.
Lucy picks fights at school, and Oliver is bullied by classmates
for being low-income. Things start to look up when an elderly,
black-clad Englishman hires the pair’s “clocksmith extraordinaire” father, advancing him $12,000 in gold coins. The job temporarily relocates the family to an isolated residence known as
the Blackford House to repair its unconventional cuckoo clock.
At midnight, a few of the animal figurines that live in the clock
come to life and choose Lucy as their caretaker. Soon, the whole
family winds up in a race against time to stop an evil monster
known as the Garr from enveloping the house in the forest it
controls. Funaro carefully lays clues to help readers solve the
mystery surrounding the house, while the love-conquers-all
message keeps the terror at a (mostly) safe distance. The cliffhanger ending paves the way for the book’s planned sequel. The
cast is presumed white by default.
A well-wound tale of good versus evil. (Horror. 8-12)

SEEING STARS
A Complete Guide to the 88
Constellations
Gillingham, Sara
Illus. by the author
Phaidon (216 pp.)
$24.95 | Nov. 19, 2018
978-0-7148-7772-3

A handsome portrait gallery and finding guide for the 88
“official” constellations.
Unlike most guides for young stargazers, which introduce
just a few select constellations, this systematic catalog goes for
the whole modern, International Astronomical Union–standardized roster. Following a historical introduction, the author
groups all 88 by age and then type, presenting in each tidy entry
a small sky map opposite a full-page, fleshed-out image, a verbal description of the constellation’s shape, the Arabic and
Latin names of at least one featured star, associated asterisms,
and brief explanations or paraphrased versions of background
myths. These last are, unfortunately, colorless (“Prometheus
was tied to a rock and an eagle was sent to peck at him every
day as punishment.” Peck?!?). Worse, notwithstanding vague
references to star myths in “many cultures” and a set of relevant URLs in the back, with rare exceptions they are confined
to ancient Greek tales alone. Gillingham’s stylized figures are
|

serigraphic in look with golden brown and turquoise as featured
hues; she neatly sidesteps the problematic “Indus (The Indian)”
by inviting readers to imagine their own overlays. She closes
with a full set of larger seasonal star maps, but actual nocturnal
expeditions will be better served by the interactive apps and
other resources she mentions in the endmatter.
Disappointingly narrow in cultural perspective, nevertheless it’s digestibly arranged and presented grist for
young readers with a budding or even latent interest in sky
watching. (glossary, index) (Nonfiction. 9-12)

LOST AND FOUND DUCKLINGS

Gorbachev, Valeri
Illus. by the author
Holiday House (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-8234-4107-5

Bobo will be in trouble (as is Bobo). After all, Bobo broke the zookeeper’s flashlight. He can’t fix it (poking it with a screwdriver
makes it worse), and no one will help him (not even his fellow
simians). Will Fifi tell on him? Not if he trumpets her greatness!
(He does.) Will readers tell on him? Bobo asks them. On no! Here
comes the zookeeper! The kindly zookeeper, a white man, sees
that the flashlight just needs new batteries...and pats Bobo on the
head. (Readers attuned to the cultural debate surrounding the
association of black people with monkeys may well wince at this
sight.) Now it’s Fifi who’s in trouble. (At least according to Bobo.)
Told entirely in pictures and dialogue callouts (mostly from Fifi
and Bobo), the tale is a stitch. The expressive, exaggerated illustrations, often arrayed several vignettes to a page, might as well
be a storyboard for an animated short. Neither characters’ eyebrows seem to be anchored to their faces, often soaring well over
their foreheads for extra expressiveness. With the right delivery,
this will have listeners rolling on the floor.
Hilarious hijinks at the zoo. (Picture book. 2-8)
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When Brother Duck and Sister Duck
receive a gift of butterfly nets, the siblings go against Mama and Papa Duck’s
wishes and wander off into the woods, lost in the chase to catch
any small critter that crosses their path.
When nightfall suddenly catches the ducklings in the middle of the forest and the reality of being lost hits the ducklings,
their cries are heard by Ms. Owl, who gathers the forest animals
to call out for Mama and Papa Duck. The illustrations depict a
comical, lively character ensemble of distinct personalities. One
after another, each animal howls out their unique distress call:
Ms. Wolf ’s “piercing howl,” Mr. Moose’s “earthshaking bellow,”
Ms. Fox’s “shrill scream,” and Mr. Bear’s “fierce growl.” Eventually, it is the combination of simultaneous animal screeching
that leads the Duck parents to their lost ducklings, who send
up their own peeps into the night. At the end, the Duck parents
deny hearing all of the other animals that helped the ducklings,
confessing to only hearing their ducklings’ “sweet peep-peeppeep” amid the noise. Gorbachev’s friendly cartoons depict
clothed, anthropomorphic forest animals, the ducklings’ urgent
body language instantly recognizable. The animals’ vocalizations will make for rousing read-alouds.
This easy-to-follow-along tale with its happy-family
ending will make for a great bedtime story. (Picture book. 3-6)

OH NO, BOBO!
You’re in Trouble
Gosier, Phil
Illus. by the author
Roaring Brook (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-1-250-17683-7

There’s trouble at the zoo!
It begins when Bobo the monkey
steals the zookeeper’s flashlight. What a neat toy! “Click. Click!”
It goes on and off...until it doesn’t. Fifi the koala is certain that
|
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MIGHTY MEG AND THE
MAGICAL RING

Griffin, Sammy
Illus. by Player, Micah
Little Bee (112 pp.)
$17.99 | $6.99 paper | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-4998-0832-2
978-1-4998-0831-5 paper
Series: Mighty Meg, 1

eyes,” but without further ado “her dear companion and husband.” Of the all-white cast only the prince’s servant Heinrich,
the iron (gold, in the pictures) bands around his heart broken in
joy, can likely look forward to a happy future.
Another dazzler from Schenker though, like many of
the Hausmärchen, a patchwork affair that plotwise doesn’t
come close to hanging together. (Picture book/fairy tale. 6-9)

MALLKO & DAD

A new superhero series for chapter-

book readers.
This series opener introduces readers to an 8-year-old superhero in the making. On her birthday, Meg receives a ring from her
aunt and uncle after her aunt returns from an archaeological dig
in Sweden. Though Meg receives numerous other gifts, including
a gift from her father in Nigeria, it is the ring of a Swedish Viking
girl warrior that intrigues Meg most and bestows magical powers on Meg. The illustrations are done in hues of orange, black,
and gray and portray a diverse group of characters, establishing
Meg, her mom, little brother, and aunt as black. While a black
archaeologist is most welcome, the plot reinforces a familiar narrative that superpowers are the creation and domain of whiteness. With her Viking ring, Meg comes to embody in blackface
an unthinking sense of innate white superiority. In this Black
Panther era, when young black readers are attempting to find
spaces in books and media that reflect black cultural values as a
source of empowerment, this book, though light and seemingly
nice, is at best a bland whitewash of culture and at worst a book
that bolsters subliminal messaging of inferiority.
This book is a hard pass. (Fantasy. 6-9)

THE FROG PRINCE

The Brothers Grimm
Illus. by Schenker, Sybille
Minedition (48 pp.)
$29.99 | Dec. 1, 2018
978-988-8341-47-4

The very first tale in the Brothers
Grimm’s classic collection gets a lavish

makeover.
Definitely not an exponent of inconspicuous book design,
Schenker places finely rendered cut-paper figures with gold and
silver highlights on sheets of clear acetate or plain expanses of
creamy white and rich green paper for illustrations. The sheets are
bound with exposed cords between plain black boards fronted by
a die-cut title in an antique type, and the text—printed in several
sizes, with gold initials and occasionally in green or gold ink—is
a shortened and lightly burnished rendition of the 1857 and final
version in an uncredited modern translation. Readers familiar
with the sanitized versions and not so conscious of class expectations as formerly may well wonder what the prince, who is neither kissed nor allowed onto the royal bed but thrown against the
wall, sees in the pouty, spoiled princess. It’s a question all right...
but suddenly there he is, not only a hunk with “beautiful, friendly
84
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Gusti
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Lethem, Mara Faye
Enchanted Lion Books (120 pp.)
$19.95 | Nov. 6, 2018
978-1-59270-259-6
In a mixed-media account that won
the BolognaRagazzi Award for Disability, Argentine illustrator Gusti (Half of
an Elephant, 2006) relates how he learned to embrace his son’s
Down syndrome.
When his second son, Mallko, was born with Down syndrome,
Gusti confesses, “I DID NOT ACCEPT HIM.” Fortunately, he
gradually realizes that Mallko is “great. The greatest.” And Mallko
brims with orneriness—and ordinariness—as he pesters his
parents, draws with his dad, and rocks out to the Red Hot Chili
Peppers. In simple text and a collage of sketches, comics, photos,
handwritten notes, and even a picture book within the book, Gusti
candidly depicts the ups and downs of life with Mallko. Parents
and siblings of disabled children will find a spectrum of emotions
reflected in Gusti, and Gusti’s wife and older son show how family members can support one another. Despite the simple language, Gusti’s message of acceptance seems particularly, earnestly,
addressed to parents. “Kids with Down syndrome are an endangered species,” his penultimate line declares, the words fraught
with both his son’s preciousness and Down syndrome’s correlation
with abortion. Closing images of two adults with Down syndrome
kissing act as a powerful affirmation. Adults should be prepared for
some children to ask, “Why?” Occasionally, the original Spanish
text appears alongside its English translation, and Mallko’s marker
drawings appear throughout. Gusti and his family present as white.
Kids will enjoy meeting Mallko, but Gusti’s funny,
affectionate portraits of father and son may resonate most
with parents and parents-to-be. (Graphic memoir. 9 & up)
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Maxine Beneba Clarke & Van Thanh Rudd
THE PATCHWORK BIKE SHOWCASES THE FUN TO BE HAD IN A
SPARE WORLD
By James Feder

Maxine Beneba Clarke

It’s not at all uncommon for a children’s book to include elements intended for the adults who invariably end
up reading them. When that book is a collaboration between Maxine Beneba Clarke, the celebrated Afro-Caribbean Australian writer and slam poet, and Van Thanh Rudd,
the award-winning street artist of Vietnamese and Australian descent (he is also the nephew of former Australian
prime minister Kevin Rudd), it is perhaps inevitable that
that book, The Patchwork Bike (Sept. 11), be more than your
everyday picture book.
In her 2013 collection of short stories, Foreign Soil,
Clarke writes about a connection formed between two
women over a bike. She got the idea from a documentary about a refugee camp on the African continent. “There
was a reporter, and in the background, I saw these kids riding a contraption made of wood and bits of tin can—anything you can imagine, really. It took me a while to realize
that it was actually a bike.” That image stuck with Clarke
for a long time, and eventually she realized that she wanted
86
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to lift it out and create something about it for children.
“Every kid has a story about a bike, about their bike or
a bike they’ve had or a bike they want,” she says, speaking from years of experience hosting workshops on the
book, which was released in Australia in 2016. She saw that
a simple story about children and their homemade bicycle
was a theme that had the potential to transcend divides of
class and race and region, and that was something she really wanted to do.
Clarke, who is of African descent, has parents who
were born in Guyana and Jamaica, grew up in London, and
migrated to Australia. Rudd also has a mixed background,
which is one of the things that appealed to her about him.
There was, however,
more to it than that.
Clarke and Rudd lived
in the same area of
Melbourne, and time
and again Clarke had
been struck by Rudd’s
murals and installations that popped up Van Thanh Rudd
across the city. One that she vividly recalls is a hand reaching out through a barbed wire fence, with the word “refugee” stencilled on cardboard.
“I knew of Maxine through going to poetry slams and
[from] other artists and activists that I was around,” Rudd
says, but the first time the two met was when Clarke interviewed Rudd for a newspaper profile. It was then and there
that Clarke popped the question and asked if Rudd would
consider illustrating her children’s book.
“I was really quite hesitant,” Rudd admits, despite
agreeing to the job. The two didn’t communicate again for
|

James Feder is a writer based in Tel Aviv. The Patchwork Bike
received a starred review in the Aug. 15, 2018, issue.

THE SECRETS OF
WINTERHOUSE

Guterson, Ben
Illus. by Bristol, Chloe
Christy Ottaviano/Henry Holt (384 pp.)
$16.99 | Dec. 31, 2018
978-1-250-12390-9
Series: Winterhouse, 2
One year after the events of Winter
house (2018), 12-year-old Elizabeth Somers
returns to the grand Winterhouse Hotel

for Christmas break.
Elizabeth’s pleasure at being back with her grandfather
Norbridge and her young, anagram-loving inventor friend,
Freddy, and at being included in the family tree, is increased by
learning that Winterhouse will now be her permanent home.
The delights of living in a place with its own candy factory, a
lake for skating and mountains for skiing, a large library, and
movies playing nightly are appealingly detailed. But something
is not quite right—two sets of unpleasant guests are behaving
strangely, and Elizabeth’s great-aunt, the sorceress Gracella,
might not be entirely dead. The Winterhouse seal, an intriguing riddle set into the floor, suggests hidden doorways and
tests Elizabeth’s and Freddy’s puzzle-solving skills. The book
adheres to a white default: None of the characters are identified by race in the text, though Freddy and librarian Leona are
illustrated with dark skin; gloomy Mr. Rajput, one of the hotel’s
frequent guests, is likely of South Asian descent. Elizabeth is
an appealing heroine, fond of reading and puzzles, confident
in her intelligence, but she grapples with her temper and emotions and worries about fitting in at school or among people
in general. Though Elizabeth counts Leona among her friends,
the cast is male, with the only other primary female characters
fairly unlikable.
An engaging blend of sleuthing, puzzle-solving, and
magic. (Mystery. 9-13)
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about four months, after which, all of a sudden, Maxine
received drafts for the illustrations, painted on cardboard.
“I was instantly like, This is it, this is the book.” Clarke recalls.
“There’s no doubt that this was the right person.”
Clarke had given Rudd the text for the book and the
short story from Foreign Soil from which it was inspired, but
she gave him complete freedom when it came to his craft.
Working as he was at the height of the Black Lives Matter
movement, he says that the racial history and tensions of
the United States heavily influenced his process. The book
depicts issues of poverty and recycling, of making do with
what you have at your disposal, but Clarke says that the
book’s genesis wasn’t in and of itself inherently political.
“What I loved about Van’s work was his essentially laying a
second narrative over the top of my text,” one where black
children are seen dancing atop police cars and homemade
bikes have homemade plates reading “BLM.”
With Clarke’s delicate prose and Rudd’s evocative illustrations printed on cardboard paper, The Patchwork Bike
depicts “a blazing-hot world readers can almost step right
into,” our reviewer writes. It’s also an important introduction to race, to poverty, and to resilience. “I think we were
initially surprised when we got calls to do workshops on
recycling,” Maxine admits with a laugh. “Yes, it’s a theme,
but we didn’t realize it would be a primary takeaway given the other context. It just goes to show that people will
take completely different themes away from this book depending on what their experiences in life have been.”

MONKEY TIME

Hall, Michael
Illus. by the author
Greenwillow (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-0-06-238302-0
Round and round his clocklike tree,
Monkey chases minutes in this tale
about telling time.
Monkey slumbers away as orange, fruitlike balls happily
march up his tree. When the first awakens him, their 60-minute game begins. Twelve branches create the tree-clock’s face,
with Monkey in the middle. As the cheerful balls—embodied minutes—run the canopy’s circumference, Monkey’s arm
sweeps clockwise, attempting to catch each cheeky sphere.
After an hour, the minutes fly away—and 60 new merry minutes begin the game afresh. Colored or painted papers cut out
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Although not as dark as The Giver, the narrative will
provoke comparisons about the nature of perfection
and the importance of memories.
eventown

and arranged to make forms create a style reminiscent of Eric
Carle’s. But while Carle’s handmade collages mirror the natural,
organic lessons of his text, Hall’s digital collage is used to teach
precision and time—an apt match of technique and content.
As always, Hall uses design to great effect, and the simple style
allows readers to focus on the growing narrative of the accumulation of minutes. Playful, number-chart endpages and rhythmic, repetitive lines for reading aloud (“Chase me over. / Chase
me down. / Chase me all the way around”) complete the fun.
Both simple and complex and always with humor: a
worthy addition to the telling-time shelf. (Picture book. 4-8)

THE BIRDMAN
A Journey with the
Underground Railroad’s Most
Daring Abolitionist
Harrison, Troon
Illus. by Thisdale, François
Red Deer Press (40 pp.)
$19.95 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-88995-506-6

Canadian ornithologist Alexander Milton Ross, a white
man, dedicated years of his life to helping enslaved people
escape from the American South.
Ross was raised in Upper Canada, where he roamed the
natural landscape and learned the names of birds and plants
from his mother. One day, Ross’ father brought home a group
of exhausted travelers whose ship had blown off course as they
were escaping from slavery in the United States. Ross’ parents
treated the escapees as guests, and Ross learned of the cruelty
of slavery and lessons of compassion. Ross trained to become
a doctor, and his life changed again when he read Uncle Tom’s
Cabin and began to work in earnest with abolitionists and free
blacks to help enslaved people escape, endangering his own life
and livelihood. He often gained access to speak with enslaved
people by entering plantations with permission to study birds;
hence his nickname, Birdman. The earth tones and blues of
the soft-focus illustrations become monotonous, but the maps
and grids lightly overlaid and the details of place and dress successfully evoke the time period. Some awkwardness creeps
into the text. Harrison frequently refers to people as “escaped
slaves” or just “slaves” and quotes Ross’ rather turgid writing: “I
was struck with their individuality and kindness.” Worse, she
uses painfully stereotypical dialect for the enslaved characters’
speech: “Massa, is we near heaven yet?” Still, the book introduces an important perspective and example to young readers.
While this picture book is far from perfect, Ross was
a multitalented helper whose story is well worth knowing.
(historical note, timeline, bibliography) (Picture book/biogra
phy. 8-12)
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EVENTOWN

Haydu, Corey Ann
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(336 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-06-268980-1
Does perfection mean the erasure of
all pain? Elodee wonders.
Elodee’s family needs a fresh start;
everyone says so. The Lively family
relocates to Eventown, a planned utopia where there’s no internet, TV, or cars, and all the houses
look the same. Fifth-grader Elodee can’t wait to bake, while
her identical twin sister, Naomi, looks forward to gymnastics.
Part mystery, part fabulism, with a dash of dystopia, this story
is as layered and delicious as one of Elodee’s concoctions. In
the preteen’s narration, readers immediately see the town’s
appeal. Who could resist a special, personalized event in Eventown’s Welcoming Center? After telling your stories—the scariest, most embarrassing, most heartbreaking, loneliest, angriest,
and most joyful—your memories are locked away, freeing you
for the happiness of Eventown. Reluctant to give away all her
stories, Elodee begins to notice imperfections and question her
surroundings—the weeds in their yard, how she and Naomi are
drifting apart, what exactly her family wanted to forget. It’s the
last that drives Elodee to search for the truth about her past. In
the process, she awakens Eventown’s citizens to their feelings
and connects her family through their shared stories. Although
not as dark as The Giver, the narrative will provoke comparisons
about the nature of perfection and the importance of memories.
The Livelys present white, as does most of Eventown; one family integral to the plot is originally from India.
At once enchanting, heart-rending, and bittersweet—
just as Elodee would want it. (Fiction. 9-12)

THE ICE GARDEN

Jones, Guy
Chicken House/Scholastic (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-338-28533-8
A girl whose skin can’t tolerate sunlight finds a magical ice world.
Twelve-year-old Jess’ skin burns from
exposure to sunlight. Transfers between
her house (blinds drawn) and Mum’s car
(tinted windows) require goggles, gloves,
and “Full Hat”: “a long white hood that masked the whole of
Jess’s face and neck.” Tired of her cramped, constricted life full of
hospital visits and empty of friends (the complete friendlessness
feels narratively contrived), Jess sneaks out at night—and steps
from her muggy town into a frigid magical landscape. Everything’s made of ice, including Owen, a boy her age. Jess returns
night after night to run free under the sunless, “mottled twilit
heaven.” For a while, it seems safe. Owen shares key traits with
|

Davey, an unconscious, hospitalized boy to whom Jess reads her
stories when she’s at the hospital. The Owen-Davey connection
is gently mystical throughout. Less gentle is a knot the text ties
around Jess, involving brutal self-sacrifice and a magical cure for
her unnamed condition. She gets agency, sort of, but the narrative sets her up: She faces a devastating final choice that isn’t free
at all and that’s built on troubling gender and disability frameworks. Jess, Owen, and Davey are white; Middle Easterners and
Indigenous people are used in Jess’ stories as supposedly exotic
flavor, while Africa is mentioned as a place with animals.
Disability as vehicle, with bonus self-deprivation. (Fan
tasy. 8-12)

I SPY THE ILLUMINATI EYE
What’s the Big Secret?

Keenan, Sheila
Penguin Workshop (112 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-5247-8793-6

|

Kipling, Rudyard
Illus. by Lauströer, Jonas
Minedition (64 pp.)
$19.99 | Nov. 1, 2018
978-988-8341-67-2

Painterly portraits of African wildlife
add naturalistic notes to this ever popular Just So story.
“In the High and Far-off Times the Elephant, O Best Beloved,
had no trunk.” Except that the much-spanked pachyderm’s
“ ’satiable curtiosity” has inexplicably been changed throughout to “ ’satiable curiosity,” the text with its glorious wordplay
is, like the storyline, intact. Lauströer leaves backgrounds
sketchy but lavishes attention on his animals—all of which are
dark, solid, massive figures, depicted realistically enough to be
practically smellable. Sometimes he follows the storyline literally, even putting into the scene accompanying the short-nosed
young enquirer’s first impression of the crocodile a rather predatory-looking tree trunk. Elsewhere he lets fancy fly, festooning
the tail of an ostrich with daisies, for instance, and transforming the white pattern on a giraffe into a loose net in which the
lively Elephant’s Child is tangled. In the wake of the return of
Elephant’s Child with a long trunk just right for meting out
corporal punishment of his own, all of his relatives rush off to
“borrow” new noses from Crocodile, and their return parade
sporting stretched-out schnozzes (even the zebra and wildebeest) caps the pictures in droll style.
The story is rather violent by current standards, but the
accomplished visuals in this edition serve its rich, resonant
language nicely. (Picture book. 6-9)

y o u n g a d u lt

This tongue-in-cheek look at the
Illuminati leaves more questions than
answers. Of course, that’s the way they
like it.
Secret codes and cryptography are always fascinating, but
Keenan’s examination of the supposedly current secret society is a jumble of information told in a sarcastic tone that falls
flat. The book starts out well enough, with a brief discussion
of the brain and a look at how humans are hard-wired to make
connections between seemingly unrelated things, which leads
to conspiracy theories. It also summarizes the creation of
the original Order of the Illuminati and its Bavarian founder,
Adam Weishaupt. From there, readers learn a little about the
Templars, a little about the Freemasons, and a little about other
secret societies. The book, like most good conspiracy theories,
is quick to jump from interesting point to interesting point, but
it’s light on evidence along the way. Statements are presented
to the reader as facts, but there’s no way to know how Keenan
came to these conclusions. For example, while discussing the
New World Order, the book states that nearly 1/3 of American
voters believe that the Order is “the global takeover by a secret
government formed by the Illuminati and maybe aliens”; the
part about the aliens is rescinded in the next paragraph, but
there is no source for the part that is presented as fact. Keenan
frequently alludes to “countless” websites, books, and videos
but provides no backmatter for further reading or reference.
Skip. (Nonfiction. 9-12)

THE ELEPHANT’S CHILD

LOVE BIG

Kronenberg, Kat
Illus. by the author
Greenleaf (48 pp.)
$15.95 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-62634-600-0
A book about...kindness?
It’s actually hard to say what this
book is about. Sadly, it’s also difficult to find much kind to say
about this convoluted story set “in the wilds of East Africa.”
Digital illustrations depicting lightly anthropomorphized, talking animals are bright and engaging enough, but they fail to
make up for the rambling story’s many plot holes and meandering tangents. At first, the animals are “hungry, mean, and had
stopped believing in their dreams.” The ensuing pages detail a
series of events in which the animals help one another out of
various predicaments and in doing so find joy. This might seem
like a straightforward premise, but the text confounds readers
with: repeated, arbitrary refrains of “Wa-Hu-Wa-Hu-Wa-You”;
uses of the (mystifyingly capitalized) word “BUFF” as an undefined compliment to mean something like “kind” (“That was
really BUFF of you”); odd dung beetle jokes that don’t quite
land; and a bizarre interlude that’s supposed to be sung to the
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tune of “The Wheels on the Bus” but lacks the appropriate
cadence. Closing, baffling text reads “Wa-Whoo! / Shake your
pompoms, / Share big smiles, / Light your stardust, / We’ll all go
miles” as several animals dance about. Ultimately, it’s a bizarre
amalgamation of words, pictures, and a quasi-moral, culminating with four pages of incomprehensible backmatter prompts
for extension activities and discussion.
Not much to love. (Picture book. 4-6)

SUPER POTATO’S
GALACTIC BREAKOUT

Laperla, Artur
Illus. by the author
Graphic Universe (60 pp.)
$8.99 paper | $27.99 PLB | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-5415-2646-4
978-1-5124-4022-5 PLB
Series: Super Potato, 2
Super Potato returns for a second outing following series opener The Epic Origin of Super Potato (2018).
No one will complain that this story, a Spanish import, is
difficult to follow. Almost every plot point is explained, immediately after it happens, by the narrator. When Super Potato is
kidnapped by the Slug King, the king’s assistant shouts, “WE
HAVE CAPTURED AN EARTHLING! WE HAVE CAPTURED AN EARTHLING!” and a caption notes, “The hunting craft, of course, is headed for the dreaded royal ship of the
slug King,” and, “Super Potato is in trouble of a cosmic dimension!” The story isn’t quite novel enough to require that degree
of analysis: Super Potato is held prisoner in a galactic zoo. (Even
the art repeats itself. There are pear shapes everywhere: classically pear-shaped cartoon ETs, in diverse pastel colors, and
a pear-shaped rocket ship. There are, interestingly, no human
characters.) But some plot twists are loopy enough to be surprising, as when the robot assistant discovers the joy of singing.
And one gag, in which the robot repeatedly changes its mood by
pushing its own panel of emotion buttons, improves the more
it’s prolonged. But that’s just one.
A few of the jokes are worth repeating to friends, but
very few kids would want to read the book more than once.
(Graphic humor. 6-11)

THE SIMPLE ART OF FLYING

Leonardo, Cory
Aladdin (384 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-5344-2099-1

Alistair is an African grey parrot who
is tortured by his life in captivity.
He narrates his tale in prose and
poetry, alternating with Fritz Feldman,
an almost-12-year-old boy who works in
a pet shop, and Bertie Plopky, an elderly
90
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woman. The birds and animals all communicate with one
another, displaying unique perspectives. Bertie speaks mainly
through letters to her deceased husband, and Fritz keeps a
journal. Although they were hatched in the pet shop, Alistair
dreams of escaping with his sister, Aggie, to a world of trees and
blue sky. His elaborate plans and attempts are always foiled, due
in great part to his inability to fly because of a damaged wing.
His frustration and anger lead him to pluck his own feathers
and bite the hands that feed him. He refuses to see that Aggie
is thoroughly content with her life as Fritz’s pet, and when Bertie purchases him, he is resentful and uncooperative in spite
of her kindness. As their interactions increase, however, the
humans and birds grow a loving friendship, finding insights into
themselves and one another. Leonardo carefully balances fantasy with a grounded reality. The three narratives flow nicely at
a measured pace over the course of a year, allowing readers to
see a complete, complex picture of the intertwining lives. The
punny headings and poetry references (“One Flew Over the Parrot’s Cage—or—Parrot-ise Lost”) will likely fly right over the
heads of young readers. The book adheres to the white default.
Warmhearted, delightfully quirky, and believable. (Fan
tasy. 8-12)

THE PERFECT HORSE
The Daring Rescue of Horses
Kidnapped During World
War II
Letts, Elizabeth
Delacorte (272 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-525-64474-3
978-0-525-64476-7 PLB

Letts adapts her bestselling 2016
work of the same title for young readers.
As World War II sweeps across Europe, the fates of several master horsemen become entwined. In Poland, Andrzej
Kristalovich, head of the national stud farm, sees his life’s work
disappear when Russian soldiers capture his horses. Nazi Germans, invading next, restore some of the animals in order to
breed them for the Third Reich. Meanwhile, in Vienna, Olympic medalist Alois Podhajsky is desperately trying to care for
the Lipizzan stallions at the famed Spanish Riding School even
as the invading Germans capture the Lipizzan stud farms and
move most of the horses to Czechoslovakia. Meanwhile, at an
American Army base in Kansas, Maj. Hank Reed is overseeing
the cavalry’s transition from horses, no longer useful in warfare, to mechanized vehicles. These threads come together at
the end of the war when Reed orchestrates a complex rescue of
both sets of horses. This is not a particularly successful adaptation. It’s shorter than the original, but both the storyline and
timeline are fragmented, making it difficult for the putative
audience of 8- to 12-year-olds to follow, and extraneous details
fail to advance the main narrative. Aside from a map and archival images (both not seen), there is no timeline or other visual
aid to help organize the narrative. Characters are all white.
|

Gittel’s every emotion is felt in Bates’ soft, earth-toned, framed
illustrations reminiscent of old-time sepia photographs.
gittel’s journey

If readers can make sense of this story, they’re likely
able to tackle the original instead. (author’s note, characters, bibliography) (Nonfiction. 10-14)

PEEP AND DUCKY
IT’S SNOWING!

Martin, David
Illus. by Walker, David
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-0-7636-9433-3

REMARKABLY YOU

Miller, Pat Zietlow
Illus. by Barton, Patrice
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-242758-8
Miller and Barton encourage kids to
be their best, follow their own drummers, and give their all in a
book that is sure to bring to mind Dr. Seuss’ Oh, the Places You’ll Go.
Adorable, racially diverse children march through these
pages, showing off their personalities and talents. A proud black
girl with braids and a baton leads a parade of children past a window where a shy white child in a cardboard crown watches. By
the final page, this child has joined the rest, playing an offered
drum with wild abandon. In between, kids practice their skills
and follow their passions: engaging in a neighborhood cleanup,
fixing a wagon, rollerblading, reading, counting, drawing, imagining, singing. Miller sends the message that whatever your
|

GITTEL’S JOURNEY
An Ellis Island Story
Newman, Lesléa
Illus. by Bates, Amy June
HMH Books (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-4197-2747-4

In the last years of the 19th century,
9-year-old Gittel must make the long
journey to America alone.
She and Mama say their goodbyes to their family and set
off on the trek to the port where they will board the ship to
a new world. But Mama is denied passage because of an eye
infection. Her mother reminds her that she must be brave, so
Gittel gets on the ship alone for the long, frightening journey,
clutching the family candlesticks, her rag doll, and that most
important slip of paper containing cousin Mendel’s address in
New York. Upon arriving at Ellis Island, Mendel’s address is
smeared and unreadable, so she is detained there. A kind Yiddish interpreter and a newspaper photographer save the day by
placing her photo in a Jewish newspaper, and Mendel comes to
claim her. Even greater joy comes when she is reunited with her
mother several months later. The tale is based on a combination
of stories handed down in the author’s family. Newman tells
Gittel’s story with sympathy and tenderness, incorporating Jewish phrases (italicized) and customs and placing within it facts
about that time and place. Gittel’s every emotion is felt in Bates’
soft, earth-toned, framed illustrations reminiscent of old-time
sepia photographs. Block-print decorations in blue, green, and
rust enhance the setting.
A heartfelt, lovely evocation of one facet of the immigrant experience. (glossary, bibliography, websites) (Picture
book. 5-9)
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Two friends enjoy a realistic day of play in the snow, complete with sledding, an argument, reconciliation, and treats.
Peep and Ducky venture out with sleds into the falling snow
at the same time. They have only one run—a race—but it’s a
doozy, as they glide easily side by side until they encounter a
bump and Peep sails into the air, landing on top of Ducky to
finish the suddenly, thrillingly, very fast ride. Trouble arises
when the duo attempts a snowman. “Ducky gets mad / and
snow starts a-flying. / And after a while, / both are crying.” But
as they yell back and forth about just who is “madder,” feet
stomping and wings flailing, laughter gets the better of them.
And just then, Momma and Poppa arrive on toboggans to share
a few runs, treats, and hot chocolate. A hug between friends is
the perfect ending to their very realistic day. The simple mixedmedia illustrations keep the focus on the warm friendship amid
the cool whites and light blues of a winter day. Larger, yellow
Ducky is referred to with the male pronoun. He sports a green
scarf and blue boots, while blue Peep, not gendered, wears a
pink pompom hat and boots. Momma and Poppa are larger versions of their kids.
Young children in wintry climes will certainly see their
own snow-day play reflected here; the only thing missing is
the putting-on-the-snowsuit struggle. (Picture book. 3-6)

talents, you need to get off the sidelines and share them: “So
find what you’re good at, what you have to give. / Then go share
your sunshine wherever you live.” And no matter how out-there
your particular talent might seem, “Don’t change how you act
to be just like the rest. / Believe in yourself and the things you
do best.” Barton’s pencil, mixed-media, and digital illustrations
portray believable kids doing kid things—they are silly, uncertain, messy, athletic, bookish, and daring. Not a one is perfect,
but they are giving it their all.
Advice for being the best you you can be. (Picture book.
4-8)
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Portia Dery

THE CHILDREN’S AUTHOR CREATES STORIES ABOUT AFRICAN CHILDREN
FOR AFRICAN CHILDREN
By Joshunda Sanders

Before Portia Dery wrote her award-winning children’s book, Grandma’s List, she had encountered only
a few examples of books by Africans featuring children
in Africa.
“I grew up reading books like The Baby-Sitter’s Club
and Snow White,” she says. “I was fascinated by these
little girls with long silky hair…with apples and cakes
and ginger beer—things we don’t have in Ghana, like
apple trees. It was hard for me to reconcile that; I
wanted to see those kinds of stories about my life.”
When she was 10, she got a glimpse of what that
recognition could mean after her father brought home
the first book she ever saw by an African writer, Kwajo
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and the Brassman’s Secret by Meshack Asare. “Seeing an
African child on the cover page really had an impact,”
she recalls. “I thought, ‘I’d like to write a story like that
one day.’ ”
Grandma’s List (Feb. 11) is that story. Fatima is eager to prove to her grandmother and the other adults
in her family that she’s not just a little girl. When her
Grandma needs help with a list of errands, Fatima offers to save the day.
South African illustrator Toby Newsome renders
beautifully both the specific touchstones of the Ghanaian landscape—boys holding dishes of mangoes
on their heads or a multigenerational family seated
around the dinner table—while also offering readers a
mirror of their culture in a multitude of African countries. Fatima’s boisterousness is conveyed with the
same eagerness as any boy: She is perched on top of a
bench with a red cloth in her hands as a cape.
In her haste, Fatima loses the list, and a bit of harmless chaos ensues. Grandma’s List is a story about the
grace we offer to young people—or anyone—to make
mistakes. When it’s revealed at the family dinner table
that her memorization skills weren’t quite what she
thought they were, she is liberated by the kind laughter and understanding of her family instead of harsh
judgment.
It’s a message that Dery thinks is particularly important to convey during a time when young people
struggle with anxiety, depression, and high suicide
rates. “It’s as much for children as it is for adults to
know it’s really OK to make mistakes because life is
about finding ourselves and just getting better and better,” she says. “It was for me very important for children growing up to know that even when they make
mistakes, they’ll be corrected with love and the recognition that it’s not the end of the world.”
In 2014, Grandma’s List won the Golden Baobab
Prize for the best picture-book manuscript in Africa.
This year, it won a Children’s Africana Book Award, an
|

international prize for books for young readers about
Africa published or republished in the United States.
Grandma’s List is Dery’s first published book, and
she is writing others. She also leads the African Youth
Writers Organization, a nonprofit she founded in
2013, and through it, she has mentored hundreds of
Ghanaians while organizing mobile reading clinics
to encourage reading and education as a path out of
poverty. Through her writing, literacy, and education work, she says, she sees daily the importance of
diverse narratives—and not only for children from
the African diaspora. “As black children get to read
stories about themselves, white children get to read
about black children too, and it makes living together easier,” she says. “Once you get to learn about the
culture of somebody, you learn more about them—for
the children, that’s very important; they learn much
more sitting next to the classmate or reading about
them than what the TV or media would say.”

WILMA’S WAY HOME
The Life of Wilma Mankiller
Rappaport, Doreen
Illus. by Kukuk, Linda
Disney-Hyperion (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-4847-4718-6
Series: Big Words

y o u n g a d u lt

This latest in Rappaport’s Big Words series highlights
Wilma Mankiller, the Cherokee girl who grows up to become
“the first woman chief of the Cherokee Nation.”
The opening text and accompanying illustration immediately place readers in “rural Oklahoma” on the Mankillers’ farm, where Wilma spends her early years in her “family
of eleven.” Although poor in material wealth, the Mankillers
are “rich in love and community,” and Wilma is raised with
the understanding of Gadugi, the Cherokee “philosophy of
helping each other.” When a new government policy relocates
Wilma’s family into urban life in San Francisco, Wilma experiences the threat of acculturation. Yet despite that danger
and other challenges during her early adult years, Wilma finds
a new community at the Oakland Indian Center and creates
opportunities to help other Native people until she finally
returns to Oklahoma, where she goes on to accomplish her
most memorable work. Rappaport has produced a thoroughly
researched biography enhanced by Mankiller’s own words, and
though it’s heavy with text, readers should find that Choctaw
artist Kukuk’s detailed scratchboard and watercolor illustrations provide visual balance. The combined effect gives readers a sense of intimacy.
A solid resource for a classroom or school library about
a phenomenal Cherokee woman that feels a bit like flipping through a family photo album. (author’s note, illustrator’s note, important events, pronunciation guide,
resources) (Picture book/biography. 6-8)

THE BLUEST OF BLUES
Anna Atkins and the First
Book of Photographs

Robinson, Fiona
Illus. by the author
Abrams (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-4197-2551-7

Robinson examines the life of Anna
Atkins, whose childhood love of the
natural world propelled a unique career.
Born in England in 1799, Anna was raised by her scientist
father after her mother’s death. Father abets Anna’s fascination
with nature, fostering her scientific education. She becomes a
botanist, collecting, cataloging, and illustrating British flora.
The pair moves to London, where Father works at the British Museum. Anna marries John Pelly Atkins and continues
work on her pressed-plant herbarium. Father’s retirement
|
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occasions the family’s return to the Kent countryside, where
father and daughter explore their mutual zeal for a new technology: photography. Introduced to the cyanotype, whose chemical reaction produces permanent images, Anna harnesses the
technique to share her botanical collections, producing several books under the demure nom de plume “A.A.” As little is
known of Anna’s early life, Robinson’s present-tense narrative
imagines childhood scenes. Historical context highlights the
British mania for worldwide plant collection (but does not connect it to imperialism) and the sexist constraints on women and
girls pursuing career paths. Illustrations utilize the cyanotype’s
distinctive blue and white, with touches of red and yellow. A
note details Robinson’s process, including digital manipulation
of Atkins’ cyanotypes. (Other backmatter includes an author’s
note, cyanotype instructions, bibliography, resources for Atkins’
works, and illustration credits.) The effete, white-skinned figural depictions, which infantilize the adult Atkins, detract from
the otherwise handsomely designed package.
An inventive look at a pioneering woman whose intellectual passions culminated in published works of beauty
and scientific verisimilitude. (Picture book/biography. 6-9)

IN THE QUIET, NOISY WOODS

Rosen, Michael J.
Illus. by Won, Annie
Doubleday (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-5247-6665-8
978-1-5247-6666-5 PLB

Sibling wolf pups leave their pack to explore the forest amid
the raucous sounds of its various creatures.
The quiet woods can be a noisy place if you stop to listen to
the myriad voices calling out. The constant “chorus of chirps
and clicks and chits that peep and repeat” is a conversation of
sorts. “Who’s there? / Over here, over here. / Stay away! / You
there? / Feed me! Feed me! / That’s mine! / All’s well....” Frisky
wolf pups bound through the forest playing and chasing each
other, adding their “yip-yap-yowls” to the “chit-chitter-chattering” of squirrels, the “stomp-stomp-stamps” of a buck, and
the “scree-scree-screeches” of a hawk. The rhythmic, lyrical
text builds cumulatively from page to page, adding the onomatopoeic vocalizations as each new animal is introduced, at
times presenting a tongue-twisting challenge. It all continues
until a long, loud howl from the pups’ father elicits the pups’
“yip-yip-yippeeeeee! grr-row-row! row-row!” response, signaling
a joyful reunion of the wolf family against a crescendo of boisterous banter. Lovely realistic paintings in earthy hues of greens,
browns, and yellows evoke hectic daytime woodland activity
before eventually settling down to a soothing nighttime conclusion. Pups snuggle with their mother, and “All’s well.”
A visually attractive rendition with an intensifying,
onomatopoeic text that repays the practice it requires for
reading aloud. (Picture book. 5- 7)
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GOOD BOY

Ruzzier, Sergio
Illus. by the author
Atheneum (40 pp.)
$15.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-4814-9906-4
A little boy and his dog share experiences at home and out in the wider world,
including a trip to another planet.
The unnamed boy has light skin and golden hair in the same
shade as his faithful companion, a midsized dog with beady eyes
and a round nose like his owner. At first the boy is in charge,
apparently giving the dog traditional commands such as “Sit”
and “Stay.” The dog becomes more of a peer as he begins to stand
on two legs and act like a human, cooking and eating dinner and
helping sail a boat to a mysterious island. The pair build a rocket
ship and fly to another planet, where they speak to some ETs
before flying back home. A satisfying conclusion finds the dog
reading and singing with the boy at bedtime before a reprise of
the command—or is it a request, or simply a description of the
action?—“Stay,” and the concluding words, “Good boy.” The
final double-page spread shows the pair tucked in bed, two good
boys asleep together. The story unfolds entirely in one- or twoword phrases that can be interpreted as commands to the dog
or as succinct summations of the action depicted on each page.
Soft-focus watercolor-and-ink illustrations in subdued shades
convey a dreamy atmosphere that makes the unfettered lives of
this pair believable.
The bond between the golden-haired duo is quietly
conveyed with an imaginative charm that deepens on subsequent readings. (Picture book. 3- 7)

THE MOON WITHIN

Salazar, Aida
Levine/Scholastic (240 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-28337-2
A worthy successor to Are You There
God? It’s Me, Margaret set in present-day
Oakland.
Eleven-year-old Celi, mixed black–
Puerto Rican–Mexican, dreads the
imminent arrival of her period, less because of the menstruation itself and more because her mother insists that Celi have a
“moon ceremony,” in which the members of her mother’s “women’s circle” will mark the transition from childhood to womanhood. Meanwhile, her best friend is going through a different
transition—from girl to xochihuah, “neither / female nor male
but both.” While Celi is initially shocked by the adjustment,
she loves Mar, as her best friend now prefers to be known, no
less. But when other kids, including her crush, Iván, say cruel
things about Mar, Celi is torn between the possibility of a first
kiss and loyalty to her friend. Salazar’s verse novel is sensitive
and fresh, featuring modern interpretations of pre-Columbian
|

Sarcone-Roach uses acrylic paint and marker
to depict Muffin and the baby bear joyfully breaking
into display cases to reach the sweet treats.
there are no bears in this bakery

coming-of-age traditions that arise organically from the characters. Mar’s heritage is Mexican, and Iván is mixed, black and
Mexican; Celi and Mar’s participation in a Puerto Rican performance group and their mothers’ shared, deeply felt Xicana
identity allow Salazar to naturally explore cultural nuances not
often seen in middle-grade fiction. Genderfluid Mar takes both
that name and the masculine pronoun midway through the
book, and Celi’s narration adjusts accordingly even if some of
their peers’ attitudes do not.
An authentically middle school voice and diverse Latinx
cast make this book a standout. (Verse fiction. 8-12)

THERE ARE NO BEARS IN
THIS BAKERY

Muffin the cat knows everything that goes on in the neighborhood, and the perky marmalade cat is very sure that there
are no bears in the Little Bear Bakery....
...Until one night the adorable little hard-boiled detective
senses a mysterious new growling sound in the air and investigates. Following the noise and spouting Sam Spade–like comments (“I slipped into the darkness like icing melting down a
hot cake”), Muffin enters the bakery and discovers the “biggest
mouse I had ever seen.” Correction: “the smallest bear I’d ever
“seen.” Using finely honed ace-detective skills, Muffin deduces
the reason for that rumbling sound and gets on the case. Author/
illustrator Sarcone-Roach uses acrylic paint and marker to
depict Muffin and the baby bear joyfully breaking into display
cases to reach the sweet treats. Once the rumbling (in the bear’s
tummy) has quieted, a dark shadow falls over the two, and they
find they have a very large, very huggy visitor. It turns out that
big bears like sprinkles, too. The next morning, after Muffin has
seen the bears off safely, job done and case closed, the neighborhood returns to normal. Well, except for the owner of the bakery, a woman with pale skin and straight, black hair and a look of
astonishment at the state of her shop that is priceless.
A funny and charming cat-detective story accompanied by clever wordplay and delightful illustrations. (Picture
book. 4-8)

|

Sauer, Tammi
Illus. by Mottram, Dave
Doubleday (32 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-5247-1933-3
978-1-5247-1931-9 PLB
Wordy Birdy clearly didn’t learn to keep her mouth shut
from her last misadventure (Wordy Birdy, 2017), but at least this
time her talking is an asset instead of a liability.
Well, in the end it is. But at the start of a camping trip with
her three loyal friends she is a bit tough to take. The logorrheic bird spews dialogue balloons that fill up the pages, listing
rhyming words, delivering plot spoilers, and extolling her love
for almost everything under the sun. Happily, Sauer once again
breaks the fourth wall with these friends, having them respond
snarkily to the narrator’s comments in direct address to readers:
“Wordy Birdy is a little chatty,” explains the narrator. The squirrel responds, “A LITTLE chatty?” while the raccoon demands,
“Seriously?!” Their droll expressions steal the scenes, especially
when juxtaposed against Wordy Birdy’s rather empty-headed
look. It’s the narrator who alerts the foursome to the hungry
cougar’s presence, though observant readers will have noticed
clues. While her three friends panic, Wordy Birdy does what
comes naturally: “Just so you know, Mr. Cougarpants, rabbits
taste terrible...[and] I’m too adorable to eat....” Those ellipses
represent a lot of words. In fact, it’s so much, the cougar runs
off. “All I wanted was a nice, quiet dinner.”
Loquacious little ones may well not see themselves, but
everyone can share a laugh. (Picture book. 3- 7)

y o u n g a d u lt

Sarcone-Roach, Julia
Illus. by the author
Knopf (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-399-55665-4
978-0-399-55666-1 PLB

WORDY BIRDY MEETS
MR. COUGARPANTS

OUTWALKERS

Shaw, Fiona
David Fickling/Scholastic (416 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-338-27750-0
In a near future, England has closed
its borders, microchipped its citizens,
and forced children without two parents
into orphanages that are an awful lot like
prisons.
When 12-year-old Jake’s parents die
in a car accident, he is sent to live in a Home Academy to be
educated and cared for. Jake escapes to find his dog, Jet, and
keep the promise he made to his parents: to flee to his grandparents’ home in Scotland. They also made him promise to keep Jet
with him always. But Jake’s chip is like a beacon to the hubbers,
and he has no idea how to make the long walk to the border. He
meets a group of teens and children who call themselves Outwalkers who agree to take Jake with them as long as he follows
the rules. Poacher, with his braided hair and black skin, and
Swift, with her pale skin and hard eyes, are the leaders of the
motley group. Rumors of a deadly virus and the constant threat
kirkus.com
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international children ’ s book
writers and illustrators
you should be reading
CHIRRI & CHIRRA,
IN THE TALL GRASS
by Kaya Doi;
illus. by the author;
trans. by Yuki Kaneko

FEATHER
by Cao Wenxuan;
illus. by Roger Mello;
trans. by Chloe Garcia
Roberts

AKISSI
by Marguerite Abouet;
illus. by Mathieu Sapin;
trans. by Judith Taboy & Marie Bédrune

HUNGRY BUNNY
by Claudia Rueda;
illus. by the author
BOOK UNCLE AND ME
by Uma Krishnaswami;
illus. by Julianna Swaney

A VERY LATE STORY
by Marianna Coppo;
illus. by the author

A CASE FOR BUFFY
by Ulf Nilsson; illus. by Gitte Spee;
trans. by Julia Marshall

UP THE MOUNTAIN PATH
by Marianne Dubuc;
illus. by the author
MARGUERITE’S CHRISTMAS
by India Desjardins;
illus. by Pascal Blanchet;
trans. by Carolyn Grifel
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A HOUSE WITHOUT MIRRORS
by Mårten Sandén;
illus. by Moa Schulman;
trans. by Karin Altenberg

|

of capture haunt their journey. Slow pacing, a vague enemy, and
unoriginal plot hamper the intriguing premise. Sacrifice, loyalty,
and bravery are rewarded, but Jake’s naiveté quickly becomes
irritating. The book adheres to the white default, Poacher a
notable exception; that he speaks in an off-putting dialect when
most of the rest of the characters do not is an unfortunate detail.
A dystopic near future that never manages to come to
life. (Science fiction. 8-12)

WHO HAS
WIGGLE-WAGGLE TOES?

Shiefman, Vicky
Illus. by Chessa, Francesca
Holiday House (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-8234-3864-8

LITTLE OWL’S SNOW

Srinivasan, Divya
Illus. by the author
Viking (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-0-670-01651-8

The whimsical little owl with the
huge eyes is back (Little Owl’s Day, 2014,
etc.), exploring the joys of a new and

SECONDHAND WISHES

Staniszewski, Anna
Scholastic (256 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-338-28017-3

y o u n g a d u lt

This interactive, energetic lyric will easily prompt preschoolers to get up and celebrate their bodies.
Chessa’s colored-pencil, watercolor, and digital cartoon
illustrations depict a culturally diverse cast of lively children
who proudly embrace their different body types. Whether
on the beach or on stage, the author showcases kids publicly
engaging in everyday activities that encourage self-worth and
positive body affirmations. Children with “knockabout knees”
dance in a shower of colorful confetti while others with hula
hoops “shimmy [their] big bold bottoms” proudly. Have a
“kissable nose” or “flip-flop feet”? “I do,” this cast of children
declares. Several children wear eyeglasses, and one uses a wheelchair; their attire (play clothes and costumes) is as varied as
their skin tones and hair textures. All the children have convincingly preschool bodies, and some are noticeably chubbier
than others—all are equally ebullient. The call-and-response,
patterned text (“Can you flap your out-there elbows? / Yes, I can
flap my out-there elbows”) invites eager audience participation,
both vocal and physical. Everyone is invited to this read-along/
sing-along body party that is the perfect tool for any preschool
setting that seeks to affirm and teach children to celebrate their
unique bodies without shame.
Fun and high-spirited—pure joy. (Picture book. 2-5)

“Bear sleeps through all the fun,” Raccoon explains. As he flits
through the silent forest, Little Owl sees the magic of winter.
Snow begins to fall, and the forest is transformed into a crystalline fairyland. Tracks appear in the snow, fish swim under the
frozen pond. Little Owl starts to miss his hibernating friends,
especially Bear and Hedgehog, but Mama encourages him to
enjoy the snow, “a special secret not everyone can know.” Little
Owl finds he can still have fun playing in the snow with everyone who is awake through the winter. Srinivasan’s stylized illustrations are colorful tapestries on black backgrounds depicting
a realistic variety of fall and winter foliage and animal life. The
forest floor is rich with mushrooms, nuts, leaves, and berries.
Bear’s paws and mouth are stained with the blueberries he is
gorging in preparation for his long sleep.
A gentle encouragement to explore and get the best out
of unfamiliar situations. (Picture book. 2-6)

Be careful what you wish on.
Lexi Block has tried to bargain with
the universe: She hopes that doing everything right will keep her sickly younger
brother well. But things are going wrong.
Previously a model student, seventh-grader Lexi struggles with
new ways of doing math and earns several surprising detentions.
Worse, 4-year-old Austin has had to have another stomach surgery. To top it off, Lexi’s longtime best friend, Cassa, seems to
be paying more attention to new student Marina, who’s traveled to places Cassa only dreams about. It’s no wonder Lexi,
who helps in Cassa’s mom’s antiques store after school because
she enjoys the process of putting things in order, turns to the
wishing stones she finds in a bag of donations. These wishes
have unpredictable consequences. Lexi is a believable seventhgrader with some interesting quirks. Cassa, who wants to spend
time with her father overseas, realizes her routine-loving friend
would have difficulty with that major change, so she tries to
make some minor ones, but Lexi is predictably hurt. Communication between the two girls breaks down just as Lexi begins to
spend more time with a previously distant aunt. When the fourleaf clovers Lexi has been buying from another classmate turn
out to have been frauds, she begins to try to make her own luck,
just as he had suggested. These characters are assumed white.
In spite of some improbable coincidences, this will satisfy middle-grade readers who want to believe that wishes
can come true. (Fiction. 9-12)

unfamiliar season.
Feeling a chill in the air, he thinks, “Something is happening!” The leaves are changing color and beginning to fall, geese
are flying away, and many animals are preparing to hibernate.
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Realistic explorations of how grief divides a struggling family
and gentrification erodes a community are balanced by the
love and friendship among these diverse characters.
right as rain

RIGHT AS RAIN

Stoddard, Lindsey
Harper/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-06-265294-2
Rain, 11, knows that only a quarter
of marriages survive a child’s death; she’s
determined to make her parents “one out
of four.”
The family members mourn separately. Rain’s burdened by guilt over the
loss of her teenage brother, Guthrie; her dad’s withdrawn, angry,
and depressed; her mom, briskly efficient, has forced a fresh
start, finding a job in New York, where Rain must finish sixth
grade 288 miles away from her old school in Vermont. Rain
misses her best friend and the track team. Their new apartment
is tiny; Frankie, the Dominican super’s daughter, is unfriendly;
the urban density’s overwhelming. Her family is white and
doesn’t speak Spanish, and their new neighborhood is a Latinx
one. The only place Rain spots other light-skinned people is at
the trendy cafe where they sip espresso. Through communityservice projects, a school requirement, Rain slowly finds her
footing. The track coach recruits her to run the 100-meter relay
with Frankie, Amelia, and Ana for a city meet—that’s scheduled
on the anniversary of Guthrie’s death. Realistic explorations of
how grief divides a struggling family and gentrification erodes
a community are balanced by the love and friendship among
these diverse characters. Rain likes to count things and loathes
dresses. Like Frankie and her friend who’s moved away, Rain
might be gender nonconforming. Amelia stutters; Nestor might
be homeless; Casey dislikes being touched. Each is seen whole.
Timely, well-integrated themes, a vibrant setting, and
well-drawn, likable characters—the diversity’s unlabeled,
but it’s there—make this a winner. (Fiction. 8-12)

YOUNG EXPLORER’S
ADVENTURE GUIDE

Weaver, Sean & Weaver, Corie—Eds.
Dreaming Robot (394 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Dec. 11, 2018
978-1-940924-42-7
Series: Young Explorer’s Adventure
Guides, 5
In this fifth annual volume of the
Young Explorer’s Adventure Guide, young
people are spread throughout a futuristic
universe filled with robots and piloting spaceships of their own.
The everyday childhood challenges that they face are
nothing new, just tweaked to a distant future. In “The Ground
Shifted,” by anne gibson, orphan Rosetta travels in a support
hoverpod instead of a wheelchair, as she struggles with vertigo,
while dismembered survivors of an asteroid crash in Sherry D.
Ramsey’s “Machine Language” are left to colonize an unknown
planet, their limbs replaced with multicolored prosthetics,
98
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painting a picture of a kind of transhuman existence. In “The
Last Laugh,” William B. Wolfe offers a bit of humor with the
speculative tale in which schoolkids challenge the Authorities
in a world where jokes are illegal. Unlike last year’s Guide, this
anthology’s stories feature mostly white-default characters. In
stories where children of color are prominent, they are stereotyped, as in Holly Schofield’s “Woomie Saves the Day,” in
which protagonist Kayla Ng’s mother advises her to “get zen”
and Kayla’s skill with chopsticks is remarked on; Though
Aubrey Campbell’s “The Last Flower on Earth” is an endearing
story of a friendship between a lost Japanese girl, Misaki, and a
lone robot, cultural details are largely limited to nomenclature
(Shenyin Moon) and food (mochi).
Though there are a few treats to be found here, readers
of prior editions will be sad to discover it’s not chock-full.
(Science fiction. 10-14)

MIA MAYHEM IS A
SUPERHERO!

West, Kara
Illus. by Hernandez, Leeza
Little Simon/Simon & Schuster (128 pp.)
$16.99 | $5.99 paper | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-5344-3270-3
978-1-5344-3269-7 paper
Series: Mia Mayhem, 1
In this first volume of a new chapterbook series, a little girl named Mia discovers she’s a superhero.
Mia Macarooney is “a total disaster machine.” Everywhere
she goes, chaos and mayhem follow (literally, in the case of
Chaos—that’s the name of her cat). Except now she’s received
an unusual letter, inviting her to the Program for In Training
Superheroes, and she is totally bowled over. It turns out her
accidents are often results of her superpowers, which she will
learn to hone in her after-school hours at the PITS. As if that
weren’t enough of a shock, Mia’s parents deliver the thrilling
news that they are superheroes too! Her father is fluent in animal speech, and her mother can fly. Everything moves quickly
at the PITS. Mia embarrasses herself in front of everyone
during the entrance exam but ends up feeling supported and
ready to learn...in the next volume. Freckled, brown-skinned,
curly-fro–sporting Mia is an adorable protagonist. An overuse
of exclamation points keeps the adrenaline running without a
steady stream of exciting events—or even a climax and resolution—but with the large, bold type and the cute illustrations
full of personality, emerging readers will be happy to read this
book independently. What’s more exciting than that?
Transitioning readers will feel accomplished and will
surely look for future volumes to see what happens in Mia’s
new life. (Fantasy. 5-8)

|

THE AMAZING IDEA OF YOU

Wild, Charlotte Sullivan
Illus. by Lundquist, Mary
Bloomsbury (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-68119-183-6

MILES TO GO

Young, Beryl
Wandering Fox (224 pp.)
$12.95 paper | Jan. 15, 2018
978-1-77203-264-2
Anna is dealing with one tragedy
after another. Her best friend, Maggie,
has life much easier—but barely recognizes that.
Based upon a true story, this tale is
set in small-town Saskatchewan in 1948. Anna’s mother dies
in childbirth, right after eliciting a promise from the seventhgrader that she’ll care for the fragile new baby. With an impoverished father who drinks too much and four siblings, including
two much younger sisters, in addition to the baby, Anna leaves
school to become surrogate mother to the brood. She illuminates her quiet despair in a believably desperate first-person
narrative. In alternating chapters, Maggie relates that she’s the
daughter of a loving Royal Canadian Mounted Policeman and a
distant, often harsh mother. She frequently pushes back against
her domineering mother and is rarely kind to her 5-year-old
brother. The contrast between the two girls is perhaps starker
|
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black history month
picture books
FEARLESS MARY
The True Adventures of Mary
Fields, American Stagecoach
Driver

y o u n g a d u lt

What’s common among a seed, an
egg, a tadpole, a caterpillar, goslings, and
you? Each contains the idea of a mature
being and the potential all living things possess.
A young, brown-skinned girl holds an apple, and readers are
told that hidden inside “is the idea of a tree / wrapped tight /
in [a] shiny seed.” The little girl bites into the apple, dropping
a seed that could “take root / sprout / shoot up / into the blue.”
The story then shows how other living things begin and grow
before it shifts back to the little girl. While this middle section reflects similarities between human development and animal growth, phrases such as the “lapping lake” and “over lake
and field / through clouds and miles / and days and nights” feel
overdone. Additionally, near the story’s end, the celebration of
a metaphorical orchard field “with creatures singing, springing,
fluttering, winging— / and people laughing, lounging, munching,
swinging” also reads as sappy. Primarily a story encouraging children to cultivate their remarkable selves, the book also teaches
that “work and [a] long, loooooooong wait” are necessary to
grow an idea. Opaque, spring-bright colors in the watercolor,
pencil, and gouache illustrations extend to the page’s edge, eliciting the feel of being in the scene, and complement the text’s
suggested importance of a human connection with nature.
A saccharine bedtime read-aloud about big ideas and
the promise in everyone. (Picture book. 3-6)

than Young intended. As Maggie deals with a first boyfriend
and smoking a stolen cigarette, Anna washes diapers and tenderly cares for her needy siblings. The immensity of the final
tragedy that befalls Anna is crushing but also serves to completely trivialize Maggie’s various young-teen issues and her
character, a shortcoming that’s exaggerated by a convenient,
too-easy resolution of her trite problems. The cast appears to
be an all-white one.
Although entertaining, this tale fails to fully plumb
the depths of a moving and poignant topic. (Historical fiction.
10-14)

Charles, Tami
Illus. by Almon, Claire
Whitman (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-0-8075-2305-6

Mary Fields, a woman and former slave, breaks barriers
working as a stagecoach driver in 1895.
Telegraphs and trains bring supplies and messages to Cascade, Montana, but to get through the mountains to St. Peter’s
Mission requires a stagecoach. The stagecoach driver also acts
as guard against outlaws and wild animals; one needs to be
“smart, tough, unshakable....Mary Fields is all of those things.”
Of course, no one believes that a woman, much less a former
slave, can do this job. But Mary is determined to show the
hiring manager that she can outperform any of the male candidates. She shows off her skills, and she gets the job, the first
black woman in the country to do so. With her map- and starreading skills, her trained eagle, her long gun, her courage, and
her determination, Mary rides for eight years, into her 70s. Her
bravery is remembered in Cascade, and now young readers can
be inspired by it too. Charles does a fine job of shaping a suspenseful story from few historical details, inventing some dialogue and rearranging the timeline a bit, as she describes in her
author’s note. From the moment Mary rides into town, readers will be hooked. The illustrations, in hues of brown, green,
and blue, successfully evoke the small, Western town and the
mountains; the humans and animals have faces that display an
animation aesthetic.
A wild ride through an impressive bit of history. (Picture
book. 4-9)

black history month picture books
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THE JOURNEY OF YORK
The Unsung Hero of the Lewis
and Clark Expedition

of the people in her neighborhood, writing poems in her journal and burying those that disappoint her. When her teacher
accuses her of plagiarism, her mother has her write a poem
in front of the teacher to prove her brilliance (the poem is
included). Her parents believe in her and leave her “free to
sit and think.” Her process is lovingly described: “She learns
to labor for the love of words” through draft after draft. She
befriends other poets and studies older poets. “She found her
light. // And— / A furious flower / GREW!” The combination
of biography and Brooks’ own poems makes for a strong, useful,
and beautiful text; readers might wish, however, that Duncan’s
words and Brooks’ were set in markedly different typefaces to
better distinguish them.
A solid introduction to a brilliant writer. (author’s
note, timeline, suggested reading, bibliography) (Picture
book/biography. 7-12)

Davis, Hasan
Illus. by Harris, Alleanna
Capstone Editions (40 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-5435-1282-3

York was the only man who set out
with Lewis and Clark on their journey of exploration who did
not volunteer. As William Clark’s enslaved manservant and the
only nonwhite member, he didn’t have the choice.
In a series of brief, dated snapshots, York narrates the story
of the expedition from his embarkation from Louisville in 1803
to the eve of their departure from the Oregon coast in 1806. In
between, he covers incidents both oft-told (Sacagawea’s joining the party at Fort Mandan; the geographical challenges met)
and rarely heard (Clark’s use of York to impress Native peoples;
York’s inclusion in the vote on the decision to site their final
winter camp). Davis imagines York’s feelings as he navigates his
role as both enslaved African-American man and almost-full
member of the expedition, narrating in a stiff voice that emulates 19th-century prose and also captures the stress of life as a
second-class citizen: “After that vote...I worked as hard as any
three men. Capt. Clark said that I ‘pushed my body to exhaustion.’ I just wanted to show the others how much I deserved
that vote.” Harris’ illustrations also evoke the flat, primitive
style of much 19th-century painting. Compositions frequently
place York at the margins or in the shadows, underscoring
the fact that he was not a full member of the party. A closing
author’s note contextualizes and complicates his legacy.
An important, underheard voice. (glossary) (Picture book.
5-10)

A SONG FOR
GWENDOLYN BROOKS

Duncan, Alice Faye
Illus. by Gordon, Xia
Sterling (48 pp.)
$16.95 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-4549-3088-4
Series: People Who Shaped Our World
This brief biography of the Pulitzer
Prize–winning poet features a handful of Brooks’ own poems
interspersed with original verse about the woman and her
writing.
The warm pink undertones of Brooks’ glowing brown face
on the book’s cover fade to a muted brown and beige palette
inside the book’s pages. Simple scenes and images use thick
blurred lines and blocks of color as a background to the text
as it recounts her life chronologically, from age 8 in 1925 to her
winning the Pulitzer Prize in 1950. The poems about Brooks
are headed by Roman numerals, I through IX. At first, she is
“unsure,” watching and listening to the sounds and behaviors
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CARTER READS THE
NEWSPAPER

Hopkinson, Deborah
Illus. by Tate, Don
Peachtree (36 pp.)
$17.95 | Feb. 1, 2019
978-1-56145-934-6

This biography of the “father of Black History,” Dr. Carter
G. Woodson, highlights experiences that shaped his passion.
Carter was born after the Civil War, but his parents had
been slaves, and he grew up hearing the stories of their lives.
With six siblings, Carter experienced lean times as a boy. Carter’s father, who couldn’t read or write, had Carter read the newspaper aloud. As a teenager, Carter had to work to help his family.
In the coal mines, he met Oliver Jones, a Civil War veteran who
opened his small home to the other men as a reading room.
There, Carter once again took on the role of reader, informing Oliver and his friends of what was in the paper—and then
researching to tell them more. After three years in the mines,
he moved home to continue his education, eventually earning a
Ph.D. from Harvard, where a professor challenged him to prove
that his people had a history. In 1926 he established Negro History Week, which later became Black History Month. Hopkinson skillfully shapes Carter’s childhood, family history, and
formative experiences into a cohesive story. The soft curves and
natural palette of Tate’s illustrations render potentially scary
episodes manageable for young readers, and portraits of historical figures offer an opening to further discovery. The incorporation of newsprint into many page backgrounds artfully echoes
the title, and the inclusion of notable figures from black history
reinforces the theme (a key is in the backmatter).
An important and inspiring tale well told. (author’s
note, illustrator’s note, resources, bibliography) (Picture
book/biography. 6-10)
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Nelson puts as much effort into developing their broncs as
characters as she does the humans, drawing from meticulous
primary-source research to place readers in the moment.
let ’er buck!

FOLLOW ME DOWN TO
NICODEMUS TOWN
Based on the History of the
African American Pioneer
Settlement

LaFaye, A.
Illus. by Tadgell, Nicole
Whitman (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-0-8075-2535-7

BRAVE BALLERINA
The Story of Janet Collins
Meadows, Michelle
Illus. by Glenn, Ebony
Henry Holt (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-250-12773-0

This ode to dancer Janet Collins
showcases her diverse talents as well as

her achievements.
“These are the costumes / her dear mama made. / Costumes
for lessons— / that’s how they paid.” With spare rhymes and
“The House That Jack Built” rhythm, the words tell of the ups
and downs of Janet Collins’ dancing life, from her precocious
youth through her arrival as the first African-American prima
ballerina at the Metropolitan Opera in 1951. Each spread highlights an item or people who had a role in spurring her on to success, from her pointe shoes to her family, from the dance school
that turned black dancers away to the day she was accepted in
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LET ’ER BUCK!
George Fletcher, The
People’s Champion

Nelson, Vaunda Micheaux
Illus. by James, Gordon C.
Carolrhoda (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-5124-9808-0

y o u n g a d u lt

A little girl and her family join the Kansas land rush.
The cover welcomes readers into this story about Dede
Patton and her family. Both of Dede’s parents work extra jobs,
and Dede shines shoes at the train station, all in hopes of paying off their sharecropping debt so they can move west. But no
matter how much they work, they don’t make enough (context
on the sharecropping economy is provided in a note). An act of
providence changes their fortunes when honest Dede returns a
customer’s wallet and receives a monetary reward. Though not
remarked upon, the fact that without this windfall the Pattons
might never have realized their dream is chilling. The lovely,
warm watercolor illustrations highlight the beauty of the prairie, particularly the wide expanse of grass and sky. In Kansas, the
Pattons stake their land claim, but winter is harsh. Thankfully,
when food and fuel run low, Ni-u-kon-ska (Osage) neighbors
lend aid. Eventually more people arrive, African-American like
the Pattons; their settlement becomes a town, and the Pattons’
dream of holding the deed for their land is realized. The closing note acknowledges the displacement of the Ni-u-kon-ska
people—another opportunity for exploration. That the many
all-black settlements on the prairie have been whitewashed out
of U.S. history makes this book an important one.
Visually charming, enjoyable, and educational. (Picture
book. 4-9)

a dance company only to be told she would have to paint her
skin white to blend in. Collins danced Spanish and other ethnic
styles and finally found a ballet class that welcomed her. “This
is the dancer / who went back for more / when her tender toes
ached / and her muscles felt sore.” The digital illustrations have
the look of pen drawings, rendering a graceful dancer’s body
with glowing brown skin and a self-possessed face. After the
passion and hard work she displayed throughout the story, the
final spread feels triumphant: Collins smiles at the audience
with roses at her feet on the stage.
A celebration of one black woman’s achievements that
underscores the passion and purpose that the human spirit
has to offer. (author’s note, sources, websites) (Picture book/
biography. 3-8)

Honing skills first learned from
Umatilla, Walla Walla, and Cayuse friends in eastern Oregon,
African-American cowboy George Fletcher bucked his way into
legend at the 1911 Pendleton Round-Up.
Nelson introduces readers to George as a boy learning his
craft on the Umatilla Indian Reservation near Pendleton, where
his family settled after moving from Kansas. Racism from the
local whites cemented his friendship with the Native kids,
and he absorbed their lessons in horsemanship. From the age
of 16, he competed in rodeos that didn’t exclude black competitors. Nelson plaits her narrative with Western lingo and
homespun similes: “Ranching fit George like made-to-measure
boots.” The centerpiece of her narrative is the 1911 Pendleton
Round-Up, where 21-year-old George competed against Nez
Perce cowboy Jackson Sundown and white rancher John Spain.
Here, Nelson puts as much effort into developing their broncs
as characters as she does the humans, drawing from meticulous primary-source research to place readers in the moment.
Although George mesmerized the audience with his skill, Spain
was awarded first place—an act of unfairness recognized by the
local sheriff, a decent white man, who spontaneously led a successful effort to anoint George “People’s Champion.” James’
painterly oils swirl with energy, visible daubs creating the dusty,
monumental landscape and equally monumental horses and
humans. Six pages of backmatter include a glossary, bibliography, further information on Fletcher and other key players,
and a fascinating discussion of the research challenges Nelson
encountered.
A champion indeed. (Picture book/biography. 6-10)
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The richly textured paintings make masterful use of light and
space to create the narrator’s world and interior life.
the bell rang

THE BELL RANG

Ransome, James E.
Illus. by the author
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-4424-2113-4
A girl’s family life and plantation
routines are interrupted when three
enslaved boys run away.
Most days start the same way: The bell rings, Daddy collects wood, Mama prepares breakfast, they eat together. The
narrator’s brother, Ben, her parents, and the other slaves go to
the fields while the girl stays with the young ones to play. On
Wednesday, Ben surprises her with a handmade doll. On Thursday, Ben and his two friends are gone. There are tears; the narrator’s parents are beaten, and other slaves look mad or sad. On
Friday, the girl cannot eat or talk. On Saturday, there are horses
and dogs; Ben’s friends have been caught, but there is no sign of
Ben. “Out comes the whip. / All night we cry and pray for Ben.”
On Sunday, Big Sam preaches near the creek, “of being free. /
We sing. / We hope. / We pray / Ben made it. / Free like the birds.
/ Free like Moses. / No more bells.” The final spread shows the
girl looking out, with the single word “Monday...” and a bird flying away on the endpaper. The richly textured paintings make
masterful use of light and space to create the narrator’s world
and interior life, from the glimmer of dawn as her father chops
wood to her mother’s fatigue and her own knowing eyes. Ransome’s free-verse text is as accomplished as his glowing acrylics.
With spare text and gorgeous illustrations, this work
represents a unique and engaging perspective on enslaved
families. (author’s note) (Picture book. 4-8)

GRANDPA STOPS A WAR
A Paul Robeson Story
Robeson, Susan
Illus. by Brown, Rod
Triangle Square Books for Young
Readers (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-60980-882-2

Written by his granddaughter, this
biography tells a little-known story of
an African-American vocalist who used music to unify people
abroad when segregation still ruled in the U.S.
The son of a fugitive slave, Robeson came by his activism
earnestly, and prior to his involvement in the Spanish Civil War
in the 1930s, he held concerts to raise funds and gather donations for children and families impacted by the conflict. At the
height of the war, Robeson insisted that Capt. Fernando Castillo, his guide, take him to the front lines, where he sang for
both sides, temporarily stopping the fighting. Brown’s deeply
saturated, highly textured illustrations effectively capture the
dangers Robeson encountered to try to bring peace to war-torn
Spain and his confidence in his ability to make a difference
102
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where others considered his attempts at intervention foolhardy
and unnecessarily risky. Readers might wonder how Robeson
thought a black American could unite a country where he was
both a minority and an outsider, but when they see the photograph of Robeson with his multiracial, international family and
learn that he spoke and sang in over 15 different languages, it
seems clear that Robeson lived multiculturalism; hence, traveling around the world spreading peace through music to bring
people together came naturally to him.
A story worth hearing about a cause worth fighting.
(Informational picture book. 4-10)

PIES FROM NOWHERE
How Georgia Gilmore
Sustained the Montgomery
Bus Boycott

Romito, Dee
Illus. by Freeman, Laura
Little Bee (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Nov. 6, 2018
978-1-4998-0720-2

Despite significant danger to themselves, Georgia Gilmore and the Club from Nowhere raised
support for the Montgomery bus boycott.
Georgia Gilmore was an excellent cook and baker. The
third-person narrator explains that when Rosa Parks was jailed,
Georgia had already been boycotting the Montgomery buses
(due to mistreatment from drivers) for two months. Tired of
injustice, when the citywide boycott began, Georgia wanted to
support the cause. So she made use of her remarkable culinary
skills: Along with other women, she cooked and baked, donating their sales to the cause. To avoid retribution, the proceeds
were donated anonymously. The boycott is explained simply—even children with no prior knowledge of segregation or
the civil rights movement will be able to follow the story with
little exposition. Though Georgia eventually faced retaliation,
she remained true to her beliefs and became an entrepreneur,
creating a safe meeting space for civil rights leaders. The text
placement sometimes feels clunky, and some of the single-page
spreads can feel confusing in juxtaposition (though the art is
otherwise well-executed). Despite these minor flaws, the message that, like Georgia, everyone can find a place in the fight
for social justice is clear. Pair with Monica Clark-Robinson
and Frank Morrison’s Let the Children March (2017) and Olugbemisola Rhuday-Perkovich and Jade Johnson’s Someday Is Now
(2017) or other titles that highlight lesser-known figures for a
fuller understanding of the civil rights movement.
Empowering. (sources, author’s note, recipe) (Informa
tional picture book. 6-9)

|

MUHAMMAD ALI

Sánchez Vegara, Isabel
Illus. by Brosmind
Frances Lincoln (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-78603-331-4
Series: Little People, BIG DREAMS

y o u n g a d u lt

This brief biographical sketch of the
late boxer Muhammad Ali highlights his
sports personality and activism.
Cassius was confident from a young age, this book tells
readers. When someone stole his bike, he told a police officer
he wanted to face the thief. The officer suggested Cassius take
boxing classes, and he did. With speed as his secret weapon, he
dominated the junior boxing scene, winning an Olympic gold
medal in Rome. From there, he went on to train for the world
heavyweight championship. “To tease his opponents, Cassius
often used rhymes, describing how he was going to win. Some
thought it was trash-talk, but it sounded like poetry...and it
worked!” Dedicated spreads show Ali’s victory against Sonny
Liston, his speaking up for African-Americans’ rights, his conversion to Islam and name change, his conscientious objection
to the Vietnam War and the professional consequences he
suffered because of it, his amazing comeback, and his charity
work toward the end of his life. Playful, stylized cartoon illustrations of people with curved limbs and round lips center Ali,
often pictured as an oversized figure, surrounded by scenes that
influenced him and groups representing the many people he
influenced.
An amazing life effectively condensed into picturebook form, this makes a nice introduction to the greatest.
(historical note, further reading) (Picture book/biography. 4-8)

with Jamaica’s dub was present in DJ Kool Herc’s Bronx block
parties, at which hip-hop’s birth is formally credited. But
Weatherford and Morrison don’t stop at the music. Graffiti
artists on the subway lines of NYC, B-boys and B-girls on
the cardboard dance floors, and the unforgettable hip-hop
fashion are featured prominently, albeit with a heavy regionalist emphasis on its East Coast–reppin’ legends. Bronx-born
superproducer Swizz Beatz provides the foreword, honoring
the role models that paved the way to his flourishing artistic career. (There are relatively few artists from outside New
York and New Jersey featured, though some come through
in thumbnail biographies of both male and female artists in
the backmatter.) A glossary of classic hip-hop terminology is
included along with an author’s note and an illustrator’s note.
No way around it, this book is supa-dupa fly, with lush
illustrations anchored in signature hip-hop iconography
for the future of the global hip-hop nation. (Picture book.
4-14)

THE ROOTS OF RAP
16 Bars on the 4 Pillars
of Hip-hop

Weatherford, Carole Boston
Illus. by Morrison, Frank
Little Bee (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-4998-0411-9

Morrison’s illustrations set the stage for Weatherford’s
rhythmic history in verse, breaking from hip-hop’s early influences to today’s global hip-hop takeover.
This celebration begins, appropriately, with the ancestors.
An homage to Afro-descendent “folktales, street rhymes, and
spirituals,” along with images of Langston Hughes and Paul
Laurence Dunbar, is juxtaposed with a backpack-toting black
male with a crisp fade and T-shirt emblazoned with the signature words of Notorious B.I.G.: “It was all a dream.” This
slogan recalling the dream of Martin Luther King Jr. highlights how the art form has served a dual purpose for hip-hop
heads to get down at the party as well as to unify on the streets.
Weatherford demonstrates how James Brown’s funk matched
|
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Namrata Tripathi
[Sponsored]

THE PUBLISHER SEEKS MARGINALIZED VOICES—AND TRUTH ON THE
PAGE—AT HER NEW IMPRINT, KOKILA
By Megan Labrise
Photo courtesy Helen Melville

Tripathi, an Indian emigrant who lived in the Soviet
Union, Afghanistan, Canada, Pakistan, Germany, and
Poland before settling in New York City, was the editorial director of Dial Books for Young Readers at the
time. She contacted Hiranandani’s agent, Sara Crowe,
with a hard-line pitch—“You will not find another editor better suited for this particular book”—which led
to a deal-making talk with the author.
“My family is Hindu and Sikh,” Tripathi says. “Hers
is Hindu and Jewish, and in The Night Diary, the character is Hindu and Muslim. They come from Pakistan
to India, and my family made the same journey at Partition as well. The main character lives in Sindh, and
I lived there in my childhood....It was this wonderful
conversation. We talked about hybridity and identity
and questions we often grapple with, and it shows in
the book.”
That’s the kind of book—and the kind of talk—
Tripathi seeks as vice president and publisher of
Kokila, a new imprint at the Penguin Young Readers Group. (Kokila is the Sanskrit name for the Koel
bird, whose song is thought to herald new beginnings.)
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When the manuscript for Veera Hiranandani’s The

Beginning in summer 2019, Kokila will publish multi-

Night Diary hit her desk, it was like daybreak for Nam-

faceted stories from the margins that “add nuance and

rata Tripathi.

depth to the way children and young adults see the

“I had never acquired a book set in my part of the

world and their place in it,” an official statement reads.

world before,” Tripathi says of the revelatory middle-

“Beyond the books, in starting an imprint, I felt

grade novel, which depicts the 1947 Partition of India

very intentional about recognizing that we are also

through the eyes of a 12-year-old girl, “and [I receive] a

creating a culture,” says Tripathi, who leads a team

lot of them, you can imagine, because when someone

that includes editor Joanna Cárdenas, art direc-

sees a name like ‘Namrata Tripathi’ on a [submissions]

tor Jasmin Rubero, and editorial assistant Syd-

list, they’re like, ‘I’ll send this book about brown kids

nee Monday, who are also women of color. “We’re

to that brown lady.’ ”

starting something from scratch. If we’re building
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something from the ground up, we must interrogate

story that deals with redis-

every procedure.”

tricting, colorism in Latinx

That goes for everything, from the way Kokila’s

communities, the transi-

meetings are run to a decision to accept unrepresented

tion from active duty to

manuscripts three months a year (Sept. 1-Dec. 1) and

civilian life, and the art of

plans to host webinars that will answer remote authors’

welding.

publishing FAQs. They hope ameliorating accessibil-

“What I love about it,

ity issues whenever possible will lead to the discovery

and what I hope will be

of more authors, more stories, and more unforgettable

consistent across the Kokila

characters of all races, ethnicities, religions, classes,

titles,” Tripathi says, “is

genders, sexualities, abilities, and backgrounds.

something that we kind of

“I think what we can agree on is we need more every-

joke about, especially for this debut list: What we have

thing,” Tripathi says. “If I could just put my request for

on the surface—here, a book about a daughter and her

where publishing will go, in terms of really advanc-

father coming together—has another layer. And then

ing marginalized voices, in the simplest and most

this next layer. And, oh! Then there’s this other layer.

inelegant way I could, it would just be: more—better.

And all these questions and insights buttressing it. And

That’s it. That’s all. We just want more voices, and we

then another layer.

want books to be better, and when there’s more, that’s
better for all of us.”

“There’s always more to talk about, because no
child experiences life in a single dimension,” she says.

Authors and illustrators that have signed with
Kokila include Randy Ribay, Matthew A. Cherry,
Vashti Harrison, Isabel Quintero, Zeke Peña, John
Corey Whaley, Eve Ewing, Jessica Kim, Celia C.

“No one goes through life like, ‘Ah! All I feel today is
this relationship with my dad.’ ”
Acquiring a manuscript, however, may in fact
hinge on a single criterion.

Pérez, Calista Brill, and Nilah Magruder. The Night

“No matter what the story, the thing I look for most

Diary will move from Dial to Kokila for its paperback

is, Did you tell me something true?” Tripathi says.

publication, and Hiranandani’s next novel, The Sound

“You do it because you believe it, your heart is in it, and

of Summer, set against the

when a reader sees truth on a page, they know....I’ll

sea change of Loving v. Vir

read anything that takes me anywhere, as long as I feel

ginia, is anticipated in 2020.

there’s truth there. As a reader, you always crave that

Pablo Cartaya, author of

electric connection.”

2018 Pura Belpré Author
Honor Book The Epic Fail of
Arturo Zamora and Marcus

Megan Labrise is a staff writer and co-host of the Fully
Booked podcast.

Vega Doesn’t Speak Spani sh,
will debut with Each Tiny
Spark, a father-daughter
|
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young
adult
GOODBYE, PERFECT

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Barnard, Sara
Simon Pulse/Simon & Schuster
(384 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-5344-0244-7

GOODBYE, PERFECT by Sara Barnard............................................106
INVENTING VICTORIA by Tonya Bolden..........................................106
ECHO NORTH by Joanna Ruth Meyer.............................................. 112
SORRY NOT SORRY by Jaime Reed.................................................. 115
BLACK ENOUGH by Ibi Zoboi..........................................................119

Eden promised her best friend she’d
keep her secret.
From the moment they met, when
Eden, a British girl of “indeterminatebut-not-quite-white-enough” appearance,
was 7 and the new girl at school with a new foster family, white,
bright, confident Bonnie has been her best friend, her port of
safety, the steady counterpart to her wild side. Now Eden’s 16,
adopted by loving parents along with her biological younger sister and with a seemingly perfect older adoptive one. On the eve
of their stressful GCSE exams, Bonnie, 15, sends Eden a text—
she’s run off with her boyfriend, Jack, whom Eden has not only
never met, but has suspected of being imaginary. Turns out
Jack is Mr. Cohn, their 29-year-old music teacher, and Bonnie’s
been having sex with him for months. Eden is horrified. But
the only way she knows to repay Bonnie for her friendship is to
stay silent, as days drag on and Bonnie continues to email Eden.
Told entirely from Eden’s complex, lovely point of view, the
novel never explains Bonnie or her actions. Rather, it uses Bonnie’s flight as a jumping-off point to explore Eden’s ideas about
perfection, love, and her places in her family and the world.
Eden’s healthy relationship with “sweet, quiet, and drama-free”
boyfriend Connor is beautifully drawn, as is her growing realization that Bonnie’s “good” background gives her leeway and
sympathy Eden herself would never receive.
Nuanced, compelling, honest, and important. (Fiction.
14-18)

INVENTING VICTORIA

Bolden, Tonya
Bloomsbury (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-68119-807-1

ECHO NORTH

Meyer, Joanna Ruth
Page Street (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-62414-715-9
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In 1880s Savannah, an AfricanAmerican girl seizes the opportunity to
enter a different life.
Essie has many questions about the
life she’s lived with her mother, her “aunties,” and the white men who visit, feeling closer to their cleaner, Ma Clara—but tough as life is, she
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knows it’s better than the times of slavery. It is Ma Clara who
urges Essie’s Mamma to send her to school. When she leaves
home for a housekeeping job, her mother furiously accuses
Essie of snobbery, revealing that Essie’s father was a white
Union soldier. At the boardinghouse, Essie does her tasks and
delights in reading books from the parlor. A guest, Dorcas
Vashon, takes an interest in Essie, offering her the chance to
start a new life in Baltimore. The lessons that will turn Victoria, Essie’s new chosen name, into a member of the emerging
African-American elite are demanding. She meets noteworthy
figures such as Frederick Douglass, falls in love, and wonders
if she can marry without revealing her past. This unique work
seamlessly weaves aspects of black history into the detailed narrative. Essie’s desire for a life she can be proud of is palpable; as
Victoria, she emerges as a fully realized character, a product of
all her experiences. The depiction of Washington, D.C.’s African-American elite is rich and complex, never shying away from
negatives such as colorism and social climbing.
A compelling and significant novel. (Historical fiction.
13-18)

Fifteen-year-old orphan Charlotte
O’Dell leaves her Victoria, British
Columbia, home to waitress at the St.
Alice Hotel on Harrison Lake in 1908.
She soon makes friends with Mr.
Jacob Doyle, an older male guest, who
prefers her to bring his breakfast and asks her to play chess
with him. While this favoritism annoys the housekeeper, Mr.
Doyle is a regular visitor, and she must keep him happy. When
he passes away under mysterious circumstances, Charlotte
becomes the subject of a murder inquiry. She soon finds out
who her real friends are, as the detectives are more interested
in closing the case quickly than identifying the real murderer.
Charlotte has to both save herself and honor the good friend
she’d made. While the book takes a while to set the scene before
the mystery truly begins, subplots keep things moving forward,
albeit slowly, with everything being wrapped up very quickly at
the end. Character development is minimal. Historical details,
such as the suffragette movement and black-and-white photographs of the original St. Alice Hotel, add novelty and interest.
Major characters are white; First Nations people briefly appear,
wearing beads and paddling a canoe, as do Chinese immigrants,
one of whom refers to malaria as an African disease although
most Chinese in Canada at this time originated in regions
where malaria was endemic.
A short, accessible mystery for readers who enjoy a leisurely pace. (Mystery. 12-16)

|

de la Cruz, Melissa
Inkyard Press (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-335-54154-3
A South Korean high school student
spending her senior year in the United
States navigates a new school, dating,
and college pressures.
Ji-su, who is enduring a succession
of blind dates set up for her by her ambitious parents through a matchmaker, suddenly finds herself
attending a private school in San Francisco, something her
parents hope will help her stand out when she applies to college. Although she is heartbroken to leave behind her beloved
besties, Euni and Min, she soon makes new friends, including
Filipino-American heartthrob Austin; popular, high-achieving
Korean-American Dave; and confident, friendly LebaneseAmerican Hiba, who becomes a close friend. Ji-su continues
going on arranged blind dates in California but also experiences
feelings of attraction toward both Austin and Dave, all while
applying to (and waiting to hear from) highly competitive colleges. The conceit of the book—following Ji-su through 29 blind
dates over the course of her senior year—helps the plot move
along swiftly and introduces readers to a wide variety of Korean
boys with different personalities and interests, helping to break
stereotypes about Asian males. Characters of a range of ethnicities populate the book, and the cultural details about life in
Korea are realistically drawn and impressive in their accuracy.
A surprise ending brings the story to a satisfying close that will
thrill fans of Jenny Han’s To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before (2014).
A surefire hit wherever lighthearted romances are popular. (author’s note) (Fiction. 12-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

MURDER AT THE ST. ALICE

Citra, Becky
Coteau Books (160 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Feb. 1, 2019
978-1-55050-962-5

29 DATES

NO ONE HERE IS LONELY

Everett, Sarah
Knopf (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-553-53868-7

A teen struggles with loneliness during the summer after high school.
Sheridan “Eden” Paulsen is terrified
of change. Her best friend, Lacey, deserts her for a new group of friends, she
discovers her mother cheating on her
father, and she has no one to talk to. But then she calls longtime
unrequited love Will, who will be there “whenever [her] heart
desires.” The catch? Will Mason died two weeks before graduation. Before his accidental death, Will signed up to be a Cognitive Donor with In Good Company, a phone service that allows
people to talk to a Companion—a highly artificially intelligent
facsimile of the deceased. Keeping her phone on as she moves
through her summer, Eden takes Will with her everywhere she
goes: to work, out with co-workers, and as she completes her

kirkus.com
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reading that expands
your universe
International travel makes
the invisible visible. Even (or, perhaps, especially) if we define ourselves in opposition to many values from our cultures of origin,
we have nevertheless absorbed
them in ways we can only recognize when they stand out in contrast to something completely
different. Reading internationally
can perform the same function.
Conversations often turn to what we can learn
from reading cross-culturally.
On the one hand, there is the
“how wonderful it is to learn
about foreign cultures!” argument, and on the other, “we
are really all the same on the
inside!” There is an inherent
tension between the two: The
former runs the risk of exoticizing the Other, while the latter can erase important differences in the name of avoiding
discomfort.
In reality, both are true:
We are all fundamentally human in the most essential
ways, but equally, there is splendid variety, from the
minutiae of daily habits to the really big stuff, such
as how we think about the self in relation to others.
Traveling and reading internationally allow us to form
deep bonds over our commonalities and to cultivate
an understanding of differences, to know that we
don’t need to be the same to be friends and to live
peaceably together.
As Katherine Marsh so
eloquently put it in her essay “Refugee Stories Are Just
the Beginning: How Fiction
Opens Children’s Minds,” “as
I watched nativism and populism engulf the world, I became even more obsessed
with the question of how to
give American children, including my own, a global per108
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spective.…[B]ooks can be
magic carpets that allow kids
to fly over borders and see
themselves and their communities in more complex and
challenging ways. The question is: Are we doing a good
enough job of giving American children stories that expose them to the larger world?”
International travel is exhilarating because all your
senses come alive—you cannot sleepwalk through the day as you can at home. International reading does the same for our minds. The
bits that might be a little bit hard—the unfamiliar
names or references you don’t recognize—are signs
that your world is growing bigger in ways that will remain long after the story ends.
Go on—let Kagiso Lesego Molope introduce you
to a South African woman grappling with family loyalty and violence against women in This Book Betrays My
Brother (2018). Visit Damascus with Rafik Schami in A
Hand Full of Stars (1990), translated by Rika Lesser, and
learn how one teen lives under an oppressive regime.
Meet a Japanese man struggling to come to terms with
his late brother’s sexuality in My Brother’s Husband
(2017), translated by Anne Ishii. See Sweden through
the eyes of a jazz-obsessed, biracial teen and her octogenarian best friend in Wonderful Feels Like This (2017)
by Sara Lövestam, translated by Laura A. Wideburg.
Get to know two young people living centuries apart
in Ireland in Siobhan Dowd’s Bog Child (2008). Head
north of the border to find out what Canadians are
doing to heal from the traumatic legacy of residential
schools in Speaking Our Truth: A Journey of Reconciliation by Monique Gray Smith (2017). Explore the wilderness of post-apocalyptic Australia with Mark Smith
in The Road to Winter (2017).
We need these books and more like them: They
bring the richness of the world into our homes and
our hearts. —L.S.
Laura Simeon is the young adult editor.
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summer to-do list, the pre-college list she and Lacey were supposed to tackle together. As summer wears on, Eden falls in love
with Will despite knowing he’s not real. Narrator Eden’s position as the uncertain middle daughter in a family of achievers
who know who they are and what they want will resonate with
readers who are also unsure of their own paths. The speculative
aspect of the Companion blends seamlessly with the realism.
Eden and Will are black, Eden has a black co-worker, and everyone else is assumed white.
Readers developing a sense of self will be in good company here. (Fiction. 12-18)

THE CERULEAN

Ewing, Amy
HarperTeen (496 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-248998-2

|

The one person who completely
understands what Brooke is going
through is the one person she’s not supposed to talk to.
After her brother, Jason, is convicted
of murdering his best friend, Cal, life has
stopped for Brooke and her family. Ostracized throughout their
small Texas town, the only person she socializes with is newcomer
Maggie, a half-Korean, half-white beauty vlogging teen. But Brooke
doesn’t tell Maggie the cause of her mother’s hypervigilance, her
father’s retreat into work, or her sister’s reticence. Brooke too, has
let Jason’s conviction imprison her, derailing her dream of ice skating professionally. When she sees Heath, Cal’s younger brother,
stranded on the side of the road, she gives him a ride into town and
chances a connection with someone she knows is just as, if not more,
broken. Through a mix of emotions, Brooke and Heath continue
to meet in secret and slowly develop a friendship that threatens to
become more even though they both know it cannot be. And when
Brooke learns that there may be more to Cal’s murder than they all
know, she can’t let this knowledge go even though it has the potential to cause even more pain to their families and shatter Brooke
and Heath’s fragile understanding. Johnson (The First to Know, 2017,
etc.) spins a tale of broken people and stirring complexity. With the
exception of Maggie, characters are white.
Emotional page-turner. (Fiction. 12-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

An exploration of feminine power,
autonomy, and sexuality.
Nearly 18, Sera has led a protected
life in the City Above the Sky, an allfemale society connected to a planet via a
magic tether. Her race of Ceruleans possess blue hair, blood, and eyes and silvery skin. Sera is chosen
to sacrifice herself by jumping off the edge of the City to break
the tether so that her people can locate another planet with
resources to draw upon. On the planet below, 18-year-old biracial human twins navigate another culture’s social restrictions.
Leo, who appreciates women and fashion, takes after their
Pelagan mother with his blue eyes and light skin, while Agnes,
who is attracted to women (in a homophobic culture) and loves
science, resembles their Kaolin father with her brown skin and
eyes. The two go on an expedition to collect another specimen
for their ruthless father’s popular theatrical freak shows and
come across Sera, who never could muster the romantic feelings for girls her society expected, following her crash. Most
citizens of Kaolin are brown-skinned, while the Pelagans are
predominantly fair-skinned. In places, the text appears to
unquestioningly privilege lighter complexions. In alternating
narration, Ewing (The Black Key, 2016, etc.) provides intricate,
well-explained worldbuilding, slowly unveiling a deeply buried
mystery and leaving characters poised for new discoveries.
Readers will consider the invisible tethers that bind us
to societal expectations and the connections we’d rather
forge in their stead. (Fantasy. 14-18)

EVEN IF I FALL

Johnson, Abigail
Inkyard Press (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-335-54155-0

FOLLOWING

Johnston, Jeffry W.
Sourcebooks Fire (288 pp.)
$10.99 paper | Feb. 1, 2019
978-1-4926-6461-1
Practicing his investigative techniques, aspiring detective Alden follows golden boy Greg to an abandoned
ball park at the edge of town where he
believes he witnesses a murder.
In an update to the fable of “The Boy
Who Cried Wolf,” Alden is the guy spotting crime and anonymously informing the police in order to assuage the guilt he feels
around the deaths of his parents during a mass shooting at a fair.
He is obsessed with the need to prevent the mayhem he feels exists
around him. But is this crime real? Greg, a senior and popular athlete at their high school, is dating pretty, red-haired Amy—and now
Alden thinks he has murdered her. Alden’s best friend, Charlie, is
the daughter of the chief of police and for a time becomes involved
in trying to prove or disprove the crime that Alden believes was
committed. A junior, Alden lives with an uncle who is trying to be
a parent but lacks experience; this side plot adds to the overall picture of Alden’s isolation. There are minimal physical descriptions
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Anat Deracine

IN DRIVING BY STARLIGHT, TWO TEENAGE GIRLS IN SAUDI ARABIA
WRESTLE WITH THE PATRIARCHY
By Alex Heimbach

Anat Deracine has been an immigrant her entire
life. “I have never been able to vote in any country that I’ve lived in,” she says. She’s of Indian descent but grew up first in Iraq and then Saudi Arabia.
When the Saudi government cracked down after
the Gulf War, her family left for Canada; Deracine
was 14.
When she decided to write about Saudia Arabia,
Deracine settled on a pen name, partially for her
safety but also so readers would give Driving by Star
light (May 22) a chance without any preconceived
notions about its author.
Nonetheless, Deracine drew on her own experiences to write Driving by Starlight, especially for the
novel’s complex female relationships. In both the
book and her own experience, Deracine says, Saudi
110
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girls and women “were caught up with a lot of infighting, back-stabbing, jealousy, and [all] sort of interpersonal politics largely because of the confines
that they were in.”
The arc of the novel is focused on how these
women overcome those disagreements and learn to
lift each other up in the face of darker threats. Or, as
Deracine puts it, “How do you let the little battles
fall away when you realize you have a bigger war to
fight?”
Driving by Starlight includes a large cast of young
(and a few older) Saudi women, each of whom has her
own challenges and motivations. “There is no one
Middle Eastern woman,” Deracine says. “They’re
figuring out who they are even within this very tight
bounding box.” The narrator is ambitious, brilliant
Leena, the daughter of a rebel, who dreams of studying law but knows it’s impossible for her. Her best
friend Mishal dreams about boys rather than books
but looks to her impending arranged marriage with
dread. There are also the pious Bilquis, the halfAmerican Deena, and the headmistress Maryam.
As these very different women come into contact—and conflict—with each other, they are often shockingly cruel to each other, as when Leena
compares the chubby Bilquis to an elephant. “Making them likable is one thing, but making them real
is another, and making them real meant that they
would say and do some very sharp things,” Deracine says. That effusive emotionality, which can be
positive as well, is the norm in the Middle East, Deracine says, even as it feels profoundly strange to a
Westerner taught to value politeness above all else.
To make the story more immediately comprehensible to a global audience, Deracine altered the
way the girls speak somewhat, but she was careful
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not to give the girls the same values as their Western counterparts. “In most of the Middle East, including Egypt and Saudi Arabia, if you say you’re
an atheist they’ll put you in an asylum,” she says.
“So it’s a very different spectrum of what’s possible.” Some things that seem absolutely shocking
to Americans, like the way that women’s cellphone
cameras are smashed when the phone is purchased,
are simple facts of life to those in Saudi Arabia.
The power and pervasiveness of these policies
have rendered the notion of changing the system
from the inside almost impossible for Saudi women.
At the end of Driving by Starlight, Leena is forced to
leave the country she loves in the hope of building
a better life elsewhere. “At what point do you recognize that you alone are not going to change the
system, you don’t have the power to change the system, and you need to find solid ground before you
can help the others who are drowning?” Deracine
asks.

WE ARE HERE TO STAY
Voices of Undocumented
Young Adults
Kuklin, Susan
Candlewick (192 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-7636-7884-5

A chronicle of true stories of nine
undocumented young adults who came
to the U.S. in search of a better tomorrow, leaving behind violence, political unrest, and poverty.
Basing her account on lengthy—often quoted—interviews,
Kuklin (Beyond Magenta, 2014, etc.) does a brilliant job of transmitting the often upsetting, but always hopeful, stories of nine protagonists from Colombia, Mexico, Ghana, Independent Samoa, and
South Korea who are living under the constant threat of deportation to their countries of birth, places many of them know nothing
about. Readers cannot help but feel empathy for the individuals as
they learn personal details of their lives. The young people are only
identified by their initials with blank frames printed in lieu of the
originally planned photographs, an editorial decision made after
the Trump administration moved to repeal the Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals program. Kuklin walked two tightropes in
writing this book, doing so with competence and skill. Her first
tour de force was to succeed in writing about people, not politics,
even though the latter plays a consequential, even a central, role
in the lives of those she writes about, in the form of immigration
policies. Kuklin’s mastery is also manifest in her ability to engender
empathy and compassion without writing a tear-jerker; the painful experiences, often narrated in a raw and unembellished manner,
while inspiring, are more conducive to a productive conversation
on the complicated issues of immigration.
A must-read. (timeline, endnotes, author’s note,
resources, index) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

Alex Heimbach is a writer and editor in California.
Driving by Starlight received a starred review in the
March 15, 2018, issue.

beyond hair color, and main characters follow a white default.
Little in the characterization or writing make this stand out, but
Alden’s motivation rings true, and his vulnerability is appealing.
A twisty mystery. (Fiction. 12-16)

PARKLAND SPEAKS
Survivors from Marjory
Stoneman Douglas Share
Their Stories
Lerner, Sarah—Ed.
Crown (192 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-1-9848-4999-1

A compilation of firsthand witness
and survivor accounts of the Feb. 14,
2018 school shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, that took 17
lives and ignited the March for Our Lives.
|
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Magic pulsates through every page.
echo north

Remembering the victims, processing the trauma, sharing their anger, and advocating for lasting change, 43 survivors
of the shooting submitted creative work to editor Lerner, an
English and journalism teacher and yearbook adviser at MSD.
The result is another kind of yearbook, capturing in words and
full-color images the terror of the day and the aftermath of
grief, loss, hope, and political action. Lerner selected the pieces,
which include poems, essays, a letter, a journal entry, speeches,
photographs, and original art. While some of the works are not
especially polished and overall the contributions vary in artfulness, all are heartfelt. As a whole, the collection makes clear
what it was like to hear the gunshots and the victims’ screams,
to hide in closets and classrooms, to text frantically to reach
friends and family, and later to cope with the return to school,
nightmares, and survivor guilt—becoming galvanized into
political action.
A valuable primary source document that will be of
interest to students and activists today and historians
tomorrow. (resources, contributor biographies) (Nonfiction.
12-adult)

THE FADE

Lunetta, Demitria
Delacorte (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Dec. 11, 2018
978-1-5247-6633-7
A 15-year-old moves into a haunted
house complete with creepy neighbors.
Haley is a city girl, and she hates that
her family made her move from Chicago
to a small town in Wisconsin. What’s
worse, her new house is eerie, with a
moldy, spooky basement where she hears unexplained noises.
Haley is a talented artist who begins to lose consciousness, coming to only to find macabre images of dead girls she’s drawn. It
turns out that years ago, four girls disappeared without a trace,
and only Haley and the little boy who lives across the way can
see their ghosts. Haley eventually meets a cute but cagey boy
and some adventurous new friends who all seem willing to help
her. But when séances go wrong and suspicions mount, Haley
finds herself facing the dark basement alone. While the premise
isn’t terribly original and thoughts about the afterlife are somewhat simplistic, Lunetta (Bad Blood, 2017, etc.) creates a disturbing and mysterious vibe, startling readers with unexpectedly
brilliant twists. The wild ride will have readers flipping back
and forth to understand aspects of the psychological thrills.
Haley is mixed-race Vietnamese-American and white; other
main characters are white. There is diversity in sexual orientation and gender identity.
An impressively scary ghost story that will keep you up
all night. (Horror. 12-15)
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ECHO NORTH

Meyer, Joanna Ruth
Page Street (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-62414-715-9
To save her father, a 16-year-old girl
makes a difficult bargain with a wolf.
Echo Alkaev lives a quiet life with her
beloved father and older brother, working
in the family bookstore. When Echo was
7, she found a white wolf caught in a trap.
Inexplicably drawn to help it break free, Echo, attacked by the wolf,
was left with scars across her face which villagers say are the devil’s
mark. After her father travels to the city to sell precious manuscripts and doesn’t return, Echo is distraught and fights with her
new stepmother, who continually belittles her. Echo flees, finding
both her missing father and the white wolf in the woods. The wolf
offers a bargain: He’ll save her hypothermic father’s life if she’ll live
with him for a year. She accepts. Though initially frightened, Echo
tends the wolf’s magical house, outfitted with fantastical rooms.
She forms a bond with the wolf, who tells her he’ll die when her
year is over—and she decides she’ll do anything to prevent that.
Drawing on classic tales, Echo’s story is epic and engrossing. Magic
pulsates through every page; every landscape in this alternate Siberia lives and breathes. Echo is fierce, and her love for the wolf is
hard-earned and true. Readers will ache when it’s over and want to
start all over again. All human characters are white.
A lush, captivating new twist on beloved fairy tales.
(author’s note) (Fantasy. 14-adult)

THE UNDERDOG PARADE

Mihaley, Michael
Kaylie Jones/Akashic (278 pp.)
$35.95 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-61775-712-9

A debut novel seeks to redefine YA.
A single summer can change things. For
Peter Grady, 12 1/2 years old, epileptic, bullied, and lonely, the summer is being transformed by absences (his father, his friends)
and presences (charismatic 20-something
Josh, disabled Uncle Herb, and kind neighbors Mr. Terry and Mr.
James, a gay couple). Mihaley seemingly wants to tell a story of
growth through Peter’s friendship with Josh, who believes God
speaks to him and is building an ark after a couple of months without rain. Instead, the book is packed with issues, few of which are
given time to breathe. Frequent perspective changes to the adults,
as when Herb feels down about the toll his care takes on the family
or when Nick, Peter’s father, searches for old crushes on Facebook,
dilute Peter’s story. Nick’s casual homophobia and cruelty to Herb
(he shoves him from his wheelchair onto the floor) are left unquestioned by the text, as are several outdated and needless racist references to Native Americans. All characters are assumed white. The
careless, neglectful behavior by the adults—epileptic Peter rides
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a bike solo despite several breakthrough seizures, and his mother
doesn’t call a doctor to discuss them; two children and an adult
with spastic tetraplegia are left alone daily—is difficult to contextualize but leaves an uneasy sense of deeper problems.
Unclear in audience, theme, and even grammar, this
misses the mark. (Fiction. 13-adult)

FAKE NEWS
Separating Truth
from Fiction

Miller, Michael
Twenty-First Century/Lerner (116 pp.)
$37.32 PLB | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-5415-2814-7 PLB

y o u n g a d u lt

What is fake news and how can we
recognize it?
In a well-timed survey for teen readers,
Miller (My iPad for Seniors, 2017, etc.) sets
his introduction firmly in the present, opening with an example of
President Donald Trump’s quoting of a false National Enquirer story.
The author describes how legitimate news is collected and disseminated. He discusses the history of the fake news phenomenon and
explains the importance of a free press. He explains bias in news
sources and defines what various political labels mean in terms
of ideology. Citing authoritative sources, he states that fake news
is more often believed and spread by people who are politically
conservative. His examples of fake or biased reports include conspiracy theories and controversies about former President Barack
Obama’s birthplace, vaccinations, the 9/11 attack, the Kennedy
assassination, airplane contrails, Russian interference in the 2016
election, and climate change, among others. He concludes with
advice for identifying bias in news sources and offers two short
lists of sources indicating the nature of their political bias and their
degree of authority. He gives suggestions for combating fake news,
including how best to persuade others. Informative chapter titles
and subheadings make the organization clear, and excellent backmatter will encourage further exploration. Readers may find the
exposition dry, but the paragraphs are broken up with color photographs and text boxes, and this subject is timely and important.
A must-have for libraries serving teens. (source notes,
glossary, bibliography, further information, index) (Nonfic
tion. 12-18)

staying with her well-meaning uncle and trying to come to terms
with what happened on that terrible night. She finds solace in
the work of her beloved older brother, Elliot, who used an array
of electronics to search for extraterrestrial intelligence. When
the program registers a strange signal, she leaves a message on
the SETI forums, which eventually leads her to Nolan Chandler,
whose older brother, Liam, disappeared while walking his dog at
a family picnic two years ago. His parents started a nonprofit that
helps find missing children and are consumed with finding Liam;
Nolan feels like a ghost in his own home. Nolan has been hunting
for evidence of paranormal activity after glimpsing Liam while in
the throes of a flu-induced fever dream, and when he picks up an
unusual signal in Liam’s room with his EMF reader, it leads him
to Kennedy’s message. Eventually, Nolan and Kennedy uncover
the sad truth about the horrible events that indelibly shaped their
lives. Their search for answers and the bond that forms between
them is riveting, and Miranda’s (Fragments of the Lost, 2017, etc.)
exploration of how grief transforms us is realistic and sensitively
drawn. All main characters are presumed white.
Eerie and emotionally resonant. (Suspense. 12-18)

COME FIND ME

Miranda, Megan
Crown (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-0-525-57829-1
Two tragedies—and something far
stranger—unite two teens.
Six months ago, a violent event in
their home claimed the lives of 16-yearold Kennedy Jones’ family. Now she’s
|
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Emiko Jean

EMPRESS OF ALL SEASONS CHALLENGES THE TROPES, AND WESTERN
SETTINGS, OF FANTASY NOVELS
By James Feder

Growing up, Emiko Jean was always a big fan of
fantasy novels. Dominated by white characters and
heavily influenced by Western mythology, those
books both drew her in and kept her at a distance.
With her second young adult novel, Empress of All
Seasons (2018), Jean, who is half-white and half-Japanese, set out to address the issues that had once
convinced her that writing fantasy simply wasn’t in
the cards for a girl like her. Time and again when
deciding what shape her narrative would take, she
was determined to, in her own words, “burn tropes.”
Set in a mythic Japan of the past where gods
leave smudges on the foreheads of emperors to
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single them out and supernatural beings called
yōkai walk among men, Empress of All Seasons’ protagonist Mari finds herself out of step with those
around her. Living in an all-woman community of
Animal Wives—half-yōkai women of unnatural
beauty who marry humans in order to steal their
wealth—Mari is “considered ugly,” Jean says. “Her
teeth overlap, and she’s a little stockier, like me.”
In addition to challenging the stereotypical portrayal of Asian women as exotic and overly sexualized, Mari’s looks necessitate a different path
for her. Instead of attracting a rich husband with
her charms, she’ll have to win the hand of the next
emperor in battle. Tradition dictates that the next
empress must win the right by surviving a series of
tasks, defeating the bravest and the best the empire has to offer.
The inspiration for Mari and her Animal Wives
clan comes from Japanese folklore. There’s a Japanese myth Jean found herself drawn to, the story
of the crane wife: A woman who is actually a crane
disguises herself as a human, plucking out all of her
feathers to be with the man she loves. That tension
between wanting to remain true to yourself and
change for love is an important part of Mari’s story, as indeed it is for any young person’s first foray
into romance. But Jean was very intentional in her
decision to write about such universal experiences
through such a specific, Japanese-tinted lens.
“I’ll get a little personal for a moment,” she says,
taking a brief pause. “Growing up, I kind of wanted
to be white, because I saw all these white characters going on grand adventures and falling in love,
and that exclusion, I realized, really hurt me.” After steering clear of writing and pursuing a career
in teaching math, even when Jean did return to
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literature, she said that the characters she wrote
were white. “I’ve been taught by these books and
fantasies that were mostly Western-made that the
only way to sell a book was to erase myself from
the narrative.”
Jean embarked on a personal journey to write
Empress, exploring her own heritage in a way she
hadn’t previously. “I’ve had some reviews saying
that they grappled with the language, with the
foreignness of the book,” Jean says, “but I think
that’s good. I think we need to be challenged. This
book, I didn’t write it for white people. I wrote it
for Asian girls who want to see themselves as the
hero of a book, for Asian boys who want to see
themselves as the hero. I think other people will
enjoy it, but, really, I wrote it for my own childhood self.”
James Feder is a writer based in Tel Aviv. Empress of
All Seasons was reviewed in the Sept. 15, 2018, issue.

THE FIELD GUIDE TO THE
NORTH AMERICAN TEENAGER

Philippe, Ben
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-06-282411-0

y o u n g a d u lt

A teenage, not-so-lonely loner endures
the wilds of high school in Austin, Texas.
Norris Kaplan, the protagonist of
Philippe’s debut novel, is a hypersweaty,
uber-snarky black, Haitian, FrenchCanadian pushing to survive life in his new school. His professor mom’s new tenure-track job transplants Norris mid–school
year, and his biting wit and sarcasm are exposed through his
cataloging of his new world in a field guide–style burn book.
He’s greeted in his new life by an assortment of acquaintances:
Liam, who is white and struggling with depression; Maddie, a
self-sacrificing white cheerleader with a heart of gold; and
Aarti, his Indian-American love interest who offers connection.
Norris’ ego, fueled by his insecurities, often gets in the way of
meaningful character development. The scenes showcasing his
emotional growth are too brief and, despite foreshadowing, the
climax falls flat because he still gets incredible personal access
to people he’s hurt. A scene where Norris is confronted by his
mother for getting drunk and belligerent with a white cop is
diluted by his refusal or inability to grasp the severity of the
situation and the resultant minor consequences. The humor
is spot-on, as is the representation of the black diaspora; the
opportunity for broader conversations about other topics is
there, however, the uneven buildup of detailed, meaningful
exchanges and the glibness of Norris’ voice detract.
Despite some missteps, this will appeal to readers who
enjoy a fresh and realistic teen voice. (Fiction. 13-16)

SORRY NOT SORRY

Reed, Jaime
Point/Scholastic (304 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-14900-5
Former best friends are forced to
revisit the past after a life-or-death medical crisis.
At first glance, Janelle and Alyssa
couldn’t be more different. Janelle is
African-American, and for generations
her family has been trying to save the world, one way or another.
For her part, Janelle is leading the grass-roots relief efforts after
a hurricane devastated their community. Homecoming queen
Alyssa, who is white, leads the vapid mean-girl posse and cares
more about fashion and her doting Asian-American boyfriend
than anything else. Like oil and water, Janelle and Alyssa clash
about everything, but things weren’t always this way; the girls
used to be best friends. They seem destined to remain at odds,
until one day Alyssa collapses and is rushed to the hospital. Soon
|
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Pure fun with an explosive twist.
stolen time

it’s revealed that Janelle is the one person who can save Alyssa’s
life. But will the former friends bury old wounds as the clock
ticks on Alyssa’s chance of recovery? Told in Janelle’s infectious,
unforgettable voice, this story about friendship, forgiveness,
and race is timely and refreshing. Janelle is irresistible as a whipsmart, funny, woke teen who cares about her family, diverse
group of friends, and community. A budding romance with her
longtime crush, Mateo, who is Latinx, rounds out Janelle’s story.
At once poignant and laugh-out-loud funny, with stellar
dialogue and a fast-paced narrative, this story reminds us
of the beautiful but complicated nature of true friendships.
(Fiction. 12-18)

STOLEN TIME

Rollins, Danielle
HarperTeen (416 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-267994-9
Dorothy, a Seattle con artist, time
travels from 1913 to a drastically different Seattle of 2077.
Sixteen-year-old Dorothy, who is
assumed white, has no intention of marrying a wealthy man so that her mother
can fleece him. She makes her escape, stowing away on a strange
aircraft that’s crash-landed nearby. Dorothy soon finds herself
in the mostly underwater New Seattle of 2077, which was devastated by a 9.3-magnitude earthquake two and a half years
earlier. Along with handsome, blond Ash, a former World War
II fighter pilot, she meets Chandra, a medical student from
ancient India; Willis, a white circus strongman from 1917; and
Zora, an African-American mechanic and the daughter of time
machine inventor professor Zacharias Walker. Walker has disappeared, and the group must travel back in time to find him.
The danger is greater than ever, and the fate of the world may be
at stake. The very capable Dorothy, despite being taught never
to trust, finds herself becoming fond of this motley crew...especially Ash. Unfortunately, the head of The Black Cirkus, a local
gang, wants to use time travel for his own reasons and has plans
for Dorothy. Rollins (Breaking, 2017, etc.) explores the potentially confusing mechanics and possible consequences of time
travel with aplomb, and intricate action sequences in the eerie
New Seattle and a military base in 1980 are thrilling.
Pure fun with an explosive twist. (Science fiction. 13-17)
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FIRESTARTER

Sim, Tara
Sky Pony Press (488 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-5107-0620-0
Series: Timekeeper, 3
Teenage clock mechanic Danny Hart
learns a deadly secret, forcing him to
choose between saving the man he loves
and saving the world.
In early 1877, Danny is trapped on an
airship controlled by rebels. Led by Zavier, a cruel and reticent
man grappling with a tragic past, the rebels are determined to
free time from the control of humans. At first, Danny resists:
If time is restored, Danny’s forbidden paramour, clock spirit
Colton Bell, will disappear. But the more Danny learns about
the history of the towers and their nefarious creation, the less
certain he is of his position—until a rival group, the Builders,
makes him choose between a future for himself and a future
for the people he loves. The prose is beautifully crafted, and
the cast is refreshingly diverse: White protagonists Danny and
Colton are queer, Daphne is biracial (white British and Indian),
there is ethnic diversity in the supporting cast, and at least one
secondary character is transgender. Unfortunately, the story is
overplotted, leaving little space to explain previous events or
the world’s rules, or to explore the complex and layered characters, and making it a difficult entry point for readers new to the
series. Furthermore, since the majority of the story occurs in
Zavier’s airship, hovering above unknown countries, the book
lacks the rich settings of previous volumes.
A lyrical, fast-paced romance that could have benefited
from a simplified plot. (Steampunk. 14-18)

OUR YEAR OF MAYBE

Solomon, Rachel Lynn
Simon Pulse/Simon & Schuster (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-4814-9776-3
Unrequited love through the filter of
semi-selfish organ donation.
Pianist Peter and dancer Sophie are
fused together. Neighbors and friends
for ages, they are intensely and emotionally intertwined. Peter’s kidney
disease keeps him at home, perfect for introspective Sophie,
who’d rather say nay to social activity and chill instead chez
Peter. Their union leaps to another level when Sophie donates
a kidney to save Peter’s life, setting off a chain of awakenings
within both. Sophie wants next-level love, bisexual Peter wants
to see what’s out there. The fissures in their formerly solid
rapport threaten to dichotomize their lives as Peter embraces
life’s opportunities (and a new beau) while Sophie laments the
lack of amorous affection she expected as a byproduct of her
hand in Peter’s health. Though the dual narrative is defined by
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namesake chapter headers, the voices initially are interchangeable, bleeding into each other instead of landing as dynamically
different. There are a number of secondary diverse characters
(East, Southeast, and South Asian; Latinx; and queer), and
Peter’s love interest is half Argentinian and half white, but the
two leads are both white (Sophie is Jewish, Peter describes himself as half Jewish).
An unexpected lens for a passable love story with an
expected outcome. (Fiction. 14-18)

THE LIFE OF
FREDERICK DOUGLASS
A Graphic Narrative of
a Slave’s Journey from
Bondage to Freedom

Drawing on Frederick Douglass’ own words, this graphic
novel tells the story of one man’s journey from the bondages of
slavery to free, well-respected, and sought-after orator fighting
for equality until the end of his life.
Readers see Douglass, the child of an enslaved mother
whom he only saw a few short times in his life, with no knowledge of his actual birth date or father’s identity, being left at
the plantation’s great house by his grandmother, starved by a
tyrannical overseer, and sold by multiple owners. A moment of
benevolence by one owner’s wife led to Frederick’s being taught
to read, which proved to be the key to his liberation. Placing
Douglass in historical context, the book tells readers of his support of black troops during the Civil War, his rallying for women
and the vote (despite the racism of some white suffragists), his
advocacy of the rights of Native Americans and Chinese immigrants, and his mentoring of anti-lynching activist Ida B. Wells,
and it also sheds light on intimate family relationships. The
high-quality sources and extensive research lend this book an
authenticity which precludes any denial of the cruelty, dehumanization, and intergenerational violence of slavery. The clear,
expressive color illustrations simultaneously put faces to the
characters as well as softening the blows of some of the more
graphic moments in Frederick’s life, making it more palatable
for a younger audience.
Powerful and engaging. (cast of characters, timeline,
historical notes, sources, index) (Graphic biography. 12-18)
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Being a geek can be hard work.
Series typically come with a lot
of backstory. Most Star Wars movies
famously begin with “the crawl,” a long
block of text summing up the story so far.
Fans of Buffy the Vampire Slayer have plenty of story to choose
from: the TV series, the 1992 movie, the comics and novels.
White’s (The Dark Descent of Elizabeth Frankenstein, 2018, etc.)
contribution includes elements from all the above. If it were
made into a film, the crawl would be 10 minutes long. Newcomers may be frightened by the terminology. They may even be
confused by a basic plot summary: Nina is both a Watcher and
a Slayer. It means—in this case—that Nina is training to be a
healer and a killer of monsters. The novel provides two of the
main pleasures of the TV show: people facing the end of the
world with jokes. The jokes aren’t nearly as clever as the ones
on the show, but very few are. The book often spends less time
on plot than on characterization, which is wise, because the
plot involves specialty tea. (Most characters are relatives of the
show’s Watchers—a notably white group.) The ending, however,
is a genuine surprise and a brilliant twist.
Even die-hard fans may lose patience with the story, but
the surprises at the end more than adequately reward those
who did their homework. (Paranormal adventure. 14-adult)

y o u n g a d u lt

Walker, David F.
Illus. by Smyth, Damon &
Louise, Marissa & Hill, James Guy
Ten Speed Press (192 pp.)
$19.99 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-399-58144-1

SLAYER

White, Kiersten
Simon Pulse/Simon & Schuster (416 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-5344-0495-3
Series: Slayer, 1

THE GIRL KING

Yu, Mimi
Bloomsbury (496 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-68119-889-7
Two sisters—and the fate of an
empire between them.
Lu
eagerly
anticipates
being
appointed the next empress of the Hu
dynasty. She has been training her body
for battle since the age of 7 and at 16 is
planning her first decree. Also known as the Small Princess, Minyi
admires and resents her hotheaded sister. Lu’s plans go awry
when the ailing emperor betroths her to Lord Set, naming him
the successor. Plotting, scheming, and assassination attempts
drive the sisters in different directions. Lu seeks to raise her own
army with the help of the surviving Gifted Kith, shape-shifters,
and the Yunians, magic users. Meanwhile, caught between the
manipulations of Set, a monk, and her mother, Min awakens to
a power she struggles to understand and the mean pleasure she
derives from using it. Neither Min nor Lu are particularly likable characters: Lu’s arrogance is clearly displayed, while Minyi
is emotionally self-flagellating at every opportunity. They are
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Martin Stewart

THE SCOTTISH WRITER OPENS THE PAGE AND LETS THE CREEPY
STORIES CRAWL INSIDE
By Alex Heimbach

Off the southwest coast of Scotland, there’s a
small island called the Isle of Arran. It’s often referred to as Scotland in miniature. “All the cliché
stuff you expect to find here is all on this wee island,”
Martin Stewart explains. It’s home to mountains
and beaches, golden eagles and majestic stags, a golf
course and a whiskey distillery—even a castle.
Stewart can see Arran from his home, but he also
has a long history with the island. In World War II,
his grandmother was evacuated from Glasgow to
Whiting Bay, on the Isle of Arran. It remained a special place for his family, and he spent summers there
as a boy. “It’s basically where my imagination lives,”
he says.
Arran served as inspiration for the town of Hill
Ford, the setting of Stewart’s novel The Sacrifice Box
(Aug. 28). The book follows Sep Hope as strange
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things begin to happen in the town that may or may
not have to do with the sacrifices he and four others
made to a stone box in the woods. Stewart’s elevator
pitch is that the novel is about what would happen
if the characters of The Breakfast Club “all lost touch
completely and then had to reunite four years later
to fight the gremlins.”
Fittingly, the bulk of the book is set in the 1980s,
specifically 1986, the year of the Chernobyl disaster and Halley’s comet, but the novel is far from a
straightforward period piece—even aside from the
murderous teddy bear. “If there can be a logical context for a homicidal teddy bear, that was probably
it,” he says.
“In my head, the setting is a British town in the
’80s viewed through the prism of an American ’80s
movie,” Stewart adds. He wanted to draw on the
Americana of movies like ET and Sixteen Candles
while maintaining a Scottish flavor. The kids ride
around town without their parents questioning
where they are, but Sep (short for September) works
in a chip shop that serves haggis suppers.
That sense of balance was central to every aspect
of the novel, which walks a tightrope between horror and comedy. “It had to be funny and scary, it had
to be unnerving and also thrilling, emotional and adventurous,” Stewart says. By focusing on the friendships and camaraderie between the characters, he
keeps the often very dark story from becoming too
depressing.
Before Stewart developed the story, though, he
just had the phrase “sacrifice box.” He kept a list
of words he liked (which also included “snow” and
“egg”), and “sacrifice” and “box” seemed to fit together. “It was just threatening enough and just mysterious enough that I thought that would be a really
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good title,” he says, “and then I had to work backward and figure out what the hell a sacrifice box
would be.”
Stewart describes that writing process as interrogating the story to figure out what it needed to
be. He quotes Steinbeck’s opening to Cannery Row,
where he cites a species of flatworm that can’t be
collected without being destroyed. Instead, you
have to encourage them to crawl onto a knife blade
of their own will: “And perhaps that might be the
way to write this book—to open the page and let
the stories crawl in by themselves.”
“I’m not necessarily sure Steinbeck was thinking
of the homicidal teddy bear thing when he wrote
that and then won the Nobel Prize and things,”
Stewart says, “but it’s my guiding principle now.”

relatable, however, in terms of living in a sibling’s shadow and
redefining the person you wish to be. The worldbuilding in this
Asian-inspired setting is strong as the author slowly uncovers
the empire’s origins, and the characters transform in surprising
ways. Other than the gray eyes of the Hana family, most characters have dark brown eyes, black hair, and brown or tawny skin.
Recommended for readers who enjoy imperfect characters and complex plots. (Fantasy. 14-18)

BLACK ENOUGH
Stories of Being Young
& Black in America

Zoboi, Ibi—Ed.
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (416 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-06-269872-8

The Sacrifice Box was reviewed in the June 15, 2018
issue.
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A diverse and compelling fiction
anthology that taps 17 established, rising
star, and new #ownvoices talents.
Editor Zoboi (Pride, 2018, etc.) lays
out the collection’s purpose: exploring black interconnectedness, traditions, and identity in terms of how they apply to black
teens. Given that scope, that most stories are contemporary
realistic fiction makes sense (Rita Williams-Garcia’s humorous “Whoa!” which dips into the waters of speculative fiction,
is a notable exception). Conversely, the characters are incredibly varied, as are the narrative styles. Standouts include the
elegant simplicity of Jason Reynolds’ “The Ingredients,” about
a group of boys walking home from the swimming pool; Leah
Henderson’s “Warning: Color May Fade,” about an artist afraid
to express herself; the immediacy of Tracey Baptiste’s “Gravity,”
about a #MeToo moment of self-actualization birthed from
violation; Renee Watson’s reflection on family in “Half a Moon”;
and the collection’s namesake, Varian Johnson’s “Black Enough,”
which highlights the paradigm shift that is getting woke. In
these stories, black kids are nerds and geeks, gay and lesbian,
first gen and immigrants, outdoorsy and artists, conflicted and
confused, grieving and succeeding, thriving and surviving—in
short, they’re fully human. No collection could represent the
entire spectrum of blackness, however, the presence of trans,
Afro-Latinx, and physically disabled characters is missed: a clarion call for more authentic black-centric collections.
A breath of fresh air and a sigh of long overdue relief.
Nuanced and necessary. (contributor biographies) (Anthol
ogy. 12-18)
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international ya writers
you should be reading
BURIED BENEATH
THE BAOBAB TREE
by Adaobi Tricia Nwaubani

DREAMS BEYOND THE SHORE
by Tamika Gibson

THE GRAY HOUSE
by Mariam Petrosyan;
trans. by Yuri Machkasov

THE BOOK OF PEARL
by Timothée de Fombelle;
trans. by Sarah Ardizzone & Sam Gordon

BALCONY ON THE MOON:
COMING OF AGE IN PALESTINE
by Ibtisam Barakat

THE MARROW THIEVES
by Cherie Dimaline

THE INTERROGATION OF ASHALA
by Ambelin Kwaymullinan

THIS BOOK BETRAYS MY BROTHER
by Kagiso Lesego Molope

WHEN I WAS A SOLDIER
by Valérie Zenatti;
trans. by Adriana Hunter
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THE LETTERS
by Kazumi Yumoto;
trans. by Cathy Hirano
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Sh e lf Spac e
We talk with David Del Vecchio, Owner of Idlewild Books
By Karen Schechner

Photo courtesy Kirk Bradley Peterkin

How would you describe Idlewild Books to
the uninitiated?

Idlewild was the original name of New York International Airport (changed to JFK in December 1963). Idlewild Books has
a similar mission: to transport people to other countries and
cultures. We’re a bookstore organized by country, with travel
guides, fiction, and nonfiction shelved side by side. In the Argentina section, for example, you’ll find a mix of travel guides,
novels by classic and contemporary writers such as Cortázar,
Ocampo, and Aira, and nonfiction such as The Argentina Read
er and the Chatwin classic In Patagonia. We’re also a language
school, with 7-week courses in French, Spanish, Italian, German, and Portuguese. Our classes are taught by native speakers
and range from beginner courses for travelers to film and conversation classes for more advanced students.

If Idlewild were a religion, what would be its icons
and tenets?

Oh wow. Well, I guess our physical icons would be a wellthumbed book, with addresses and phone numbers and maybe foreign vocabulary scrawled in ink in the margins, and a
map or a globe, and maybe a knapsack. And the tenets would
be to be curious and humble and to know that there are infinite ways of seeing and thinking. To learn a new language, you
|

How does Idlewild measure its success as a
travel bookstore?

Like most independent bookstores, we love to help people discover books they didn’t know existed and would not have stumbled upon in another store or online. And when it comes to
travel, we believe that a novel by a local writer can tell you more
about a culture than a guidebook. So even though guides
make up a big part of our book
sales, we measure our success as
a travel bookstore by the number of nonguidebooks we sell.

y o u n g a d u lt

Idlewild Books is New York City’s only travel bookstore and
one of the last in the country. David Del Vecchio, who worked
as a press officer for humanitarian affairs at the United Nations, opened Idlewild in 2008. Here Del Vecchio talks about
the ways fiction reveals a country as much as its maps and lists
of museums: “It’s a lot more exciting for us to see someone
walk out with a book of short stories from Vietnam as well as
a Lonely Planet than to just sell them a stack of guidebooks.”

have to let go of what you know (in our case, English) and try
to think and express yourself in a way that is unfamiliar. And
to see a new place or culture clearly, you have to do the same.

What trends are you noticing among readers?

In travel guides, there’s a trend
away from mass guides that David Del Vecchio
cover everything toward more local, curated experiences. It mirrors the way that many travelers are moving away from hotels to renting an apartment
through Airbnb. For example, there’s a series called Citix60
where they ask 60 local “creatives” (artists, designers, photographers, etc.) the places they hang out in their home city,
which is great because the places they recommend are often
just regular neighborhood-y spots that are more typical than
the cafe in the center that a mass guide might recommend.
Other new city guides, like LOST iN and Wildsam, mix recommendations with interviews with locals, short essays by famous writers from that city, and so on.

What is your favorite all-time travel book?

Hands down, it’s An African in Greenland, by Tété-Michel
Kpomassie. It’s a travel memoir about a young man from a
small village in Togo who stumbles upon a book about Eskimos in a bookstore, becomes obsessed, and spends several
years working his way across West Africa and Europe until
he finally achieves his dream of visiting Greenland. It’s utterly
unique because it’s about the interaction of two cultures most
of us know nothing about, but it also has adventure, sex, humor, vivid descriptions of beauty and squalor alike, and everything else you’d want in a travelogue.
Karen Schechner is the vice president of Kirkus Indie.
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Alger, E.H.
Windship Press (464 pp.)
Nov. 1, 2018
978-0-648-17250-5

I LOVE YOU THIS MUCH, NONNA by James Doti;
illus. by Bagram Ibatoulline...............................................................126
WHERE DRAGONWOOFS SLEEP AND THE FADING CREEPS
by A.J. Massey..................................................................................... 132

In this debut novel, a princess’s life
changes after a dragon attacks her castle.
The land of Manydown lies between
the sea and Iron Crag mountain. In
Castle Lawhill, Princess Winterhued is
beloved by the people of her kingdom,
but she’s a lonely, restless soul. Her father, King Gers, is a fatuous gourmand who leaves the intellectual portions of his rule
to his daughter. Winterhued, who loved someone once in her
youth, wonders if she’s now too old to find a worthy match.
One morning, after she has another dream about malevolent
wings beating from above, she bathes with the assistance
of Lady Ulidia. When Eudora, a young scullery maid, spills a
bucket of water, Ulidia scolds her, but later Winterhued shows
the maid kindness by giving her oranges. The girl, overawed
in the princess’s chambers, takes the opportunity to secretly
snatch a moonstone necklace. This brazen act is quickly overshadowed by a sudden attack by a vast, winged beast, which
turns much of Castle Lawhill to flaming rubble. The dragon
then takes up residence in the castle’s keep. The king seeks a
knight to slay the beast, planning to offer Winterhued’s hand
in marriage as a reward. Meanwhile, an errant knight—who
already has a connection to the princess—and his squire roam
the lands just below Iron Crag, and they’re watched by what
may be the last living unicorn. In her debut, Alger evokes
dreamy classics, such as Lord Dunsany’s 1924 novel, The King of
Elfland’s Daughter, while blessing her characters with a modern
wit that lets them stand beside figures created by Neil Gaiman.
Fantasy fans will consistently enjoy the lyrical prose, as in the
line, “[The wings] washed at the verges of her mind like twilit
waves upon a strand, leaving at their ebb a scum of fear.” The
dragon, which seems impossible to see clearly due to its ferocity,
provides a chaotic backdrop against which secondary players,
such as Stench, a young dung-scooper, perform heroic deeds.
The unicorn, meanwhile, is used as a subtle metaphor for being
lost or being denied one’s true path.
An epic fantasy marked by passionate prose and courageous characters.

THE GHOSTS OF HAWTHORN MISSOURI by James Peet.............. 135
TWO MINUS ONE by Kathryn Taylor............................................. 140

WHERE DRAGONWOOFS SLEEP AND THE
FADING CREEPS

Massey, A.J.
Self (248 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $2.99 e-book | Jun. 5, 2018
978-1-980944-39-3
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AMELIA, THE MERBALLS AND
THE EMERALD CANNON

Bernard, Ted
Petra Books (428 pp.)
$30.00 | $20.00 paper | $9.00 e-book
Apr. 14, 2018
978-1-927032-84-8
978-1-927032-83-1 paper

Blanchard, Evonne
Illus. by Palmisano, Joe
CreateSpace (70 pp.)
$10.95 paper | $3.99 e-book
Jun. 19, 2018
978-1-981496-11-2

Students and faculty at a rural Ohio
college unite against an underhanded industrial mining scheme on protected land—
unaware that a larger catastrophe looms.
In this novel, Gilligan University is an enclave of multicultural, progressive thought in Appalachian southern Ohio (those
cognizant of the region will recognize a disguised Ohio University). Katja Nickleby was a globe-trotting academic whose
posthumously published manuscript Over the Cliff became a
21st-century Silent Spring of climate change. By 2014, her protégé (and former lover), Stefan Friemanis, is a professor at Gilligan, smitten with a female student despite the taboos of such an
affair. Meanwhile, another student discovers a dirty scheme by
uncouth energy tycoon Jasper Morse to secure mining rights to
a small but cherished old-growth forest deeded to the college—
despite Gilligan’s vow to embrace “sustainability,” not fossil
fuels. DIY investigations by Stefan’s undergraduate friends find
vast, Koch brothers–like fortunes hidden offshore by Morse,
tentacles of corruption reaching from a Gilligan administrator to the Ohio governor, and a Mafia-like cabal of Cleveland
Greek Cypriots (Buckeye State shoutouts, even absurdist ones
like that, abound). As events escalate to “monkey wrenching”
sabotage and campus riots, the tale unfolds not only via Stefan’s
journals, but also through the eyes of Hannah McGibbon, an
erstwhile student now looking back from the 2030s—the drastically changed era forecast by Katja (remember her?). Bernard
(Hope and Hard Times, 2010) wields a wise and skillful voice in
this intricate eco-fiction, even as the narrative goes through
more metamorphoses (international thriller, college-town
dramedy, dystopian/sci-fi prophecy) than the volatile weather
in the wounded world he invokes. Even with one climax on a
literal dark and stormy night, the author’s erudite but never dry
scholarly voice smooths the rough patches, including a finale/
epilogue that’s like another book altogether (one of those many
post-apocalypse cautionary yarns at that). Helpful essay inserts,
footnotes, endnotes, and even charts and graphs present Bernard’s inconvenient truths.
A passionately cautionary eco-tainment tale that crosspollinates an impressive garden of genres.
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A space-traveling girl continues gathering items to help save
her alien friend’s sister in this third series outing.
In two previous children’s books, 8-year-old Amelia, a white
girl with reddish hair, agreed to help Uglesnoo, a three-armed
purple alien from Pluto, cure his ailing sister. A repelling crystal
from Neptune will heal her, but that planet’s Queen Neep will
barter it only in exchange for a long list of objects from around
the solar system. Some the duo has already collected, like five
boxes of dandelions from Earth. Next on the list: five pairs of
flying shoes from Mercury, inhabited by Merballs. Hostile Venutons of Venus, the twosome’s last stop, try to prevent Amelia
and Uglesnoo from trading with the Merballs (“Do not keep these
criminals. Bring us the prisoners”). But the Merballs are basically
friendly and don’t want trouble. They have problems of their
own: They are suffering from asteroid strikes that create a sickening fog of dust, hospitalizing many. After another asteroid
hit, Amelia and Uglesnoo come under suspicion and are briefly
imprisoned. They fall into an old iron mine, from which they
escape. Amelia develops a cunning plan to smash the asteroids
with a cannon of her design, using raw materials from the mine.
If she’s successful and a grateful Empress Ping rewards them
with flying shoes, they’ll be one step closer to curing Uglesnoo’s
sister—and maybe Amelia will have a chance to try out Mercury’s inviting slide transportation system. Blanchard (Amelia,
the Venutons and the Golden Cage, 2016, etc.) writes a fast-paced
tale with a young heroine who’s a quick thinker. Designing and
crafting the cannon shows Amelia’s ingenuity and reflects the
current interest in maker culture. There’s also plenty of silly
fun, such as the green slime floor in the prison cell that almost
engulfs Amelia and Uglesnoo, as well as cool tech, like the Plutonian’s multifunctional bed, which plays a role in their escape.
Palmisano’s (An Amazing Circus of Phonograms, 2017) illustrations
are colorful and three-dimensional, the mix of Earth and alien
characters having a family resemblance in their googly eyes.
Adventure, inventiveness, and humor merge in this
quirky, appealing tale.
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transformation
THE ENIGMA SOURCE

In these three starred works of Indie nonfiction, the subjects are irrevocably changed by leaving their
home countries, whether voluntarily or by force. A daughter re-creates
her family’s mid-20th-century departure from China; a biography of
a Czech artist describes his World
War II–era journey from Prague to
Britain to New York; and a Jewish
American journalist flees a divorce and midlife crisis for
the United Arab Emirates.

Breakfield, Charles V. &
Burkey, Roxanne E.
ICABOD Press (320 pp.)
$17.95 paper | $2.99 e-book
Aug. 12, 2018
978-1-946858-36-8

Various organizations find that using
new digital currency is a surprisingly
dangerous endeavor in the 10th outing
in Breakfield and Burkey’s (The Enigma
Dragon, 2017, etc.) techno-thriller series.
When there’s a security breach at the Global Bank, Interpol
enlists the help of the R-Group in Switzerland, which specializes
in cybersecurity. But the bank also needs assistance in getting
control of assorted cryptocurrencies on the market after the
appearance of a brand-new digital medium of exchange. Seeking additional help, Global Bank separately contacts Petra Rancowski, descendant of one of the R-Group’s founders. Other
groups want to implement the new currency, as well, including
a Chinese terrorist group that goes after R-Group associate
Su Lin and her husband, Andy Greenwood. Once a part of the
Chinese Cyber Warfare College, Lin created a particular type
of cryptocurrency code. Combat-trained Mercedes Field of
the Cyber Assassins Technology Services team (prominently
featured in other series installments) essentially becomes Lin’s
bodyguard—and soon, she must deal with an abduction. Meanwhile, Petra; her love interest, Jacob Michaels; and R-Group
hacker Quip enter the cryptocurrency war by developing their
own digital product while R-Group Financial Director and
Jacob’s grandfather Wolfgang Mickelowski struggles with a
grave illness. Breakfield and Burkey excel at efficiently recapping earlier events and character histories while also delivering
a fresh story. The pace is unremitting throughout, aided by the
authors’ use of very short scenes and chapters. Wolfgang’s ailment provides this entry with some tender moments as well
as a further peek into the R-Group backstory; Jacob discovers
books, written by Wolfgang, that tell of the organization’s possible origin. As in preceding entries, the technological jargon
is both modern and comprehensible, and the abundant humor
never sidetracks the narrative; one advertisement for Petra’s
new currency, for instance, is amusingly flashy: “We broker 1’s
and 0’s at digital speed for peace of mind!”
Another top-tier installment that showcases exemplary recurring characters and tech subplots.

Accomplice to Memory by Q.M. Zhang: In her semifictionalized memoir, Zhang animates the tumultuous
life of her father, who came of age in a country plagued
by regional crime, Japanese occupation, and civil war,
and gives readers a “warm, intellectually rich journey
through several nations and identities.”
Riko: Seductions of an Artist by Denise B. Dailey: This
biography recounts the lives of Czech artist Jan Emmerich “Riko” Mikeska, born in 1903, and his wife, Greta
Schmied. Riko was born in the industrial town of Vitkovice, Moravia, and lived and painted in Vienna, Berlin, Paris, and Prague. Greta was an artist, illustrator,
and teacher. “A skillfully written, well-researched account of two difficult, mesmerizing characters,” says
our reviewer.
My Pashtun Rabbi: A Jew’s Search
for Truth, Meaning, and Hope
in the Muslim World by David
Eden: “Throughout, Eden keeps
the book’s tone light, filling it with
colorful travelogue and amused
double-takes about culture clashes: ‘Mahasba lowered her head,
flicked her long eyelashes, moved
in, and gently set her lips, her hairy
lips, on mine,’ he writes of a Bedouin ritual that involves kissing a camel. At the same
time, he undertakes a poignant exploration of identity
and belonging….As he tells of being plunged into an unfamiliar and daunting society, Eden manages to uncover
and celebrate ordinary kindness and common feeling in
the most unlikely places.”
Karen Schechner is the vice president of Kirkus Indie.
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SHELTER COVE

This sixth installment of a series features the ongoing adventures of a British cop.
For the past three years, Yorkshireborn expatriate Cole Thornton has run a
bookshop in the sleepy surfer town of Shelter Cove, California.
If the store is notable for anything, it’s for being one of the few
businesses not yet bought by local land developer Arlo Rankoff.
One day, a car crashes through the window of the shop, destroying Cole’s inventory and nearly killing motel owner and auxiliary police deputy Holly West, who came in to flirt with the
Englishman. When Cole gets up and looks into the cab of the
vehicle, all that’s left of the driver is his foot on the gas pedal.
Soon Ben Gardner, Shelter Cove’s chief of police, arrives. He
turns out to be angrier at Cole than at the surf bum he assumes
to have driven the car. Gardner feels protective of Holly, the
survivor of an abusive marriage, and he senses there’s something fishy going on with Cole. Gardner looks into the missing
driver, who soon turns up dead. But Cole has bigger troubles to
deal with: He hears that his violent, estranged younger brother,
British cop Jim Grant, has been looking for him to settle some
old business. First Cole’s ex–sister-in-law drops by to warn him,
and then the dangerous man himself appears—out to bring his
older brother to justice. Campbell (Beacon Hill, 2017, etc.) writes
in a gracefully muscular prose enlivened by drolly cinematic
dialogue: “ ‘I keep forgetting this is a litigious society. Poodle
power.’ ‘You mean the woman dried her dog in the microwave?’
Cole raised his eyebrows. ‘What was General Electric thinking?
Not putting that in the instructions.’ ‘I think it was a Samsung.’ ”
The author excels at hiding the ball while still keeping readers
invested in the story. It takes a while for Grant to show up, let
alone for the main thrust of the plot to be revealed, but such
inventive narrative strategies help Campbell keep his series
fresh as it moves into its latest volume.
A tightly written and thoroughly engaging crime tale.
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struggles; he can’t catch a ball and falls off the slide. Discouraged, he follows two rabbits under the fence, soon discovering
he’s lost. He declares: “I must get back, I cannot stay. Today is
puppy pickup day!” The pup asks various animals how to find
his cohorts. Eevee the cat directs via riddle: “Through the tall
grass...and over the hill, you will find a stream and a bullfrog
named Bill.” He is eventually helped by Abra, a large dog friend.
The pup is nervous to finally meet his new humans. Will they
accept a clumsy, tiny dog? When they arrive, it’s clear that Nana,
Grandpa, and their grandkids love him. They name him Brady,
and everyone smiles on the drive home. The text has a jaunty
rhyme scheme. Cox (Little Labradoodle & Friends Coloring and
Activity Book, 2018, etc.) employs repetitious lines, making this
a fine choice for emerging readers. Smith’s (Meet the Robinsons,
2007, etc.) exceptional, detailed illustrations enhance the story
and depict a diverse human cast. Brightly colored and engaging,
the images should appeal to animal-loving youngsters following
Brady’s escapades. The pictures also provide subtext, showing,
for example, that Aunt Nola Doodle, who supervises the pups,
is a dog.
A fun, beautifully illustrated, and heartfelt animal tale.

Campbell, Colin
Lulu Publishing Services (284 pp.)
$13.80 paper | $8.99 e-book | Sep. 1, 2018
978-1-4834-8806-6

FIRE AND RAIN
Ecopoetry of California

Day, Lucille Lang & Nolan, Ruth—Eds.
Scarlet Tanager Books (462 pp.)
$25.00 paper | Oct. 12, 2018
978-0-9768676-9-2
A sprawling poetry anthology explores
California’s ecology.
A plethora of poets honors the
Golden State and its unique ecosystem
in this book, organized by editors Day
(The Rainbow Zoo, 2016, etc.) and Nolan (Ruby Mountain, 2016,
etc.) around topography. In primarily free-verse style, poets
examine the beauty of the California landscape as well as the
foreboding changes occurring there. The first section, “Coast
and Ocean,” introduces the diversity of marine life, from whales
and dolphins to sea lions and seals. Judith McCombs’ “Refugio
Beach, California, 1950” and Kay Morgan’s “Before the Oil Spill”
recall a more virginal era in West Coast ecology. In the “Coastal
Redwoods” section, authors expound on forestry; Marcia Falk
admires the trees’ “silent flesh” while their aroma awakens Cynthia Leslie-Bole “like a slap from a Zen master.” Dana Gioia
leads readers into “a landscape made of obstacles” in the “Hills
and Canyons” section, in which CB Follett mourns the loss of
elk, salmon, and bears in “Once Here.” In “Fields and Meadows,” Kim Roberts catalogs invasive weeds while Kevin Durkin
pays homage to his feathered friends. Scorpions skitter and
coyotes prowl in the “Desert” section. The “Rivers, Lakes, and
Lagoons” section fixates on the lack of water, as when T.m. Lawson ponders the disappearance of a Santa Monica watering hole
in “droughtfall.” Water is considered a gift in the “Sierra Nevada
and Cascades” section, in which Karen Greenbaum-Maya vividly recalls a “blue so pure it lit me up / as though I’d gulped a

PUPPY PICKUP DAY
The Little Labradoodle

Cox, April M.
Illus. by Smith, Len
Little Labradoodle Publishing (36 pp.)
Oct. 22, 2018
978-1-73245-664-8
978-1-73245-665-5 paper

An adventurous puppy gets lost in
this picture book.
A young labradoodle excitedly wakes
on “puppy pickup day,” when he and his fellow canines will be
chosen by their forever families. As they play outside, the pup
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Ibatoulline’s Norman Rockwell–esque paintings beautifully
capture the bygone era in which the vivid tale is set.
i love you this much, nonna

RHYME RHYTHM REASON
More Than Some of the Sum
of My Poems

star.” The book ends with “Cities, Towns, and Roads,” a timely
meditation on the disastrous effects of industrialization and
climate change. The poets in this appealing collection are pure
professionals. Every missive is a sensory-rich experience. Evocative images like Susan Kelly-DeWitt’s willow trees that “hung
their heads / like sad old men” are abundant. The major fault of
this anthology is its size; at nearly 400 pages, it is a downpour
of poetry that will likely leave readers feeling more waterlogged
than refreshed. The collection would have benefited from further pruning.
A captivating and visceral portrait of the California
landscape by a talented cast of poets.

Drakeford, Paul
XlibrisAU (52 pp.)
$27.59 | $13.79 paper | $4.99 e-book
May 4, 2018
978-1-5434-0867-6
978-1-5434-0866-9 paper

Drakeford delivers a quirky collection of poems and short fiction that

spans a lifetime.
Two things are immediately evident in this Australian poet’s
debut: He clearly loves poetry, and his tone isn’t overly serious.
“These orphan poems / came unannounced / to my front door / in
search of names / to give them birth,” he writes in a foreword. One
of his favorite topics is writing itself: “When is a poet a poet?” he
asks. “Poetically, / when other poets / know it.” Experiments in
form include “To the Editor of Overland,” a poem presented as a
letter, and “Song of the South Australian Railways,” which reads
like a train’s posted notice of prohibited behavior. Among the tales
in this book is “The Renaissance,” set in 1956 and based on a true
story, about a woman who puts a ragbag out on the stoop only to
find later that another woman upstairs has washed the old clothes
and hung them out to dry. “Miss Rafferty returned / to find the
line / alive with memories,” the poet recalls. “Poor Marianne” is
a fantastical tale about a girl who collects swains, while “Lullaby”
delivers what its title promises, and sweetly so. Drakeford shifts to
short fiction toward the end with a story that takes the form of an
entertaining how-to essay on eradicating ants: “Follow them, but
on tiptoe. If they look around, pretend you are doing the washingup.” “The three monkeys” trails a trio of troublemaking animals
who embark on a shopping trip with a stolen credit card. Although
comedy is the author’s primary strength, he also excels at sensory
details: “The heat dripped heavy on the town, / like honey / lazy
spilling from the sky-jar down.” And though some of these works
are decades old—“The Broken Soul” was published when the now85-year-old author was 16—Drakeford’s playful style and erudite
voice remain consistent throughout. Alliteration is his Achilles’
heel, however, and he leans on it too often.
A lighthearted compilation that will incite laughter
and wonder.

I LOVE YOU THIS
MUCH, NONNA

Doti, James
Illus. by Ibatoulline, Bagram
Dog Ear (42 pp.)
Nov. 15, 2018
In this picture book about losing a
loved one, an author provides a look at
his childhood relationship with his Italian grandmother.
Jimmy and Nonna are kindred spirits. In summer, they
feed the birds and share Italian ice. In autumn, he tries to
catch falling leaves while Nonna watches. On holidays, they
make Nonna’s special biscotti di cannella. But one year, she
isn’t well enough to cook her special Italian sausage stuffing
on Thanksgiving; she’s so sick, she can’t get out of bed. After
Nonna dies, Jimmy’s father declares that, honoring family
tradition, they will not celebrate Christmas. But then Jimmy
finds a vendor’s last Christmas tree and persuades his father
to take it home. Placing Nonna’s angel on the tree brings the
whole family peace. Doti’s (Jimmy Finds His Voice, 2013) gentle
sequel is about struggling with the death of a grandparent but
coming to realize that memories of the relative live on. The
text is accessible and moving, and Ibatoulline’s (The Hawk of
the Castle, 2017) Norman Rockwell–esque paintings beautifully
capture the bygone era in which the vivid tale is set, revealing both the love and humor in Jimmy’s family. Though the
book centers on an Italian-American clan, Ibatoulline offers
a diverse neighborhood, where residents of many skin colors
share the park and school. A recipe for Nonna’s biscotti di cannella follows the story. This is sure to have children playing the
“I love you this much” game of the title.
Readers should be touched by this bittersweet family
tale and captivated by the frameworthy art.

A MIDSUMMER MADNESS

Franks, Guy
iUniverse (350 pp.)
$20.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
May 9, 2018
978-1-5320-4691-9

In his debut novel, Franks tells the
story of a Shakespeare-loving baseball
coach wrangling a cast of dramatic players.
In 1986 Connecticut, Shakespeare
Louis “Shake” Glover—named for the
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playwright as well as for baseball legend Lou Gehrig—is the manager of the New Britain Kingsmen, a Double-A baseball team
that’s dominated the Eastern League for the past few years: “the
Kingsmen were well-coached and full of talent and did one thing
consistently—win.” Shake brings his love of the Bard of Avon to
the team, as well: He frequently quotes Shakespeare’s work, and
an announcer reads passages from even the more obscure plays
over the stadium’s public-address system. In fact, many of the
club’s members bear striking similarities to Shakespeare’s characters. There’s second basemen Dane Hamilton, a melancholic
figure with a “brow knit in perpetual worry”; outfielder Hank
Prince, a wayward, would-be star whose play is hindered by his
tendency to hang around unsavory characters; and Rex Lyon,
the aged baseball club owner with an estranged daughter and
questionable mental acuity. As the season progresses, Shake and
his Kingsmen meet with all manner of mishaps and unexpected
turns—some tragic, some comic, and all of them thoroughly
Shakespearean. Franks’ prose is allusive and literary, as one might
expect given the overall premise. The dialogue mixes moments of
high and low humor, as in this exchange between Shake and his
clubhouse manager, Speed. “Speed: Make a what? / Shake: A compilation CD, with everyone’s music on it. / Speed: A copulation
seedy?...You have to do your own copulating.” Overall, though,
the novel fits comfortably within the genre of band-of-clashingtemperaments baseball narratives; as in many such novels, the
meandering plot is forgivable because the personalities are so
strong. With its relatively low stakes and light touches, it would
make for a good summer-reading experience—not dissimilar to
passing the time watching a minor league baseball game. If one’s
a fan of Shakespeare, all the better.
A leisurely baseball novel with a heavy dose of the Bard.

further, Einar finds himself “intrigued” by Seraphina’s combination of beauty and courage from the first moment that he sees
her, and his feelings only deepen over time. Eventually, Seraphina begins to return Einar’s affections, and she turns against her
fiance completely when she learns of his treacherous plan. Gabel
(Making Friends, 2016, etc.) stirringly depicts the fragility of moral
principles during a time of violent lawlessness. The attraction
between Einar and Seraphina is jarringly implausible on its face,
but this only makes it more impressive when the author makes it
not only seem credible, but also touching. Also, she powerfully
contrasts Einar’s rough-hewn honor and Cecil’s “well-groomed
sophistication,” as when the former remarks to Seraphina, “Has
he proven himself in battle? Does he treat others fairly? Does he
honor his word? I think not.” Overall, Gabel has constructed a
work of historical fiction that’s both faithful to the period and
dramatically captivating.
An affecting romance told with intelligence and nuance.

LION ON FIRE

y o u n g a d u lt

Galdi, Ted
Precipice Books (164 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $0.99 e-book
Dec. 12, 2017
978-0-9898507-0-4
In Galdi’s (An American Cage, 2017)
casino-heist novella, a limo driver reluctantly takes a job with the Russian mob to
help his brother out of a sticky situation.
When his younger brother accidentally loses a kilo of cocaine he’d planned to sell, Brian Rolson
needs a quick way to pay off his brother’s supplier without their
dad finding out. So he agrees to be a driver for New York City’s
illegal gambling scene, shuttling players to a series of high-rise
penthouses that serve as makeshift casinos. A witty observer,
Brian skewers his mysterious riders: “a Wall Street type with the
beginnings of an old man’s turkey neck but wrinkleless cheeks
and forehead, as if he recently got a facelift and doesn’t go back
for the neck job for another few weeks.” The tension mounts
as Brian drops off his customers and, as a security measure, is
forced to join them inside the building under the watchful eye
of the casino’s menacing ringleader, Igor Krevanov. As an added
twist, Brian’s father is a New Jersey state trooper. If Dad follows
his hunches about Brian’s sudden change in behavior, he poses
almost as much of a risk to Brian as the NYPD. But the chauffeur
never loses his heart of gold. He dreams of loftier pursuits once
he’s earned enough money to quit his dangerous job, drawing
inspiration from his co-worker Dusty, a gregarious character who
enjoys woodworking on the side. Brian understands both the
value and the fragility of life; for the amateur criminal, one wrong
move could add up to “years lost, a wife never to meet her husband, children never to be born.” But working for the mob has
inherent risks, and when Brian’s girlfriend, Samantha, is unwittingly thrown into the mix, he and Dusty devise a daring plan to
get revenge and quit the business once and for all.
This entertaining and fast-paced read is a good bet.

NORSE HEARTS

Gabel, Robynn
Tri Swan Publishing (274 pp.)
In this historical novel, set in the
eighth century, a Viking mercenary kidnaps a wealthy woman for profit before
they unexpectedly develop romantic
feelings for each other.
Lord Cecil Allard hires Norseman
Einar Herjolfsson to charge into his
upcoming wedding ceremony and kill
his fiancee. He pays the Viking half of his fee in advance and
says that he can get the rest by stealing silver and gold from the
cathedral. But when Einar and his men arrive at the ceremony,
there are no riches to be found, so the Viking decides to take the
bride, Seraphina, and two of her friends, Iohannes and Hadley, as
captives for ransom or later sale. Seraphina turns out to be the
daughter of a wealthy landowner with powerful political connections, which presents even greater opportunities for her captors.
As a result, Einar must protect her from his cohorts, including
his rapacious stepbrother, Gunnar, who bitterly feels that Einar’s
introduction into the family by marriage has unjustly deprived
him of his own “firstborn-son status.” To complicate matters
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THE BOOK BANDIT
Mystery of the Missing Books

a U.S. adviser to the paramilitary National Police Field Force, Harpold had a front-row view of the evolving impact of the war on the
everyday lives of the country’s population—a group left vulnerable
when American forces abandoned South Vietnam in 1975. In this
book, the author recalls his experiences from the time he landed
in Saigon to that day on the dock in Thailand 10 years later, telling not simply his own story, but also the tale of an entire generation of people caught up in a conflict much larger than themselves.
Harpold writes in a sharp, often lyric prose that deftly captures the
emotions and moods of his settings: “The air was warm....As darkness descended, the orange light from drifting parachute flares cast
us in eerie shadows. We listened to the muffled crump of artillery
in the distance, as South Vietnamese guns desultorily fired at the
Viet Cong lurking in the mountains.” There are many Vietnam
memoirs in the marketplace, but the author’s perspective—sandwiched midway between the civilian and military worlds, with
a deep empathy toward the locals with whom he worked—is
refreshingly less American-centric than the average book on the
conflict. Of even more interest is that it presses past the war and
explores the succeeding years, a rarely discussed period that was, in
some ways, even more dire than the conflict itself.
A remarkable account of the Vietnam War and its
aftermath.

Groberman, Micah & Solomon, Ivan
Illus. by Solomon, Ivan
Photos by Groberman, Micah
FriesenPress (32 pp.)
$11.49 paper | $2.99 e-book | Jul. 23, 2018
978-1-5255-3225-2
When their storybooks disappear,
two siblings set out to find the thief,
meeting friends along the way.
Bedtime for white siblings Evan and Mila means sharing a
good book before settling down to sleep. But choosing their story
won’t be easy when they discover their bookshelves are bare. After
seeing a trail of scattered books outside, the children “climbed out
the window and followed the trail, / Bringing their wagon to collect every tale.” Told in rhyme as a cumulative story, this appealing
debut picture book by Groberman and Solomon follows Evan and
Mila on their quest. The siblings find their volumes in the clutches
of animals—including a raccoon, a bear, and a snake—who turn out
to be book-loving opportunists, not bandits. Each furred, feathered,
and scaly character the children encounter joins in the search for
the rest of the missing books until they locate the culprit (whose
identity is a comic surprise). The message—that books are treasures
and reading is fun that can be shared—comes through clearly in the
simple, pleasantly rhythmic text and Solomon’s vivid, cartoon-style
illustrations, superimposed over Groberman’s original photographs
of night skies, fields, lakes, and forest. The authors are partners in a
company specializing in children’s wall murals and prints.
A charming celebration of reading told through rhyming text and an atmospheric mix of photos and colorful
illustrations.

JESSE SINGS
Searching for Family
Hess, Victor
Self (244 pp.)
$10.95 paper | $2.99 e-book
Oct. 25, 2017
978-0-9995640-0-4

A debut novel tells the story of an 8-yearold boy acclimating to life in a new town.
Ohio, 1954. Jesse Hall’s parents’ marriage is on the rocks. His father gambles
away their money, and his mother, Viola, suffers from mental illness. After Viola attempts suicide and then becomes pregnant, she
takes Jesse away to start a new life without the boy’s father. After a
brief stay with her parents that doesn’t go well, Viola and Jesse are
forced to find a place of their own. They end up in Sabina, “The
Eden of Ohio,” where a kindly landlord gives them a discounted
apartment and an old sewing machine for Viola to make a living.
Jesse meets some kind people, including Karen, the pretty woman
who works at the Five and Dime, and Lynn Ott, another 8-year-old
who doesn’t have a father. He also meets bullies, both young and
old, who are unsympathetic to his difficult past. There is even a
risk that a social worker will remove him from his mother’s care.
Through that long first summer in Sabina, Jesse longs to live with
any of his three half siblings and for his parents to get back together.
He remembers the first rule his grandfather taught him—“Do no
harm”—and says his prayers for his family: “I pray for healing for
my mom and dad. I thank you for your blessings. Amen.” In his series
opener, Hess writes in a measured prose that captures the subtleties of Jesse’s thoughts with precision and lyricism. Here the author
describes Jesse’s reaction after his mother is hospitalized following

THE PEOPLE WE WANTED
TO FORGET

Harpold, Michael G.
Book Publishers Network (248 pp.)
$15.95 paper | $9.99 e-book
May 21, 2012
978-1-945271-68-7
A former American official recounts
his efforts to save displaced Vietnamese
refugees in this memoir.
On a Sunday morning in 1978, the Thai
government was poised to drag a derelict fishing boat—the only
home to 34 Vietnamese refugees who had fled the new Communist regime in their homeland—into international waters, where
the boat would surely sink and drown all those onboard. Harpold
(Jumping the Line, 2013), a U.S. official, was alerted to the action by
a concerned doctor and rushed to the docks in an attempt to save
the refugees. The people were victims of a humanitarian crisis with
roots in the decadelong conflict between North and South Vietnam, in which the author, like hundreds of thousands of Americans,
participated to varying degrees. Originally sent to Saigon in 1968 as
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Perhaps the most impressive aspect of the book is that Joy
avoids the temptation to wrap everything up too cleanly after
introducing so many complications.
better days

BETTER DAYS

a suicide attempt and his father tells them they have to move: “I
turned the car radio on and pressed the button to a station playing Deck the Halls. I didn’t want to talk anymore. I stared out the
car window. Kids were getting on buses. I kept manipulating the
jacket zipper, but it stayed stuck in the middle while it was getting
colder outside.” The book is not especially plot heavy, but it is a
page-turner nonetheless. It harkens back to coming-of-age literature of a much earlier era, where lessons are gleaned slowly from
observing the lives of other people.
A well-crafted, satisfying family tale.

Joy, Len
Moonshine Cove Publishing (286 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
Sep. 21, 2018
978-1-945181-44-3

I REALLY MEANT TO
TELL YOU...
Finding the Courage
for Kindness

Hutsell , Jeff
BookLogix (173 pp.)
$19.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Jul. 25, 2018
978-1-63183-310-6
A debut business-coaching guide
focuses on kind, affirmative messages
that too often go unspoken.
After a lifetime of working in the business world, both leading
his own and others’ companies, Hutsell in his book concentrates
on elements that are too often missing from similar self-help and
motivation manuals: positive commentary and uplifting encounters. In both the personal and professional spheres, the author
notes, it’s often far easier to concentrate on ambition or criticism
than to have the bravery necessary to say nice things directly to
people—rather than indirectly and too late. (The standard example is offering words at a eulogy that would have been far better
said face to face.) Whether one is dealing with marriage partners,
parents, co-workers, bosses, or teachers, the guide provides hypotheticals and specific breakdowns of how these interactions can
harden in their usage and crowd out what the author refers to as
“Fundamental Questions”: “How am I doing with you?” and “What
does that mean for me?” Hutsell’s main point is that the caring,
more empathetic interactions too many people neglect are the
lifeblood of improved relationships—and the source of inevitable
regrets, reflected in a pertinent quote from the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr.: “In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our friends.” In an appealingly personal
strand running through the volume, Hutsell uses stories of his
own regrets in his past relationships to illuminate the many ways
people fail to appreciate the power of words in family and professional interactions. “We all remember our best boss,” he writes at
one point. “But how many of us have ever told them?” Through
tales and examples, the guide outlines tactics for seizing this type
of missed opportunity and actually telling people they’re valued.
The open, confessional tone maintained throughout should make
the book’s unconventional message widely inviting.
A frank and richly detailed manual that advises readers
to have the courage to inject more compassion and positivity into daily conversations.

y o u n g a d u lt

A high school basketball coach deals
with small-town secrets.
From the outset of this novel, just
about every aspect of Darwin Burr’s life in
Claxton, 60 miles from Chicago, is set up
for possible upheaval. He works at AutoPro, a nationwide car parts
retailer, for his childhood buddy Billy Rourke, who has been involved
in some increasingly questionable business practices. Darwin has a
stable but cold relationship with his wife, Daina, who thinks he lacks
ambition. Their daughter, Astra, is getting ready to try out for the
high school varsity basketball team. That’s when the changes start.
The team’s coach becomes ill, suffering chest pains. Billy arranges
for Darwin, a former Claxton basketball star, to assist the school’s
guidance counselor, Fariba Pahlavi, in coaching the team. Then Billy
disappears as representatives from the corporate office show up
looking to fire him and turn him over to the FBI. One of those reps,
Stephanie Washington, steps in as the interim boss to audit Billy’s
records. Adding to the turmoil, Darwin takes an interest in recruiting Toni, a young girl, for the basketball team and soon winds up trying to help her out of a difficult home situation. Everyone he knows
has secrets, and they all seem to be revealed at once, forcing Darwin
to figure out who he is without his support group. There are a lot of
characters swirling around Darwin, the center of this story, and Joy
(Letting Go, 2018, etc.) makes them all count. They each have distinct
personalities, from the guy who owns the breakfast place to Daina,
Fariba, and Darwin himself. The author has a good eye for telling details and exchanges between characters. At one point, when
Darwin is trying to find out more about Daina’s past as a Latvian
immigrant, he observes, “I learned that when she put my name at
the end of her speech it meant our discussion was over.” This version
of Claxton feels real, like North Bath, New York, in Richard Russo’s
Nobody’s Fool. Perhaps the most impressive aspect of the book is that
Joy avoids the temptation to wrap everything up too cleanly after
introducing so many complications.
A character-rich, skillfully plotted Midwestern drama.

GIRL IN THE FREEZER

Keil, Douglas
CreateSpace (260 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $6.00 e-book
Nov. 15, 2016
978-1-5233-5044-5

In Keil’s (Dear Dad, 2016, etc.) thriller,
Pulitzer Prize–winning reporter Shawn
Shaw is sent by billionaire James Berk to
find Chuti Tiu—the smartest person on
Earth—ostensibly to offer her a $50 million prize; but things are not what they seem.
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Meredith Wild

THE FORMER TECH ENTREPRENEUR PUSHES THE BOUNDARIES
OF SELF-PUBLISHING
By Rhett Morgan
Photo courtesy Zach Smith

After working in tech for so many years, what drew you
to writing?
I kind of fell into the tech industry by way of a graphic
design hobby, which grew into a business that would become much larger than I had ever anticipated. I learned
a lot, but after 10 years of overseeing software projects, I
was ready to change things up. I started reading romance
in my spare time and eventually felt inspired enough to
try my hand at writing a novel.
What makes the Hacker series stand out as
erotic romance?
I think the tech theme is definitely unique from a lot
of contemporary billionaire romance that most readers
come across. Erica’s having such a strong professional
role creates some really fun power play between her and
Blake as well. It was really important to me to create a
solid character who could hold her own and still be vulnerable on the romantic journey.
Why did you decide to make the jump into suspense
with The Red Ledger?
I had the idea for The Red Ledger before I’d finished the
Hacker series, so I was excited and a little nervous to finally get started on Tristan and Isabel’s story this year. While
romance writing is in my wheelhouse, I soon realized that
this series would be better served with a faster pace and action focus, qualities that readers are more used to seeing in
their suspense reads.

Meredith Wild had spent 10 years in the tech industry working as the CEO of a software company before
she decided to apply her expertise in marketing and innovation to the realm of self-publishing. Wild soon created the driven, successful character Erica Hathaway
for 2013’s Hardwired, launching her Hacker romance series, which would go on to top the New York Times and
USA Today bestseller lists. While balancing motherhood
with writing erotic novels at night and figuring out how
to push the limits of a fledgling industry, Wild also found
time to create her own imprint, Waterhouse Press, hoping to bolster the success of other up-and-coming writers
while moving into new genres herself with her latest Red
Ledger series of thrillers.
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How did you feel that you could push the boundaries of
self-publishing when you first started?
From the very beginning, I worked hard to ensure that
the quality of my work and my brand could rival any
others on the bookstore shelves. I also knew that I had

|

to take responsibility for my own marketing and innovate in ways that others weren’t if I was going to get my
books noticed. Once I was in a position to try to get my
books stocked and to create critical relationships with
vendors, I used this foundational work and pushed to be
heard and considered the same way a traditionally published author would.
What are some different approaches that Waterhouse
takes compared to other imprints?
Waterhouse focuses on publishing a select few authors,
creating a strong brand for each, and drawing attention
to an author’s entire body of work, not only their frontlist.
We are invested in the longevity of a series’ success and
satisfying readers who are looking for new authors with
several series they can binge!
What are you working on next?
I’m working on continuing The Red Ledger series with
Revenge (Vol. 3), which will release in 2019. I’m also in the
early stages of planning a Hacker series spinoff!
Rhett Morgan is a writer and translator living in Paris.

y o u n g a d u lt

Berk, trustee of The Destiny Foundation, a mysterious
group rumored to have operated in secret for hundreds of years,
first approaches Shaw at Parnell’s Pub in Midtown Manhattan.
After Shaw hesitates, Berk eventually blackmails him and the
pub’s barkeep, Paddy, into searching for Tiu. Assisting them is
Shaw’s research assistant, Emma Jarvis a bipolar woman with
unique talents, and Paddy’s wife, Kathleen, a nurse with skills of
her own. The pair heads to Las Vegas, where Tiu is purportedly
a prostitute, one of the many “facts” that don’t add up. Armed
with Berk’s money and a pair of technically advanced phones he
provides, the two set up an elaborate subterfuge in Vegas: Paddy
plays high-stakes baccarat, and Shaw questions hookers in order
to draw out Tiu. Keil injects just the right touch of noir with
hard-drinking Shaw’s medium-boiled narration: “It all started
only four weeks ago. I’m at my usual bar stool, third from the
end, killing time and hoping for inspiration.” The hunt for Tiu
in Vegas proves frustrating, but they learn more about Berk’s
intentions. Back in New York, Tiu appears at Paddy’s bar disguised as a homeless woman just as Berk leaves after questioning
Shaw and Paddy. They now discover, among other things, there
is a relationship between Emma and Tiu, confirming one of their
initial suspicions. From this point, the plot bubbles and thickens
to a mysterious brew. A high-stakes, action-packed conclusion
starts a full 100 pages before the end and involves physical and
cybermayhem, botched surgery, lobotomy, rape, death, and taxes.
Throughout, Keil’s spot-on characterization and skillful juggling
of plot developments render the wildest bombshells logical and
completely credible.
A smart, witty, captivating thrillfest packed with suspense, surprise, and awesome technology.

THIS SIDE OF ZERO

Linnell, Eric J.
CreateSpace (346 pp.)
$15.00 paper | $9.99 e-book
May 8, 2018
978-1-5369-6489-9
Several characters fight the demons
of their tormented childhoods and strive
to be on “the right side of zero” in this
dark tale.
Linnell’s (Reflex Blue, 2014) novel is
told from the perspectives of three troubled residents of a small
Minnesota town: Denise Dupree, Carl, and Rex. Denise struggles with alcoholism. Carl, who pines for her, believes that he
suffers from a trifecta of mental illnesses: social anxiety, schizophrenia (including hearing a voice that calls him “Eddie”), and
obsessive-compulsive disorder. Rex, Denise’s heedless boyfriend,
seems plagued by uncontrollable sexual desire and sociopathy.
The reader learns about their lives through Carl’s first-person
narrative; Rex’s entries in his “Little Black Book,” in which he
logs his sexual conquests; and Denise’s letters to her estranged
father. It becomes clear that their problems are, in part, due to
their respective absent parents: Carl’s mother and father spent
more time at their business than with their son; Rex was raised
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The author’s dialogue, a buffet of snark and riddles,
consistently augments the imaginative story.
where dragonwoofs sleep and the fading creeps

by his Uncle Smokey, a reprobate; and Denise’s emotionally distant father apparently ignored the fact that Denise was sexually
abused. (In one letter, she woefully asks, “did you really not know
what your older brother was up to?...You coward.”) The action
effectively ramps up when one character commits suicide and
two others become involved in a kidnapping; an act of vigilante
murder reveals more ugly truths. The surviving players eventually
try for redemption, either by helping another lost soul or by acting on revelations. Linnell’s greatest strength lies in how he constructs his various characters’ backstories. He engagingly reveals
these events, which are riddled with moments of emotional
neglect and instances of violence, as told in sporadic, reflective
flashbacks or accounts of present-day confrontations. Overall,
these revelations neatly justify the characters’ fraught emotional
states. The author further enhances the plot with occasional
slow-burn mysteries (who is “Eddie,” anyway?) and unexpected
twists, such as when a side character is revealed to have played a
pivotal role in a major character’s past.
An entertaining, if sometimes-unsettling, novel that
adeptly contextualizes the reasons for its cast’s fragile psyches.

a puree of silken tofu and a little soymilk can be used in place
of cream sauce. People avoiding alcohol can swap freeze-dried
instant coffee dissolved in water for coffee liqueur or use frozen
orange juice concentrate with equal parts water in place of Cointreau and Curaçao. As with the author’s other books, this isn’t a
collection of recipes, though MacLeod does sometimes provide
brief instructions for preparing certain foods, like vegan ganache,
pickled ginger, and Old Bay seasoning.
A functional, authoritative reference book that home
chefs should be glad to have on their shelves.

WHERE
DRAGONWOOFS SLEEP
AND THE FADING CREEPS

Massey, A.J.
Self (248 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $2.99 e-book | Jun. 5, 2018
978-1-980944-39-3
This debut YA novel transports
three teenage heroes to a magical realm
that may vanish before they can save it
from a despotic ruler.
Thirteen-year-old Ben Young has awoken in a forest beneath a red sky. He heads for a clearing, where he
meets a girl collecting glowing flowers. She says she’s protecting
them against something called the Fading. Ben next encounters
a pair of faeries who lure him into a net that dangles him over a
boiling swamp. Luckily, two elves save him from the faeries with
arrows. Accompanying the elves is Marcus Cooper, a 13-year-old
boy, who explains that the Fading is causing the spread of white
nothingness on this world, Meridia. But Ben’s watch—a gift from
his father that has stopped at midnight—might be the key to
halting the Fading. Meanwhile, at the Blue Glass Palace, 13-yearold Queen Regent Avery Hopewell, like Ben, remembers little of
how she comes and goes from Meridia. Fate has placed her in the
path of Ben and Marcus but also in the way of the evil Sovereign,
who plans to dominate all. Can the three teens reach the Creator’s Citadel and preserve the multifaceted beauty of Meridia?
In this novel, Massey evokes the charm and psychedelic whimsy
of classic fantasies like The Last Unicorn and films like Labyrinth.
The heroes may pop in and out of Meridia via dreams, but their
waking lives are just as dramatic as battling dark armies. Avery,
for example, lives in a group home and still occasionally wets the
bed yet has the intellect to be a catch for any foster family. As
the teens tackle fantasy evil, they gain the confidence to address
bullies and other real-world problems. The author’s dialogue, a
buffet of snark and riddles, consistently augments the imaginative story. The dragonwoofs, a trio of underwhelming winged
dogs who accompany the group, prompt Tamerlane the elf to ask,
“How will these creatures learn to use their abilities if you keep
sheltering them?” In this striking tale, Massey encourages parents to let children make mistakes as they explore their talents
and identities.
A fantasy with tremendous heart and a magisterial
execution.

SEASONING SUBSTITUTIONS
Swaps and Stand-ins for
Sweet or Savory Condiments
and Flavorings

MacLeod, Jean B.
Self (250 pp.)
$14.95 paper | $2.99 e-book | Jun. 9, 2018
978-0-9974464-7-0
A guide presents cooks with thrifty,
effective substitutions for recipes.
MacLeod (Baking Substitutions, 2018,
etc.) adds another volume to her collection of handy manuals
for harried home chefs. In this comprehensive installment, she
reviews “the time-tested art of substitution,” offering suggestions that will reduce frustration and waste while also making it
easier to try new recipes without having to rely on long, specialized shopping lists. No more will people be confronted with a row
of spices they’ve used only once “silently sulking, gathering dust,
and taking up space” in their pantries. Hundreds of brief entries
are arranged alphabetically, and the author’s extensive knowledge
of ingredients both common and obscure is on display. There are
listings for everything from cinnamon to süzme, a “Turkish extrathick yogurt for dips and desserts.” Readers will learn that raisins
can be substituted for dried mulberries and ground cayenne pepper will work instead of Hungarian hot paprika. While MacLeod
occasionally provides additional insights about when certain
swaps may (or may not) work, in many cases, readers will need to
use their own judgment about whether a substitution is appropriate for their needs. Those who’ve eaten a fresh Wisconsin
cheese curd may not be satisfied with swapping it out for “fresh
salted mozzarella, cut into small pieces,” as the author suggests.
But many substitutions are especially valuable for people with
dietary restrictions. Vegans looking for an alternative to sour
cream can try a blend of cashews, water, lemon, and salt while
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7R1B3
(Tribe)

story also has its share of action, primarily involving assaults by
the MIT, but the people in Naja face other menaces—including
deadly snakes. The memorable final act includes more than one
shocking death.
A sci-fi-tinged suspense novel that’s as smart as it is
entertaining.

Mayo-Smith, John
Self (610 pp.)
In Mayo-Smith’s debut technothriller, a handful of people test out the
idea of automated government, but it
could prove dangerous when some local
officials consider it a threat.
When computer technician Kurt
Porter found a bug in a contract-bidding
program that gave certain companies an unfair advantage, he
was framed for cybercrimes that he didn’t commit. Then he
gets an early release from prison, although he has no idea why.
Outside the prison walls, he meets university professor Anika
Patel. It’s not a chance encounter—Anika knows that, before
serving his sentence, Kurt wrote 7R1B3, a government-automation program. She’s implemented it in a small town in New York
state, Ocean Grove on Fire Island, where she’s the mayor—a job
offered to her by mysterious benefactor Raemond Station. But
Raemond has an even bigger plan in mind to create a micronation somewhere near Turkey. Raemond contacts various people
to implement his grand scheme; the ragtag group includes
mechanical/electrical engineers and twin brothers Jiang and Qi
Zhang and popular Puerto Rican blogger Mia Cardona. They
work together, with 7R1B3’s guidance, to build the new sovereign nation of Naja, beginning by establishing a new economy.
The obstacles that they face, however, are substantial. Turkish
President Ömer Ozturk’s public support of Naja puts the new
nation in the crosshairs of his rival, Pecer Erbakan, who heads
Milli Istihbarat Teskilati, Turkey’s secret police. Also in the mix
is Dark Aurora, a computer program created to counter 7R1B3
through such methods as a direct cyberattack and turning
deadly drones against the team.
From the start, Mayo-Smith establishes an unhurried pace
that makes for an engaging thriller. For example, it takes a while
for Kurt’s backstory, including the reason for his incarceration, to come to light. Other characters have equally curious
backgrounds that connect to Raemond’s recruitment; Anika
explains, for example, that she’d been desperate for employment following a sex tape scandal, and Mia uses the job opportunity to escape an abusive boyfriend. Often, the story cloaks
elements in mystery. Raemond’s and Dark Aurora’s origins are
murky, and Koban Goran, an agricultural chemistry student
in Eastern Turkey, has a role in Naja that isn’t made clear for
nearly half the novel. Not surprisingly, bits of computer code
and related terminology appear throughout, but Mayo-Smith’s
concise prose is explanatory without ever feeling condescending. His clarification of 7R1B3’s experiments with artificial
intelligence, for example, includes an apt reference to the wellknown, real-life video game “SimCity,” describing a “scaled up...
absurdly realistic” version of that game’s environment. Indeed,
the scenes in which 7R1B3 communicates with Dark Aurora
aren’t as complex as they might have been; for instance, 7R1B3’s
reasoning is perfectly understandable as it tries to determine
whether Dark Aurora is sending botlike random messages. The

DRAGON’S SHADOW

Morse, Allison
The Wild Rose Press (256 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Sep. 24, 2018
978-1-5092-2238-4
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In this YA novel, Morse (The Sweet
heart Deal, 2015, etc.) tells the story of two
teenagers in different worlds whose fates
are connected by an ominous prophecy.
More than anything, 14-year-old
Kylie wants to lead a normal life. She
loves science, has a crush on an older student, and is devoted
to her dog, Newton. However, she struggles with moments of
overwhelming and violent anger as well as inexplicable visions,
which have previously landed her in a residential treatment
center. Her problems appear to be connected to a mysterious
amulet, given to her shortly before her mother’s death. Meanwhile, 14-year-old Prince Jarlon lives in Hamadriad, a land in a
magical realm where humans exist alongside other fantasy races,
such as the furry “cortali” and fierce “shinwar.” Born and raised
to take the throne, Jarlon enjoys sword fighting and is steadfast in his loyalty to his country. After his home is attacked by
the forces of an evil dragon, he attempts to mount a counterattack and avenge his fallen relatives; soon, he’s embroiled in
local politics and coming to terms with his role as a leader. The
two worlds collide when Kylie witnesses her stepfather open a
portal to the magical realm and begins her own confrontation
with the insidious influences of the dragon. Although the plot
is fairly straightforward, Morse maintains suspense by alternating the perspectives of the two main characters, transporting
the reader from cliffhanger to cliffhanger. She has an impressive ability to quickly establish likable characters and create sincere connections between them. For example, the relationship
between Jarlon and Tryffin, a cortalis who becomes indentured
to the palace as a punishment for stealing, is both entertaining
and fraught with emotion. Thematically, the novel emphasizes
the importance of taking responsibility for one’s actions and
frequently calls into question the idea of destiny versus free will.
A heartwarming fantasy adventure featuring winning
characters.
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BETRAYAL ON ARUBA WINDS

attractions. Seventeen-year-old Wyatt Baldwin and his stepfather, highway patrolman Carter White, now navigate a postapocalyptic world of looters, giant coyotes, and a government
in crisis. They pick up the radio signal of Sebastian Espinoza,
a soldier in nearby Stocktonville. He has supplies to trade but
also warns against a purple menace. Carter reluctantly sends
Wyatt and his teen friends Howard, Lily, Keisha, and Damon on
a road trip to Stocktonville to establish radio contact with the
FBI. Meanwhile, in a chamber beneath Monsterland, Vincent’s
loyal assistant, Igor, works to return life to his master’s severed
head. Dr. Hugh Frasier arrives to help, igniting Vincent’s Plan
B, which involves the zombies dispatched by the military and
a strange purple substance that hungers for life. Hopefully,
Wyatt and company can recruit more firepower to Copper Valley before Monsterland’s grand reopening. In this zany sequel,
Okon (Monsterland, 2017) succeeds in giving a second round of
creatures, like mummies, shape-shifters, and blobs, a chance
for mayhem. He remains firmly plugged into pop culture, as
when characters argue over what to name the purple menace
(“Call it the Foam,” Keisha says). The author also inserts a tone
of playful chaos, as in this line during a car chase: “Any faster
and they’d be traveling back to 1985.” Supernatural metamorphoses add dimension to Lily and returning character Melvin,
but human changes also occur. Wyatt, when reunited with his
crush, Jade, finds her juvenile and wonders what he’d seen in
her. He also gains more respect for Carter, whom he’d resented
for joining his family. Okon later touches on politics, modeling
Vincent after someone who “wanted to eliminate...politicians
who abuse their power with empty promises.” The finale aims
readers toward a raucous third installment.
Heartfelt character moments combine with monstrous
wackiness for a win.

Novinger, Tracy
Morpho Publishing (356 pp.)
$15.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
Mar. 2, 2018
978-1-983723-89-6

In this novel, a businesswoman at a personal and professional crossroads discovers
that the secrets of her past may help her
solve problems in her turbulent present.
At 31, Alissia Aruba Saxton has a life
that many would envy. She works for an import company in the
United States and has a devoted fiance named Tom. While she
places a premium on responsibility, she also yearns for the casual
spontaneity of Aruba, the island of her birth. Shortly before her
wedding, she fights with Tom, makes mistakes at work, and
suffers from nightmares. Believing her present problems are
rooted in her past, she returns to Aruba, where she reconnects
with her mother’s dear friend Rika and recalls the people and
places that shaped her life. Her father, Stass, worked for the oil
refinery, and her mother, Nessa, was a housewife whose dreams
of attending college were thwarted by the high cost of education. Alissia was an observant child who spent much of her
time exploring the island with her friend Eddie Williams and
observing the men who worked with her father. However, her
memories of the island also have a dark side—one that comes
into focus when she examines the lingering effects of an assault
and her role in a mysterious death. Novinger’s (Intercultural
Communication, 2001, etc.) novel is a sweeping historical epic
that explores themes of memory, guilt, and responsibility while
introducing an unforgettable heroine. Throughout, Alissia is
haunted by one simple question: “Is my paradise something
I made up?” Her search leads to revelations that are shocking
and thought-provoking. The island setting plays an important
part in the novel, as well, and Novinger creates a richly detailed
portrait of Aruba in the 1940s and ’50s, highlighting aspects of
everyday life and showing the importance of the oil industry to
the local economy.
A vivid historical epic that’s expansive in scope yet intimate in focus.

JUST DANCE

Patel, Daksha M.
Trafford (108 pp.)
$26.99 | $13.39 paper | $3.99 e-book
Jun. 29, 2018
978-1-4907-8949-1
978-1-4907-8950-7 paper

In this debut memoir, a doctor and
devoted aunt commemorates her nephew
and recounts his battle against leukemia.
Patel’s nephew Rakesh was an American Hindu of Indian
descent. He was studying business communication and technology at the University of Houston when, in December 2011, he
was diagnosed with acute lymphocytic leukemia. He fought the
cancer throughout 2012 and into 2013; then, while in remission,
he completed his bachelor’s degree in business administration.
In 2014, inspired by the physician assistants who helped him
through his treatment, Rakesh began studying to become one
himself. But the cancer returned, and in December 2014, he
died. He was 23 years old. Throughout his short life—and particularly during the ordeal of his illness—Rakesh impressed those
around him with his positive outlook and regard for others. Like

MONSTERLAND REANIMATED

Okon, Michael
Wordfire Press (250 pp.)
$27.99 | $5.99 e-book | Apr. 6, 2018
978-1-61475-680-4

This sequel pits the heroes who took
down a California theme park’s creator
against a revitalized horde of the undead.
Copper Valley’s Monsterland theme
park, which brought visitors face to face
with zombies, werewolves, and vampires,
has closed. Vincent Konrad, the park’s philanthropist designer,
died during an opening-night disaster along with his star
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Plenty of silliness mixes with multiple mysteries
in Pettles’ very funny series opener.
ghost busting mystery

many cancer sufferers, he chose to remain upbeat. Even while
in the hospital, he continued to mentor his university dance
team. While he was very ill in October 2014, his determination
and love for his family saw him attend his brother’s wedding,
both driving the groom to the ceremony and delivering the best
man’s speech. Rakesh even took heart from his cancer’s acronym and turned it into reassurance for others, tweeting: “ALL is
well, lol.” Unsurprisingly, Patel writes from a very personal place,
sharing memories of Rakesh and her own emotional responses
to his triumphs, setbacks, and everyday endurance. As a doctor
at a neonatal intensive care unit, she is well-placed to understand the medical procedures, yet the sanguine memoir doesn’t
stray too far into this territory. For the most part, it chronicles
the impact that Rakesh had on those around him. (The letters
to Rakesh from his young nieces after his death are especially
moving.) The author does not always make allowances for readers unfamiliar with Rakesh or with Indian and Hindu culture.
Some of the references are therefore disorienting, yet not in a
negative way. The wider effect is that Rakesh, with his loving
friends and family, brings his culture and beliefs closer to those
who may not share them. This seems a fitting legacy for a young
man whose counsel to others was: “Don’t worry about anything.
Just dance.”
A short but telling reminder to live life well and leave
heartfelt memories.

the son of Terrence’s former student, who seems cast adrift in
a tempestuous world. Peet gives readers the uncanny sense that
they’re looking down on a strange, ungodly place: “Hawthorn
and Dogwood trees gave it a lovely appearance from Heaven,
but perhaps not from the ground, where you could see it up
close.” One can draw parallels between this book’s dark opening and John Steinbeck’s Cannery Row (1945), as both capture a
world inside a vacuum. As with Steinbeck, readers will become
deeply engaged in the characters’ clumsy navigations through
life, hoping that redemption or reparation will follow. Peet is
a skilled writer who offers succinct and unique turns of phrase:
“The wrinkles of Jim Crow hadn’t yet been fully ironed out in
that part of the country.” Overall, he delivers a masterful debut
that moves provocatively between a nightmare and grim reality.
A darkly enthralling tale that highlights Peet as a
writer to watch.

GHOST BUSTING MYSTERY
y o u n g a d u lt

Pettles, Daisy
Hot Pants Press (224 pp.)
$10.99 paper | $0.99 e-book
Oct. 15, 2018
978-0-9815678-2-2

Senior sleuths search for ghosts, gold,
and a missing dachshund in Indiana.
Sixty-seven-year-old Ruby Jane “RJ”
Waskom narrates this debut mystery. RJ
and her best friend, 71-year-old Veenie
Goens, work as detectives-in-training with “the best—okay the
only—PI agency in Knobby Waters.” The women share a house
and a car (a turquoise 1960 Chevy Impala), and they like to keep
an emergency pie on hand. Their neighbor Dode Schneider, who
“wasn’t right in the head even before that snowplow hit him,”
hires them to investigate the apparitions he claims he’s seen by
the apple orchard at the Wyatt mansion, abandoned nearly 100
years ago by Jedidiah Wyatt, one of the town’s founding fathers.
Wyatt operated the local bank, but when it failed in 1919, in part
because a flood washed away the crops that were the residents’
source of income, he rowed out of soggy Knobby Waters with
all the gold and other valuables he stole from the institution’s
vault. About the only thing left in the safe was a note that read
“Adios, folks.” Intrigued by the tale of the stolen gold and committed to the ghost hunt, the gumshoes also answer an ad about
a missing dachshund. Finding Puddles, a much-loved pudgy
“wiener dog,” would bring in a welcome reward. Plenty of silliness mixes with multiple mysteries in Pettles’ very funny series
opener. Wacky but, for the most part, charming characters
populate Knobby Waters. Among the townspeople are junior
police officer Devon Hattabaugh, whose mutton-chop sideburns “bushed out like squirrel tails,” and Ma and Peepaw Horton, who operate an always-open pie pantry in their tool shed.
Unlike most female detectives in mystery series, crusty RJ and
Veenie lack any kind of civility and clearly get joy out of what
others would find frightening. When agreeing to take on the
paranormal assignment, RJ reckons that she and Veenie have

THE GHOSTS OF
HAWTHORN MISSOURI
Peet, James
Persimmon (213 pp.)
$9.99 e-book | May 1, 2018

A small-town Midwestern community suffers and seeks salvation in Peet’s
debut novel.
The story opens in Jackass Flats, a
dead-end section of Hawthorn, Missouri. The neighborhood has a checkered past; not long after its founding, the
pastor’s wife was found shot between the eyes, and Pastor Stephen Shrine was hanged by members of the Ku Klux Klan. For
generations, the residents bore the weight of this brutal legacy.
Currently, the Haights are the only African-American family
in Jackass Flats. The racial tension is palpable, and 9-year-old
Terrence Haight has already developed an “internal strength”
and an “involuntary hardness.” As he grows older, he develops
a love of music, and after leaving the Army, he attends college
in the hope of becoming a music teacher. His hopes are realized
in Hawthorn only to be suddenly dashed when he’s accused of
having an affair with a white student. Meanwhile, Father Redmond, the current pastor of Hawthorn Baptist Church, positions himself as the one man who can hold the community
together—but he seems far closer to the devil than to the God
he purports to serve. The novel follows the lives of a range of
other disparate characters, including Eric, the pastor’s son—a
young boy with a grudge and a psychotic streak—and Daniel,
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ONLY A SHADOW

been outwitting living people for quite some time, and “how
much smarter could the dead be?” Descriptions and dialogue
are clever, amusing, and often quotable. Perhaps the only unfortunate thing about the book is its uninspired title. The author,
born in a small Indiana town, writes with knowledge and affection about a quirky cast of Hoosiers.
A spirited beginning to a new mystery series that’s
haunted with humor.

Richards, Janet
Westbow Press (168 pp.)
$13.95 paper | $3.99 e-book | May 1, 2018
978-1-973623-98-4
A memoir offers a tribute to a
young man of indomitable spirit who
died too soon.
Richards (Crossing the River Sorrow,
2013) met Monty Martin McDonald
in 2001 in Lakeview, Oregon, when he
showed up at her front door the day of his mother’s funeral.
The author had seen him for the first time a few days earlier,
sitting by the curb with his mother, selling lemonade. Shortly
thereafter, his mother committed suicide, leaving behind three
children. At age 8, McDonald was the youngest. Over the next
three years, he and Richards formed a unique bond—a middleage nurse/teacher and a young boy with a drive to forge his place
in the world. Then McDonald moved to Key Peninsula in Washington state to live with his grandmother and father, and Richards and her husband headed to Moscow, Idaho. The author
and McDonald stayed in touch. On Feb. 21, 2013, 19-year-old
McDonald called to report he had a rare form of bone cancer
that had invaded his knee. Richards immediately drove to Seattle to meet him at the hospital. What follows are the excruciating details of his courageous, good-humored, yet ultimately
doomed struggle to overcome this cruel disease, interspersed
with Richards’ memories of her own childhood and young adulthood. The author is a skillful wordsmith, so it isn’t until about
halfway through this short volume that readers will realize the
sad, lovingly textured story is as much about Richards’ rediscovery of Christianity during her friendship with McDonald as it is
about his fateful odyssey. Nonbelievers may find the heavy dose
of religiosity an intrusion into what could easily have been a
more universal, metaphysical treatise on the nature of suffering
and the beauty of life’s simple joys. Yet the prose remains riveting. Here is the author’s first impression of Lakeview: “The arid
landscape at the foot of the Warner Mountains was as disheartening as the scent of sunbaked sagebrush, the whirling dust
devils that circled our car, and the swarms of kamikaze locust
obliterating our windshield with a thick yellow goo.”
Alternately buoyant with youthful optimism and heartbreakingly painful; a touching account of a striking journey.

THE TROUBLE WITH GRITS...

Pittman, Phyllis
Serendipity Press (248 pp.)
$26.00 | $14.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Jun. 1, 2018
978-1-73231-740-6
978-1-5462-1623-0 paper
A historical novel offers a collection
of stories about life, love, and family in
the rural South.
Evangeline “Vangie” Tanner has returned to her girlhood
home in Collins, Mississippi, to mourn the loss of her beloved
father. While digging through her memory box, Vangie uncovers
an assortment of knickknacks that trigger sweet and poignant
recollections of her childhood. Her memories are a window to
the past, small moments that allow glimpses of larger social
issues through a child’s eyes. There is ample humor throughout
the novel, as Vangie recalls incidents such as her father slapping the preacher after the man startled him awake. There’s a
thread of nostalgia as well, as Vangie muses on first dates and
crazy relatives. But the cozy reflections do not mask the darker
realities of a Southern community in mid-20th-century America. Women are expected to “get married and have a passel of
children.” An African-American youth named Willie T. Clifford
breaks off his friendship with Vangie because of their differing
skin colors. The story about Rachel Katz, Vangie’s Jewish neighbor, is particularly striking. When Miss Rachel is attacked for
her Jewish heritage, the neighbors murmur about the shame
of it all. Vangie astutely observes the display of hypocrisy by
most residents of Collins who refuse to take responsibility. This
charming novel, a 2017 Faulkner Finalist, goes down like sweet
tea on a warm summer night, a glass of refreshment and comfort. Pittman (Pony Tales, 2014, etc.) is an evocative writer. Her
characters are well-defined, springing to life from the page in
witty conversations and vibrant descriptions. Each story could
stand alone, though they are all tied together through Vangie’s
memory box. And each tale moves Vangie’s own life forward,
eventually landing the small-town girl in Europe, where she
discovers her future path. The author admirably balances the
lightness of some stories with heavier themes of race, religion,
heritage, and family.
A memorable look at the joys and tribulations of growing up in a small town during a bygone era.
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FIERY STAR
The Journals of
Emma Rose Lightfoot

PRIMORDIAL THREAT

Rothman, M.A.
Self (459 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Aug. 31, 2018
978-1-983323-00-3

Rivers, Leslie
Sierra Muses Press (402 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jul. 4, 2018
978-0-9998514-0-1

A colorful world of actors and outlaws comes to life in a debut historical
novel from Rivers.
Sixteen-year-old Emma Lightfoot
lives in 1856 Placerville, California, one of many towns spawned
by the gold rush. Her mother and siblings are dead, but she
adores her father and closest companion, C.E. “Emmett” Lightfoot. They write and print the local newspaper, the Placerville
Rattler, and at the book’s opening, they both look forward to
attending and reviewing the touring Star Troupe’s play featuring Edwin “Ted” Booth, son of renowned actor Junius. But tragedy strikes when Emmett gets a splinter that becomes infected.
Within a matter of days, Emma is the sole living Lightfoot.
Saddled with her father’s secret debts, Emma tries to turn a
one-day gig as the theater company’s washerwoman into a
seasonlong engagement, and the troupe’s iron-willed but kind
co-manager, Hattie Burnham, brings her on after a strange fire
destroys much of Placerville. Emma’s new theatrical “family”
includes brooding and handsome Booth; Hattie and her loutish husband, Ben; charming and privileged Harry; coquettish
teen actress Sophie; 7-year-old “Fairy Star” Louise; and other
eccentrics. The troupe tours the camps and towns of the Sierra
Nevada foothills, experiencing great triumphs—largely thanks
to Booth’s creative brilliance—and enormous setbacks. Most
troublingly of all, a string of destructive fires points to a possible “firebug” in the troupe’s ranks. The novel’s large, colorful
supporting cast demands readers’ engagement. Each character
is distinct and troubled in his or her own way, such as Emma’s
resilient best friend Evangeline’ turning to prostitution after
her parents’ deaths; Hattie’s battling about finances with her
gambling husband; or Booth’s struggling with the shadow of
his famous father. Secondary characters, in fact, sometimes
outshine Emma, who more than once quietly eavesdrops on
explosive conflicts in the personal lives of people around her.
The story lacks a proper climax, but several scenes and plotlines
stand out for their tension and intrigue—a section describing a rescue attempt during a massive, town-consuming fire is
knuckle-whitening.
Struggles with structural issues but still shines thanks
to its compelling (albeit enormous) cast and vividly constructed world.
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Eccentric, brilliant, and disgraced
scientist Dave Holmes may be humanity’s only hope for survival when a black
hole is detected on a collision course
with Earth.
Rothman (Perimeter, 2018), an engineer, tackles the hard-science/apocalypse trope of a “Very Bad
Thing” threatening Earth in the tradition of Philip Wylie and
Edwin Balmer’s epochal When World’s Collide and Larry Niven
and Jerry Pournelle’s Lucifer’s Hammer. Focusing rather tightly
on a small group of characters—from tough U.S. President
Margaret Hager to a NYC cop recalled to active military service—the epic takes place in the year 2066. Humans routinely
mine asteroids and have a thriving lunar colony, but that matters naught when the ultimate natural-disaster threat looms: a
black hole, preceded by a cloud of debris. A long-shot solution
may reside with Dave Holmes, a scientist who’s had a spectacular rise and fall in his discipline. He foresaw the oncoming
doomsday and, working in obscurity, has secretly been researching an astounding, untested technology to save at least some of
humanity. But other dangers abound—an end-times terrorist
messianic cult called the Brotherhood of the Righteous. The
Brotherhood make for rather pallid villains, and late in the narrative, a few colorful Vatican reps show up if only to underscore
that not all religious folk are hellbent psycho death freaks. But
a theme emerges that Earth’s real savior is “Big Science”—and,
particularly, science spearheaded by social outcasts, misunderstood misfits, and mavericks. (One surprise supporting-cast
hero turns out to be the Supreme Leader of North Korea.) The
thickening techno-jargon is somewhat daunting though not
entirely beyond a lay reader’s comprehension (“Detecting an
acceleration of 20 meters per second squared...correction, the
acceleration has increased to 40 meters...60 meters...holding
at 60 meters per second squared”). In an afterword, Rothman
fact-checks the realities behind his imaginative flights of physics and technology, though a cliffhanger ending points the survival narrative into an entirely different direction and feels a bit
like a misalignment.
Fairly exciting sci-fi catastrophism with some quirks;
call it The Day the Earth Certainly Didn’t Stand Still.
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Russell’s descriptions of a booming Denver at the turn of the 20th
century re-create the excitement of a city moving into the future.
in the company of like - minded women

IN THE COMPANY OF LIKEMINDED WOMEN

giving full dimension to all three characters. This is part love story
(romantic and familial) and part examination of the early days of
women entering the professional arena, with a hefty measure of
political discourse thrown into the mix. But the most intriguing underlying plotline tracks Mildred’s halting transformation
from grim, frumpy temperance advocate to a lively participant in
Lida’s progressive circle of accomplished women. Sara Jane provides much of the humor; her enthusiasm, innocence, and teenage angst are rather charming. And the author’s descriptions of
a booming Denver at the turn of the 20th century re-create the
excitement of a city moving into the future.
A bit heavy on political rhetoric, but passionate female
characters deliver a valuable message.

Russell, Elaine
Belles Histoires (366 pp.)
$14.95 paper | $5.99 e-book
Oct. 7, 2018
978-1-73249-940-9

The summer of 1901 in Denver sees
the reunion of three sisters in this historical novel that hails the burgeoning
independence of women.
It has been 11 years since Dr. Elizabeth “Lida” Clayton has seen her sisters, Mildred and Evangeline.
When Lida married William after her graduation from Smith
College, her mother was furious. William was a Northerner and
his family manufactured guns used by the Union Army. During
childhood, Lida was close to Mildred, who is three years older.
But Mildred sided with their mother, creating a family schism.
An unfortunate visit to the clan in Lawrence, Kansas, in 1890
resulted in a final blowout. Still, Lida, now a widow, remains in
contact with her kid sister, Eva, who, at 25, is 15 years younger.
Unexpectedly, Mildred and Eva accept an invitation to visit Lida
and her two children, 15-year-old Sara Jane and 5-year-old Cole, in
Denver, a hotbed of liberal thinking. Lida hopes this will lead to
a reconciliation. But Mildred agreed to the trip as a ploy to help
break up the developing romance between Eva and the man she
is determined to marry, Bertram Dearman. Russell’s (All About
Thailand, 2016, etc.) gentle narrative plays out over two months
and, in alternating chapters, is narrated by the individual voices of
Lida, Sara Jane, and Mildred (whom readers hear through her letters home and her journal entries). The literary device works well,

DIVISIBLE MAN
The Second Ghost

Seaborne, Howard
Trans World Data (382 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Sep. 9, 2018
978-1-73219-496-0

A man with the powers of flight and
invisibility uses them to help investigate
a sex-trafficking ring in this third novel
in a series.
Five months ago, Will Stewart, 33, a regional pilot for Essex
County Air Services in Wisconsin, survived the crash of his
small plane—an accident that remains unexplained. He’s still
waiting for a medical evaluation to clear him to fly again and
restore his pilot’s license; his neurologist, Dr. Doug Stephenson,
is concerned about some imaging results, which show a tangled,
wiry structure in Will’s brain. But what Stephenson doesn’t
know—and what almost no one else knows—is that the accident left Will with a strange and wonderful gift that he calls “the
other thing”: He can become invisible and float in the air. Over
the past months, he’s been perfecting a set of hand-operated
propulsion devices that give him more control over his ability,
which he’s used in two previous adventures to help his 20-something wife, Andrea “Andy” Taylor, a police detective, solve
crimes and rescue innocents. Now, one night in early December, Will and Andy are having a rare date night when they get
an emergency page from teenage Lane Franklin. She’s in on the
secret, as Will used the other thing to save her from abduction
a few months before; now his abilities are desperately needed to
prevent Lane’s distraught friend from shooting herself. The girl,
Sarah, is being blackmailed by someone who has a nude photo
of her, taken somehow without her knowledge. Will quickly
solves the immediate threat, but the investigation into how the
picture was taken points toward a larger, more serious criminal
enterprise targeting female high school athletes. Will must push
his abilities to their limits in order to bring down the bad guys.
As in the previous two outings, Seaborne (Divisible Man: The
Sixth Pawn, 2018, etc.), a former flight instructor and charter
pilot, delivers a solid, well-written tale that taps into the nearuniversal dream of personal flight. Seaborne makes the other
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FOREVER HERSELF
A Son’s Memoir of a
Remarkable Woman

thing integral to the plot in a way that never feels gimmicky,
and three novels in, the protagonist is still discovering new and
intriguing aspects of his gift. Will’s narrative voice is engaging
and crisp, clearly explaining technical matters while never losing sight of humane, emotional concerns. The environments
he describes, from regional airlines to big-city police departments, feel absolutely real. Also, as before, the side characters
are well-drawn, including Will’s fellow pilot, 22-year-old “Pidge”
Page, who’s feisty, foulmouthed, and game for anything—the
more dangerous, the better. The plot moves along briskly and
has a satisfying conclusion, although the girl-in-trouble plotline
is a bit similar to that in the first installment of the series. It
also doesn’t follow up on the ending of the second book’s story,
which suggested bigger plans for Will’s gift than reconnoitering and rescues. As the protagonist gains more control over the
other thing, it would be nice to see him dream a little bigger.
Another intelligent and exciting superpowered thriller.

Stevens, Kerry L. with Stevens, Berthella
Six Points Publishing (390 pp.)
$21.99 | $13.99 paper | $8.99 e-book
Oct. 9, 2018
978-1-73242-661-0
978-1-73242-660-3 paper

ADRIFT

Sheldon, Charlie
Iron Twine Press (334 pp.)
$18.00 paper | $4.99 e-book
Sep. 21, 2018
978-0-9970600-8-9
Sheldon (Strong Heart, 2017, etc.)
returns readers to the mythic history,
natural wonder, and terror of the Olympic Peninsula in this nautical sequel.
When the container ship Seattle
Express catches fire in the Gulf of Alaska, it sets dramatic events
in motion for many different people. Larry and Louise, a downtrodden pair of tugboaters, race their old, reliable tug Warhorse
to the wreck, hoping that a successful salvage will breathe new
life into their faltering family business. William, aka “Walleye,”
returns from the previous novel, serving onboard the Seattle
Express. When his lifeboat disappears, it’s up to his daughter,
Myra, and friends Tom and Sarah to save him, and as they do so,
they dig into the spiritual and physical past. The story takes place
against the backdrop of the shipping industry around the Haida
Gwaii archipelago, also known as the Queen Charlotte Islands
by British Columbia. As in the previous installment, this novel
does an excellent job of portraying the nuance and overlap in
spirituality and working-class struggles, as nature, family, history,
and business collide over the course of the story. William spent
a significant portion of Strong Heart as a witness to others’ family histories, but he takes center stage here; Haida Gwaii is his
birthplace, and his history with the islands is complex. Larry and
Louise are also welcome additions to the cast, as their story gives
readers insight into the realities of maritime life and broadens
the scope of the series overall. For readers who aren’t familiar
with Sheldon’s previous work, this novel effectively stands alone
and remains accessible throughout. The story of how the crew of
the Seattle Express fights for survival and the detailed descriptions
of land- and seascapes make for a stirring combination.
A rich tale of spirituality, grit, and danger.
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In this debut memoir, Stevens pays
tribute to his mother as an avid learner,
wise teacher, and tender nurturer.
The author was born in 1958 and grew up in rural Indiana.
As he describes his mother, Berthella (who receives co-author
credit), it immediately becomes clear that she didn’t conform
to traditional gender roles of the era. She had “perpetual struggles in the kitchen,” didn’t keep an immaculate home, and pursued “her own social and intellectual stimulation.” Her in-laws
rejected such nonconformity, but it was a tremendous blessing
to her nuclear family. She always had time for her children and
for education—constantly learning new things and teaching
others. She also embraced her talents, providing therapeutic
massages in her home and writing a newspaper column about
her local community. The memoir recounts Stevens’ childhood
memories, but it’s truly about Berthella, with each chapter
painting another stroke in a portrait of an exceptional woman.
She’s shown to be fun-loving, as evidenced by an impromptu
family food fight, and nurturing, as seen by her care of Stevens
when he suffered from polio and later, two broken arms after a
playground mishap. Ultimately, the author says, “she was crazy
for life,” constantly finding joy and meaning in nature, language,
and relationships. Stevens’ vivid details transport the reader
directly into the time period and physical settings, and he has
a gift for describing ordinary things in beautiful, artistic ways,
allowing the audience to experience a zest for life that he seemingly inherited from his mother: “Strawberries grew like jewels
in the treasure chest of our garden”; “she and I regularly plucked
food from [the library’s] shelves for our ravenous minds.” The
book’s slow pace is reflective of unhurried rural life. Still, each
chapter draws the reader in, allowing them to glimpse life in the
country and a woman who lived life to its fullest.
A slow but purposeful and engaging remembrance.
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WHAT IF ANTS WORE
ORANGE PANTS?

TWO MINUS ONE
A Memoir

Strauss, Alice J
Illus. by the author
Page Publishing, Inc. (34 pp.)
$12.95 paper | $9.99 e-book | Jan. 2, 2018
978-1-64138-170-3

Taylor, Kathryn
She Writes Press (152 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $9.95 e-book
Nov. 6, 2018
978-1-63152-454-7

Clever rhyming couplets and soft
pastel illustrations make for an amusing
alphabet book in author/illustrator Strauss’ picture book debut.
Without bothering with the “A is for...” structure, Strauss
launches into a silly poem about dancing ants to introduce the
letter A. The next page is graced by a polka-dot butterfly, drawn,
it appears, in a combination of paint and stamp art. Each poem
scans well, varying rhyme schemes and rhythm structure. Many
of the choices are general and familiar, such as eagles for E and
lion for L. Others are unusual: mongoose, veery (a songbird),
xyphosura (horseshoe crab). Several illustrations are realistic,
with lovely detail (especially the frog’s bog); others are more
fancifully rendered: Both the calico cat and the donkey look
more like stuffed animals, with textile-inspired patterns on
their coats. The images are intriguing and done in a mix of styles
that look painted or sketched and filled in with colored pencils.
The page layouts place the text into the pictures with a large
border around each page featuring a letter. Full of interesting
vocabulary words (“paisley,” “sedentary”), older readers will find
some challenge, while lap readers will enjoy the rhymes.
Alphabet books are plentiful, but this charmer is a
standout.

A woman chronicles a painful divorce
in this debut memoir.
Taylor remembers that she was driving
on the interstate with her then-husband,
Jim, when he suddenly announced, “I’m done with our marriage.”
The couple had been facing tough challenges: Jim’s work had
forced them to maintain a long-distance relationship for sustained
periods, and his brother had been diagnosed with a terminal illness.
However, there were no clear indications that Jim would request a
divorce. Indeed, the shock was so great that the author says that
she felt that “all the oxygen seemed to escape from the vehicle.”
When they first got married, she remembers, they used to wake
each morning with smiles on their faces; they’d both been divorced
before, so they were committed to making their marriage work.
After settling together in Summerville, South Carolina, a chain of
events, including leaving her job as a teacher, led to Taylor’s feeling
isolated. She writes that Jim told her that she sometimes said “hurtful” things, particularly after overindulging in wine, but she felt that
her actions didn’t warrant his description of her as “selfish” and
“mean.” This memoir confronts the painful, debilitating nature of
divorce and offers guidance on how to survive “unexpectedly starting over” at 60. The act of putting her story on paper appears to
have been a major source of catharsis for the author; she says that
she’d always wanted to be a writer and that her grief helped her to
complete this book. Her prose is elegantly descriptive and effortlessly precise throughout, and she speaks tenderly and directly to
her readers: “You, too, have the ability to regain your confidence,
abandon your hopelessness, and realize that you are not a woman
to be tossed aside and forgotten.” Taylor carefully explores her own
rebuilding process, including time that she spent in therapy and
the crucial support that she received from her friends. Her book
may act as a lifeline for other women going through similar experiences, as it offers hope for newfound happiness.
Truthful, dignified, and pragmatic writing.
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A revisionist interpretation of the
biblical book of Job that raises provocative questions about its titular protago-

Zeitz writes with a furious passion that seems to
enjoin readers in a global struggle.
waging justice

The widely accepted reading of Job is that God allowed him
to suffer at the hands of Satan despite his righteousness. The
ostensible lessons are that even the morally blameless can suffer and that God’s plan is inscrutable. However, Vander Weele
(Reclaiming Our Schools, 1994) argues that this view entails a theological incoherency, as God capriciously delivers a good man
into Satan’s evil clutches. In search of an alternative explanation, the author—a professional corporate investigator—meticulously scoured the text for “throwaway lines” that function as
exegetical clues. In the process, she discovered an entirely new
analysis: “Perhaps Job wasn’t the loving and honorable brother,
relative, friend, and civic leader he imagined himself to be.” In
this book, she considers evidence that Job’s prideful estimation of his own virtue far exceeded reality—that after he suffered a series of catastrophic losses, his neighbors abandoned
him, and his friends felt that he deserved punishment for shady
business practices that preyed upon the poor. Job, the author
asserts, seemed more concerned with defending his reputation,
arrogantly proposing a “cosmic Calculus” in which he earned
his prosperity and future salvation. Vander Weele’s thesis in this
book is as challenging as it is rigorous. Her painstaking interrogation of the biblical text is delightfully unrelenting. It also
provides a philosophically sound lesson involving the dangers
of pride and the eternal goodness not of Job, but of God. The
author also furnishes an engaging account of Satan’s role in
all this and the way in which he was essentially duped by God.
Throughout, her prose is unfailingly clear and free of academic
jargon, and her analytical results read like a true-crime mystery:
dramatic, accessible, and full of profound, moral meaning.
A brief but captivating look at an ancient story.

y o u n g a d u lt

moved his wife and three kids to Zambia to become a government health adviser, covering many bases—AIDS, nutrition,
and population. There, he saw up close the devastating impact
of AIDS in Africa, adopted an orphaned child, and attempted
to get more funds from the United States—sometimes to the
chagrin of his bosses. After one too many steps over the line,
the author moved back to America, where he became a successful activist, working with (and sometimes against) the government to raise money for AIDS outreach. But the unearthing
of a dark family secret threatened to unravel all of his accomplishments. In his engrossing book, Zeitz ably finds a way to
balance the telling of his personal and professional challenges
and achievements and is particularly effective in showing how
they affect one another. It is hard to doubt his commitment to
his titular cause as he writes with a furious passion that seems
to enjoin readers in a global struggle. At one point in Zambia,
he stopped to see what merchants were hawking: “They were
selling coffins—adult-sized, and ones small enough for children
and babies. The injustice I saw in front of me burned like a
raging fire through my soul.” But the author also unflinchingly
describes his own mistakes and traumas, making for a wellrounded character study.
A surprisingly multifaceted work that delves deep into
the personal and the political.

WAGING JUSTICE

Zeitz, Paul
BalboaPress (370 pp.)
$25.79 | $20.20 paper | $3.99 e-book
Jun. 15, 2018
978-1-982205-44-7
978-1-982205-42-3 paper
A debut memoir reflects on a life of
serving others, from fighting AIDS in
Africa to securing health funding in the
United States.
Born to a family of Philadelphia sandwich shop owners in
the early 1960s, Zeitz was heavily affected at a young age when
he learned about the Holocaust. From that point on, he vowed
to make sure he would not sit idly by during any future genocide. Relying on a defiant spirit to achieve his goals, the author
pursued a medical degree, eventually becoming an osteopathic
physician. In college, he met Mindi Cohen, and after some ups
and downs, they were married in the early ’90s. After his wedding, Zeitz took a position in Nigeria to do fieldwork for a short
time and then became a field epidemiologist in the American
Southwest, where he and Mindi had their first child. After that,
he worked for the U.S. Agency for International Development
health program across the world, particularly in Africa. He then
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By Megan Labrise

Zadie Smith at the 2018 New Yorker Festival

“There are songs in every chapter of
Ordinary People, as there are songs
in every life, dancing songs, driving
songs, cleaning songs, talking and
drinking and thinking songs....This is
a book to be read and heard at the
same time, then listened to again in
pure sound, bringing the characters
and their world back to you on the
replay. Music is memory. It reminds
us who we are.”

—Diana Evans, whose playlist for her latest novel, Ordinary People, includes Q-Tip,
Mariah Carey, Isaac Hayes, Amy Winehouse, Jill Scott, and the titular song by
John Legend, which, she says, “contain[s]
a beautifully accurate account of the conflicting phases of love” (Largehearted Boy)

Submissions for Field Notes?
Email fieldnotes@kirkus.com.

“I really don’t have a voice. I’m a writer for precisely that reason. My identity
is just not clear to me….I’ve always felt that way, since childhood. The most
important thing for me in my writing is to have a great variety….In fiction I get to
be inauthentic and schizophrenic, and that’s a great pleasure to me.”
—Zadie Smith in conversation with David Remick at the 19th annual New Yorker Festival

“So, I think if you’re a fiction writer and you’re too intelligent, you cannot write.
But if you are stupid, you cannot write. You have to find your position in between.
Not too intelligent and not too stupid. This is very difficult.”
—Haruki Murakami in conversation with Deborah Treisman at the New Yorker Festival

“Right now it feels like winning the golden ticket, except that no one is asking me
to run a chocolate factory.”
—Kelly Link, whose boundary-pushing fantasy and speculative fictions earned the author
a 2018 MacArthur Fellowship worth $625,000, a sum greater than the annual earnings of
Small Beer Press, the independent publishing house she runs with husband Gavin Grant.
“If we made that much in profit, we would have to change our name to Slightly Larger
Beer Press,” she notes. (Washington Post)

“Matilda demonstrates that it’s possible for anyone, no matter how small and
powerless they feel, to defeat the Trunchbulls in their own lives—a message
that feels even more relevant today than it did 30 years ago.”

—Bernie Hall, marketing director of the Roald Dahl Story Company, upholders of the
storied author’s copyrights and trademarks. To honor the 30th anniversary of Matilda, the
foundation commissioned a statue of the spunky schoolgirl confronting the contemporary figure most worthy of a dressing down, as voted by the British public. (CNN)
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Appreciations: Don Camillo, Peppone,
and a (Genial) Clash of Ideologies
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You could set your watch by it: Every day, in the Italian farm town
where I once lived, a verbal battle would break out in the piazza. On one
side was a painter who argued for the communist cause, on the other, a
greengrocer who would not abandon the fascist cause of old. They would
yell at each other, gesturing wildly and saying things that were quite unkind,
then, like the sheepdog and coyote of Looney Tunes fame, would clock out
and drink a glass of wine together.
So it was with Don Camillo and Comrade Peppone, the creations of an
Italian writer named Giovanni Guareschi (1908-1968). A native of Parma,
he talked his way into writing and drawing for a humor magazine called Bertoldo, working for a time alongside an
American expatriate named Saul Steinberg, later famous for a New Yorker drawing in which America is made up
of coasts with a little slice of terra incognita in between.
In Guareschi’s time and ours, fashionable Italy was Milan, and he became an urban sophisticate in the big city.
Then the war broke out, “for reasons,” he wrote, “entirely beyond my control.” He was drafted just in time for
Mussolini’s regime to fall and, captured by the Germans, was trucked away to a lager in Poland, where he spent
two years. Liberated, he went back to writing, but now, in an Italy divided between a powerful Communist Party
and an equally powerful Vatican-backed Christian Democratic machine, he had just the scenario he needed for
a series of novels that have since been translated into dozens of languages, chronicling the adventures of a priest
named Don Camillo, who is always wrangling and fussing with Comrade Peppone, the mayor of the village near
Parma where Don Camillo serves.
Comrade Peppone is a loyal son of Stalin, but he harbors dreams, as when he wins
the lottery and, in Comrade Don Camillo, fulfills his dream of visiting the Soviet Union
along with his friendly foe; as Don Camillo prophesies, Peppone finds that it’s not the
workers’ paradise he thought it might be. In a short story some might find sacrilegious,
Don Camillo has a conversation with Christ himself over the savior’s disapproval of
his fondness for cigars—though, since Don Camillo spirited away one of the two
cigars Peppone had in his pocket, and since Peppone is a Communist who believes
in dividing property, Christ allows that Don Camillo is only taking his fair share. And
so on, in funny yarns in which conflicting ideas are argued out affectionately through
characters that, Guareschi once said, “allow me to turn my internal polemic into one
that is public.”
Clever clerics have a time-honored place in popular literature, from Harry Kemelman’s Rabbi Small to G.K.
Chesterton’s Father Brown and Edith Pargeter’s (aka Ellis Peters’) Brother Caedfael. Don Camillo joins their
number, and if he and Comrade Peppone have largely been forgotten since their author died 50 years ago, the
two adversaries still have plenty of things to say in a world that sorely needs lessons in civil disagreement.
Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.
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NEW FROM GROUNDWOOD BOOKS
MUSTAFA
by Marie-Louise Gay
 “One for the must-be-purchased list.”
— School Library Journal,  
 “An invaluable resource for those working
with children from resettled refugee families.”
— Kirkus,  

AUNTIE LUCE’S TALKING PAINTINGS
by Francie Latour & Ken Daley
 “Young readers will enjoy how Latour
and Daley celebrate Haitian history and
culture through this lovely, artistic story.”
— Kirkus,  

DEEP UNDERWATER
by Irene Luxbacher
 “Readers ride waves of wonder . . .
Masterful artwork and nuanced verse invite
readers to hold their breath and dive deep.”
— Kirkus,  
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